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Foreword

During the year 2016, CRESCO high performance computing clusters have provided about 43 million hours of “core” computing time, at a high availability rate, to more than one hundred users, supporting ENEA research and development activities in many relevant scientific and technological domains. In the framework of joint programs with ENEA researchers and technologists, computational services have been provided also to academic and industrial communities. This report, the eighth of a series started in 2008, is a collection of 45 papers illustrating the main results obtained during 2016 using CRESCO/ENEAGRID HPC facilities. The significant number of contributions testifies the importance of the interest for HPC facilities in ENEA research community. The topics cover various fields of research, such as materials science, efficient combustion, climate research, nuclear technology, plasma physics, biotechnology, aerospace, complex systems physics, renewable energies, environmental issues, HPC technology. The report shows the wide spectrum of applications of high performance computing, which has become an all-round enabling technology for science and engineering.

Since 2008, the main ENEA computational resources is located near Naples, in Portici Research Centre. This is a result of the CRESCO Project (Computational Centre for Research on Complex Systems), co-funded, in the framework of the 2001-2006 PON (European Regional Development Funds Program), by the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR).

The Project CRESCO provided the resources to set up the first HPC x86_64 Linux cluster in ENEA, achieving a computing power relevant on Italian national scale (it ranked 126 in the HPC Top 500 June 2008 world list, with 17.1 Tflops and 2504 cpu cores). It was later decided to keep CRESCO as the signature name for all the Linux clusters in the ENEAGRID infrastructure, which integrates all ENEA scientific computing systems, and is currently distributed in six Italian sites. CRESCO computing resources were later upgraded in the framework of PON 2007-2013 with the project TEDAT and the cluster CRESCO4, 100 Tflops computing power. In 2016 the ENEAGRID computational resources consist of about 8500 computing cores (in production) and a raw data storage of about 1400 TB.

The success and the quality of the results produced by CRESCO stress the role that HPC facilities can play in supporting science and technology for all ENEA activities, national and international collaborations, and the ongoing renewal of the infrastructure provides the basis for an upkeep of this role in the forthcoming years.

In this context, 2015 is also marked by the signature of an agreement between ENEA and CINECA, the main HPC institution in Italy, to promote joint activities and projects. In this framework, CINECA and ENEA participated successfully to a selection launched by EUROfusion, the European Consortium for the Development of Fusion Energy, for the procurement of a several PFlops HPC system, beating the competition of 7 other institutions. The new system MARCONI-FUSION started operation in July 2016 at 1 Pflops computation power level which has been increased to 5 Pflops in the summer of 2017. The ENEA-CINECA agreement is a promising basis for the future development of ENEA HPC resources in the coming years. A new CRESCO6 cluster of 0.7 Pflops is planned to be installed before the end of the current year, 2017.

Dipartimento Tecnologie Energetiche,
Divisione per lo Sviluppo Sistemi per l'Informatica e l'ICT - CRESCO Team
**M-TraCE: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW TOOL**  
**IN CRESCO-HPC ENVIRONMENT FOR**  
**HIGH RESOLUTION ELABORATION OF BACKWARD TRAJECTORIES**
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**ABSTRACT.** This work describes a new tool for the calculation and the statistical elaboration of backward trajectories. In order to take advantage of the high resolution meteorological database of the Italian national air quality model MINNI, stored in CRESCO-HPC environment, a dedicated set of procedures was implemented, in same environment, under the name of M-TraCE, MINNI module for Trajectories Calculation and statistical Elaboration.

**1 Introduction**

Backward trajectory analysis is commonly used in a variety of atmospheric analyses [1]. In particular it is meaningful interpreting air composition measurements with respect to air mass origin and path through the atmosphere [2]. Backward trajectories are helpful for the interpretation of a single local event [3, 4], or can be processed through statistical analysis in order to provide information on the main directions of air masses fluxes and so on the region of influence of a site of interest [5]. Intercomparison studies [6, 7] between different back trajectory models have shown that model performances are mainly determined by the quality and the spatial and temporal resolution of the underlying meteorological dataset, especially when complex terrain is involved [8, 9].

Here, the development of a new tool for backward trajectory analysis on the Italian territory is presented. Being the Italian peninsula characterized by complex orography, the usage of high resolution fields is mandatory to adequately describe the meteorological features. Italian National AMS-MINNI [10] meteorological database, at 4 km spatial resolution, has been used for this purpose. Furthermore, in some cases, additional ad-hoc meteorological simulations have been carried out at higher resolution (1 km) in order to better describe local meteorological features nearby the site of interest.

**2 Methodology**

**2.1 Implemented procedures**

M-TraCE is a package of procedures for high resolution computation and statistical elaboration of backward trajectories. M-TraCE is grouped into three main modules:

~ **CORE:** the core of the code, written in NCL [11], which calculates a single trajectory arriving at the site of interest at a selected time

~ **LOOP:** the procedure which allows looping to automatically calculate multiple trajectories

~ **STAT:** the procedure for the statistical processing of a sample of trajectories.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: lina.vitali@enea.it.
The core of the code is inspired by the HYSPLIT [12] model. In particular, the method of Petterssen [13], a discrete numerical integration scheme based on simple Euler steps, is used to calculate air masses movements. The result is the three-dimensional pathway of the trajectory provided both as graphical display and text file (Fig. 1).

When the LOOP procedure is selected, the core code is recursively run on multiple cases; the output is a broad set of trajectories suitable for statistical analysis through the STAT procedure. In particular, the following set of statistical parameters, are processed at the same horizontal resolution of the ingested wind field:

- trajectories transits number in order to identify the main circulation patterns (e.g., Fig. 2);
- the residence time (time spent by air mass in each spatial cell), for assessing regions of influence;
- the average transport time, for the delimitation of the maximum extension of the area of spatial representativeness, according to [14];
- information on the height of air masses falling into each cell (minimum, maximum and average).

![Fig. 1: The three-dimensional pathway of the trajectory: graphical display (top) and text file (bottom).](image1)

![Fig. 2: An example of statistical analysis: number in percent of trajectories transits.](image2)
2.2 MINNI meteorological database

Wind fields for M-TraCE trajectories calculation are supplied by AMS-MINNI meteorological database, produced and stored in CRESCO-HPC environment, using the prognostic non-hydrostatic meteorological model RAMS [15]. RAMS is highly customizable for a wide range of applications, specifically for different spatial scales. In particular a multiple grid nesting scheme allows for the solution of model equations simultaneously on any number of interacting computational meshes of differing spatial resolution. The highest resolution meshes are used to model small scale atmospheric features, whereas coarse meshes are used to simulate large scale atmospheric systems that interact with the smaller scale ones. These features make RAMS suitable for high-resolution simulations, especially in case of complex terrain environments.

A comprehensive validation of the calculated AMS-MINNI meteorological fields is systematically carried out through the comparison with independent observations [16]. Actually, M-TraCE relies on an official, high spatial and time resolution, validated database and its development and usage represent a new further valorisation of the MINNI products availability. Table 1 summarizes the features of AMS-MINNI meteorological database, stored in CRESCO-HPC environment, including typical computation resources employed for meteorological simulation at different spatial resolutions.

Table 1: Features of the AMS-MINNI meteorological database and hardware usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Resolution (km)</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Num. Cores</th>
<th>Computational time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>~600GB per year</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>~15 days per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~150GB</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>~11 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Campania</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~250GB</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>~10 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Areas in Northern Italy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~200GB</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>~12 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Applications and current works

A preliminary version of M-TraCE, i.e. the module for single backward trajectory computation, was used to interpret in situ vertical profiles of aerosol physical properties [9]. The complete and upgraded version of the tool, including routines for statistical elaboration, was applied for the first time to the sites of the Italian Network of Special Purpose Monitoring Stations, designed and maintained by the Italian Ministry of the Environment, Land and Sea [17]. Recently M-TraCE has been used to support source apportionment assessment in the neighbourhood of industrial areas in Southern Italy and currently it is used for the interpretation of air quality monitoring data, in the frame of the “Campania Trasparente” project ([http://www.campaniatrasparente.it/](http://www.campaniatrasparente.it/)), an integrated plan for the comprehensive monitoring of different environmental and biological media throughout Campania Region.
References


ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION TRENDS SIMULATED FOR THE PERIOD 1990–2010 IN EUROPE: EURODELTA - TRENDS PROJECT.

Mario Adani\textsuperscript{2}, Gino Briganti\textsuperscript{1}, Andrea Cappelletti\textsuperscript{1}, Massimo D’Isidoro\textsuperscript{2}, Mihaela Mircea\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1} ENEA - National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development, Pisa, Italy
\textsuperscript{2} ENEA - National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development, Bologna, Italy

\textbf{Abstract.} The present paper shows some preliminary results obtained in the project EURODELTA 3 - Trends and, in particular, describes the simulations performed with the atmospheric modelling system AMS - MINNI. The AMS-MINNI is the reference modelling system of Italian Ministry of Environment, developed with the aim to support air quality policy at national and regional level. The simulations were carried out over a 21-year period, from 1990 to 2010, and over the whole Europe. The results show good agreement with those delivered by other participating models and with the measurements.

1 Introduction

The EU Directive 2008/50/EC promotes modelling techniques for assessing spatial distribution of the air pollution. The air quality (AQ) models are essential tools for developing emissions control plans needed to improve air quality levels and to preserve both human health and ecosystems. These models incorporate advection/dispersion drivers coupled with complex gas and aerosol chemistry solvers, and, therefore, require a lot of computational resources; supercomputing architectures, etc., like CRESCO infrastructure developed in ENEA.

This paper describes the work carried out under the “Trends” phase of the EURODELTA 3 (ED3) project with AMS-MINNI modelling system on CRESCO grid [2]. The project provided a framework for European modelling groups to share experiences in addressing policy relevant problems and to get further understanding in modeling air quality in Europe. ED3 is a scientific activity in the framework of EMEP Task Force on Measurement and Modelling [3], under the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution.

The focus of EURODELTA 3 - Trends is to assess the efficiency of the Gothenburg protocol in reducing exposure to air pollution in Europe. The exercise aims to disentangle the role of meteorological variability, long range transport (boundary conditions) and emissions over 20 years period. The project consists of three Tiers (Table 1) and the first two were presented in the last CRESCO Report [4].

The third Tier required 38 additional simulations: a) 21-year reference simulations (1990-2010), with meteorology, emissions and boundary conditions specific to each year (3 simulations were already performed during Tier 1 for the years: 1990, 2000 and 2010) and b) 21-year simulations with constant 2010 emissions, in order to investigate the contributions of meteorological variability and of boundary conditions (a total of 20 new simulations were required, since one was already performed in Tier 1).
2 Modeling set-up

The modelling setup used for Tier 3 was the same reported in previous Cresco report [4] for Tier 1 and 2. The simulations were conducted with the air quality model FARM (Flexible Regional Atmospheric Model) [5] [6], developed by ARIANET s.r.l. (http://www.aria-net.it/) in Fortran 77/90 language. FARM is a three-dimensional Eulerian grid model with K-type turbulence closure that accounts for the transport, chemical reactions and ground deposition of atmospheric pollutants. The version used is 4.7, with SAPRC99 gas phase chemical mechanism [7] and AERO3 aerosol model[8]. This version was recently rewritten to support hybrid MPI-OpenMP parallelization [9].

The characteristics of the computational domain used in FARM simulations are shown in Table 2. Horizontal coordinates are in latitude/longitude, whereas vertical levels are in meters above the ground.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW corner</th>
<th>(-17°E,32°N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(NX, NY, NZ)</td>
<td>(143,153,16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Z levels [m]</td>
<td>Quasi-logarithmic: 20, 75, 150, 250, 380, 560, 800, 1130, 1570, 2160, 2970, 4050, 5500, 7000, 8500, 10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ΔX, ΔY)</td>
<td>(0.4°,0.25°)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Characteristics of the computational domain.

Meteorological, boundary condition and emission data were provided to all participants (http://www.geosci-model-dev-discuss.net/gmd-2016-309/) and they were processed to be used as input in FARM as is described in the next sections.

All the input/output data of AQ model were stored in the gporq1_minni file system. Table 3 summarizes the settings and the resources employed on the Cresco grid used and , respectively, employed in each step described below. It worth noting that, with respect to previous work [4], only a restricted list of variables were saved, the values corresponding to the level close to the ground, and, therefore, the required storage for the output of each simulated year was reduced by 60%. Emissions
were deleted once the run was completed, only the pre-processed emissions were saved, allowing to free disk space.  
The time needed to complete all simulations (38 years) was ca. 2.5 months.

2.1 Boundary and initial conditions

Boundary and initial conditions used in the study were a simplified version of those used for the simulations with the standard EMEP MSC-W model (http://emep.int/mscw/index_mscw.html). These data are based upon climatological observations, except for dust. They were processed to map the chemical species specific to SAPRC99 gas phase chemical scheme and to particulate matter included in AERO3 aerosol model. The yearly archives were divided in daily files and processed separately by using a scalar job on cresco4_h6 queue. In this way, scalar jobs were parallelized “by hand”. Monthly files with initial conditions contained 14 variables of 3D float type while those with lateral and top boundary conditions contained 14 variables of 2D float type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>Queues</th>
<th>Elapsed time</th>
<th>Disk space</th>
<th>Total disk space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boundary conditions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>cresco4_h6</td>
<td>~ 20'/year</td>
<td>1.6 GB/year</td>
<td>29 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology</td>
<td></td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>~ 1.5 month/year</td>
<td>200 GB/year</td>
<td>3.7 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFPRO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>cresco4_h144</td>
<td>~ 45'/year</td>
<td>115 GB/year</td>
<td>2 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Manager</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>cresco4_h6</td>
<td>~ 2h/year</td>
<td>400 GB/year</td>
<td>7 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cresco3_h144</td>
<td>~ 1h20'/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cresco4_h144</td>
<td>~ 4h/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARM</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>cresco4minni_h24</td>
<td>~ 1÷1.5 day/year</td>
<td>93 GB/year</td>
<td>3.5 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cresco4_h144</td>
<td>~ 2÷3 day/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cresco3_h144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cresco4_h6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary of resources employed on Cresco grid.

2.2 Meteorology

Yearly meteorological fields from WRF (www.wrf-model.org) were processed by SURFPRO to estimate boundary layer height and diffusivities and to determine natural emissions such as volatile organic compounds emitted by vegetation, wind-blown dust and sea salt aerosols. Since PBL height is evaluated by means of a prognostic scheme (relaxation method based on 2D diffusion equations), and the calculation of volatile organic compounds requires the average temperature of the previous day, SURFPRO was run in a scalar way, by using both cresco3_h144 and cresco4_h144 queues. Each yearly run were completed in 45’ on cresco4_h144 and 1h20’ on cresco3_h144 (about 70% slower). Output files had dimension of 323 MB/day, leading to an amount of 115 GB/y storage for the whole period. Each meteorological file includes 7 variables (3D float type) such as geopotential, wind components, temperature, pressure and vapour content and 4 variables (2D float type) such as orography, sea surface temperature, cloud coverage and precipitation.
SURFPRO files contain 3 variables (3D float) such as geopotential, horizontal and vertical diffusivities and 113 variables such as boundary layer turbulence, natural emissions, etc.

2.3 Emissions

The emissions fields were based on TNO_MACC and EMEP databases and were delivered as total yearly and vertically integrated of NO\textsubscript{X}, SO\textsubscript{X}, VOCs, PM2.5, PM coarse and CO mass in each 2D grid cell and for each anthropogenic categories of SNAP nomenclature (from 1 to 10). A dedicated software (Emission Manager, EMGR), integrated in the AMS-MINNI modelling system, performed the needed transformations of these 2D fields in 3D+T fields of chemical species considered in the SAPRC99 and AERO3 schemes. The temporal and spatial disaggregation was performed in several the steps:
- Chemical disaggregation of NO\textsubscript{X}, SO\textsubscript{X}, VOCs and PM2.5 (PM coarse is not speciated in FARM model);
- Vertical distribution according emission category profiles;
- Time modulation according to species and source category modulation coefficients.

Both vertical and time modulation profiles were provided in ED3 project. The natural emissions are computed by MEGAN model in SURFPRO processor.

EMGR is an ensemble of script, makefiles and serial Fortran executables. Due to the non-evolutionary nature of computations, the work can be divided in more than one serial job (12 monthly, or 52 weekly or 365 daily) and submitted to serial queues. Monthly based computations take about 4 hours with cresco3 queues and 2 hours using cresco4 queues.

2.4 FARM air quality model

The concentration fields were calculated for each year with 12 monthly jobs. For each monthly run, a spin-up period of 15 days has been considered. Since domain extension is about 5000 km and mean surface winds about 15 km/h, the spin-up is expected to avoid the inclusion of transitory effects.

The runs were performed with 16 cores and cresco4minni_h24 queue. The choice of employing 16 cores only is for optimizing the elapsed times: it seems to be a good compromise for current availability of resources [4]. The use of MPI or the OpenMP versions of the FARM code did not result in a significant difference in elapsed times.

The simulations require an elapsed time of about 1÷1.5 day/year, depending mainly on other simultaneous I/O processes and grid crowding. Storing a restrict list of variables 2D rather than all variables 3D, allowed to bypass the critical conditions occurring when massive simultaneous I/O operations are in progress [4]. At most, two years were run simultaneously by using the MINNI and other available queues.

3 Discussion

Figure 1 shows an example of particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) concentrations trend simulated with the following models: CHIMERE, CMAQ, EMEP, MATCH, MINNI, LOTOS-EUROS, POLAIR, and WRF-CHEM [11]. The analysis was restricted to rural and suburban stations with at least the 75% of data for each year. Simulated and observed monthly averaged data are plotted. Correlation, root mean square errors and biases are also reported under each plot, for each air quality modelling system. It can be noted that all models generally underestimate PM10 while reproduce better PM2.5, showing lower biases and mean errors. On the contrary, correlations are higher for PM10, due to the major contribution of local primary sources, that are better reproduced by models
than the secondary part of particulate matter (PM). Secondary PM represents most of PM2.5 and has a non-local origin, being generated by complex photochemical transformations and aerosol processes acting in polluted atmosphere, with time scale up to several hours. MINNI and CHIMERE show the best correlations for both PM10 and PM2.5, with almost identical biases for PM10 (-6 µg/m3). The overall negative bias observed for PM10 is higher in the winter period, when residential heating gives the main contribution and may be underestimated. Focusing on PM2.5 trend, it is worth noting that MINNI is capable of reproducing the peaks of monthly PM2.5 concentrations. Further analyses are in progress to evaluate model performances and trends for ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and deposition of total oxidized sulphur (SOx), oxidised nitrogen (NOx) and reduced nitrogen (NHx).

**Figure 1**: Evolution of monthly PM10 (left) and PM2.5 (right) concentrations over the 2002-2010 period for rural and suburban stations, providing at least 75% of measurements each year [11].
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ABSTRACT. The Energy oriented Centre of Excellence in computing applications (EoCoE) is one of the 8 centres of excellence in computing applications established within the Horizon 2020 programme of the European Commission. The project gives qualified high performance computing (HPC) support to research on renewable energies. In order to fully exploit the huge computing power of current supercomputers scientific applications need to be optimized for each specific hardware architecture. Often, much of the running time is spent in I/O operations. We present the methodology adopted by EoCoE to detect and remove I/O bottlenecks, and the first results of benchmarking activities obtained on CRESCO4 system at ENEA.

1 The EoCoE project

The Energy oriented Centre of Excellence in computing applications (EoCoE) [1] is one of the 8 centres of excellence in computing applications established within the Horizon 2020 programme of the European Commission. The primary goal of EoCoE is to foster and accelerate the European transition to a reliable and low carbon energy supply by giving high qualified HPC support to research on renewable energy sources. EoCoE project aims to create a new community of HPC experts and scientists working together to achieve advances on renewable energies.

EoCoE project is composed of four pillars: a) meteorology; b) materials modelling to design efficient low cost devices for energy generation and storage; c) water (geothermal energy); d) nuclear fusion; and a transversal basis. The objective of the transversal basis is to overcome bottlenecks in application codes from the pillars. It develops cutting-edge mathematical and numerical methods, and benchmarking tools to optimize application performances on many available HPC platforms. The transversal basis gives support in the following fields: numerical methods and applied mathematics; linear algebra; sys-
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tem tools for HPC; advanced programming methods for exascale; tools and services for HPC.
EoCoE is structured around a central Franco- German hub coordinating a pan-European network, gathering a total of eight countries and twenty-two partners. The project is coordinated by Maison de la Simulation (France) [2].

2 The I/O benchmarking methodology

I/O benchmarking is one of the activities of EoCoE project belonging to the transversal basis. Efficient I/O is crucial for a fast execution of a code. It could happen that a code run fast on a HPC platform and slow on another even if the two systems have the same microprocessors. Often the bottleneck is due to poor I/O performance. There are many causes which may degrade I/O performance: inefficient I/O strategy, inappropriate size of I/O buffers, large number of I/O calls, poor file system performance etc. It is very important to use benchmarks to get I/O behavior in a reproducible way to identify bottlenecks. The adopted methodology is outlined below:

- find I/O pattern at runtime;
- simulate the I/O pattern on all available HPC systems to find bottlenecks;
- remove bottlenecks:
  - code changes, optimized libraries
  - code refactoring and integration of optimized libraries.

The I/O pattern at runtime provides information on how a file system is accessed by a program without the need to look at the details of the written code. Among the many available tools we present Darshan [3], a library capable to characterize the I/O behavior at runtime with a minimum overhead. Once obtained the I/O pattern for a given system, it has to be simulated on all available systems in order to find bottlenecks. I/O performance is influenced not only by the strategy used at code level but also by the hardware and software which manage disk storage and file systems. As a consequence, I/O parameters and strategy may be adjusted for a specific HPC system in order to fully exploit its resources. In this work we also present IOR [4], an I/O simulator which can reproduce I/O patterns using various interfaces.

3 Results

In this this section we present the first I/O benchmarking results obtained on CRESCO4 [5] system at ENEA [6]. The tools are very flexible and have been applied for the I/O analysis of a high parallel code, the study of the scalability of common parallel I/O libraries, to measure the efficiency of two disk storage systems under heavy workload, and to compare the performance of two parallel file systems with different block size.

3.1 CRESCO4 architecture

CRESCO4 cluster if composed of 304 computing nodes each of which has $2 \times 8$ cores Intel E5-2670 (Sandy Bridge), 2.6 GHz and 64 GB RAM for a total of 4864 cores. The interconnect is based on Infini-
Band (IB) QLogic [7] fabric 4×QDR (40 Gb/s). The I/O benchmarks have been executed on parallel file systems GPFS IBM Spectrum Scale (version 4.2.2.0) [8] configured with 6 NSD I/O servers.

3.2 Darshan

Darshan is a library designed to capture at runtime the I/O behavior of applications, even running on large HPC systems, including pattern of access within files. The library is scalable and lightweight in the sense that the overhead introduced during measurements, in terms of running execution time, is small compared to the case where measurements are absent. In order to collect I/O information applications have to be instrumented before execution. Darshan supports instrumentation of static and dynamic executables and captures both MPIIO and POSIX file access, and limited information about HDF5 [9] and PnetCDF [10] access.

In fig. 1 is shown an example of I/O pattern captured by Darshan for a CFD (external aerodynamics) simulation with 1024 cores. This example shows that the huge number of I/O accesses (∼830000) and the small I/O size (∼KB) are hints for a bottleneck.

![Figure 1: An example of I/O pattern captured by Darshan for a CFD (external aerodynamics) simulation with 1024 cores on CRESCO4 supercomputer at ENEA.](image)

3.3 IOR

IOR can be used to test the performance of parallel file systems using various interfaces (MPIIO, HDF5, PnetCDF, POSIX) and access patterns. IOR uses MPI for process synchronization. An important feature of IOR is that it can simulate two basic parallel I/O strategies: shared file and one-file per process. In the shared file case all processes read/write to a single common file, while in the one-file per process each process reads/writes its own file. In fig. 2 is illustrated the IOR file structure in the case of a write operation to a single shared file. An IOR file is as a sequence of segments which represent the application data (for example a HDF5 or PnetCDF dataset). Each processor holds a part of the segment called a block. Each block, in turn, is divided in chunks called transferSize. The transferSize is the amount of data transferred from the processor to the disk storage in a single I/O function call. IOR manages the blocks and collect them into segments to make a file. The IOR file structure in the case of one-file per
process is the same except that each processor reads/writes its own file. The benchmark comes with a rich variety of options which can be passed as command line arguments to the executable. IOR is a versatile benchmark and can be used in many contexts. We present results concerning the scalability of most common I/O interface libraries, the measure of the efficiency of disk storage systems, and the comparison of the performance of two GPFS file systems configured with different block size.

The study of I/O scalability of common used libraries (MPIIO, HDF5, PnetCDF, POSIX) provides hints to users on how to setup their codes. Sometimes, the best number of tasks for I/O management and/or the I/O strategy (master-slave, single shared file, one file per task etc.) can only be found experimentally. The IOR benchmark tool is used to simulate I/O intensive jobs up to 256 cores. Each core is assigned an I/O task. Results show (see fig. 3) that for the three tested interfaces (MPIIO, HDF5, POSIX) the best configuration is with 64 tasks reading/writing a common shared file.

Figure 2: The IOR file structure.

Figure 3: Scalability analysis results of MPIIO, HDF5 and POSIX I/O interfaces.
Sometimes a computing center can provide many kind of hardware disk storage systems. Depending of the needed I/O performance, it can be useful to dedicate some systems to intensive I/O workloads and others to low performance/long term storage. We present results concerning an experiment whose purpose is to measure the efficiency of two different DDN [11] disk storage systems under the same heavy I/O workload by using IOR benchmark. The efficiency of a system is obtained by measuring how much the I/O performance differs from its maximum peak. Efficiency gives an idea on how a storage technology is evolving. In fig. 4 is shown the experimental apparatus.

Figure 4: The two disk storage systems whose efficiency has been measured by using IOR benchmark. Left: DDNS2A9900 of \( \sim \) 600 TB. Right: two coupled DDNSFA7700 of \( \sim \) 800 TB. Each storage is accessed by a GPFS file system with the same software configuration.

In this experiment two GPFS file systems with 1 MB blocksize and 6 I/O servers over an IB 4xQDR (40 Gb/s) network are used to access two storage systems: (A) a DDNS2A9900 of \( \sim \) 600 TB and (B) two coupled DDNSFA7700 hosting \( \sim \) 800 TB. The maximum available I/O throughput is \( \sim \) 6 GB/s and \( \sim \) 18 GB/s for (A) and (B) respectively. Each I/O client node has 16 cores Intel Sandy Bridge (E5- 2670 2.6 GHz). To simulate a heavy workload each core executes an I/O task which reads/writes 1 GB and in this situation the 16 tasks on each client share the bandwidth of the network card. Results (see fig. 5) show that in the case of full load the efficiency is \( \sim \) 8% for system (A) and \( \sim \) 30% for (B).

Figure 5: Measure of I/O throughput for a (A) DDNS2A9900 (left) and (B) two coupled DDNSFA7700 (right) disk storage systems. Under full load the efficiency is \( \sim \) 8% for system (A) and \( \sim \) 30% for (B).
IOR benchmark can be used to find optimal setting parameters of a file system. In the next experiment we want to compare the I/O performance of two GPFS file systems with 1 MB and 256 KB block size. We use a striping IOR configuration in which blockSize=transferSize=\{128, 256\} KB and \{1, 4, 256\} MB to simulate small, medium and large I/O. Runs are executed on a single computing node of CRESCO4. Each core is assigned an I/O task and all tasks write/read a common shared file. The aggregate amount of data for each run is 256 MB. For this experiment (see fig. 6) results show that 1 MB block size file system performs better than 256 KB.

![I/O performance of two GPFS file systems](image)

Figure 6: I/O performance of two GPFS file systems with 256 KB and 1 MB block size obtained by using IOR. The test is executed on a single node of CRESCO4 with 16 cores Intel Sandy Bridge (E5-2670 2.6 GHz) 64 GB RAM.

4 Conclusions

We have presented the I/O benchmarking methodology of EoCoE project and some experimental results obtained with Darshan and IOR on the ENEA HPC system CRESCO4. We have found these open source software very useful and used together with other tools allow to optimize the I/O on large HPC systems both at code and hardware level.
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ABSTRACT. We report on investigations of the structural and superconducting 
properties of Nb3Sn in the GPa range by first-principle calculations based on 
Density Functional Theory (DFT). Ab-initio calculated lattice parameter of Nb3Sn 
as function of pressure has been used as input for the calculations of the phonon 
dispersion curves and the electronic band structures along different high symmetry 
directions in the Brillouin zone. The critical temperature has been calculated as a 
function of the hydrostatic pressure by means of the Allen-Dynes modification of 
the McMillan formula: its behaviour as a function of hydrostatic pressure shows 
that the electronic contributions play a dominant role if compared to the phonon 
contributions; however, the anomalies found below 6 GPa are clearly ascribed to 
lattice instabilities. Finally, these theoretical results are compared with the 
experimental data obtained by using x-rays from a synchrotron radiation source. 
The experimental Equation of State obtained at room temperature and at pressures 
up to ~ 50 GPa reveals an anomaly in the P-V plot in the region 5-10 GPa, in 
agreement with theoretical predictions. These findings are a clue that Nb3Sn could 
have some structural instability with impact on its superconducting properties 
when subjected to a pressure of a few GPa and represent an important step to 
understand and optimize the performances of Nb3Sn materials under the hard 
operational conditions of the high field superconducting magnet.

1 Introduction

The A15 phase Nb3Sn compound [1] is the present most widely used high field superconductor in 
science and industrial applications employing high-field superconducting magnets, like the 
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [2] and the CERN LHC Luminosity 
Upgrade [3]. In such applications, the superconducting coils of the high-field magnets are subject to 
large mechanical loads caused by the thermal contractions during the cooling down and the strong 
Lorentz forces due to the electromagnetic field. These novel and exceptional requirements renewed 
the interest in this supposedly well-known compound, opening the way for further insights into the 
dependence of the superconducting properties on the mechanical stress.

* Corresponding author. E-mail: gianluca.demarzi@enea.it.
Fig. 1: (a) The unit cell of the A15 structure of the Nb$_3$Sn compound: Sn atoms (in purple) form a bcc lattice and Nb (in green) atoms form three mutually orthogonal chains parallel to the edges of the unit cell; (b) Equilibrium phase diagram for the Nb$_{1+\beta}$Sn$_\beta$ binary system [4].

At atmospheric pressure Nb$_3$Sn shows a cubic $\beta$-W type crystal structure with a Pm-3m (no. 223) space group. In this structure, depicted in Fig. 1a, the Sn atoms form a body centered cubic lattice while the Nb atoms form three mutually orthogonal chains that lie parallel to the edges of the unit cell. The binary phase diagram of Nb$_{1+\beta}$Sn$_\beta$ is depicted in Fig. 1b: the brittle Nb$_3$Sn phase can exist over a wide composition range from about $0.18 \leq \beta \leq 0.25$ at.% Sn. The superconducting properties of Nb$_3$Sn are sensitive to an externally applied strain in a detrimental way [5], [6], [7]. Several studies have explored the degradation of the critical current density and critical temperature by an applied axial stress on technological wires, but little is known about the effect of a hydrostatic pressure on technological specimen.

In this work the structural, electronic and vibrational properties of the material have been investigated by means of ab-initio calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). DFT models allow to calculate the elastic constant and to model the evolution of $T_c$ as a function of pressure highlighting separately the electronic and phonon contributions. The results are compared to XRD experimental data obtained on Nb$_3$Sn technological wires [8].

2 Ab initio calculations

First-principles calculations were performed using plane-wave Density Functional Theory (DFT) [9] as implemented in the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO code (QE) [10]. The DFT scheme here employed adopts a Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) of the electron exchange and correlation energy using Perdew-Wang formula (PW91) [11]. The electron-ion interactions have been modelled with ultra-soft pseudopotentials (US-PPs) in the context of a plane wave expansion basis set. US-PPs have allowed the usage of an energy cut-off of 40 Ry for the wave functions and 400 Ry for the electron density. An artificial thermal broadening (smearing) and a $8 \times 8 \times 8$ Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid [12] for the Brillouin zone sampling have been employed for the simple cubic cell, whereas $k$-points convergence tests were performed in order to determine the amount of $k$-points necessary to perform accurate calculations. The ground state configurations have been obtained via the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm [13]. The phonon dispersion curves, $\omega_{\alpha}(q)$, have been computed in the framework of Density-Functional Perturbation Theory [9] with QE, whereas a $2 \times 2 \times 2$ $q$-point uniform grid, previously tested to be sufficient for convergence, has been employed.
to calculate the entire phonon spectra. A denser $k$-mesh of $24 \times 24 \times 24$ was used for the calculation of the electron-phonon ($el-ph$) coupling constant $\lambda$ at each given pressure. All lattice parameters have been calculated by relaxing a cubic cell in the whole range of pressure.

Fig. 2a shows the calculated volumes up to 50 GPa together with the XRD results. The calculated P-V curve has been fitted to the Rydberg-Vinet Equation of States (EoS) [14] for isotropic compression. From the fit we obtain $V_0 = 149.65 \text{ Å}^3$, $K_0 = 167.92$ GPa and $K'_0 = 4.23$, in fair agreement with the experimental values ($V_0 = 148.73 \text{ Å}^3$, $K_0 = 167.76$ GPa and $K'_0 = 3.58$ [8]; $V_0 =$ volume at atmospheric pressure, $K_0 =$ bulk modulus, and $K'_0 =$ pressure derivative of $K_0$).

![Fig. 2](image.png)

**Fig. 2:** (a) Calculated volume of Nb$_3$Sn as a function of pressure, compared with XRD data [8] (black markers); (b) Electronic density of states (e-DOS) as a function of pressure: at the Fermi level (conventionally set to zero) the e-DOS decreases with pressure.

Also, our calculations slightly overestimate the volume values ($\Delta V \equiv 1.5 \text{ Å}^3$). However, the observed discrepancies in the volume are unlikely to be ascribed to the role of impurities in Nb$_3$Sn: with the atomic Sn content in the range from 18 to 25 % a variation of only 0.6% in the cell volume has been observed [15]. Moreover, Ta addition would increase the cell volume, contrary to the comparison shown in Fig. 2a. In fact, the discrepancies might originate from the pseudopotential used for the calculations: several authors ([16] and references therein) observed that GGA may overestimate the volume for 4d and 5d metals. Nevertheless, our calculated lattice parameter at atmospheric P, $a = 5.309 \text{ Å}$, is in good agreement with results obtained with previous DFT calculations [6], [17].

The obtained lattice parameters have been used as inputs for the calculations of both the phonon dispersion curves and electronic band structures along several high-symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone. We computed the Electron Density of States (e-DoS) for different values of pressure: this is plotted in Fig. 2b. It is clear that the e-DoS at the Fermi level $N(E_F)$ decreases as pressure is increased. Thus, squeezing the cell alters $N(E_F)$. This quantity has particular relevance to evaluate $T_c$: indeed it is proportional to the electron-phonon coupling parameter $\lambda$ which appears in the Allen-Dynes modification of the McMillan formula for $T_c$ [18, 19]:

$$T_c = \frac{\hbar \omega_m}{1.20} \exp \left( -\frac{1.04(1+\lambda)}{\lambda(1+0.62\lambda)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where $\omega_{ln}$ is a weighted logarithmically averaged phonon frequency. The parameter $\mu^*$ represents the effective Coulomb-repulsion parameter which describes the interaction between electrons can be calculated at each pressure using the expression $\mu^* = 0.26 \cdot N(E_F)/(1+N(E_F))$ [20].

![Fig. 3](image-url)

**Fig. 3:** (a) The critical temperature $T_c$ calculated as a function of hydrostatic pressure (black line). The electronic and vibrational contributions have been separated by fixing $\omega_{ln}$ and $<I^2>$ (red line) or $N(E_F)$ (blue line) at their atmospheric pressure values; (b) The behaviour of the elastic constants in cubic Nb$_3$Sn as a function of hydrostatic pressure.

In Fig. 3a, a plot of $T_c$ as a function of pressure is reported. Several oscillations are present in $T_c$ at low pressure, in the range 0-6 GPa. The plot contains also $T_c$ calculated by fixing $\omega_{ln}$ or $\lambda$ at their atmospheric pressure values. It is clear that the overall behavior of $T_c$ is mainly dictated by electronic contribution, whereas the oscillating behavior at low pressure seems to be mainly related to phononic anomalies, therefore must be closely related to lattice stresses and squeezing. This finding, also in comparison with XRD results [8], confirms that something at the structural level happens on Nb$_3$Sn at low pressure and room temperature. Above 10 GPa, calculations show that $T_c$ decreases linearly with pressure at a rate of $\approx -1.5$ K GPa$^{-1}$, in agreement with the value of $-1.4$ K GPa$^{-1}$ reported in literature for a single crystal of Nb$_3$Sn in the tetragonal phase [21].

We also studied the pressure effects on elastic constants. From the phonon dispersion curves, one can infer information about the elastic constants. In fact, in a perfect crystal the elastic constants can be directly obtained from the slopes of the acoustic branches in the long wavelength limit ($|q| \to 0$). The relation between the sound velocity $v_s$ along a given direction and the corresponding elastic constant $C_{ij}$ is $C_{ij} = \rho v_s^2$, where $\rho$ is the density of the crystal. For a cubic lattice, the expressions for $C_{ij}$ associated to the phonon branches are reported in Table 1; in particular, for $C_{11}$ and $C_{44}$ the following relations hold:

\[
C_{11} = \rho \left( \lim_{|q| \to 0} \frac{\partial v_s}{\partial |q|} \right) = \rho v_s^2
\]  
\[
C_{44} = \rho \left( \lim_{|q| \to 0} \frac{\partial v_s}{\partial |q|} \right) = \rho v_s^2
\]  

(4a)  
(4b)
where \( v_{L\xi00} \) and \( v_{T\xi00} \) are the longitudinal and transverse velocity of sound in the \([\xi00]\) direction. \( \xi \) is the phonon wave vector coordinate renormalized by a factor \( a_0/2\pi \), \( a_0 \) being the lattice parameter of the cubic cell, and \( \rho \) is the mass density of the material. The calculated elastic moduli at different pressures are shown in Fig. 3b. From the plot it is clear that values of elastic constants increase linearly with pressure. The slope of \( C_{11} \) and \( C_{44} \) are respectively 5.98 and 0.91: the effect of pressure is more pronounced in \( C_{11} \) than in \( C_{44} \), as recently pointed out by Reddy et al. [22]. It is known that the martensitic transition observed at 43 K and atmospheric pressure is associated with a softening of the elastic modulus \( C_{44} \) and a vanishing of \( C_{11} - C_{12} \) when the transition is approached from high temperature [23, 24]. However, our calculated elastic constants do not show anomalies ascribable to a similar structural phase transition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phononic Branch</th>
<th>( C_{ij} = )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiL])</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{3}(C_{11}+2C_{12}+4C_{44}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiT1])</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{3}(C_{11}-C_{12}+C_{44}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiT2])</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{3}(C_{11}-C_{12}+C_{44}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiOL])</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2}(C_{11}+C_{12}+2C_{44}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiOT1])</td>
<td>( C_{44} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiOT2])</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2}(C_{11}-C_{12}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiOL])</td>
<td>( C_{11} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\xi\xi\xiOT])</td>
<td>( C_{44} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The correspondence between the acoustic branches and elastic constants for a cubic crystal. T = degenerate transverse modes; \( T_i \) = non-degenerate transverse modes; and L = longitudinal modes. \([\xi\xi\xi]\) denotes the directions in the reduced Brillouin Zone.

3 Conclusions

In summary, we studied the structural and superconducting properties of Nb\(_3\)Sn under hydrostatic pressure. The numerical predictions showed that the calculated elastic constants increase with pressure, without showing anomalies, whereas \( T_c \) decreases with pressure with concomitant phonon-driven anomalies in the range 0-6 GPa. Finally, this work suggests that even if no evident structural phase transition occurs, a possible structural change as a result of an applied pressure for Nb\(_3\)Sn can take place.
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ABSTRACT. The demand for more sustainable world is pushing chemical industry towards using chemical building blocks from renewable resources or to develop chemical processes better corresponding to the principles of the green chemistry. This goal requires developing new catalytic processes using molecules derived from renewable sources. In this scenario we report here on a computational mechanistic study devoted to clarify the coupling of bromine substituted lactide (Br-LA) with tetrahydrofurane (THF) in presence of a N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC). The computational work clearly indicated that the reaction is catalysed by a bromine anion formed in the initial reactivity of the NHC with Br-LA. Contrary to common knowledge, the NHC is not playing any role in the catalytic cycle.

1 Introduction

Increasing energy demand has often pushed science and technology revolutions. At the beginning of the 20th century, it was the increasing gasoline demand from the emerging automotive market that spurred the transformation of a basically coal economy into the oil economy we still experience. At the beginning of the 21th century it is the energy demand from an increasing world population, together with the increasing levels of atmospheric CO₂, that is pressing science and technology for another revolution. In this context catalysis and chemistry can play a remarkable role towards building a sustainable world. In fact, it has been estimated that catalysis contributes to roughly 30% of the Gross World Product (GWP), and thus developing more sustainable processes by using chemical building blocks from renewable sources, or by developing more efficient and energy less expensive chemical processes, is one of the missions of contemporary chemistry. Among the most promising methodologies is organopolymerization of monomers from renewable sources.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the reactivity observed when Br-LA is treated in THF in presence of the N-heterocyclic carbene IMes.

Indeed, organopolymerization is today a preferred method for the synthesis of polymers when metal-free products or processes are of primary concern. In this context, the high Brønsted basicity and
nucleophilicity, coupled with good leaving group features, has made catalysts based on N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) based particularly attractive, due to the unique reactivity and selectivity they promote in different types of organic reactions, including polymerizations. Among the most relevant examples is the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of lactide [1,2] for the synthesis of relatively high molecular weight biodegradable and biocompatible poly(lactide) (PLA).

Aiming at synthesizing functionalized PLAs with enhanced properties, we started from a Br-substituted L-lactide (Br-LA) presenting a bromine substituent on one of the sp^3 C atoms of LA. While attempting to polymerize Br-LA with N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) catalysts in tetrahydrofuran (THF), we found that Br-LA undergoes exclusive coupling with the solvent molecule (THF) to form the chiral bromo-diester 1 in Figure 1. This Br-LA + THF coupling reaction is completely selective (in a precisely 1:1 fashion), readily scalable (> 20 g), and extremely efficient (with only 50 ppm NHC catalyst loading). Density functional theory (DFT) calculations at the University of Salerno were performed to clarify the mechanism of this novel coupling reaction of Br-LA with THF [3], in analogy to previous work on the polymerization of polar monomers [4].

2 Methods

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to explore the preferential approach between the reactants using the Born–Oppenheimer scheme as implemented in the CP2K Quickstep code [5]. The electronic structure calculations were carried out at the DFT level by using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange and correlation functional. The CP2K program employs a mixed basis set approach with Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO) and plane waves (PWs). An energy cut-off of 300 Ry is used for the plane-waves basis set. A triple-ζ basis set with a double polarization function, in conjunction with the Goedecker–Teter–Hutter pseudopotentials, was used for all the atoms. The systems were introduced in a cubic box of 15x15x15 Å^3. Distance between reacting atoms was frozen at given values and was used approximate reaction coordinate for short 1ps long MD simulations. Selected structures from the MD simulations were used as starting geometries for static DFT calculations.

The static DFT calculations were performed by using the Gaussian 09 package [6]. Geometries were optimized at the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) level using the BP86 functional and the SVP basis set. The reported free energies were built through single point energy calculations on the BP86/SVP geometries using the hybrid meta GGA M06 functional and the triple-ζ TZVP basis set. Electrostatic and non-electrostatic solvent effects were included with the PCM model using THF as the solvent. Thermal energies and entropy effects were calculated at the BP86 level with a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of 1354 atm. Most of the calculations were performed on the CRESCO platform [7].

3 Results

Initially the general reactivity of a basic and nucleophilic NHC, IMes, towards Br-LA was explored. As for the basic behavior, IMes can remove a proton from the CH group of Br-LA, with a free energy barrier of 10.3 kcal/mol, leading to the ion-pair [IMesH]^+ Br^- together with the zwitterionic cyclic species X (Figure 2). Removing a proton from one of the CH3 groups to form the ion-pair [IMesH]^+ Br^- together with MLA is disfavored by 5.6 kcal/mol in terms of free energy, despite the very stable product Y is formed. As for the nucleophilic behavior, IMes can interact with both carbonyl groups of Br-LA. The preferential route is for attack to the carbonyl that is less hindered (colored in red, Figure 2) with a trans orientation of the attacked C=O and of the Br atom. This corresponds to the concerted ring opening of Br-LA and Br^- elimination from the neighboring C atom with a free energy barrier of 6.9 kcal/mol only. The resulting product is the acylazolium bromide Z, 21.4 kcal/mol below reactants. Dissociation of this ion-pair costs 7.4 kcal/mol. Overall,
the results shown in Figure 2 indicate that the easiest reaction pathway corresponds to nucleophilic
attack of NHC to the Br-LA with ring-opening of Br-LA and elimination of a free Br⁻ anion.

Figure 2. Reactivity of IMes towards Br-LA (numbers in red are free energies in kcal/mol).

In the following step we investigated the reactivity with THF starting from Br⁻, within the “bromide
cycle”, as well as from the acylazolium, within the “NHC cycle”, see Figure 3. Within the NHC
cycle THF is activated by the acylazolium and it is attacked by Br via transition state B-C in Scheme
3, and a free energy barrier of 25.2 kcal/mol. The opening of THF ring leads to the zwitterionic
intermediate C, followed by regeneration of the free NHC with formation of the coupling product 1
laying nearly 11 kcal/mol below reactants. Within the bromide cycle it is a free Br⁻ anion that acts as
the catalyst triggering the opening of the Br-LA ring via transition state D-E and a free energy barrier
of 17.2 kcal/mol, leading to Br⁻ plus the acyl bromide intermediate E, see Figure 3 [3].

Figure 3. NHC catalytic cycle (left) and bromide catalytic cycle (right) proposed for the coupling of
Br-LA with THF. The numbers in red are the free energies of intermediates and transition states
relative to the starting species (IMes + THF + Br-LA in the NHC cycle and [IMesH]+Br⁻ + THF +
Br-LA in the bromine cycle). All free energies are in kcal/mol.

The subsequent reaction of E with THF proceeds via transition state E-I and a free energy barrier of
15.1 kcal/mol from E, leading to the coupling product 1 and liberation of the free Br⁻ anion.
Comparison of the NHC and of the bromide cycles shows that the energy span of the NHC cycle, corresponding to 25.2 kcal/mol from B to B-C, is 7.2 kcal/mol higher in energy than the largest energy window in the Br⁻ cycle, 18.0 kcal/mol from D to E. This indicated that the real catalyst promoting the observed reactivity is Br⁻, while IMes plays the role of a co-catalyst promoting the liberation of Br⁻ from Br-LA [3].

2 Conclusions

In summary, DFT calculations were fundamental to demonstrate that the coupling reaction of Br-LA and THF proceeds through a catalytic cycle where the real catalyst is the Br⁻ anion, rather than the most intuitive cycle where the NHC is the catalyst. This successful story has required enormous computational resources since: i) Before exploring the Br⁻ catalytic all the more reasonable routes involving the NHC as catalyst were explored; ii) The remarkable conformational flexibility of these systems required very expensive DFT-MD simulations to explore potential approaches of the different molecules before refining the catalytic cycle via standard static DFT methods, typically used to investigate reactivity.
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AB INITIO FORMATION ENERGY OF HYDROGENATED GRAPHENE OXIDES
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ABSTRACT. The ideal structure of graphene oxide should consist of a defectless graphene lattice with oxygen related groups, either epoxide or hydroxyl bonded out of the plane. In experiments however graphene oxide is usually derived from graphite through strongly oxidative chemical reactions. Such chemical route, which is known to produce a material with a defective lattice, it is also expected to add heterogeneous carbon groups that can be only in a non-hydrogenated form. Therefore hydrogenated graphene oxide can only be synthesised by post-processing methods such as hydrogen spillover or plasma functionalization. On the other hand the direct synthesis of hydrogenated graphene oxide by chemical vapour deposition, hence the possibility to insert in the lattice hydrogenated carbon groups during growth, cannot be excluded in principle. Here we have used QUANTUM ESPRESSO package installed on the high performance computer facility CRESCO to perform ab initio calculations of the formation energy of hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated graphene oxide derivatives, functionalized with epoxide and hydroxyl groups. We have investigated more than forty configurations and calculated which of them are stable.

1 Introduction

Graphene oxide (GO) is easily obtained by the exfoliation of graphite oxide, using ultrasonic treatment [1] or thermal shocks [2]. It can be easily dispersed in water and exhibits interesting features, such as a sizeable electronic band gap, giant infrared absorption, catalytic activity as well as useful mechanical properties [3-7]. GO is commonly prepared by strongly oxidative chemical routes, such as Hummers’ method [8]. GO produced in experiments usually contains several defects which spoil the hexagonal symmetry of the carbon lattice. However, the ideal GO is a functionalized form of graphene that contains only epoxide and hydroxyl functional groups disorderly distributed along a defect-free, two-dimensional carbon lattice [2-11], and therefore covalently-bonded hydrogen is not expected. Nevertheless, using a post-processing techniques, hydrogenated GO, referred hereafter as HGO, can be synthesized [12]. Moreover, one can postulate that an ideal GO (i.e., the hydroxyl- and epoxy-based graphene derivative) could be synthesized via alternative chemical-physical methods that do not involve a strongly oxidative wet chemistry (e.g., by means of a chemical vapor deposition – CVD – process with suitable gas precursors and conditions) eventually adding plasma activation of selected radicals. These methods do not preclude the formation of HGO. By adding the hydrogen and hydroxyl functionalization, the HGO structures proposed in this work would instead allow a finer control of the chemical interface with different solids and liquids. Further, the residual sp², alkene bonds can act as sites available for additional covalent functionalization processes. Several theoretical studies have investigated the periodic as well as the irregular distribution of oxygen species in the two-dimensional carbon geometry [13-18]. However, no one has investigated so far the stability of the HGO structures. In the present report we investigate by ab initio calculations the stability of graphene lattices functionalized with oxygen species and hydrogen, in order to find which
are the stable structures, favoured with respect to the competing formation of water by the H and O atoms.

2 Computational details

The computational approach was based on a pseudo-potential plane-wave method using PWSCF code as implemented in the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package [19], compiled with Intel Fortran compiler, Math Kernel Library (MKL) and Message Passing Interface (MPI) parallelization on the Cresco4 cluster of the high performance computer facility CRESCO [20], with a good scalability up to hundreds of cores. We used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [21], taking into account spin-polarisation. The pseudo-potential plane-wave calculations were performed using Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudo-potentials [22]. All geometry optimizations were performed with cut-off for the wave functions of 40 Ry, cut-off for the charge density of 400 Ry and 12×12×1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. The systems were fully relaxed with a convergence threshold of 0.001 Ryd/Å on the inter-atomic forces. We had previously optimized the unit cell of graphane, a fully hydrogenated graphene structure [23], by imposing that the stress on the cell is less than 0.04 GPa, and we are here using the same cell for each of the functionalized graphene structures. The final self-consistent calculations of the optimized structure properties made use of a cut-off for the wave functions and charge density of 60 and 600 Ry, respectively, allowing a convergence of the total energy below 0.002 eV/atom, compared to calculations with 70 Ry of cut-off and 15×15×1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. In all of the examined structures, we have added O and/or H atoms to the same carbon honeycomb supercell built by using the in-plane 2×2 unit cell of the graphene which contains 8 C atoms. The vacuum gap between each monolayer and its image was set to 20 Å.

We considered two different kind of functionalization that we distinguish with the symbols GOH and GO: the GOH structures have all C atoms sp³ hybridized as in graphane; the GO structures have a mix of sp² and sp³ hybridization as in partially functionalized graphene. In this way, for instance, GOH(n₁OH n₁EPO) indicates that n₁ hydroxide and n₁epoxide groups have been added to the ideal graphene supercell, and then all of the remaining (8-n₁-2n₁EPO) C atoms have been hydrogenated; GO(n₁EPO n₁OH n₁HYD) indicates that n₁ hydroxide (epoxide) groups and n₁HYD hydrogen atoms (those that are not in the hydroxide group) have been added to C atoms. The functionalized (n₁+2n₁EPO+n₁HYD) C atoms are sp³ hybridized and the remaining (8-n₁-2n₁EPO-n₁HYD) C atoms in the supercell are sp² hybridized.

The formation energy per functionalized C atom is defined as:

$$E_F = \left( E_{TOT} - E_{G} - \frac{1}{2} n_{O} E_{O2} - \frac{1}{2} n_{H} E_{H2} \right) / n_{F}$$

where $E_{TOT}$ and $E_{G}$ are the total electronic energy of the GOH or GO and graphene systems, $n_{O}$ and $n_{H}$ are the number of O and H atoms, $n_{F}$ is the number of functionalized C atoms and $E_{O2}$ and $E_{H2}$ are the total energy of O₂ and H₂ molecules, respectively. The module of formation energy says how much stable or unstable is the system. Low formation energy (i.e. more negative values) corresponds to more stable systems.

We calculated the binding energy per functional group in accord with the following definition:

$$E_B = \left( E_{TOT} - E_{G} - n_{EPO} E_{O} - n_{HYD} E_{H} - n_{OH} E_{OH} \right) / (n_{EPO} + n_{HYD} + n_{OH})$$

where $E_{G}$, $E_{O}$, $E_{H}$ and $E_{OH}$ are the total energy of graphene, O atom, H atom and OH group. Following definition (2), negative (positive) binding energy corresponds to bound (unbound) system and its module gives a measure of the average strength of the bonds. Geometry optimization,
formation energy and binding energy have been calculated over a full amount of more than forty atomic configurations.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Hydrogenated graphene oxide

We have performed a systematic study of hydroxyl functionalized GOH structures, where all of the C atoms not bound to O were passivated with hydrogen so that every C atom is sp^3 hybridized as in graphane. The relaxed geometries are shown in Figure 1 a-h), where the lowest energy structures for each composition, over 25 different configurations examined, are reported. We have found that by substituting the H atoms of graphane by hydroxyl groups the average C-C bond length increases so that the covalent bond gets weaker. On the other side, the increase of the OH-H bond length can be related to the formation of hydrogen bonds when the density of hydroxyl groups increases. Here OH indicates the O atom of the hydroxyl group to avoid any ambiguity with the epoxy O. The average C-OH bond length starts to decrease only when one of the two sides is fully functionalized and then the formation of the hydrogen bonds chain is completed. The absolute value of the binding energy, reported in Figure 2 a), decreases by increasing the number of hydroxyl groups, implying the weakening of the bond strength. Besides, the formation energy, shown in Figure 2 c) (triangle points), decreases by increasing n_H, so that by replacing H atoms with hydroxyl groups the functionalized graphene becomes more stable. We observe that the G_0H(n_HOH) structures are even more stable than graphane, which has the same total number of functionalized C atoms. G_0H(8OH), which is the full passivated by hydroxyl groups structure whose stability has been investigated by Wang [17], is more stable than graphene by as much as 1.23 eV per functionalized C atom. However, we highlight that G_0H(8OH) is the only structure with all C atoms sp^3 hybridized considered in this paper that does not present atomic hydrogen functionalization.

We have also considered the G_0(OH H), G_0(2OH 2H) and G_0(3OH H) structures that are derived from G_0H(OH), G_0H(2OH) and G_0H(3OH) but which contains only the minimal number of H atoms necessary to passivate the C dangling bonds due to unpaired electrons. The resulting structures are passivated by one, two and one H atom, respectively, such that the tri-coordinated C atoms are sp^2 hybridized (as in graphene) and the tetra-coordinated C atoms are sp^3 hybridized (as in graphane). The relaxed structures are shown in Figure 1 i-k). Among these three structures, G_0(2OH 2H) is the one with the shortest average C-OH bond length and the highest absolute value of binding energy. We observe from Figure 2 c) (round points) that the free energy of formation decreases, i.e. stability increases, by rising the number of hydroxyl groups.

In order to study the stability of the structures functionalized both with hydroxyl and epoxy groups we considered the two limit structures G_0(0 OH) and G_0(2O 2OH), corresponding to low degree of oxidation and saturated oxidation, respectively. The low energy isomers were investigated, without studying the stability, by Lahaye and co-authors [15]. In this section we investigate the hydrogenated structures G_0H(OH) and G_0H(2O 2OH), fully covered by adding five and two H atoms, respectively, shown in Figure 1 n,l). Moreover we investigated G_0(O 4H), corresponding to graphene with one epoxy group adsorbed and passivated with four H atoms, where two tri-coordinated C atoms in the G_0(O 4H) structure are sp^2 hybridized. The relaxed structures of G_0H(2O 2OH), G_0H(O 4H) and G_0H(O OH) are shown in Figure 1 l-n). G_0H(O OH) has the shortest average C-O bond length and is also the structure with more C atoms hydrogen-passivated. The G_0H(O OH) and G_0H(2O 2OH) are the structures with the lowest value of the binding energy and formation energy of -0.38 and -0.50 eV per functionalized C atom, respectively, as reported in Figures 2 b) and 2 d). However, the two structures, epoxide- and hydroxyl-functionalized, are both found to be less stable than
hydrogenated and hydroxyl-functionalized $G_0H(nH)OH$ structures for $n_h > 1$. On the other side, $G_0(OH)4H$ is less stable with high formation energy.

**Fig. 1:** The relaxed geometries of the most stable hydrogenated graphene oxide configurations are shown.

**Fig. 2:** Binding energy per functional group of a) graphene functionalized with hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl groups and b) graphene functionalized with hydrogen atoms and/or epoxy and hydroxyl groups. In c) and d), respectively, formation energy per functional group of the same structures.
3.2 Non hydrogenated graphene oxide

The non-hydrogenated $G_\Theta(O\ OH)$, $G_\Theta(20\ 2OH)$ and $G_\Theta(O)$ structures were also investigated. The relaxed structures are shown in Figure 3 a-c). The $G_\Theta(20\ 2OH)$ structure have short average C-OH and C-O lengths and it is also the one characterized by the highest absolute value of the binding energy per functionalized C atom. The $G_\Theta(20\ 2OH)$ structure is found to be the most stable among them with formation energy of -0.50 eV per functionalized C atom. On the other hand, the non-hydrogenated $G_\Theta(O\ OH)$ and $G_\Theta(O)$ structures have high formation energy of -0.01 and 0.408 eV per functionalized C atom. In particular, the low stability of $G_\Theta(O\ OH)$ is related to the presence of a single unpaired electron in the unit cell so that it reacts easily with functional groups in the environment. The unpaired electron results in a magnetic moment of 1.0 Bohr magneton per unit cell. The $G_\Theta(n_hOH)$ structures with $n_h= 1, 2, 3, 5, 6$ and 7, not shown here, obtained from the most stable structures found in the section 3.1 by removing the hydrogen atoms, have unpaired electrons and are very reactive, and so they are unstable. Indeed, the $G_\Theta(n_hOH)$ structures with $n_h= 1, 5$ and 7 exhibit magnetic properties with 1.0 Bohr magneton, i.e., a single unpaired electron, per unit cell of eight carbon atoms. The $G_\Theta(n_hOH)$ structures with $n_h= 2$ and 3 exhibit 1.68 and 0.76 Bohr magneton per unit cell, while $G_\Theta(6OH)$ exhibits 2.0 Bohr magneton per unit cell (i.e. two unpaired electrons localized on two different carbon atoms). Instead $G_\Theta(4OH)$, shown in Figure 3 d), have not unpaired electrons, and the average C-OH bonds are longer, while the binding energies is higher and the formation energy lower than those of $G_\Theta H(4OH)$, as shown in Figures 1 a) and 1 c), respectively.

![Fig. 3: The relaxed geometries of the graphene oxide structures are shown.](image)

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, By using first principles calculations we have estimated the energy of formation of hydrogenated and not-hydrogenated graphene oxide derivatives, functionalized with epoxide and hydroxyl groups. The graphene oxide derived structures have been modelled by using a periodic cell containing 8 C atoms. We have found that hydrogenation increases the average strength of the bonds and the stability. The formation energy of $G_\Theta H(n_hOH)$ structures with full sp$^3$ hybridization of C atoms decreases towards more stable configurations by increasing $n_h$, i.e., by substituting H atoms with hydroxide groups, and $G_\Theta H(8OH)$ results as the most stable. We found that $G_\Theta H(n_hOH)$ structures are the most stable among the investigated systems and that they can be even more stable...
than graphane. The hydrogenated graphene oxide structures functionalized with hydroxyl and epoxy groups, $\text{GOH(O OH)}$ and $\text{GOH(2O 2OH)}$, have low formation energy, but they are less stable than most of $\text{GOH(nOH)}$ structures. Among the non-hydrogenated GO structures with mixed $\text{sp}^2$ and $\text{sp}^3$ hybridization of C atoms, $\text{GO(4OH)}$ has low formation energy, as well as $\text{GO(2O 2OH)}$.

The use of catalysts could promote the formation of HGO. Indeed, in a recent work [12] the hydrogenation of GO at room temperature has been established using nickel nanoparticles and through in-situ generated hydrogen and enhanced spillover. The present results suggest the structures to be investigated by phase diagram calculations [24], to prove that the direct growth or synthesis of graphene HGO derivatives is experimentally feasible in suitable conditions. In analogy to organic molecules, the HGO structures here proposed could allow a fine control of the chemical interactions and interfacing properties with other molecules, liquids and solids.

The computing resources and the related technical support used for this work have been provided by CRESCO/ENEAGRID High Performance Computing infrastructure and its staff [20]. CRESCO/ENEAGRID High Performance Computing infrastructure is funded by ENEA, the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development and by Italian and European research programs, see http://www.cresco.enea.it/english for information.
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THE ROLE OF PLANT PHENOLOGY IN STOMATAL OZONE FLUX MODELLING

Alessandro Anav1*, Alessandra De Marco1


ABSTRACT. Plant phenology plays a pivotal role in the climate system as it regulates the gas exchange between the biosphere and the atmosphere. The uptake of ozone by forest is estimated through several meteorological variables and a specific function describing the beginning and the termination of plant growing season; actually, in many risk assessment studies, this function is based on a simple latitude and topography model. In this study, using two satellite datasets, we apply and compare six methods to estimate the start and the end dates of the growing season across a large region covering all Europe for the year 2011. Results show a large variability between the green-up and dormancy dates estimated using the six different methods, with differences greater than one month. However, interestingly, all the methods display a common spatial pattern in the uptake of ozone by forests with a marked change in the magnitude, up to 1.9 TgO3 yr⁻¹, and corresponding to a difference of 25% in the amount of ozone that enters the leaves. Our results indicate that improved estimates of ozone fluxes require a better representation of plant phenology in the models used for O3 risk assessment.

1 Introduction

Plant phenology is usually defined as the timing of periodic events in the life cycle of plants. For any given biome, phenology events, such as bud-burst, flowering, leaf unfolding, and leaf coloration, depend primarily on the climatic conditions. On the other hand, plant phenology influences climate, defining the biosphere-atmosphere boundary conditions which influence surface albedo and terrestrial water cycle dynamics, as well as the atmospheric chemistry through the exchange of several compounds. Therefore, reliable phenological models are needed to correctly quantifying gas exchanges between terrestrial vegetation and the atmosphere.

The past decade has seen a particularly rapid increase in the number of launched satellites, as well as an improvement in both spatial and temporal resolution of the data they produce. In this regard, remote sensing is a valuable tool for plant phenology estimation. In fact, the seasonal cycle of the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) as well as time evolution of the leaf area index (LAI) have been widely used to estimate the timing of phenological events.

In this frame, this work aims to assess how much the stomatal O3 flux changes when different phenological models are used to estimate the start and the end of growing season. Here, using a regional climate model and a chemistry transport model, we compare for the year 2011 the stomatal O3 fluxes computed using different algorithms and methodologies to estimate the green-up and dormancy dates over a large region extending from Northern Africa to the Scandinavian region and part of the Russia.
2 Models description

Meteorological data are simulated through the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF3.6); it is a limited-area, non-hydrostatic, terrain-following eta-coordinate mesoscale model. The model domain covers almost all Europe (except northern Scandinavia and Iceland) and part of North Africa (550x340 grid points) with a spatial resolution of 16 km [1]. To simulate gas-phase chemistry, aerosol formation, transport and deposition at regional scale we used the chemistry-transport model CHIMERE (version 2013b). The model was forced by WRF output and anthropogenic emissions, at the same spatial resolution of the atmospheric model. Both models are parallel and have been compiled with the intel compiler and ran over CRESCO3 with 144 CPUs; the domain decomposition has been achieved with MPI. Satellite retrievals have been processed using IDL and MATLAB, while NCL has been used to map the stomatal uptake of ozone.

3 Results

Using two satellite datasets and six widely used methods to extract the start and the end of the growing season, our results indicate a common spatial pattern in the cumulated stomatal uptake of $O_3$, although the magnitude of the fluxes slightly differs (Figure 1). This finding suggests that, on regional scale, climate is the main driver of the uptake of gases from the atmosphere to the vegetation [1]
Fig.1: Spatial distribution of stomatal O3 fluxes (i.e. POD0) computed using different methods to estimate the beginning and the end of the growing season.
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CALIBRATION OF THE HIGH RESOLUTION REGIONAL EARTH SYSTEM MODEL (REGESM) OVER THE MED-CORDEX DOMAIN

Struglia M.V.¹*, Calmanti S.¹, Carillo A.¹ Dell’Aquila A.¹, E. Lombardi¹, Sannino G.¹
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ABSTRACT. Preliminary results are presented from the calibration of a high resolution Regional Earth System Model (RegCM4) for the Mediterranean Area. Over land, climate model bias is cold during winter and dry-hot during summer. Over the ocean, the bias is weaker, with a constant wet bias throughout the year and a cold bias during winter. The climate model will be used to downscale CMIP5 climate scenarios for the MED-Cordex initiative.

1 Introduction

The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin surrounded by regions characterized by complex orography, which favours the insurgence of strong local winds and triggers interactions and contrasts between ocean, atmosphere and land, driving its own peculiar thermohaline circulation. Both winds and buoyant fluxes are important forcing for the Mediterranean Sea and an effort is required to study the regional climate as a unique atmosphere-ocean coupled system, rather than in its single components.

In this work we present the first results of the climate simulations performed with the Regional Earth System Model (RegESM) [1] in the framework of the Med-CORDEX initiative [2]. Although state of the art climate models, implemented on high performing computing resources, can reach very high spatial resolution, many physical processes still take place on scales smaller than the one explicitly resolved, and physical parameterizations are needed. The choice between different available parameterizations for the same physical processes, as well as an accurate tuning of the parameters in a range of allowed values, are critical in order to model climate of a given region.

2 Setup

In its current configuration, RegESM active components are atmosphere (RegCM 4.5), ocean (MITgcm) and river routing (HD), all of them merged and managed by the driver, the Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF) which is responsible for the interaction between the components (i.e. boundary data exchange, regridding) and their synchronization. RegCM4 modelling system is a hydrostatic, compressible, sigma-p vertical coordinate model run on an Arakawa B-grid in which wind and thermodynamical variables are horizontally staggered. The RegCM configuration adopted for this this work has 23 vertical levels and the following physical parameterizations: the CCM3 radiative transfer scheme [3]; a modified version of the the Holtslag parameterization of the planetary boundary layer [4]; the NCAR land surface model. For moist
processes, the RegCM4 configuration adopted for this study uses the Grell cumulus convection model [5] with a Fritsch-Chappell scheme for unresolved convection. The resolved scale precipitation is modeled with the SUBEX parameterization [6].

A hindcast simulation (aimed to reproduce realistically the recent past climate) has been run with the objective of calibrating the parameterizations of the atmospheric component of the RegESM model. Moreover, it is necessary to evaluate the possible biases of the model, that must be properly taken into account when future scenario simulations are performed. The ERA-interim reanalysis dataset is used as initial and lateral boundary condition for the atmosphere.

The model is run on CRESCO4 in a sequential mode on 256 cpus, which turns out to be the best choice in terms of scalability of the models, over the given domain at the given resolution. The average CPU time for one year of simulation is around 1 day. However, given the relatively low requirements in terms of CPUs, multiple simulation might be performed if necessary.

Three-dimensional 6-hourly output data is stored during the model simulation. Therefore, the amount of storage required for the whole hindcast simulation, covering the years from 1980 to 2013, is of the order of 10 Tb. NetCDF libraries are used by RegESM to manage I/O format.

3 Main results

Building on our past experience on the use of the RegCM, [7] we have tested several aspects of the climate modelling platform.

The Grell parameterization for small-convection has been thoroughly tested with a specific focus on the parameters that control the maximum precipitation efficiency, i.e. the maximum attainable rate of conversion in updrafts. A maximum precipitation efficiency of 0.8 has been chosen to avoid too intense rainfall events associated to atmospheric convection, especially during the summer months.

The SubEx model for cloud formation has also been tested. We have found that, over the area of interest, a correct description of large scale cloud formation processes is obtained by releasing all constraints to the cloud model. In particular, in our configuration the model is enable to generate cloud on all but the first – near ground – vertical levels and the maximum allowed fraction cover is 1, i.e. the entire grid-cell is allowed to become cloud covered, which is a reasonable choice for a high-resolution resolution.

Particular attention has been devoted to the tuning of the Biosphere Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) [8]. By default, land emissivity is computed in the BATS scheme by adopting a formula which relates emissivity to the corresponding estimated values of albedo. For desert and semi-desert regions, land surface emissivity has been set to the values estimated from direct satellite retrievals (column Exp2 in Table 1) [9], and then slightly corrected to reduce the temperature model bias over the desert area which represent a large fraction of the entire model domain. The values of land surface emissivity adopted for our final configuration are reported in Table 1 under the column Exp3.

In the BATS scheme, the stomatal resistance of different soil types (crop and evergreen broadleaf) has been also adjusted by following the same rule adopted in previous studies [8].

The performance of the calibrated configuration is summarized in Figure 1. The model has a positive (wet) mean annual bias of rainfall over the ocean and a negative (dry) bias over land. For temperature the model is slightly cold over the entire domain except for a small warm bias in the eastern part of the domain. However, the model systematic bias shows a clear seasonal cycle. Such cycle is more pronounced over land which is generally cold during winter and dry-hot during summer. Over the ocean, the positive bias is mostly persistent during the entire year, while the temperature bias shows a cold phase during summer.
Table 1. Tuning of the land-surface emissivity.

Figure 1. The RegCM4 systematic bias for rainfall (left column) and temperature (right column) in the calibrated configuration. The panels show the mean annual bias (a,b); the seasonal bias over land (c,d) and over sea (e,f).

4 Outlook

The calibration of an high-resolution configuration of RegCM4 for the Mediterranean area will enable ENEA to produce climate scenarios in the framework of the Med-CORDEX initiative [2]. The current plan is to run climate scenarios using at least 3 low resolution global models from the CMIP5 archive to provide lateral boundary conditions to RegCM4 (GFDL-ESM2M, Had-GEM2-ES, CNRM-CM5). For each global model, the three main RCPs scenarios are available and will be considered for the downscaling by giving priority to the scenario RCP45. Depending on available resources a maximum of 9 climate scenarios will be performed. This corresponds to a maximum 1350 years of simulations. Although the corresponding disk usage for the raw model output is huge (approximately 409Tb), a selection of the most required model variables can reduce the long term
archive needs substantially, up to a factor 10. The expected storage requirement will be therefore of about 50Tb for the long-term archive. The total required CPU time amounts to approximately $8 \times 10^6$ hour.
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A NEURAL NETWORK FOR MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF HYDROGENATED AMORPHOUS SILICON
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ABSTRACT. Machine learning methods can be used to develop force fields for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We report some preliminary results for the construction of an artificial neural network (ANN) to calculate energies and atomic forces of hydrogenated amorphous silicon.

1 Introduction

Materials modeling by means of molecular dynamics (MD) is a well assessed approach mainly performed with density functional theory (DFT) or classical analytical interatomic potentials (force fields). The first method is more accurate and able to model very different chemical environments than the second one but computationally much more expensive. In the last years a new approach that takes the benefits of both methods has appeared: the machine learning method. This method consist in developing a flexible and adaptive analytical force field by learning from a rich set of accurate data. In particular in this work we consider a force field obtained by training an artificial neural network (ANN) using a set of ab-initio data. We describe the workflow needed to realize the ANN and report some preliminary results for the construction of an ANN that predicts the energies and the forces of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H).

2 Results

2.1 The method

The method consists in training a feed-forward ANN where the input data are combinations of the atomic coordinates of the atoms surrounding a given central atom (named fingerprints or symmetry functions) and the output of the ANN are the energies of the central atom. The fingerprints (which represent the chemical environment of an atom) must be chosen so as to be invariant under translations, rotations and permutations of the atomic coordinates surrounding the central atoms. Following [1, 2] we used the following fingerprints:

\[ G^2_i(\eta, r_s) = \sum_{j(\neq i)} \exp^{-\eta(r_{ij} - r_s)^2} f_c(r_{ij}) \]  

(1)

*Corresponding author. E-mail: michele.gusso@enea.it.
\[ G_i^4(\eta, \zeta, \lambda) = 2^{1-\zeta} \sum_{j,k(\neq i)} (1 + \lambda \cos(\theta_{ikj}))^\zeta \exp^{-\eta(r_{ij}^2 + r_{ik}^2 + r_{jk}^2)} f_c(r_{ij}) f_c(r_{ik}) f_c(r_{jk}) \]  

where \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between atoms \( i \) and \( j \), \( \theta_{ikj} = \cos(r_{ij} \cdot r_{ik}/r_{ik}) \), \( \eta, \zeta, \lambda \) and \( r_s \) are real parameters and the damping function is \( f_c(r) = 0.5[\cos(\pi r/R_c) + 1] \) for atoms within the cutoff distance \( R_c \) and is zero elsewhere. The sum in eqs. (1,2) runs over all neighboring atoms within the cutoff distance \( R_c \). This method is based on the ansatz that the total energy \( E \) of a system can be represented by a sum of atomic energy contributions \( E_i; E = \sum_i E_i \)

### 2.2 Preparation of input data

The generation of the ANN requires an accurate set of total energies and atomic forces for many atomic configurations. Most of the CRESCO computing time used for this work was to perform these calculations. The starting data set was prepared by performing well converged DFT calculations on about 15200 structures. First we considered the database reported in [3] made of 2698 a-Si:H periodic cells (216 Si atoms and 20 H atoms with lattice parameters of about 17 Å). This database was enlarged by adding randomly distorted structures of the initial data set (about 10000 structures). A further set of 2500 structures were extracted from a MD simulation at very high temperature of a Si crystal. The total energies and atomic forces were calculated with the cp2k code [4] with DFT approximation using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [5] exchange-correlation functional. The Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in a triple-zeta-valence plus two polarization (TZV2P) Gaussian-type basis set, and the charge density was expanded in a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff of 400 Ry to efficiently solve the Poisson equation within the QUICKSTEP module. Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials were used and a 2x2x2 Brillouin zone integration was performed. In order to check the accuracy of the forces calculated with this choice of the Gassian basis we compared the results obtained for some structures with cp2k with those obtained in the same conditions (pseudopotentials, exchange-correlation functional, Brillouin zone integration) but using a well converged plane wave basis using the abinit software [6]. The mean difference on the forces was about \( 5 \times 10^{-3} \text{Ha/bohr} \) with a maximum deviation of \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \text{hartree/bohr} \). A slight improvements on the value of the forces was obtained using TZV2PX gaussian basis.

### 2.3 Parameters of the ANN

First of all the parameters of the fingerprints (eqs. 1, 2) must be chosen. In order to set the cutoff radius to properly describe the chemical environment some check of the convergence of the forces increasing the cutoff radius were done. Fig. 1 reports the difference, with respect to the bulk case, of the cartesian components of the forces on the central atom of the a cluster with radius \( r \) as a function of the cluster radius. It can be seen that chemical accuracy (i.e. an error of the order of \( 0.001\text{hartree/bohr} \)) is achieved with cutoff radii greater than \( 24\text{bohr} \).

Another test in order to size the dependence on the cutoff radius for the calculation of the forces was done by comparing the forces calculated with DFT with a 1x1x1 and 2x2x2 sampling of the Brillouin zone. In fact doubling the Brillouin zone sampling is equivalent to doubling the direct lattice supercell and making again a \( \Gamma \) point calculation. In this way we can measure the effect on the atomic
forces when we move further away a perturbation at the boundaries (in this case the perturbation is the constraint imposed by the periodic boundary condition). Comparing the forces between these two calculations for about 80 a-Si:H periodic structures with cell lattice parameters of about $32 \text{ bohr}$ gives a mean difference of $0.001 \text{ hartree/bohr}$ (with a maximum error of $0.007 \text{ hartree/bohr}$) indicating that a cutoff of $32 \text{ bohr}$ is sufficient to have chemical accuracy.

Summarizing these results, and considering that the forces depend on neighboring atoms with a distance up to twice the cutoff radius $R_c$ of the symmetry functions, a cutoff $R_c = 12 \text{ bohr}$ was used. We fixed $r_s = 0$ and the $\eta$, $\zeta$, and $\lambda$ values were chosen so as to have quite a complete description of the atomic environment of an atom and discarding symmetry functions that were too correlated between each other. We used 44 symmetry functions for Si atoms and 57 for H atoms.

Figure 2: Comparison of DFT total energy per atom and ANN calculated total energy for 50 a-Si:H structures of the testing set and comparison of DFT and ANN forces for the whole database of structures.
network | E(meV/atom) train | E(meV/atom) test | F(eV/bohr) train | F(eV/bohr) test
---|---|---|---|---
10 10 | 4.7 | 5.5 | 0.28 | 0.25
15 15 | 3.9 | 4.8 | 0.28 | 0.31
20 20 | 3.7 | 4.4 | 0.31 | 0.50
25 25 | 3.6 | 4.5 | 0.29 | 0.34
30 30 | 3.2 | 4.7 | 0.30 | 0.28
35 35 | 3.1 | 4.1 | 0.28 | 0.36
40 40 | 3.0 | 4.1 | 0.29 | 0.34
45 45 | 3.1 | 4.1 | 0.34 | 0.29
50 50 | 2.9 | 4.3 | 0.37 | 0.35
55 55 | 2.8 | 3.9 | 0.34 | 0.32
60 60 | 3.2 | 4.6 | 0.33 | 0.29

Table 1: Root mean squared errors for the total energy per atom and the forces for different kind of two hidden layers ANN. The first column reports the number of neurons in the hidden layers.

### 2.4 Training of the ANN

For the training of the ANN we used the code RUNNER [7]. We tried ANN with one, two and three hidden layers and various neuron activation functions. The initial set of DFT data were divided in a training set (about 90% of the total data) and a test set the remaining 10%). The training was performed minimizing the total energies of the structures of the training set using the adaptive global extended Kalman filter and avoiding the overfitting of the training data. Table 2.3 reports the results for a two hidden layer network with hyperbolic tangent as neuron activation function with increasing number of neurons in the two hidden layers. The table reports the root mean squared errors RMSE (calculated with respect to the DFT data) for the total energies and the forces for the training set and the test set.

Fig 2 reports the calculation of the total energy normalized to the number of atoms for 50 a-Si:H structures of the testing set obtained using the network with two hidden layers and 40 neurons in each hidden layer. The same figure shows the comparison of the DFT forces for all the structures in the database with those calculated with the two hidden layer ANN with 40 neuron per hidden layer. It can be seen that there are some structures that are away from the perfect correspondence between DFT and ANN calculated forces (i.e. bisector line). It must be noted that a calculation of the RMSE for the forces for each chemical species shows that the error for Si is $0.26\text{eV/bohr}$ while that for H atoms is about three times higher ($0.76\text{eV/bohr}$).

To test the behavior of the trained ANN the calculation of energy and forces with a ANN was implemented in the cp2k software. Fig 3 shows the behavior of ten trained ANN (with two hidden layers with 40 neurons) in a NVT molecular dynamics run at $T=500K$. It can be seen that some of them fail quite early. The configurations for which these ANN failed were included in the original structure database and a new training was performed on the ANNs. Besides during the MD run a check on the calculated atomic environments were performed in order to verify if they were far away from those included in the original database. Also these configurations were added to the database and the ANNs trained again.
This process was continued recursively.

3 Conclusions

A method to build a feed-forward neural network to be used for MD application with nearly DFT accuracy was briefly presented and some preliminary results were shown. Work is in progress to refine the network by including more DFT data and eventually improve the choice of the fingerprints and the network topology.
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ABSTRACT. This study is the continuation of that produced in the year 2015 using the ENEAGRID/CRESO infrastructure [1] where inter-layer synchronization in a multiplex network was investigated. Inter-layer synchronization is a dynamical state occurring in multilayer networks composed of identical nodes. The state corresponds to have all layers synchronized, with nodes in each layer which do not necessarily evolve in unison. So far, the study of such a solution has been restricted to the case in which all layers had an identical connectivity structure. When layers are not identical, the inter-layer synchronous state is no longer a stable solution of the system. Nevertheless, when layers differ in just a few links, an approximate treatment is still feasible, and allows one to gather information on whether and how the system may wander around an inter-layer synchronous configuration. We report the details of an approximate analytical treatment for a two-layer multiplex, which results in the introduction of an extra inertial term accounting for structural differences. Numerical validation of the predictions highlights the usefulness of our approach, especially for small or moderate topological differences in the intra-layer coupling.

1 Introduction

Complex networks is one of the most active research topics in today’s nonlinear science [5]. As the field is rapidly evolving (mostly due to the huge amount of data collected nowadays), novel features are incorporated to better describe the real world. Among these, the extension of the traditional framework to include the multilayer nature of networks has significantly altered the landscape of network science. In a multilayer description, units can be arranged in several layers (each of them accounting for a different kind of relationship or interaction between the nodes), either simultaneously or in an alternating fashion [6, 11, 3].
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On the other hand, synchronization is one of the most relevant dynamical processes encountered in nature, and probably the one that has been most thoroughly studied in the context of complex networks [4, 5]. Only very recently the study of synchronization has been extended to multilayers [3], where the multilayer structure of connections supports a global synchronous state in which all the nodes in all the layers behave coherently. More general forms of synchronization, however, are inherently possible on top of a multilayer structure, as for instance intra-layer synchronization [8] (where nodes evolve synchronously within each layer but layers do not necessarily evolve coherently), inter-layer synchronization [9, 18] (where, instead, layers are synchronized but nodes within each layer are not), and cluster synchronization [10].

Recently, we have provided analytical, numerical and experimental evidence of inter-layer synchronization [18], based on a version of the master stability function approach (MSF) for reducing the system dimensionality, and under the assumption that different layers are structurally identical. In this work, we extend the study performed in Ref. [18], where analytical and numerical evidence of inter-layer synchronization under the assumption of identical layers, to the (more realistic) case of layers structurally different. By means of extensive calculations performed in CRESCO during the past year, and as the main result, we provide a comprehensive description of the perturbation effects that the deletion of \( m \) links in one of the layers has on the stability of the inter-layer synchronous state, and show a non-trivial relationship connecting the betweenness centrality of the missing links and the intra-layer coupling strength. The results were published in Refs. [13, 17, 18, 12] and presented in several international conferences.
2 Model and methods

2.1 Model

The object of our study is a multiplex of two layers, formed by \( N \) identical \( m \) dimensional dynamical systems, whose states are represented by the \( mN \times 1 \) column vectors \( \mathbf{X} = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N]^T \) and \( \mathbf{Y} = [y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_N]^T \) with \( x_i, y_i \in \mathbb{R}^m \) for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \). Here, we focus on the case in which the topology of the two layers is different, and encoded by the elements of the Laplacian matrices \( \mathcal{L}^1 \) and \( \mathcal{L}^2 \) respectively, as depicted in Fig. 1. Therefore, the evolution of the system is given by

\[
\dot{\mathbf{X}} = \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{X}) - \sigma(\mathcal{L}^1 \otimes \mathbf{G})\mathbf{X} + \lambda (\mathbb{I}_N \otimes \mathbf{H})(\mathbf{Y} - \mathbf{X}),
\]

\[
\dot{\mathbf{Y}} = \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{Y}) - \sigma(\mathcal{L}^2 \otimes \mathbf{G})\mathbf{Y} + \lambda (\mathbb{I}_N \otimes \mathbf{H})(\mathbf{X} - \mathbf{Y})
\]  

(1)

where the function \( \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{X}) = [f(x_1), f(x_2), \ldots, f(x_N)]^T \), with \( f : \mathbb{R}^m \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m \) representing the evolution vectorial function. \( \mathbf{G}, \mathbf{H} \) are the \( m \times m \) matrices representing the linear intra (\( \mathbf{G} \)) and inter-layer (\( \mathbf{H} \)) coupling schemes, respectively. The \( N \times N \) identity matrix \( \mathbb{I}_N \) represents the inter-layer topology for the multiplex network. The parameters \( \sigma \) and \( \lambda \) are the intra- and the inter-layer coupling strengths.

When the layers are identical (\( \mathcal{L}^1 = \mathcal{L}^2 \)), the inter-layer synchronous evolution (\( \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{Y} \)) is a solution of Eqs. (1), independently of the existence of intra-layer synchronization [18]. When the inner structure of the layers differs (\( \mathcal{L}^1 \neq \mathcal{L}^2 \)), however, \( \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{Y} \) is no longer a solution of Eqs. (1) – i.e. the system may satisfy that condition at a given time if e.g. the two layers start from the same initial condition, but the dynamics will move away from the synchronization manifold \( \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{Y} \), which is no longer an invariant set of the dynamics. Yet, it can be expected that when the topologies of the two layers are actually similar (i.e. when their difference is limited to only a few links), one can proceed with an approximation, which consists in supposing that the dynamics of the system would anyway visit regions of the state space sufficiently close to \( \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{Y} \), so that the predictive use of the Master Stability Function (MSF) methodology [15, 5] still makes sense. We here summarize the main steps of the perturbation analysis of Eqs. (1). First, one can always define \( \delta \mathbf{X}(t) = \mathbf{Y}(t) - \mathbf{X}(t) = (\delta x_1, \delta x_2, \ldots, \delta x_N)^T \) and calculate its law of motion

\[
\delta \dot{\mathbf{X}} = \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{Y}) - \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{X}) - \sigma(\mathcal{L}^2 \otimes \mathbf{G})\mathbf{Y} + \sigma(\mathcal{L}^1 \otimes \mathbf{G})\mathbf{X} - 2\lambda (\mathbb{I}_N \otimes \mathbf{H})\delta \mathbf{X}. 
\]  

(2)

Notice that the existence of a perfect synchronous inter-layer solution means that \( \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{Y} \Rightarrow \delta \mathbf{X} = \delta \mathbf{Y} = \dot{\mathbf{X}} = \dot{\mathbf{Y}} = 0 \). Introducing these equivalences into Eq. (2), it leads:

\[
\delta \dot{\mathbf{X}} = \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{X}) - \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{X}) - 2\lambda (\mathbb{I}_N \otimes \mathbf{H})\delta \mathbf{X} - \sigma \left[ (\mathcal{L}^2 - \mathcal{L}^1) \otimes \mathbf{G} \right] \mathbf{X} = -\sigma \left[ (\mathcal{L}^2 - \mathcal{L}^1) \otimes \mathbf{G} \right] \mathbf{X} = 0
\]  

(3)

which in principle is true if and only if \( \sigma = 0 \) (isolated nodes) or \( \mathcal{L}^1 = \mathcal{L}^2 \), that is, the layers are identical. In other words, we can conclude that the solution \( \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{Y} \) for all times is not compatible with Eq. (1).

Second, one can define \( \Delta \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}^1 - \mathcal{L}^2 \), as the matrix representing the difference between the two Laplacians. Plugging \( \mathcal{L}^1 = \mathcal{L}^2 + \Delta \mathcal{L} \) into Eq. (2), one obtains the following dynamics at the level of individual nodes:
\[ \delta \dot{x}_i = f(y_i) - f(x_i) - 2\lambda h(\delta x_i) - \sigma \sum_k (L_{ik}^2 + \Delta L_{ik}) g(x_k) \]

\[ = f(y_i) - f(x_i) - 2\lambda h(\delta x_i) - \sigma \sum_k L_{ik}^2 g(y_k) - \sigma \sum_k (L_{ik} + \Delta L_{ik}) g(x_k) \]

However, let now assume that, in a large enough network the effect of the perturbation \( \Delta L \) is small enough for an inter-layer almost synchronous dynamics \( y_i(t) \approx x_i(t) \) to emerge. Then, one can take \( \delta x_i \) to be small quantities, and expand to first order around \( x_i(t) \). The equations resulting from the linearization are:

\[ \delta \dot{x}_i = [Jf(\bar{x}_i) - 2\lambda Jh(\bar{x}_i)] \delta x_i - \sigma \sum_k L_{ik}^2 Jg(\bar{x}_k) \delta x_k + \sigma \sum_l \Delta L_{il} g(\bar{x}_i) \]

where \( \bar{x}_i \) is the state of node \( i \) in an isolated layer evolving according to \( \dot{x}_i = f(\bar{x}_i) - \sigma \sum_k L_{ik}^1 g(\bar{x}_k) \).

By comparing this result with the identical case [18], it can be seen that the non-identity of the systems is reflected in the last inertial term, whose role in pushing the dynamics away from the identical case is expected to become more prominent when the topological differences are large. Additionally, it predicts that the divergence from the inter-layer synchronization will depend on the intra-layer coupling strength, which is in its own right an interesting result on the rich interplay between intra- and inter-layer effects, an aspect of inter-layer synchronization that was thoroughly explored in the identical case in Ref. [18]. Following the MSF approach, a negative sign in the maximum conditional Lyapunov exponent (MLE) obtained from Eqs. (5) can be taken as an indication for the presence of inter-layer synchronization [18].

The validity of the approximation is checked by monitoring the value of the inter-layer synchronization error, which is defined as

\[ E_{\text{inter}} = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \| \delta X(t) \| \, dt, \]

where \( \delta X(t) = Y(t) - X(t) \) is the vector describing the difference between the layers’ dynamics and \( \| \| \) stands for the Euclidean norm. For this purpose, the two layers are initially created as identical, and then structural differences are generated by removing \( m \) links in \( L^2 \). To evaluate the range of impact of the structural differences, we have chosen the \( m \) links to be removed following an edge betweenness criterion [14]. Accordingly, each simulation is repeated twice, a first time removing the links with the highest edge betweenness (\( m_+ \)), and a second time removing those that have the lowest edge betweenness (\( m_- \)). The procedure never produces a lack of connectedness in the graphs (for the networks and number of removals considered), and in case of degeneracy, a link is chosen at random among those that have the same betweenness. Without lack of generality, we consider two possible kinds of topologies where both layers are either Erdős-Rényi [7] (ER) or scale-free [2] (SF), in both cases with \( N = 500 \), and average degree \( \langle k \rangle = 8 \). ER and SF networks are generated by means of the procedures proposed in Refs. [7] and [2], respectively, and therefore the considered SF networks display a degree distribution \( p(k) \propto k^{-3} \). Nodes are here Rössler oscillators [16], whose autonomous evolution is given by \( f(x) = [-y - z, x + 0.2y, 0.2 + z(x - 9.0)] \). The intra- and inter-layer local coupling functions are set to be \( g(x) = Gx = (0, 0, z)^T \) and \( h(x) = Hx = (0, y, 0)^T \) respectively, so that (according to the standard MSF classification established in Ref. [5]) the intra-layer configuration is within class I (and, therefore, intra-layer synchronization is never possible), whereas the inter-layer configuration corresponds to class II (i.e., synchronization may be stable when the coupling strength
Figure 2: (Color online). Results for inter-layer dynamics as a function of the intra-layer coupling strength $\lambda$ for class-I layers. $E_{\text{inter}}$ (see main text) in multiplexes of SF (a) and ER (b) layers of $N=500$ Rössler oscillators, for two different values of intra-layer coupling $\sigma_1 = 0.1$ (red symbols) and $\sigma_2 = 1.0$ (blue symbols) when the 50 links with larger ($m_+, \blacksquare$) and lower ($m_-, \▲$) betweenness are removed from $L^2$, and for identical layers ($m = 0$, ◦). Insets: Detail of the respective panels (a) and (b), in semi-logarithmic scale. (c)-(d) The corresponding MLE for the approximate expression in Eq. (5).

2.2 Numerical methods and use of computational resources

For the numerical integration of the above model and the analysis of the results we used in-house C codes implementing fix-step fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration algorithms, with an optimized time step $dt = 0.01$. The standard GCC compiler was used.

Extensive serial simulations have been performed for large parameters ranges, diverse network topologies and statistical validation of the results. The calculations were performed in Cresco 3 and Cresco 4, using the $h144$ queues for full multilayer simulations and $h6$ queues for Lyapunov exponent calculations. Homemade MatLab scripts were used for visualizing the results.
3 Numerical results

The first goal was to numerically assess the range of validity of the approximate MSF approach. In Fig. 2 we show the $E_{\text{inter}}$ (panels a and b) and MLE (panels c and d) as a function of the inter-layer coupling $\lambda$ for two different values of intra-layer coupling $\sigma_1 = 0.1$ (red curves) and $\sigma_2 = 1.0$ (blue curves) when the 50 links (i.e. approximately 2.5% of the total number) with the largest ($m_+$, squares) and lowest ($m_-$, triangles) betweenness centrality values are removed from the SF (Fig. 2a,c) and ER (Fig. 2b,d) $\mathcal{L}^2$ layers. For the sake of comparison, we also report the curves for the case of identical layers ($m_0$, circles).

It can be observed that, in spite of the nonidentical layer topologies that make complete synchronization formally impossible, the $E_{\text{inter}}$ series presents, in fact, apparently small differences with the identical case for both $m_+$ and $m_-$ and for the chosen $\sigma$ values, which can be better appreciated in a logarithmic representation (as shown in the insets of the corresponding figures). Independently of the layer topology, at relatively large $\sigma$ ($\sigma_2$), $E_{\text{inter}}$ is seen to follow more closely the trend observed in the identical case when compared with smaller values of $\sigma$ ($\sigma_1$). This form of resilience is in agreement with the fact that the non identity of the layers results in the presence of an inertial term, which depends indeed on the value of $\sigma$ (see details in the Methods section). The corresponding Maximum Lyapunov Exponent (MLE) is shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 2, confirming the behavior of the inter-layer dynamics depicted in the upper panels. Notice that the effects of removing links with high or low betweenness are more pronounced in multiplexes made of SF layers than in those made of ER ones. Another observation, which will be further highlighted in the following, is that the impact on the inter-layer synchronization of removing high or low betweenness links is reversed depending on the strength of the intra-layer coupling: in both the ER and SF cases, removing $m_+$ links deteriorates (improves) the synchronization levels with respect to removing $m_-$ links for large (small) $\sigma$ values.

An analysis that further elucidates the role of the structural differences is provided in Fig. 3, where the dependence of $\text{MLE}(m_+)$ and $\text{MLE}(m_-)$ is reported as a function of $m$, for a fixed value of $\lambda$ (at which there is inter-layer synchronization for $m = 0$). As predicted by the approximated MSF approach, the dynamics drifts from the identical case at smaller values of $m$, as $\sigma$ increases. We here find a unexpected...
and interesting feature, already glimpsed before in Fig. 2, that entangles the intra-layer structure with
the inter-layer dynamics: for small values of $\sigma$, removing the $m_-$ lowest betweenness centrality links
results in a stronger perturbation for the inter-layer synchronization than removing the same number
$m_+$ of highest betweenness links. However, for larger values of $\sigma$, the effect is reversed.

4 Conclusion

These results allow us to draw a series of important conclusions about the effects of structural layer
differences on the capability of multiplex networks to display synchronized layers, with nodes in each
layer which do not necessarily evolve in unison. It is important to remark that the study of inter-
layer synchronization was restricted so far to the case in which all layers had an identical connectivity
structure. When layers are not identical, several conceptual issues arise, the most relevant being that
the inter-layer synchronous manifold is no longer invariant under the dynamics, and one has therefore
to proceed with approximate treatments.

We have demonstrated that an approximate analytical treatment of a two-layer multiplex results in
the introduction of an extra inertial term accounting for structural differences. The predictions have
been validated numerically and, most importantly, by means of an experiment with electronic circuits.
The conclusion is that, even in this case in which layers are not identical and the exact synchronized
solution does not exist, the approximate Master Stability Function is a very good tool to study the inter-
layer dynamics of multiplex networks. Using such a framework, indeed, we could predict the effect
that missing links in one of the layers has on the inter-layer synchronization, evidencing a non-trivial
relationship between the edge centrality of the different links and the balance between intra- and inter-
layer couplings. Our results can provide a starting point for the study of inter-layer synchronization in
even more general configurations, as unidirected networks [19] or general multilayer networks.
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ABSTRACT. Fast Access to Remote Objects 2.0 (FARO 2.0) is a tool for application and desktop virtualization with a strong focus towards user experience (UX), providing trained as well as untrained users a collection of centralized services that can be seamlessly used on their client through a remote desktop protocol. It is a JavaFX application whose graphical user interface (GUI) and whose main logics has been implemented through the well-known Web technologies (HTML5, CSS3, Javascript) for a easier maintainability and customizability, taking full advantage of the WebView component. Its framework has been deployed both as general purpose GUI for remote user access to ENEAGRID resources and as specialized application or workflow oriented GUI. They are applied in a set of applicative domains, ranging from material science to technologies for energy and industry, environmental modeling and nuclear fusion. Some examples and results are also presented.

1 The gateway

Developed in the contest of the Italian PON “Smart Cities and Communities” R&C 2007-2013 with the project “EDOC@Work 3.0 - Education and work in the cloud” [3, 7] in collaboration with Sys-man Progetti & Servizi S.r.l. [13], FARO 2.0 [8] is a tool for scientists and students to perform research as
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well as train in a real-world HPC environment. FARO 2.0 has been implemented as a drop-in replacement for its predecessor, FARO [12], providing users a software solution with a strong focus towards UX, being a pleasant interface for real-time application and desktop virtualization. The remote desktop protocol used to deliver applications and desktops to end-users is based on NX over an SSH. The compression and transport protocol of NX is used to enhance the native X display protocol performances in such a way that services are usable even with slower links.

The core of FARO 2.0 is its desktop application (a container, in this context) developed in JavaFX, showing a WebView. Instead, its GUI and its main logics have been developed in HTML5, CSS3 and Javascript as a single page application (SPA), replicating the trending paradigm of cross-platform hybrid apps. The container is a lightweight piece of software that implements an ordinary browser, rendering a local web page. However, the container also injects a custom Java class (a bridge) in the Javascript global namespace. Thus, through Javascript calls, the above web page is able to execute any member function that has been made available from the container. In this implementation, the bridge exports methods to launch new processes based on CLI commands and implements the application logic needed to callback registered Javascript member functions in case of a new message in the standard-out or in the standard-error streams; this allows to virtually execute any command on the host backend server that is executing FARO 2.0. Moreover, every command executed is tracked in a user home log that allows administrators to troubleshoot every problem may occur in the execution of remote code. A convenient call from the Javascript runtime environment is, for example, able to let the user remotely open and interact with the command prompt of a standard or an advanced node in a cluster, or launch any kind of scientific software in a dedicated environment (e.g. MATLAB, COMSOL, IDL). More precisely, each launch initiated from FARO 2.0 is redirected through the SSH protocol to the ENEA instance of IBM Load Sharing Facility (LSF), the scheduler that enqueues requests both for interactive and batch jobs[6]. As a matter of fact, any interaction with the ENEAGRID environment can be routed through FARO 2.0. The main interface is shown in Fig.1-2.

FARO 2.0 is easy to maintain and customize, since most of its code reside outside the container package and merely implements a SPA (with bindings to some Java member functions): this allows to reconfigure quite the entire application without the need for a compile process. Moreover, the SPA can run (with a limited functionality) within a web browser; it can thus be previewed in a very agile way. We are even able to provide deeply customized interfaces by creating branches of the SPA, without the need to modify the container. Through the usage of web standards, FARO 2.0 implements a full-featured gateway for application and desktop virtualization in the ENEAGRID distributed computing environment that can also be used as a boilerplate for new applications, such as the “ENEA Virtual Labs”.
2 Applications

In the following we will show some interesting applications and customization of FARO 2.0.

The first application is related to the ADP Virtual Lab [1]. The aim is to provide a launcher for a code for the analysis of small-powered wood biomass energy systems (so called COGEGNO). The code has been implemented in Matlab and Scilab environments, and transferred on a web platform, in a “virtual laboratory” powered by the computational systems of ENEAGRID. Among the main components of the model there are the gas recirculation and air staging mobile-grid burner and the thermic gain obtained from the pre-heating of the air in input to the boiler. For the model of the boiler the code uses a helicoidal flow one, with particular attention to the molten salts, for the advantages arising from the possibility offered by these fluids to work in a broader temperature range and at higher temperatures, increasing the gain of the plant. If the power and the electrical efficiency of the cogeneration system are known, the code is able to calculate the performance and the sizes of the main components of the heat generator not only in nominal conditions but also if the operational conditions vary. The code is installed on the AFS filesystem. In particular Scilab code was compiled and only the executable files are stored in AFS. Using the FARO 2.0 interface, users can pass the values of the parameters to the code and choose the operational conditions between dynamically loaded options. These parameters are passed to CLI commands through an easy-to-understand JSON format, that the backend computational core is able to interpret and then execute. A sample illustration of the customized interface is in Fig.3-4.

A second application of FARO 2.0 is developed for the Web Crawling Virtual Lab [16]. The aim of this tool integrated in the related ENEA project is to create a simple interface between the users and the Web crawling environment installed on ENEAGRID. The Web crawling is an activity that automatically and systematically explores the Web, in order to search for contents/documents to download. Starting from the main html page of the interface, an user can create a web crawling session, launch the session and monitor the generated internet traffic. More specifically, this interface is composed of five tabs, in each of them, one can perform some operations. In the first tab, there is a form where one can insert some general informations (such as the title and comments) about the session that wants to create. In the second tab, a user can fill in a module with the configuration options to pass to resource scheduler in order to submit a session job. These options are split between the run configurations and software parameters. As run configuration an user can set the running time of job, the number of nodes to use and the number of agents per node. An agent is a Java process that plays the role of a crawler (i.e. a software that explores and downloads the web pages). As software parameters it is possible to can set...
many options for each crawler (e.g., the URLs seed to initially consider, the number of threads and the size of cache memories). If the user does not decide to set these options, automatically the interface creates a session configuration file with default options. In the third tab, an user can submit a batch job for the current session. In the fourth tab, once a web crawling session is submitted, the user can monitoring in real time the downloaded data amount by every agent. Finally, the fifth tab allows to view some statistics at the end of the latest executed session. The tool has been recently equipped with a further feature called “snapshot”, which allows to schedule periodic web crawling sessions. This is particularly useful to create a set of snapshots for some portions of the web, in order to analyze the changes and the evolution over a time period. Periodic scheduled web crawling session parameters can be set in the proper section in the tool interface. Customized interfaces are shown in Fig.5-6

The third application we present is the CMAST Virtual Lab [2]. The aim of this FARO 2.0 interface is to provide a collection of launchers for codes and software tools in the field of materials science that are installed on the AFS file system and executed on the ENEAGRID computational infrastructure. Users can perform a workflow of simulations at either the same scale or different scales in such a way that a multi-scale approach is practicable. Moreover, software for the 2D and 3D visualization of inputs and outputs of the simulations is provided to the user. The characteristic length of the models ranges from nanometers within quantum mechanics approach (where electrons motion is taken into account) to hundred of nanometers for molecular dynamics (MD) description (atoms motion) and to millimeters for process simulations. The simulation and visualization tools are organized in two tabs. The first tab is named “Codes” where buttons to launch the simulation codes are available. As shown in Fig. 7, this tab encloses the launchers for the following software: Matcalc [9] and PWgui [10]. The first one is a scientific software toolbox for computer simulation of the kinetics of microstructural processes and the latter is the open source graphical interface of QUANTUM ESPRESSO [11]. It is is an open-source integrated suite of codes for electronic-structure calculations and materials modeling at the nanoscale. It is based on density-functional theory, plane waves, and pseudopotentials. QUANTUM ESPRESSO is compiled on ENEAGRID computational systems exploiting the Message Passing Interface (MPI) parallelization. The codes available in CMAST are not limited to those listed in the Codes tab. Other open source codes, not yet with a stable GUI, are available in the CMAST Virtual Lab and can be launched from terminal, such as CPMD, CP2K (quantum mechanics), GROMACS and LAMMPS (classical mechanics). However, the list of codes available within the CMAST Virtual Lab will be continuously updated. The second tab is “Graphics” that collects the launchers for open source software to be used for the preparation of the input and visualization of the results as 2D plots and 3D models. As shown in Fig.8, this tab encloses the launchers for the following software: Grace is a WYSIWYG 2D plotting tool for the X Window System [5]; XCrySDen is a crystalline and molecular structure
visualisation program [17]; VMD is designed for modeling, visualization and analysis of atomic-scale trajectories coming from MD simulations of both materials or biological systems. Moreover, VMD can act as a graphical front end for an external MD code [15]. VESTA is a 3D visualization program for structural models, volumetric data such as electron/nuclear densities, and crystal morphologies [14].

For all the applications, in the submission step, ad hoc shell scripts are used. These scripts read the parameters defined on the mask and usually encoded in a JSON format and launch the codes on execution nodes following the rules defined by the LSF scheduler. The applications provide also an Help page with an useful set of links for users (to submit tickets to ENEAGRID administrators and/or to monitor job execution).

In conclusion, every customized FARO 2.0 application is a workflow-oriented GUI enabling interaction with ENEAGRID computational resources and easily interoperates with every set of scientific tools installed on our grid/cloud environment.
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\textbf{ABSTRACT.} In this paper a short description will be given about the cloud infrastructure built in the ENEA Brindisi Research Center, ensuring scalability and high availability for testing purposes in the business ICT sector. Main components will be described and the implementation will be depicted with some examples.

\section{Introduction}

The ENEA Brindisi Research Center hosts a CRESCO cluster that is devoted to experiment and explore new technologies in the ICT sector. Recently, a cloud infrastructure has been deployed in the context of the Italian PON “Smart Cities and Communities” R&C 2007-2013 with the project “EDOC@Work 3.0 - Education and work in the cloud” [2, 5] for educational purposes. By profiting of these results, we are implementing a new cloud infrastructure devoted to testing and deploying high availability web applications easy to scale horizontally to fulfill requirements in the business ICT sector.

\section{Components}

In this section we will describe the main components employed in the cloud infrastructure implemented.

\subsection{MAAS}

Metal-as-a-Service (MAAS) is a provisioning construct created by Canonical and designed to help facilitate and automate the deployment and dynamic provisioning of hyperscale computing environments such as big data workloads and cloud services. MAAS serves as a layer underneath Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), deploying hardware and services that can dynamically scale up and down. Metal-as-a-Service is summarized by Canonical’s Mark Shuttleworth as a provisioning tool for bringing “cloud semantics to the bare metal world.” The basic idea is that hardware is increasingly a commodity that you buy for what it offers, not what it is. In a cloud environment, you don’t really care too much about the technical details of your CPUs, or bus speeds, or memory channels. You want computational power, and storage, and networking. In other words, MAAS is a way to abstract all the details of the physical computers into what you really care about [6].

\textsuperscript{*}Corresponding author. E-mail: angelo.mariano@enea.it.
2.2 Juju

Juju is an “automatic service orchestration” project launched by Canonical, to deploy, manage and scale software and interconnected services across one or more Ubuntu servers and cloud platforms. It is a service orchestration tool for the cloud and is designed to work with MAAS to help streamline the process of deploying and managing resources and services in hyperscale computing environments. Commonly likened to as “apt-get for the cloud” Juju achieves this goal by using “charms,” which are open source tools that simplify specific deployment and management tasks. They can be written in any executable language and are essentially the building blocks, the containers of all the instructions on how to not only deploy, install, and configure a service but how that service relates to other services in the cloud [3].

2.3 OpenStack

OpenStack is a set of software tools for building and managing cloud computing platforms for public and private clouds. Backed by some of the biggest companies in software development and hosting, as well as thousands of individual community members, OpenStack can be considered the future of cloud computing. It is now managed by the OpenStack Foundation, a non-profit that oversees both development and community-building around the project. It lets users deploy virtual machines and other instances that handle different tasks for managing a cloud environment on the fly. It makes horizontal scaling easy, which means that tasks that benefit from running concurrently can easily serve more or fewer users on the fly by just spinning up more instances. For example, a mobile application that needs to communicate with a remote server might be able to divide the work of communicating with each user across many different instances, all communicating with one another but scaling quickly and easily as the application gains more users. And most importantly, OpenStack is open source software, which means that anyone can access the source code, make any changes or modifications, and freely share these changes back out to the community at large. It is mostly deployed as infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), whereby virtual servers and other resources are made available to customers. The software platform consists of interrelated components that control diverse, multi-vendor hardware pools of processing, storage, and networking resources throughout a data center. Users either manage it through a web-based dashboard, through command-line tools, or through RESTful web services [7].

2.4 Ceph

Ceph is an open source software storage platform that implements object storage on a single distributed computer cluster, and provides interfaces for object-, block- and file-level storage. Ceph aims primarily for completely distributed operation without a single point of failure, scalable to the exabyte level, and freely available. It replicates data and makes it fault-tolerant, using commodity hardware and requiring no specific hardware support. As a result of its design, the system is both self-healing and self-managing, aiming to minimize administration time and other costs. It uses an algorithm called CRUSH (Controlled Replication Under Scalable Hashing) to ensure data is evenly distributed across the cluster and that all cluster nodes can retrieve data quickly without any centralized bottlenecks. Ceph object storage is accessible through Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) and OpenStack Swift Representational State Transfer (REST)-based application programming interfaces (APIs) and includes a native API for integration with software applications. Ceph block storage makes use of a Ceph Block Device, which is a virtual disk that can be attached to bare-metal Linux-based servers or virtual machines. The
Ceph Reliable Autonomic Distributed Object Store (RADOS) provides block storage capabilities, such as snapshots and replication. The Ceph RADOS Block Device is integrated to work as a back end with OpenStack Block Storage. Ceph file storage makes use of the Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX)-compliant Ceph file system (CephFS) to store data in a Ceph Storage Cluster. CephFS uses the same clustered system as Ceph block storage and Ceph object storage [1].

3 Implementation

This infrastructure allows a development of a cloud service targeted at experimenting new features in Business ICT applications. All the supplies are at the moment in the ENEA Brindisi cluster, but we are planning to create a multisite environment. It has been implemented with the following hardware:

- #1 MAAS Server 2 cpu Dual-core AMD Opteron
- #1 switch Enterasys
- #2 Bladecenter H with 14 blades each ex CRESCO2 HPC hardware
- #1 DotHill iScsi storage 3834

The MAAS server has been connected to the switch with a dedicated VLAN tagged port, in this way it becomes a DHCP server for every blade that is connected to the switch. With this setup there is no need to interfere with the Brindisi local area network, as all the components are inter-connected and rely only on frontier apparatus. In Fig.1 the MAAS interface is shown.

After the MAAS setup, a Juju cluster has been realized in order to install a full OpenStack orchestrated cloud on the blades. In Fig.2 the Juju dashboard shows all the nodes currently used and their function in the orchestration platform of OpenStack. Consider that the Ceph framework is integrated in OpenStack Swift component by using the storage provided by the DotHill 3834.

Through the standard Juju charm for OpenStack with some tweaking and adjustments mainly related to Ceph deployment, we obtained a cloud infrastructure whose example instances are in Fig.3.

In the cloud infrastructure, new virtual machines and services are really easy to set up, see for example Fig.4, that shows a Windows Server set up in minutes.
On top of our OpenStack infrastructure we are able to deploy a new Juju environment for managing scalable and high available software and service applications in business ICT domain, see for example Fig.5-6.
This cloud infrastructure allows implementing high available and scalable applications that can be tested and deployed in highly critical business ICT sector, i.e. by using load balancers and database clusters in multi-tier web-based applications.

4 Future improvements

Many improvements can be applied on this cloud infrastructure, in order to achieve state-of-the-art affordability and availability for business ICT applications. One of them will be the deployment of Kubernetes [4], a powerful system, developed by Google, for managing containerized applications in a clustered environment. It aims to provide better ways of managing related, distributed components across varied infrastructure. In many ways, Kubernetes was designed to address the disconnect between the way that modern, clustered infrastructure is designed, and some of the assumptions that most applications and services have about their environments. Most clustering technologies strive to provide a uniform platform for application deployment. The user should not have to care much about where work is scheduled. The unit of work presented to the user is at the service level and can be accomplished by any of the member nodes. These kind of frameworks can open the door to the advent of so-called
serverless applications and architectures [8]. The term “serverless architectures” refers to applications that significantly depend on third-party services (known as Backend as a Service or “BaaS”) or on custom code that runs in ephemeral containers (Function as a Service or “FaaS”). By using these ideas, and by moving much behavior to the front end, such architectures remove the need for the traditional “always on” server system sitting behind an application. Serverless applications don’t require you to provision, scale, and manage any servers. You can build them for virtually any type of application or backend service, and everything required to run and scale your application with high availability is handled for you. Building serverless applications means that developers can focus on their core product instead of worrying about managing and operating servers or runtimes. This reduced overhead lets developers reclaim time and energy that can be spent on developing great products which scale and that are reliable.

5 Conclusions

By re-using old CRESCO hardware we built in the Brindisi Research Center a cloud-based open source environment to test and deploy web applications. Such a cloud infrastructure guarantees replication, scalability, high availability in a range of deployment that are certainly useful for business ICT applications. Moreover, the great flexibility of the tools chosen and briefly described here, offers undoubtedly advantages with respect to other virtualization technologies in managing complex multi-tier systems.
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ABSTRACT. For the annual CRESCO computational activities, we report a preliminary approach of the Debye scattering equation (DSE) to investigate the XRD pattern of a small cadmium sulfide cluster. We calculated the diffraction patterns of unrelaxed spherical CdS cluster with increasing size from 40 Å up to 130 Å. It is remarkable the XRD profile correctly improves with respect the increase of the cluster size. The peak positions are well reproduced in an angular range 20°-90° (2θ). On the contrary, some differences between the peak intensities and the experimental values are detected. The code was successfully tested and used to perform DSE calculation for a small CdS clusters relaxed at 10 K. Some computational data will be compared with experimental pattern got from the literature.

1 Introduction

The need for an accurate analysis of the structural and atomic properties of nanomaterials encouraged us to develop computational tools dedicated to the post-processing of the large amount of data produced by the large scale simulations performed on CRESCO. From the experimental point of view, the X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis has been widely used to obtain structural information, and in the last decades it was also widely used for nanomaterials. However, in the case of atomic structures with reduced spatial dimensions the ordinary equations for diffraction from crystal materials are no longer valid; hence the reason to build an algorithm based on the Debye approach. The calculation of the intensity \( I(s) \) can be performed considering direct crystalline space. The general Debye formula [1] for the scattering intensity from an object composed of \( N \) atoms is:

\[
I(s) = \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} f_j(s) f_k(s) e^{2\pi i s \cdot (r_j - r_k)}
\]  

(1)

where the sum is performed over the distances between couple of atoms for each value of the scattering vector \( s \); \( f_j \) are the atomic scattering factors and \( r_j \) are the position of the atoms. This formula is valid for powders, liquids, gas, nanostructures and generally for amorphous materials. When the \( r_{jk} \) vector of the atoms takes all the orientations, the Debye scattering equation becomes:

\[
I(s) = \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} f_j(s) f_k(s) \frac{\sin(\pi r_{jk})}{\pi r_{jk}}
\]

(2)

*Corresponding author: emiliano.burresi@enea.it
The scattering vector takes the values $s = \frac{4\pi \sin \theta}{\lambda}$, where $\theta$ is the Bragg angle and $\lambda$ the wavelength for incident X-ray.

In order to obtain the intensity for given values of momentum transfer, we need to calculate the atomic form factor. To simplify the calculation, the equation (3) is usually used to obtain the amplitude scattered by the atoms.

$$f(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{A} a_ie^{\frac{-b_i s^2}{16\pi^2}} + c$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This equation provides a rigorous fit of the scattering curve, in our case for cadmium and sulfur as reported in Figure 1. The values of $a_i$, $b_i$ and $c$ are given in [2].

![CdS cluster with 4 nm in size (a); the atomic scattering factors (b) for cadmium (black line) and sulfur (red line)](image)

Some unrelaxed CdS clusters with spherical shape and increasing size are built to perform the X-ray diffraction pattern, up to obtain XRD pattern near to the experimental curve. Subsequently, the DSE code has been used to achieve the XRD pattern for CdS clusters with 96 and 324 atoms relaxed with ab-initio molecular dynamics at 10 K.

### 3 Computational details

In order to calculate the XRD pattern for CdS clusters, a basic DSE algorithm was implemented on CRESCO computational infrastructure. This code was written in Fortran language, it works in serial mode on single processor and it has been added as subroutine to the QDprop program [3]. As reported in Fig 2, the Debye algorithm scaling is $N^2$ with $N$ the number of atoms, since the size of the clusters are necessarily limited. We calculated XRD pattern for CdS clusters up to 130 Å in diameter and with about 45000 atoms.

The unrelaxed CdS clusters with wurtzite phase and spherical shape were built by starting from the bulk CdS; a cutoff radius from the center of the crystal defines the size of the clusters, as reported in the Table 1.
Fig. 2: CPU time as a function of the number of cluster atoms.

Table 1: Size and number of atoms of the cadmium sulfide clusters investigated in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Size (Å)</th>
<th>N. atoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CdS40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>15177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>36003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>45842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DSE algorithm has been implemented following the scheme reported in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Scheme of the DSE algorithm as implemented on the CRESCO infrastructure.

All the distances between couple of atoms are calculated twice; it is required also the contribution of the single atoms. The step used for θ Bragg angle is 0.02 ranging between 10°-45° (θ) and wavelength λ= 1.54 nm which corresponds to the wavelength from a X-ray tube with Cu anode. We analyzed the main peaks in XRD signal by using OriginPro package to obtain information about position and intensity.

The DSE algorithm has been also used to obtain XRD patterns of two CdS cluster relaxed at 10 K with 324 and 96 atoms. In this case, the geometry investigated was computed as the mean of the atomic coordinates over the last 20000 configurations of the trajectory. For all calculations, the code was executed on CRESCO3 and CRESCO4 platform using the cresco3_h144 and cresco4_h144 queues with single processor.
An improved version of the code has been also implemented to calculate the average scattering intensity $I(s,t)$, in which the intensity is computed for each configuration of the pattern over the length of the trajectory; in this way both static and dynamic displacements were taken into account [4].

### 3 Results and discussions

The XRD pattern for some the clusters described in Table 1 are reported in Figure 4.

![Fig.4: XRD Pattern for CdS40, CdS60, CdS80 and CdS100 (4a), CdS100 and CdS120 in 4b. By increasing the size, for CdS120 it is noticeable that the peaks around 52° are split, approaching slowly towards to the XRD profile reported in ref. pattern ICDD 98-003-1074.

As expected, the increase of the size from CdS40 to CdS100 improves the XRD signal. The crystallographic planes are better defined with increasing cluster size and after CdS60 the XRD pattern is characterized by three peaks around 24°,26° and 28° (2θ), typical of the hexagonal phase (wurtzite ref. pattern 98 -003-1074). For CdS40 and CdS60 the signals up to 30° (2θ) are not well separated. The main three peaks are split for size larger than 60 Å. In Table 2 we report some computational results regarding the peak values for CdS100 and CdS120 and show a comparison with JCPDS-ICCD card data (experimental data) referred to bulk CdS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak number</th>
<th>$2θ$ (deg)</th>
<th>Intensity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calc.</td>
<td>Exp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.48</td>
<td>26.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28.16</td>
<td>28.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.60</td>
<td>36.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Peak position and peak intensity for CdS100 and CdS120 clusters. Both are compared with experimental bulk data (wurtzite CdS ref. pattern ICDD 98-003-1074).

It is well known that the XRD pattern of nanostructures is not comparable with respect to bulk XRD pattern. These differences increase with decreasing cluster size, i.e. if the periodicity are lost along the three crystallographic directions. So the Debye formula describes correctly the XRD pattern.
because the intensity of scattering depends only by distances between couple of atoms and it is not affected explicitly by any kind of crystallographic symmetry. Correctly, we found a good agreement for peak position, because the atoms are localized in the same sites of the wurtzite symmetry both for bulk and nanostructure. On the contrary, the intensity ratio is not completely comparable. The main peaks with 100 % in intensity is higher with respect the peaks at 24° and 26° (2θ). Moreover, up to CdS80 the intensity ratio is not correct because the peaks around 24° and 26° have the similar values. This trend seems to change from CdS100 where the three peaks are well split. The higher value of the peak around 28° probably means that in the <101> direction there are more crystallographic planes better defined.

It is reasonable that increasing the size of the CdS cluster, the XRD signals approach to the experimental (bulk-like) pattern; obviously the size of these structures are not yet comparable with the dimensions of the bulk structures; indeed the peak intensity appears far from experimental ones.

Finally, we report a primarily XRD study for CdS clusters relaxed at 10 K by using ab-initio molecular dynamics. These structures are built with 324 and 96 atoms [3,5], labeled as CdS324 and CdS96, respectively; their XRD pattern is characterized by a strong amorphous-like contribute.

Fig.5: XRD profile for CdS96 (blue line) and CdS324 (black line)

In CdS96 a main peak around 24° (2θ) is recognized, whereas in CdS324 the same peak is shifted towards 25° (2θ). Another signal, broadened between 40° and 60° (2θ) is present both in CdS324 and CdS96. For CdS324 these last signals seem to be split into two secondary peaks, the strongest around 45°(2θ); conversely, this behavior is not observed for CdS96.

By looking experimental results on small CdS nanoparticles [6-7], CdS324 seems to have a satisfactory agreement; in [7] one peak are detected around 25° (2θ) and the broadened band is detected in a similar range, between 40° and 60° (2θ). Once again, the strong difference regards the peak intensities; for experimental XRD pattern the intensity of the first peak at 25° (2θ) is comparable with respect to the other ones, whereas for calculated XRD pattern we detected the same main peak but with too high intensity.
4 Conclusion

We consider this work on DSE algorithm to calculate the XRD profile of CdS clusters very promising. Indeed, it is important to investigate the structures and the time behavior of nanomaterials, in particular from the atomistic point of view. Actually, DSE is the most suitable approach to obtain XRD pattern for nanomaterials.

Moreover, by using the trajectory from ab-initio molecular dynamics, we would apply the DSE to the time-averaged atomic positions in order to get also dynamic atomic displacements. The intensity is calculated on the collection of identical structures over the trajectory which should simulate a perfect experimental powder.
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ABSTRACT. The main activities in 2016, regarding numerical simulation of interaction between Alfvén modes and energetic particles in nuclear fusion devices and using CRESCO HPC facilities, are described.

1 Toward a complete exploitation of HYMAGYC, including the effects of shaped plasma cross section, Finite Larmor Radius and magnetic compression

The benchmark activity [1] between the code HYMAGYC against the code HMGC was pursued in 2016 for a new test case (the so-called ITPA benchmark case) [2]. After the characterization of the MHD spectrum, the results of the energetic particles (EP) drive have been considered, varying first the EP density \( n_{H0} \). In order to ensure numerical stability in HMGC, a value of resistivity corresponding to the inverse Lundquist number \( S^{-1}=10^{-6} \) has been assumed for both codes. At low values of \( n_{H0}/n_0 \) (w.r.t. the reference value \( n_{H0}/n_0=7.20655 \times 10^{-3} \), \( n_{H0} \) and \( n_0 \) being, respectively, the on-axis EP and bulk ion density), frequencies and growth-rates are very similar (see Fig.1a and 1a respectively, circles) corresponding to a mode localized in the toroidal gap, i.e., a TAE. For higher values of \( n_{H0}/n_0 \), the most unstable mode obtained by HYMAGYC is clearly a mode emerging from the lower Alfvén continuum, i.e., a lower KTAE (see Fig.1b triangle symbols) exhibiting a higher growth rate compared to the most unstable mode observed by HMGC (Fig.1a), which is still a TAE.

![Fig.1: Normalized growth rates (a) and frequencies (b) as a function of \( n_{H0}/n_0 \).](image-url)
In the spirit of the ITPA benchmark, a scan on the EP temperature $T_{H0}$ has been performed at the value $n_{H0}/n_{i0}=2\times 10^{-3}$ (lower than the reference ITPA benchmark case value), in order to compare the two codes in a regime where both observe the same TAE as the most unstable mode. Qualitative agreement is obtained considering the dependence of the growth-rate on $T_{H0}$, while significant quantitative differences are observed, which reduce when comparing the contribution of the EP drive to the growth rates (see Fig.2). The main discrepancies observed can be traced back to the different response of the MHD solvers, e.g., with respect to the continuum damping and discretization schemes.

![Fig.2: Normalized growth rates (left axis) versus $T_{H0}$ at $n_{H0}/n_{i0}=2\times 10^{-3}$; right axis reports the growth rates in $10^{-3}\text{s}^{-1}$. Results for HMGC (red square symbols) and HYMAGYC (blue circle symbols) simulations are shown; the triangles at $T_{H0}=400$ keV are the EP $\gamma_{\text{drive}}$.](image)

The activities related to the code HYMAGYC have continued beyond the previous benchmark. In particular, during 2016, it has been pursued the target of relaxing the limitations considered in the previous benchmarks, namely the assumption of equilibria with small inverse aspect ratio $a/R_0$ (with $a$ and $R_0$ the minor and major radius of the torus, respectively), circular plasma cross section, low bulk plasma beta, with negligible Finite Larmor Radius (FLR) and magnetic compression effects. In order to remove one at the time the above mentioned constraints, energetic particle FLR effects and magnetic compression effects have been analyzed with HYMAGYC in equilibria with small inverse aspect ratio, circular plasma cross section and low bulk plasma beta in presence of an energetic particle component. The overall effect is stabilizing, the growthrate reduction being dependent on the considered unstable mode. In order to check the plasma shaping effect and to analyze for a more realistic scenario the previous FLR and magnetic compression effects, a preliminary analysis of an AUG case based on a reference case [3] has been considered, in collaboration with the NLED Enabling Research group, both characterizing the Alfvén continua for different toroidal mode numbers ($n=1,2,3$) and studying the global, ideal MHD TAEs present in such equilibrium using the code MARS (see Fig.3a, 3b). To this purpose, the equilibrium code CHEASE has been used, together with an experimental EQDSK file representing the AUG shot #31213 at $t=0.84s$, considering a fully shaped plasma surface (note that the proposed reference case [3] considers an equivalent circular shape equilibrium). This AUG case has been used in HYMAGYC to check, at first, the plasma shaping effects and, then, the effects of magnetic compression, in presence of modes driven by an energetic particle component. The effect of considering also FLR effects on the realistic AUG equilibrium is currently under investigation. Moreover, in order to be prepared to analyze more deeply the linear and nonlinear dynamics of global modes driven by energetic particles, phase space diagnostics and test particle Hamiltonian method (TPHM) package [4] have been adapted to the general curvilinear geometry used in HYMAGYC, and successfully tested in HYMAGYC.
Fig. 3a: Ideal MHD continuous spectra for n=1 toroidal mode number: frequency $\omega$ (normalized to $\omega_{A0}$, the on-axis Alfvén frequency) vs. the square root of the poloidal flux function $\psi$ (normalized to unity at the edge). Local dominant poloidal harmonics and radial location of the rational-q surfaces are also indicated in the figure. The horizontal segments refer to global Alfvén modes (a Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmode (TAE) at $\omega/\omega_{A0} \approx 0.23280$, and an Elliptical Alfvén Eigenmode (EAE) at $\omega/\omega_{A0} \approx 0.495$).

Fig. 3b: Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmode (TAE) at $\omega/\omega_{A0} \approx 0.23280$: Real (left) and Imaginary (right) Fourier components (the numbers on the curves indicate the poloidal mode number m) of the contravariant radial perturbed velocity $v^r$ vs. the radial coordinate (the square root of the poloidal flux function $\psi$ normalized to the edge value).

2 Theory and modeling of electron fishbones

The fishbones modes are internal kink (m,n)=(1,1) instabilities induced by fast particles. They are called ion fishbones when they are induced by ions whilst electron fishbones when they are induced by fast electrons; these last modes were more recently observed. Their linear and nonlinear dynamics have been studied, following a numerical approach, with the HMGC code [5]. Peaked on-axis [6] and
peaked off-axis [7,8] supra-thermal electron density profiles with moderately hollow q-profile have been considered. The linear analysis have clearly demonstrated that the two situations are different in terms of the characteristic resonance frequency of the mode, as well as the fraction of suprathermal particles involved in the destabilization of the mode, confirming theoretical expectations. In fact the mode propagates poloidally parallel to the bulk electron diamagnetic direction for the peaked on-axis profile and parallel to the bulk ion diamagnetic direction for the peaked off-axis profile; particles involved are the trapped particles in the on axis case and barely trapped or circulating particles for the off axis profile [8,9]. It’s worth noting that when artificially switching off the contribution of the trapped particles in one case or the barely trapped/circulating particles in the other case, no growing mode appears, thus confirming the energetic particles specific contribution in driving the mode unstable. The study of e-fishbone nonlinear saturation mechanisms has been pursued using the test particle Hamiltonian method (TPHM) package [4] and it has been performed for both the peaked on-axis as well as for the peaked off-axis density profile. The analysis consists in choosing a sample of resonant test particles and observing their behaviour in the Poincare plot: the energetic particles driving the mode, can be represented in a (P\(\phi\),\(\Theta\)) Poincare phase space, where \(P\phi\) is the toroidal canonical momentum and \(\Theta\) the wave phase seen by the particle. In Fig.4, e.g., the non-linear dynamics is represented for a peaked off-axis density profile.

![Fig.4](image)

**Fig.4**: Energetic particles, driving the electron fishbone, are represented with different colors in the (\(P\phi\),\(\Theta\)) Poincare phase space. The colors depend on the position of the particles with respect to the resonance radial position. In this case, there are two resonances. As the saturation condition is reached, particles exchange their position, showing penetrating structures and wave particle trapping.

The two cases, peaked on-axis and peaked off-axis density profile, show different behaviour, even if both reveals the formation of mutually penetrating structures. In fact as the saturation process keeps on, it is readily apparent the formation of mutually penetrating structures that give rise to flattening of the density profile of the energetic particles. Density flattening, reducing the free energy source, contributes to the mode saturation. Moreover, it has been shown that for the peaked on-axis profile, the nonlinear saturation is characterized by a pronounced downward (in absolute value) frequency chirping of the mode, and evident phase locking, causing a large radial transport of energetic particles up to the \(q=1\) radius; the peaked off-axis profile one, on the other hand, is characterized nonlinearly by a double resonance structure in the kinetic Poincaré plot, and nonlinear saturation occurs causing energetic particle transport within the two resonance radii. The scaling of the saturation amplitude vs the ratio of the linear growth rate to the frequency of the mode \(\gamma_c/\omega_0\) (Fig.5), for both cases considered, has been shown to compare favorably with theoretical analyses [10]. Both cases evidence an energetic electron density flattening mechanism, which, reducing the free energy source, causes the mode to saturate.
3 Saturation of Alfvén modes in tokamak plasmas investigated by Hamiltonian mapping techniques

A benchmark of XHMGC and LIGKA-HAGIS has been completed for single toroidal mode number by means of Hamiltonian mapping techniques [11]; the transition from a quadratic (resonance detuning) to a linear (radial decoupling) growth-rate scaling for the saturation amplitude has been observed and explained in terms of a simplified pendulum model. It has been shown that the radial width of the single poloidal harmonic sets an upper limit to the radial displacement of circulating fast ions produced by a single toroidal number gap mode in the large n limit, irrespectively of the possible existence of a large global mode structure formed by many harmonics.

The saturation mechanism of BAEs driven unstable by anisotropic fast-ion populations (co-passing or counter-passing ions) has been investigated, for different single toroidal numbers, by means of XHMGC simulations [12,13]. In the considered case, the radial profile of the resonance frequency for the co-passing fast ions is flatter than that for the counter-passing ones. This results in a much
greater resonance width in the former case, such that, for low toroidal mode numbers, only the radial
decoupling regime is observed in the explored growth-rate range. The transition from the resonance
detuning regime to the radial decoupling one is appreciated, for co-passing ions, only for the larger
toroidal number considered, n=4. Modes driven by counter-passing fast ions, instead, exhibit such
transition even for the lower n values. Multi-n simulations, retaining only wave-particle
nonlinearities, have been performed in order to investigate the synergic effect of different toroidal
mode numbers on fast-ion transport. Phase-space diagnostics have been developed in order to check
whether particles driving a certain mode in the linear phase are able to drive a different toroidal-
umber mode after they have been displaced by the nonlinear interaction with the former mode. 
Chirping frequency EPMs have been investigated: it has been shown that, for specific resonant
particles, a radial displacement larger than both linear-phase mode and resonance widths is possible,
but this does not necessarily imply a large fast-ion density flattening [14,15].

4 Energetic particle dynamics and Alfvénic fluctuation spectra on the
Divertor Tokamak Test facility (DTT)

The Divertor Tokamak Test facility (DTT) [16] aims at bridging the gap between ITER and DEMO.
Despite its focus is on “power exhaust” and “plasma wall interactions”, the DTT reference scenarios
are characterized by substantial integration of core and edge plasma physics. It is, thus, important to
understand the energetic particle dynamics and Alfvénic fluctuation spectra on DTT, as these will
reflect the similar activities in burning fusion plasmas. Based on similar design proposal, this
scenario is studied by HMGC simulations, with the control parameters chosen to match the reference
values from previous proposals of ITER and FAST [17]. Fig. 7(a) shows the equilibrium q profile,
where inverse aspect ratio $\varepsilon$ is artificially reduced to 0.18 due to the limitation of the “O(\varepsilon^{3}) reduced
MHD” model in HMGC; Fig. 7(b) shows the EP radial profile; other simulation parameters and
profiles are chosen to be as close as possible to the considered reference scenario.

![Fig. 7: (a) Equilibrium q profile; (b) Normalized energetic particle radial profile.](image)

Firstly, we focus on an $n = 4$ fluctuation and a reference case with EP on-axis density $n_{\text{H0}}/n_0 =$ 3.0 $\times$
10^{-3}. The radial mode structures are shown in Fig. 8(a), with real frequency $\omega_r/\omega_{A0} =$ 0.0858. This
mode shows characters of a reverse shear Alfvén eigenmode (RSAE). In order to further understand
the spectrum of this mode, we introduce the simulation output driving rate $\gamma_{\text{drive}}$, calculated as energy
density-weighted integral of wave-particle power density. By definition, damping rate can be
calculated as $\gamma_{\text{damp}} = \gamma_{\text{drive}} - \gamma_{\text{growth}}$, where $\gamma_{\text{growth}}$ is the linear mode growth rate. Then, we vary EP
density and track the change of these parameters as well as the mode real frequency $\omega_r$. The results
are shown in Fig. 8(b)-(d). In addition, we use antenna excitation method to measure the damping
rate and eigenmode real frequency in the MHD limit. In Fig. 8(c) and (d), the results of EP driven cases and antenna excitation cases show good agreement; also, the results suggest that in comparison with the MHD limit, the damping rate and real frequency are greatly changed by increasing EP density, which demonstrates the EP effect here is nonperturbative. Finally, in the reference case, EP induced frequency shift is significantly larger than the distance between the eigenmode frequency and accumulation point of the Alfvén continuous spectrum. This fact shows the reference case is not a “pure” RSAE gap mode, but a fluctuation in the transition to an energetic particle mode (EPM), which further emphasizes the importance of non-perturbative treatment of EPs in the analyzed DTT reference scenario.

Fig. 8: (a) Radial mode structures of reference case with $n_{H0}/n_{i0} = 3.0 \times 10^{-3}$; (b) Driving $\gamma_{\text{drive}}$ and linear growth rate $\gamma_{\text{growth}}$ of cases with varying EP density; (c) Damping rate $\gamma_{\text{damp}}$ of cases with varying EP density and antenna excitation; (d) Mode real frequency $\omega_r$ of cases with varying EP density and antenna excitation, in addition, RSAE accumulation point $\omega_{ap}$ is added as a reference.
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NEUTRON TRANSPORT ANALYSIS IN DEMO IN-VESSEL COMPONENTS
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ABSTRACT. Neutronics calculations with MCNP5 Monte Carlo code have been performed in 2016 to support the design of DEMO reactor and in particular of in-vessel components within EUROfusion Power Plant Physics & Technology (PPPT) program. This work summarise results of nuclear analyses for the design and integration of the Pellets Fuelling Lines and Electron Cyclotron launchers.

1 Introduction

In the frame of this activity within the EUROfusion Power Plant Physics and Technology (PPPT) programme, neutronics simulation with MCNP5 [1] Monte Carlo code in parallel mode using MPI on CRESOCO cluster have been performed to support design and integration of pellet fuelling lines (PFL) and Electron Cyclotron(EC) launchers in DEMO fusion reactor. Different configurations of the various systems have been integrated in a Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) DEMO reactor. The impact on Tritium Breeding Ratio (TBR), neutron flux, nuclear heating and damage on Breeding Blanket (BB), Vacuum Vessel (VV) and Toroidal Field (TF) coil was studied as well nuclear loads on the integrated systems. Strategies to improve in-vessel components design and shielding capability have been suggested to reduce the interface with other systems [2].

2 Integration of Pellet Fuelling Lines

Different options of pellet fuelling lines (PFL) are under study for integration. Neutronics analyses have been performed for three possible configurations of the so-called option “3” of pellet fueling lines that impact the inboard blanket (IB) modules 4 and 5 [3]. The three configurations are listed below and shown in figure 1:

- (3-1) 3° opening cone starting at the BB Back Supporting structure (BSS);
- (3-2) 2° opening cone starting at the BB back supporting structure (BSS);
- (3-3) 2° opening cone starting at the BB back-plate (moved inward of ~ 200 mm with respect to option 1 & 2).

The impact of PLF on TBR is marginal even in worst configuration (for configuration 3-1, -0.0029 with respect to baseline) and the TBR is well above the margin of 1.10. Behind the large gap between IB4 modules, the maximum heating on the VV is 1.05 W/cm³ for configuration 3-1, doubled relative to baseline and it decreases to 0.74 W/cm³ for case 3-3. The
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impact on BB nuclear heating is moderate and the maximum effect in the worst configuration is +
40% on total heating on the side left cap (close to the gap) and less than few % on BSS.
The maximum nuclear heating in TF coil is above the limit of \(5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ W/cm}^3\) for configurations 3-1
\((9.1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ W/cm}^3)\) and slightly higher also for configuration 3-2 \((5.7 \times 10^{-5} \text{ W/cm}^3)\). Conversely, the
peak heating is below the limit for the configuration 3-3.

**Fig. 1:** HCPB MCNP 3-D model of baseline and PFL 3-1 (left), top view of IB4 and IB5 gaps for
baseline and for the three configurations.

Great increase of damage in steel is observed behind the gap due to neutron streaming. The
cumulated damage on VV is below but very close to the limit of 2.75 dpa over 6 FPY\(^2\) (max
2.74 dpa over 6 FPY for 3-1 case). For the configurations 3-2 and 3-3 the maximum
cumulated damages are 2.25 dpa and 1.9 dpa, respectively (see figure 2).

**Fig.2:** Neutron damage poloidal (left) and toroidal (right) profiles in dpa over 6 FPY in VV inner
shell for baseline, PFL 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 configurations.

Regarding the nuclear loads on the pellet fueling lines the maximum heating and damage in front
positions are 9.8 W/cm\(^3\) and 13 dpa/FPY. Behind BSS, the nuclear loads decrease to 0.96 W/cm\(^3\) and

\(^2\) Full Power Year
0.77 dpa/FPY for configuration 3-1. At this last position the reduction in configuration 3-3 is within 30%.

On the basis of the results of this neutronics analysis, the configuration 3-3 does not pose any neutronics integration issue, even configuration 3-2 might be acceptable providing minimum efforts to improve TF shielding. Indeed the large openings of configuration 1 might be not viable to ensure sufficient protection of VV (the maximum dpa is very close to the design limit) and a great effort is needed to decrease TF loads. The possibility to adopt a trapezoidal gap shape between IB4 and IB5 instead of rectangular might be considered for integration of 3° opening cone pellet fueling line, to help to reduce the zone of VV directly exposed to neutron streaming.

3 Integration of Electron Cyclotron Launchers

Neutronics analyses have been performed to support design and integration of the Electron Cyclotron (EC) launchers in equatorial port. The proposed heating system consists of 5 EC launchers based on 8 Remote Steering Antennas (RSA). Two different configurations have been considered for integration in 2016: two horizontal rows with four RSA each and one vertically stacked array of eight RSA (see figure 3). The present integration strategy consists in removing the equatorial outboard BB modules (Outboard Blanket, OB4), impacted by EC opening, and in replacing them with shielding plug made of steel and water [2][4].

![Fig.3: MCNP model of EC configuration #1 (top) and #2 (bottom) and integration in HCPB 10° model](image).

The impact on TBR of 5 EC#1 launchers is high, -0.038 with respect to baseline, due to the complete replacement of 10 OB4 equatorial modules with steel-water plugs. The effect of 5 EC based on conf. #2 is less than EC#1, -0.022 with respect to baseline, due to the complete replacement of 5xOB4 equatorial modules with steel-water plugs. In both cases the total TBR is still above the margin, if the HCPB is considered (the total TBR is 1.175 with EC#1 and 1.192 with EC#2). Total neutron flux, nuclear heating and in particular neutron damage show a remarkable increase in outboard zones with respect to baseline especially for EC#2.

The neutron flux at the level of the rear flange of EC#1 port plug is more than 50 times higher than in baseline model (max $1.2 \times 10^{11} \text{n cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$) and more than 3 times higher with EC#2 configuration (max $4 \times 10^{11} \text{n cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$). Figure 1.2.4 shows the nuclear heating maps for baseline and the two configurations. The nuclear heating peaks in VV and TF coil are 0.4 W/cm$^3$ and $8 \times 10^{-3}$ W/cm$^3$ (15 times above the limit) for EC#1. With configuration EC#2 the situation get worse and the peaks on VV and TF increase up to 4 W/cm$^3$ and $2 \times 10^{-3}$ W/cm$^3$ (40 times above the limit), respectively.
The impact on neutron damage is greater than the other quantities. Considering configuration EC#1, the dpa peak on VV is 0.15 dpa/FPY (0.9 dpa over DEMO lifetime), still below the VV limit, but with large gradient in the zone close to the port. A 70 cm thick VV-like shield (60% SS+40% H2O) located behind the front SS shield in EC port can be suitable to reduce the average nuclear loads on VV and rear components and to protect TF coil. At the rear flange the neutron streaming can be reduced to baseline level. Conversely, with EC#2 configuration, the dpa peak on VV is 2.9 dpa/FPY (17.4 dpa over DEMO lifetime) well above the design limit, at the corner in front of the large opening. Increase of dpa level in central outboard OB4 BB and BSS zones close to the opening is also observed. Additional shield in EC#2 plug would help to protect TF, however VV and BB loads need to be mitigated by reducing the opening or including shield in the zone close to EC cone.

![Fig. 4: Nuclear heating maps for Baseline, EC#1 and EC#2 – figures on the right show only NH above TF limit (5x10^{-5} W/cm^3).](image)

In general, from the neutronics point of view, EC#1 is the preferable option because this configuration presents marginal shielding problems that can be solved with minimum efforts in shield design. Its drawback is the great impact on TBR due to the loss of 10xOB4 breeder modules. This can be mitigated considering an optimized integration in BB system, e.g. by locating the horizontal opening in toroidal gap between OB4 and OB5 and reducing the poloidal sizes of OB4 &OB5 modules impacted by EC.

EC#2 has the only advantage to have a minor impact on TBR. However the large conical opening implies too high neutron streaming and nuclear loads on surrounding components and great design modifications are needed to integrate this option.
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ABSTRACT. First principles calculations based on density functional theory and many body perturbation theory have been employed to study the optical absorption properties of a newly synthesized oligo-tiophene molecule, with a quaterthiophene central unit, that has been designed for solution-processed bulk-heterojunction solar cells. To this aim we have employed the GW approach to obtain quasiparticle energies as a pre-requisite to solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the excitonic Hamiltonian. We show that inter-molecular transitions among the \( \pi \)-stacked poly-conjugated molecules explain the experimental absorption peak.

1 Introduction

Organic photovoltaic materials are currently considered for next-generation solar cells due to many appealing properties such as: low fabrication cost, solution processability, transparency and flexibility. Moreover, power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of polymer based solar cells (PSCs) with bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) architecture have been greatly improved in the recent years [1].

A BHJ material is a solid state mixture of nano-stuctured donor and acceptor components[2]; light absorption at the donor generates strongly bound Frenkel-type excitons[3] that, at the donor-acceptor interface, are separated and generate the electrical current between the electrodes. While fullerene derivates are commonly chosen as acceptors, the design and synthesis of efficient donor materials is still needed to improve the organic solar cells performances.

\( \pi \)-conjugated small molecules with with push-pull structure (i.e. with an electron-donating unit (D) central unit and electron-accepting (A) lateral units) are attracting as highly stable, pure and easy energy level design donors in BHJ solar cells with PCEs up to 9\~10\%[4, 5] but still lower than PSCs. They have been intensively investigated[6, 7] but a full quantitative understanding of the processes involved in the formation of excitons in such molecules (that might be also employed as donors in BHJ solar cells) is still lacking. Theoretical investigations are, thus, mandatory and require an accurate description of electron-hole (eh) interactions that can be achieved by using the GW approximation[8] and the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE)[9, 10], in the framework of many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) [11, 12, 13]. In this work we study the absorption peaks of the BT2N (with chemical formula \( \text{C}_{44}\text{H}_{52}\text{N}_{2}\text{O}_{4}\text{S}_{4} \)) oligomer-like molecule for organic solar cells [14].
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2 Theory

The ground state electronic and geometric properties of the investigated systems have been obtained by density functional theory[15, 16] (DFT) with a generalized gradient approximation based on the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof formula[17](PBE) functional, and norm-conserving Troullier-Martins scheme[18] pseudopotentials. DFT calculations have been performed using the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package[19] and the calculation parameters are fully detailed elsewhere [14].

Theoretical band gaps have been obtained with three different levels of accuracy: in the context of ground state DFT either as the difference between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) (simply referred as $\varepsilon_{\text{gap}}$), or as the difference between the electron affinity and the ionization potential $\varepsilon_{\Delta\text{SCF}} = E_{N+1} - E_N - (E_N - E_{N-1})$ (the so called $\Delta$-SCF method) [20], and lastly through the GW method that allows the calculation of the quasi-particle (QP) energies in the context of MBPT; the last task has been attained using the YAMBO code[21].

QP energies are computed at first order as:

$$\varepsilon_{n}^{\text{QP}} = \varepsilon_{n}^{(0)} + Z_n \langle n| \Sigma(\varepsilon_{n}^{(0)}) - V_{xc} | n \rangle$$

where $\varepsilon_{n}^{(0)}$ and $\langle x | n \rangle = \phi_{n}(r)$ are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the DFT hamiltonian respectively, and

$$Z_n = \left( 1 - \frac{\partial \Sigma_n}{\partial \omega} \big|_{\omega=\varepsilon_{n}^{(0)}} \right)^{-1}$$

where $\Sigma_n(\omega) = \langle n| \Sigma(r_1r_2, \omega) | n \rangle$ is the Fourier transform of the dynamical electron self-energy operator. Within the GW approximation[22], $\Sigma(r_1r_2, \omega)$ can be cast in terms of the ground state DFT Green’s function $G(r_1r_2, \omega)$ as:

$$\Sigma(r_1r_2, \omega) = i \lim_{\eta \to 0^+} \int d\omega' \frac{e^{i\omega'\eta}}{2\pi} G(r_1r_2, \omega - \omega') W(r_1r_2, \omega')$$

with

$$W(r_1r_2, \omega) = \int dr_3 \frac{\epsilon^{-1}(r_3r_2, \omega)}{|r_1 - r_3|}$$

the dynamically screened interaction, expressed in terms of the inverse dielectric function $\epsilon^{-1}$ of the system and of the bare Coulomb interaction $V$.

The inverse dielectric matrix is related to the response function $\chi(12) = \delta \rho(1)/\delta V_{\text{ext}}(2)$ (where (1) is a short-hand notation for $(r_1, t_1)$) via the relation:

$$\epsilon^{-1}(12) = \delta(12) + \int d(3) \frac{\chi(32)}{|r_1 - r_3|}$$

In the RPA approximation, $\chi$ is related to the non-interacting response function $\chi^{(0)}(12) = G(12)G(21^{+})$, through the Dyson-like equation [21]. Another common approximation for the screened interaction is the plasmon pole approximation (PPA)[23, 21], in which the imaginary part of $W$ is assumed to be
peaked at the plasmon frequency; both methods (the GW-RealAxis and the GW-PPA schemes in the following), will be employed here.

A boxlike potential cutoff in the long-range Coulomb potential[21, 11] is used at this stage to simulate truly isolated molecular excited states.

Using the above obtained dynamically screened interaction, the macroscopic complex dielectric function that includes the excitonic effects is obtained by solving BSE in the electron-hole (e-h) space made of e-h pairs $|\epsilon\hbar\rangle$ and antipairs $|\hbar\epsilon\rangle$ with the two particle excitonic Hamiltonian[9, 10]:

$$
H_{\text{exc}} = \begin{bmatrix}
H_{\text{res}} & H_{\text{coupl}} \\
-(H_{\text{coupl}})^* & -(H_{\text{res}})^*
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(6)

where the resonant term $H_{\text{res}} = (E_e - E_h)\delta_{e,e'}\delta_{h,h'} + \langle e\hbar|K|\hbar'\epsilon'\rangle$ is Hermitian, the coupling part $H_{\text{coupl}} = \langle e\hbar|K|\hbar'\epsilon'\rangle$ is symmetric, and $K = W - 2V$ is the excitonic kernel (the reader is referred to [10] for a detailed explanation of the block terms in $H_{\text{exc}}$).

The macroscopic dielectric function $\epsilon_M(\omega)$ is calculated from the eigenvalues $E_\lambda$ and the eigenstates $|\lambda\rangle$ of $H_{\text{exc}}$ as:

$$
\epsilon_M(\omega) = 1 - \lim_{q \to 0} \lim_{\eta \to 0} \sum_{\lambda'N} \sum_{n_1n_2} \langle n_1|e^{-i\omega r}|n_2\rangle \frac{A_{\lambda n_1 n_2}^\lambda}{\omega - E_\lambda + i\eta} S_{\lambda'N}^{-1} \sum_{n_3n_4} (f_{n_1} - f_{n_4}) \langle n_3|e^{iqr'}|n_4\rangle (A_{n_3n_4}^{\lambda'})^* \\
$$

with $A_{nn'}^\lambda = \langle nn'|\lambda\rangle$, and $S_{\lambda'N}$ is an overlap matrix of the generally non-orthogonal eigenstates of $H_{\text{exc}}$.

Lastly we obtain the absorption spectra from the imaginary part of $\alpha_\parallel$, the polarizability of the system along the leading dimension of BT2N system, calculated through the Clausius-Mossotti relations[13]:

$$
\alpha_\parallel = \frac{3\Omega}{4\pi} \frac{\epsilon_\| - 1}{\epsilon_\| + 2} 
$$

(7)

Experimental absorption curves are detailed elsewhere [14]

### 3 Results

Among the different BT2N isomers reported in Fig.1, DFT indicates as the ground state structure the one shown in Fig.1(a) with an almost planar geometry. The corresponding energy levels and the DFT band gap, have been reported in Table 1, together with experimental values taken from the literature [14].

Table 1: DFT-PBE HOMO-LUMO energies, together with the experimental band gap values [14] for the single BT2N isolated molecule and for two $\pi$-stacked BT2N molecules (in parenthesis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\text{HOMO}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\text{LUMO}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{\text{gap}}$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT2N</td>
<td>-4.96 (-4.56)</td>
<td>-4.49 (-4.37)</td>
<td>-3.47 (-3.27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: (Color online) Different ground state configurations studied for the single BT2N molecule, together with the relative energies with respect the most stable one.

The BT2N chemical structure suggests a typical acceptor-donor-acceptor (A-D-A) configuration even though it is not marked probably because of the reduced length size of the molecule [14].

As expected, the HOMO-LUMO gap is largely underestimated (being nearly of 1.39 eV) at the DFT-PBE level with respect to the experimental value (see Table 1).

The correct theoretical band gap obtained from ∆-SCF and the quasi-particle band gaps, calculated by GW (with either GW-RealAxis or GW-PPA approximation), are in nice accordance between them (see Table 2) indicating that the computational scheme adopted for GW is correct.

Table 2: Band Gaps (in eV) for the BT2N structures studied obtained with three different computational schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>GW-RealAxis</th>
<th>GW-PPA</th>
<th>∆-SCF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT2Nx1</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT2Nx2</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The obtained results, however, are much larger than the experimental band gap that is a clear sign of the leading role of excitons in the BT2N molecule that will affect markedly the optical absorbance phenomena too.

The quasi-particle energy levels obtained for both the GW-PPA and the GW-RealAxis are compared to
the DFT-PBE eigenvalues and are shown in Fig. 2(c) in the energy range [-1.5 eV, 2.0 eV] from the HOMO level considered as a reference value at 0 eV. The optical absorption spectrum has been calculated by solving the BSE from both GW-PPA and GW-RealAxis energy levels; our results are shown in Fig. 2(b) together with the experimental absorption spectrum of a BT2N thin-film [14]. GW+BSE absorption peaks are clearly red-shifted with respect to the experimental ones by nearly \( \Delta \lambda \sim 50 \) nm (GW-PPA) and \( \Delta \lambda \sim 100 \) nm (GW-RealAxis). Moreover the GW+BSE spectra do not reproduce the experimental second peak at 600 nm.

A strong exciton, with high excitonic binding energy (1.92 eV and 1.96 eV for GW-PPA+BSE and GW-RealAxis+BSE, respectively) is found being related to the single particle \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition from the HOMO to the LUMO levels.

In a thin-film solid state phase, molecular packing is expected to play a key role in the optical properties measured and, hence, the adsorption spectrum obtained from two stacked molecules has been calculated[24, 25, 5]. After structural relaxation the electronic structure of the system shows a DFT band gap of 1.3 eV, slightly smaller than the one obtained for the isolated molecule; this fact is due to the splitting into two states of the HOMO \( \pi \) state (one for each molecule) as reported in Fig. 4(c). Another remarkable difference with respect to the single isolated BT2N molecule case is that the HOMO and the LUMO do not lie anymore on the same molecule (see Fig. 3(b) and (c)) suggesting that the HOMO-LUMO optical transition may be accompanied by an electron charge transfer between the two molecules that might change the transition energy with respect to the isolated molecule.

GW corrections to DFT-PBE energies, with both GW-RealAxis and GW-PPA schemes, result in a gap opening (\( \epsilon_{\text{gap}}^\text{QP} \) = 3.6 eV for GW-RealAxis and 3.5 eV for GW-PPA) that is, again, close to the \( \Delta \text{-SCF} \) value of 3.3 eV (see Table 2). The calculated energy gap values again still overestimate markedly the experimental band gap measured by CV thus confirming the leading role of the excitonic phenomena that must be considered in order to explain the experimental results.

The optical absorption spectrum is calculated for the \( \pi \) stacked configuration by solving again the BSE.
Figure 3: (Color online) Isosurface plots of $||\psi(r)||^2$ for the DFT calculated HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 orbitals in (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) respectively; isosurfaces have been set to $\sim 5\%$ of the corresponding maximum values in order to evidence their symmetry properties.

Figure 4: (Color online) Normalized absorption spectra for two $\pi$ conjugated BT2N molecules, for light polarized parallel to the main axis of the molecule (a), while in (b) QP corrections to DFT-PBE electron eigenvalues in an energy window ranging from $-1.5$ eV below to $+2.0$ eV above the HOMO level. As for the single molecule case absorption curves have been obtained by imposing an artificial Lorentzian broadening of 100 meV and they are normalized to the maximum value of the curve obtained by GW-PPA+BSE.
starting from both GW-PPA and GW-RealAxis energy levels. Our results are shown in Fig.4(a) where it can be seen that, now, the obtained theoretical curves are in close agreement with the experimental absorption spectrum, especially concerning the GW-RealAxis approximation that is the highest level of theory here adopted; indeed the absorption peak predicted in this case is located at 558 nm that is just 4 nm away from the experimental peak position measured at the wavelength of 554 nm.

A better understanding of the excitonic nature of the optical transitions can be obtained by looking at the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the excitonic Hamiltonian and obtained with a reduced Lorentzian broadening $\eta$ of Eq.(7) in the GW-RealAxis scheme (see Fig. 5). It appears clearly that the main experimental absorption peak is due to the formation of two nearly degenerate excitons ((b) and (c) peaks in Fig. 5) with binding energies of 1.34 eV and 1.29 eV respectively. A careful inspection of the $H^{exc}$ eigenstates evidences that the e-h transition corresponding to the (b) peak is the HOMO→LUMO+2 transition with the two states located at two different BT2N molecules thus involving a marked charge transfer (CT) between the stacked molecules.

![Figure 5: (Color online) Im$[\alpha_{\|}]$ obtained from Eq.(7) with a Lorentzian broadening of 10 meV compared with the normalized absorption spectrum. In the inset the electron-hole transitions that weight more than 10% in the excitonic states (a) (b) and (c) are schematically represented.](image_url)

The other contribution to the main absorption peak is the e-h eigenstate at (c) that arises from three transitions the HOMO-1→LUMO, the HOMO-1→LUMO+1, and the HOMO→LUMO+1, the second one involving the two molecules (see Fig.3).

In Fig.5 a third peak at 2.02 eV is present, that again represents an exciton state with binding energy of 1.50 eV of lower optical strength with respect the (b) and (c) states; this feature is also present in the experimental curve, showing again that a strong hybridization between excitonic states on different molecules is the key for a better understanding of the optical properties of BT2N thin-films and small conjugated molecules in general.

### 4 Conclusions

In summary we have calculated in the context of the MBPT, using the GW approximation and the BSE for the excitonic Hamiltonian, the absorption spectra of two different systems made either of one
isolated BT2N molecule or two π conjugated BT2N molecules. To this aim, we have tested two different levels of approximations, namely the GW-PPA and the GW-RealAxis. Theory has been compared to the experimental absorption spectrum evidencing, first of all, the excitonic nature of the measured absorption onset and main peak. The experimental peak is completely recovered once the π conjugated geometry of BT2N molecules is considered as a possible organization pattern of oligo-thiophene molecules in the solid state. The analysis of the of the e-h transitions that contribute to the main absorption peak evidences the important role played by the inter-molecular optical transition in explaining the observed absorption behavior. Therefore, the importance of the π conjugation between the molecules is put in evidence in our study showing that the absorption properties of such molecules are tightly related to the way they are arranged in the matrix of organic solar cell device.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS SUPPORTING SAFETY STUDIES OF PWR’S AND IRRADIATION TESTS IN TAPIRO RESEARCH REACTOR

Patrizio Console Camprini and Kenneth W. Burn
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Abstract. In the framework of the Development of Expertise in Nuclear Safety, studies are carried out within the Project B.3.1 funded by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development – Annual Plan 2015. Evaluations concerned mainly the following topics: Nuclear Safety analyses for Gen-II and Gen-III PWR’s, preliminary studies supporting some irradiation campaigns in TAPIRO research reactor. PWR reactor evaluations have been carried out working on the MCNP6.1 code source to define a custom fixed neutron source, in order to reproduce a pin-by-pin description of the fundamental mode of the core neutron flux. Moreover, the TAPIRO research reactor – located in ENEA Casaccia research center – was proposed as a facility for integral irradiation experiments of minor actinides, in the framework of an OECD-NEA working group on nuclear waste management. Thus, simulations are conducted preparing these tests, mainly concerning fission and absorption reaction rates in actinide samples placed in the experimental channels of the core and the reflector.

1 Fission Source Definition for Gen-II and Gen-III PWR’S

Monte Carlo simulations for nuclear reactor cores are performed with the MCNP6.1 [1] code in order to obtain either integral or differential responses regarding the system. Safety studies usually require the evaluation of detailed scores relating to flux or fluence at specific positions. Considerable efforts are made in implementing variance reduction techniques, since only a relatively few channels in phase space need to be sampled, as far as the simulation objectives are concerned. In this context, the requested results are flux or general response functions at particular positions outside the vessel and far from the core. These locations mainly concern activation calculations and doses to electronic equipment, which is involved in on-line diagnostics and control, both for normal operation and during accidents. The vessel dose due both to neutron and gamma radiation is a relevant parameter as well. Moreover, the volumes and surfaces at which these responses are applied are relatively small, compared to the system dimensions. Thus, this kind of Monte Carlo analysis has to be carried out employing so-called deep penetration problem techniques and a consistent application of variance reduction methods is necessary.

Within the present work, firstly a fixed neutron source is defined inside the core and obtained by sampling the fundamental mode - treating a previous eigenvalue problem and scoring neutron production on a particular axial binning and on a pin-by-pin pattern. Ex-core responses are then studied with the flux distributed according to the fundamental mode in a fixed source problem, aiming at all the specific tallies requested by the needs of safety analysis. This approach utilises a
fixed pin-by-pin volumetric source in which the energy and direction distributions are set according to neutron generation from fission [2].

In order to support this analysis of Gen-II and the Gen-III PWR’s, the calculation method and the cross-sections utilised within this study have been verified on an experimental benchmark provided in the framework of OECD-NEA reactor shielding benchmark group SINBAD. The selected case is the PCA-Replica experiment (NEA-1517/93), performed at Winfrith at the NESTOR research reactor (see Fig.1). Here, a highly enriched fissile plate - outside the reactor core - is the neutron source that irradiates a multilayer neutronic system composed as follows: a water slab simulating the inner vessel coolant, a thermal shield specimen made of stainless steel, a second water layer, a mild steel vessel slab and then a void chamber.

Dosimeters are placed along the central axis of the system at different distances from the fission plate through the material layers. They provided measurements of both flux and neutron spectrum at several positions: 10 locations for various neutron dosimetric responses and 2 locations for the spectrum (Fig. 2).

The geometry and material definition have been modelled as well as all the problem responses to be compared with the experimental data through dosimeter readings. The following nuclear data sets have been tested for particle transport: ENDF/B-VI.6, ENDF/B-VII.1, JEFF-3.1, JEFF-3.1.2, JEFF-3.2 and JENDL-4.0. In addition, some dosimetry files data have been employed: 531DOS, 532DOS, LLLDOS, IRDF2002 and IRDFFv1.05.

The DSA variance reduction method has then been utilised in support of the MCNP6.1 code to provide detector responses, at the various distances from the fission source. The obtained results are consistent with the experimental data and the performed calculation has been considered a methodological validation of the simulation data and procedure [3].

Concerning the Gen-II and Gen-III reactor cores, the preparation of the source and its relative implementation is performed by an in-house patch of the MCNP source code as well as some modifications to message passing routines for the particle sampling and the broadcasting to all the calculation nodes. The fixed source simulation is launched instead of the eigenvalue problem, thus further fission reactions are suppressed and considered as absorption events.
The maximization of the figure of merit for a single or for multiple responses produces the variance reduction parameters: they can be expressed in weight window form to easily utilise the MCNP calculational facility [4].

The framework of the work is the Project B.3.1 funded by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development – Annual Plan 2015 – about the Development of Expertise in Nuclear Safety. In particular Subproject A2 [5].

2 Evaluations of TAPIRO Reactor Irradiation Campaign

Within the NEA Expert Group dealing with Integral Experiments for Minor Actinides Management (EGIEMAM), the TAPIRO research reactor has been proposed as a relevant facility for integral experiments with a fast fission spectrum (Fig. 5). In fact, the feasibility of the fuel cycle of future Gen-IV nuclear reactors is strongly dependent on their capability of managing and burning a significant amount of minor actinides currently produced by light water reactors (PWR and LWR), avoiding long-term storage issues. In order to evaluate this aspect, a collaboration between ENEA and the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) has been established and some irradiation campaigns have been prepared with the aim of irradiating samples of minor actinides inside the TAPIRO research reactor at the Casaccia, ENEA Research Center.

The Monte Carlo MCNP6.1 code has been used to represent 3D geometry and the continuous-energy reaction cross-sections. The nuclear data library utilized is JEFF3-1 provided by the NEA Data Bank and processed at a temperature of 300 K. The normalization of the model is made at the flux peak according to standard reference [6]. The considered operative thermal power was 5 kW and the corresponding peak of the total neutron flux (at the core centre) was 3.00 10^12 n/cm^2/s.

The simulation considered the following irradiation channels: the diametrical channels (1 and 2), the tangential channel and the radial channel 1 (see Fig.6).

The DSA variance reduction methodology has been utilised in this context mainly to enhance the precision of the results, particularly in irradiation positions far from the reactor core [7].

The framework of the work is the Project B.3.1 funded by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development – Annual Plan 2015 – concerning the Development of Expertise in Nuclear Safety, and in particular Subproject A1 [8].
The samples provided by CEA are planned to be irradiated inside the TAPIRO experimental channels during the AOSTA campaign, aiming at performing both fission and capture cross-section measurements for the following interesting actinide nuclides, prepared in a ceramic matrix (Tab. 1):

**Table 1**: Fissile and fissionable nuclides in AOSTA irradiation campaign at TAPIRO reactor.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{235}$U</td>
<td>$^{239}$Pu</td>
<td>$^{241}$Am</td>
<td>$^{243}$Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{238}$U</td>
<td>$^{240}$Pu</td>
<td>$^{243}$Am</td>
<td>$^{244}$Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{237}$Np</td>
<td>$^{242}$Pu</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{245}$Cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The modifications and the patches applied to MCNP6.1 code source are written in Fortran90 – according to the language in which MCNP is developed – and compiled within CRESCO environment through gnu gcc suite for standalone applications and through the intel-12 compiler for building the MCNP binary. MPI distribution is openmpi according to flavour 1.5.4 (intel-12).

Fig.5: The TAPIRO facility hall.  

Fig.6: The TAPIRO MCNP model, half-core plane and channels subdivided in cells for responses (in reality tangential channel is positioned at different depth)
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NUCLEAR RESPONSES IN THE ITER IVVS PORT CELL

Davide Flammini*1, Fabio Moro1 and Rosaria Villari1
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ABSTRACT. The ITER In-Vessel Viewing System (IVVS) consists of six identical units located at the B1 level of the Tokamak complex, at lower ports 3, 5, 9, 11, 15 and 17. It can be used for visual inspection of the plasma chamber in between plasma pulses. The IVVS extends from the VV up to the port cell (PC); in this work relevant nuclear quantities in the PCs hosting the IVVS have been calculated by means of the MCNP Monte Carlo code in a full 3-D geometry, including the IVVS and its shielding blocks. A comprehensive MCNP model of the PC has been developed including a detailed description of the Bioshield plug, pipes, penetrations, cask rails and PC door. The radiation field in the PC includes the radiation from the plasma (at about ≈10 m from it) and the radiation from the activated water flowing in the PC pipes. Large computational effort was needed to achieve statistical significant results and different techniques have been used to transport particles from the plasma up to the PC. Relevant nuclear quantities in PC have been calculated: neutron and gamma fluxes, absorbed dose on sensitive components over the ITER lifetime and the shutdown dose rate distribution at 1 day after shutdown.

1 Introduction

The ITER in-vessel viewing system (IVVS) is an ITER diagnostic for visual examinations of plasma-facing components. It is located at the outboard lower level of the vacuum vessel (VV). When not in use, it is housed inside a dedicated port extending from the VV outer wall to the port cell (PC). The final design of the IVVS must fulfil specific operational requirements: in particular, the occupational exposure imposes that the shutdown dose rate (SDDR) in the PC, where in-situ maintenance activities are foreseen, does not exceed 10 uSv/h 24 hours after shutdown. Also electronic component will be located in the PC, so an evaluation of the radiation field inside the PC is needed. The aim of this work is to perform nuclear analyses in the PC hosting the IVVS system. Calculations include both the neutron streaming thought the Bioshield plug and the neutron and photon emission from activated water source flowing in the Primary Heat Transfer System (PHTS) pipes in the PC and in its vicinity. A comprehensive and detailed MCNP model of the PC has been developed including detailed description of the Bioshield plug, pipes, penetrations, cask rails and PC door. Neutron and photon fluxes, absorbed dose integrated over the ITER lifetime on sensitive electronic components and SDDR at 1 day after shutdown have been evaluated. The CAD model used to build the MCNP model is reported in Fig. 1.

2 Procedures and code

The nuclear analyses have been carried out with MCNP5 [1] and MCNP6 [2], using the FENDL 2.1 nuclear data library [3]. The preparation of the neutronic CAD model has been accomplished using the SpaceClaim Engineering 2015+ software [4]. The conversion from CAD to MCNP geometry has been performed using MCAM 5.2 [5]. MCNP simulations have been performed using the multiprocessors MPI capability on the CRESCO4 cluster.

* Corresponding author. E-mail: davide.flammini@enea.it.
Due to the large number of radiation sources, the complexity of the model and the statistical uncertainty required, the whole set of calculations includes 13 runs with typical computing time of $2 \times 10^7$ s for $3 \times 10^9$ source particles per run on 256 processors. This computational time does not include all the calculations performed for preliminary calculations, verification of the models and setting up of simulations parameters. An estimation of the total amount of computational time used is about a factor 3 larger. The outputs of the calculations can be estimated to be about 10 Gb of data that have then been analysed to produce the desired results. In the following the main results of this study will be presented.

![Fig. 1: Simplified CAD model of the PC and the IVVS.](image)

The PC at the B1 level of the tokamak building is located outside the bioshield, so very far from the plasma ($\approx 10$ m far from the first wall). At this large distance from the plasma, radiation transport calculations and, in particular, SDDR assessment require large computational efforts. In order to provide statistically reliable results in PC and gallery, the neutron emission from plasma has been transported up to the bioshield and then by means of a secondary source, transported into the PC. In order to have a careful evaluation of the SDDR, a strategy has been adopted which combines the use of R2Smesh [6] and Advanced D1S [7] methods and four distinct secondary sources located at the bioshield plug. The shutdown dose rate has been calculated considering the SA2 irradiation scenario [8].

### 3 Results

During ITER operations there will be two contributions to the neutron flux: the neutron radiation from the plasma and neutrons emitted by the $^{17}$N decay from activated water. In Fig. 2 the neutron flux maps inside the PC due to irradiation from the plasma and due to $^{17}$N decay are shown, in a vertical section passing through the IVVS.

![Fig. 2: Neutron flux distribution in the PC due to the neutron radiation from the plasma (left) and emission from $^{17}$N decay (right)](image)
A hot zone has been found at the closure plate of the IVVS where the flux is maximum, and is approximately $10^7 \text{n}\cdot\text{cm}^{-2}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$, due to streaming through the IVVS penetration, for plasma neutrons. The relative statistical error is below 10% inside the PC. $^{15}\text{N}$ decay neutrons are emitted from the PHTS divertor pipes, located just below the ceiling and from the Lower Pipe Chase (LPC) located below the floor. The maximum neutron flux is approximately $10^6 \text{n}\cdot\text{cm}^{-2}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$, about an order of magnitude lower than the peak value of neutron flux from plasma. The photon flux during operation is dominated by the contribution of the $^{16}\text{N}$ decay photon emission inside the PC. The $^{16}\text{N}$ decay has a photon source strength which is more than 3 orders of magnitude larger than that of the $^{17}\text{N}$ neutron emission. As a result, the maximum photon flux observed in the PC is of the order of $10^9 \gamma\cdot\text{cm}^{-2}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$, as shown in Fig. 3. Instead, the photon flux due to the interaction of plasma neutrons with PC is approximately 4 orders of magnitude smaller than photons flux from $^{16}\text{N}$. The photon flux is found to be still high in the gallery, close to the ceiling, due to the penetration through the lintel of the PC door. The lintel has been modelled leaving the holes for cables empty: this produces a high penetration of radiation from the PC to the gallery. The effect is clearly visible in the radiation maps, also because the pipes are at the same height of the lintel. Values of the photon flux in the gallery are about $10^7 \gamma\cdot\text{cm}^{-2}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$ at the pipes level and $\sim10^5 \gamma\cdot\text{cm}^{-2}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$ at the floor level.

![ photon flux distribution inside the PC due to the emission of $^{16}\text{N}$ decay photons](image)

**Fig.3:** Photon flux distribution inside the PC due to the emission of $^{16}\text{N}$ decay photons

Due to the higher photon flux produced by the $^{16}\text{N}$ decay, also the nuclear loads in the PC area during plasma operations are dominated by activated water. The absorbed doses in silicon inside the PC, integrated over the ITER lifetime, are larger than 10 kGy, and up to 500 kGy close to the pipes, while the contribution due to the plasma neutron source (including secondary gammas) is about 3 orders of magnitudes lower. The map of the absorbed dose in Silicon is shown in Fig. 4.

![ absorbed dose distribution in Silicon, map with contour plot (vertical cut) ](image)

**Fig.4:** Absorbed dose distribution in Silicon, map with contour plot (vertical cut).

The SDDR in PC has been calculated at 1 day after shutdown with the combined approach of Advanced D1S and gamma transport with secondary source at the bioshield plug in a separate PC model and it is shown in Fig 5. The relative error inside the PC area is below 1%, while in the gallery it is $\approx20\%$. The maximum dose rate at 1 day after shutdown is 51.6 $\mu\text{Sv/h}$, inside the IVVS. The limit of 10 $\mu\text{Sv/h}$ is exceeded only inside the IVVS and in two small hotspot at the bioshield plug just above the IVVS. The hotspots arise from the two dogleg penetrations of the bioshield plug that produce streaming of decay photons emitted by activated components inside the bioshield. As these two hotspots are the only locations in available space of the PC in which the limit of SDDR is exceeded, a possible mitigation strategy is to reduce the width of the doglegs as much as possible (for
example by using plugs to be inserted in the doglegs). Nuclear analyses presented here were performed for the IVVS PC to assess the radiation environment and relevant responses in the port cell and gallery during operations and at the shutdown. Different source of radiation have been considered to obtain a full description of the radiation field in the PC and in the gallery. As a result, the neutron flux is dominated by the plasma neutrons, while the photon flux and the absorbed dose in Silicon are dominated by the gamma emission from $^{16}$N in activated water. The SDDR at 1 day after shutdown is below the limit except in two hotspots. More details of this study can be found in [9].

Fig. 5: Shutdown dose rate distribution at 1 day after shutdown, map with contour plot (vertical cut).
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EDGE MODELLING WITH SOLEDGED2-EIRENE CODE IN RFX-MOD AND TCV FUSION DEVICES
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ABSTRACT. The knowledge of edge plasma transport parameters and plasma edge phenomena is a key element in the design the divertor and the first wall for a magnetically confined fusion experiment. In this report will be presented the modelling performed in two fusion experiments: the RFX-mod (Reversed Field eXperiment) reversed field pinch experiment and the small size TCV (Tokamak à Configuration Variable) tokamak. In RFX-mod heat flux deposition profiles on the wall have been evaluated from infrared temperature measurements of insertable graphite limiters. In TCV device experiments have been performed in Snowflake and Single Null divertor magnetic configurations to evaluate the relative advantage in terms of divertor heat load and detachment threshold. Modelling of edge radial profiles and divertor parameters and heat fluxes has been done using the SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE edge code. In RFX-mod edge modelling has shown that measured decay lengths are compatible with energy diffusion coefficients in Scrape Off Layer (SOL) smaller than those commonly evaluated at plasma edge; the cause of the reduced diffusion in the SOL will be discussed in the paper. In TCV only preliminary results of the single null configuration have been obtained showing that transport parameters have to be increased with the density.

1 Introduction

The study of transport phenomena and the evaluation of transport parameters at the plasma Edge/SOL is a key element for the improvement of plasma performance the reduction of heat low at the target divertor and the optimization of the first wall (FW) response to the plasma wall interaction (PWI). In the Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) devices these phenomena have not been investigated thoroughly partially because the presence of strong deformation of the last close flux surface (LCFS) and edge m=0 magnetic islands makes measurements and fluid description of the transport rather difficult and also because the lack of transport codes able to deal with a full interacting first wall instead than a limiter as it was typical in limiter tokamak devices. In the RFX-mod device (R/a=2/0.46 m, I ≤ 2 MA) [1,2] by better control of LCFS deformation by feedback control of edge radial fields [2,3] small deformation have been obtained making more suitable a fluid description of the edge plasma. Here we present the first attempt to study the transport in the plasma Edge/SOL of the RFX-mod device analysing the power load on an insertable graphite limiter and modelling it with a 2D edge fluid code. To extract quantitative information on plasma transport from the computed heat flux we have used the recently developed SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE edge fluid code [4].

In TCV (R/a=0.88/0.3 m, I ≤ 1 MA) a study of the exhaust properties of Snowflake (SF) divertor geometries in L-mode core plasmas at low/high density and with impurity seeding has been performed. The final aim of the study was the comparison between the SF and the standard Single Null (SN) configuration of heat and particle loads onto the divertor targets. This comparison is motivated by the fact that intolerable heat and particle loads onto the divertor targets limit the development of the tokamak concept towards the reactor scale. This motivated the proposal of advanced divertor configurations, such as the snowflake (SF) divertor [5].
The SF configuration is characterized by a second-order null in the poloidal magnetic field (Bp), where both Bp itself and its spatial derivatives vanish (Bp = 0, ∇Bp = 0). This splits the separatrix near the null into six segments: two enclose the confined plasma and four lead to the machine wall (the divertor legs). Here we present the initial modelling activity devoted to evaluate the optimal transport parameter in the reference SN discharges.

2 The SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE code

To get some insight into the plasma transport properties of the edge and of the RFX-mod and TCV SOL the code SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE has been used [4]. It is a 2D transport code with a multi-species plasma solver coupled to EIRENE for neutrals; it solves the continuity equations for densities, parallel velocities, temperatures and electric potential. One of the main advantages of SOLEDGE2D code is the ability to simulate the plasma up to the first wall (FW) [4]. In other codes, e.g., UEDGE [6] and EDGE2D [7] the computational domain usually does not extend up to the FW or, like for the SOLPS code, custom solutions are adopted to deal with the FW [8,9]. Instead in SOLEDGE2D the FW is managed by the penalization method [10,11], which extends the solution of fluid equations inside the wall and controls the sharp gradients which form at the wall interface by the penalization parameter. The method enables the modelling of very complex FW geometry by simply adjusting the penalization mask that splits the solid and plasma regions. This is a major requirement in the RFX-mod case considering the absence of a limiter able to keep plasma far from the FW and the shaped surface of the FW tiles. In the SF case the SOLEDGE code takes advantage of a very general internal description of magnetic topology and of a generalized grid generator which (again differently from others codes like EDGE2D and SOLPS) which makes possible grid generation for any of the present magnetic configurations.

2 Edge modelling in RFX-mod

To evaluate transport parameters (D and χ) in RFX-mod edge and SOL plasma regions, they have been optimized to match measured density, temperature, particles influxes and heat flux decay length on the limiter with those computed by the simulations. As regards temperature and density, the comparison is limited to nearly-edge plasma region because in RFX-mod SOL profile measurements are not routinely available at high plasma current. Electron temperature was measured with a multipoint Thomson scattering (TS) system. Electron density was computed by Abel inverting the integral of the line density measured with a 8 chord mid-infrared CO₂ interferometer.

In setting up SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE simulation many simplifying assumptions have been done: the localized limiter and the magnetic equilibrium have been considered toroidally symmetric, using the magnetic equilibrium measured at the toroidal position of the limiter; the ohmic input power has been attributed 50-70% to electrons and 50-30% to deuterium ions, in RFP devices this is a strong assumption because there are many uncertainties about the mechanism of ion heating through collisions with electrons or anomalous heating (see ref. [12] and there in); thermal conductivity has been assumed equal between electrons and ions (χｅ=χｉ) which is also a strong assumption considering the uncertainties in the nature of the transport at the edge/SOL.

Several set of transport parameters (D and χ) have been tested. The simplest schematization assumed the same value of D and χ in the plasma edge and SOL (flat profile across the last closed flux surface) and for discharges at 700 kA a good matching of temperature, density and influxes was obtained with D=3-6 m²/s and χ=20-60 m²/s.

These values are in good agreement with previous evaluations of D and χe at plasma edge performed with the ASTRA code from profiles measurements in RFX-mod [13,14], but they did not provide the
heat flux profiles measured on the limiter. Instead, in order to match also the heat flux profiles, it is necessary to assume D and \( \chi \) reduced by a factor of about ten in the SOL with respect to plasma edge.

A possible explanation of the lower values of the transport parameters in the SOL is based on the RFX-mod experimental observation that the edge transport is mainly due to poloidal blobs (or long filaments) of increased pressures moving radially [15]: in our case the presence of the limiter reduces blobs transport cutting their length and radial size.

Figure 1 shows the results of two SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE simulations of a low density 700 kA discharge with the two transport coefficient profiles: constant in the edge/SOL regions (blue) and with ten times reduction of D and \( \chi \) in the SOL (red). In both simulations 60% of the 12 MW input power was assigned to electron (40% to ions) and transport parameters were changed to match the measured density, temperature and average particle influx. For the same simulations, figure 2 shows (with the same colour code) the parallel heat flux profiles on the limiter and the computed decay lengths. In fig. 2 it is clearly seen that the high transport values in the SOL produce a large spread of the heat flux which is not in agreement with experimental evaluation of the decay length, instead the ten times reduced transport values are able to reproduce the measurements.
3 Preliminary modelling of a SN discharge in TCV

For the TCV analysis before analysing SF discharges a reference SN discharge at the same plasma density and current (250 kA) has been analysed to evaluate with the SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE code the best transport parameters able to match the midplane density and temperature profiles measured with Thomson scattering and the divertor target parameters \(n, T, J_{\text{sat}}\) and \(q_w\) measured with Langmuir probes.

As for the RFX-mod case in setting up SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE simulation some simplifying assumptions have been done: the 330 kW ohmic input power has been attributed 50/50% to electrons and ions; transport parameters have assumed constant at the edge/near-SOL/far-SOL while thermal conductivity has been assumed equal between electrons and ions \(\chi_e = \chi_i = \chi\).

With these assumption at low density it has been possible to match measured density and temperature at midplane with \(\text{D}=0.95 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}\) (see fig. 3) a relatively good agreement has been obtained also for heat flux and saturation current measured at divertor targets with Langmuir probes (not shown). Increasing density higher values of \(\text{D}\) and \(\chi\) are necessary to match plasma parameters at midplane.
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Figure 3. Comparison between experimental measurements (red dots) and \(n_e\) and \(T_e\) computed profiles at plasma midplane.
AB-INITIO STUDY OF THE c-Si/a-Si:H INTERFACE FOR PV TECHNOLOGY
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ABSTRACT. In order to improve the optoelectronic properties of Silicon heterojunction solar cells, an atomistic model of the crystalline-amorphous (c-Si/a-Si:H) interface is developed. A preliminary analysis of the local microscopic structure at the interface is reported in order to characterize the atomic-scale features that influence the macroscopic optical properties.

1 Introduction

To characterize the microscopic features of the crystalline-amorphous c-Si/a-Si:H interface in Silicon heterojunction solar cell, a reliable physical model of the interface between crystalline Silicon (c-Si) and hydrogenated amorphous Silicon (a-Si:H) is developed. To this aim, the models of crystalline Silicon and hydrogenated amorphous Silicon, already presented in the previous CRESCO report are used [1]. The ab-initio PWscf (Plane-Wave Self-Consistent Field) code of the Quantum ESPRESSO suite is used [2, 3] to perform total energy calculations and Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics (BOMD) simulations. PWscf performs many different kinds of self-consistent calculations of electronic structure properties within Density-Functional Theory (DFT) [4, 5], using a Plane-Wave (PW) basis set and Pseudo-Potentials (PP). All the calculations are performed in the supercell approximation with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) meant to mimic infinitely extended systems. We use the Si and H ultrasoft pseudopotentials with Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [6] approximant GGA exchange-correlation potential, available in the Quantum ESPRESSO library [3]. In view of very demanding simulations, we use results from the benchmark of Quantum ESPRESSO on the ENEA infrastructure [7], to make best use of HPC resources and save computational times.

2 The c-Si/a-Si:H interface

As shown in Fig.1a), the interface is built by putting nearby two free surfaces obtained by cutting both the crystalline silicon and the hydrogenated amorphous silicon. The relaxed p(2x1) symmetric reconstruction of the Si(001) surface constitutes the c-Si side of the interface. It is formed by 192 Si atoms: 12 layers of silicon each of them with 16 atoms. The a-Si:H side of the system is generated.
replicating and cutting the a-Si:H system [1] to have a surface equal to the c-Si side and a thickness of about 12 Å. It is composed of 128 Si atoms and 16 H atoms. A void region of 10 Å in z-direction is adequate to suppress the interaction between the external surfaces (this distance was checked by convergence tests with respect to the void region size), then periodic boundary conditions are applied to the supercell. The total length of the system is $L_z = 38.66$ Å (the z-direction is perpendicular to the interface), while in the x and y direction the system has $L_x = L_y = 15.46$ Å. In view of long time simulations, the Brillouin zone integration is sampled at Gamma point in order to save computational time. At first, total energy calculations of the interface at different distances between c-Si and a-Si:H slabs, are performed to find the interface configuration corresponding to the lowest total energy. The configurations are built moving rigidly by hand the a-Si:H part and keeping fixed the c-Si one. Then, the found configuration is used as starting point for the MD simulation.

3 Molecular dynamics simulations

The interface shown in Fig.1a), is used as starting configuration for BOMD simulations on the electronic ground state at constant volume and constant temperature (NVT), with timestep $t_s = 20$ Rydberg atomic units. The ionic temperature is fixed at $T = 300$ K and it is controlled by using an Andersen thermostat [8]. The first four layers of c-Si atoms on the left are kept fixed to impose a bulk like behavior to the crystalline silicon part of the system. The MD simulation is performed for more than 35 ps, the first 25 ps of the simulation are used to thermalize the system and reach a stable configuration, then, the last 10 ps of the simulation (from 25 ps to 35 ps) are used to analyze and characterize the system. In panels b) and c) of Fig.1, the snapshots of the c-Si/a-Si:H interface at 25 ps and 35 ps respectively, are shown.
To characterize the interface we consider six distinct groups of Si atoms at different distances from the interface, denominated $S_i$, with $i$ ranging from 1 to 6. Three sets of atoms: $S_1$, $S_2$ and $S_3$ in the c-Si side (see atoms in pale blue in Fig.2 panels a, b and c), and three sets of atoms: $S_4$, $S_5$ and $S_6$ in the a-Si side (see atoms in pale blue in Fig.3 panels a, b and c). For each group of atoms the radial pair correlation function $g(r)$ is calculated and averaged in the last 10 ps of simulation, taking one configuration of the system every ten timesteps.

In panels d), e) and f) of Fig.2 and Fig.3, the pale blue curves are the six $g(r)$ computed between atoms of the Si group and the neighbor silicon atoms, whereas the green curves are the $g(r)$ computed considering the Si group (only for $i = 4, 5, 6$) and the hydrogen atoms. Moreover, the $g(r)$ calculated from a-Si:H is reported for comparison in the graphs of Fig.3. From graph in panel d) of Fig.2, the $g(r)$ of $S_1$ has the expected bulk-like behavior with well-defined peaks corresponding to the NNs (Nearest Neighbors) Si atoms of the crystalline phase. The peaks are at 2.37 Å (1NN), 3.87 Å (2NN), 4.54 Å (3NN) and 5.47 Å (4NN), respectively. For the second group, $S_2$, in the middle of the c-Si side, the influence of the amorphous silicon shows up, in fact the $g(r)$ has less sharpened peaks corresponding to the NNs that become broader and lose the shape of the crystalline phase with increasing distance $r$. The presence of the amorphous Silicon is more evident for the c-Si atoms near the interface (group $S_3$), as a consequence, $g(r)$ has both the crystalline and amorphous trends. The crystalline shape with well-defined peak corresponding to the 1NN is still present at small distances but is lost increasing $r$ where the $g(r)$ has a more evident amorphous character. Graphs in Fig.3, show Si-Si radial pair correlation functions (pale blue curves) that have trends very similar to that of a-Si:H (red curve), with a peak corresponding to the 1NN Si atoms. Furthermore, the Si-H $g(r)$ (green curves) point out the Si - H bonds at about 1.5 Å.

In conclusion, in this report an interface model for c-Si/a-Si:H is presented and its main structural
Figure 3: Selected groups of Si atoms (in pale blue) $S_4$, $S_5$ and $S_6$ (panels a, b and c, respectively) and the corresponding radial pair correlation functions $g(r)$ (panels d, e and f, respectively) computed considering the Si group and the Si atoms (curves in pale blue), and considering the Si group and the H atoms (curves in green). In addition, the $g(r)$ calculated from a-Si:H (curve in red) is reported for comparison. Red dashed line indicates the 1NN distance of the crystalline phase.

features described. Silicon atoms were characterized on the base of their distance from the interface, analyzing the radial pair correlation functions $g(r)$. However, further analysis is underway, to characterize the atoms examining their coordination. This structural characterization is finalized to a deeper understanding of the atomic-scale configurations, an information not easily accessible to experiments and to assess the reliability of the numerical model that will be used to compute optical properties.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present the results and details of our ab-initio Car-Parrinello (CPMD) simulations [1,2] of a system formed by 240 atoms, 160 oxygen and 80 germanium – a relatively large system for first principles simulations - at 4000 K.

We consider these results the last step of a series of first-principles simulations carried out to prepare a numerical sample of liquid GeO$_2$ at high temperature to start production runs, from which distinct amorphous GeO$_2$ configurations at room temperature can be obtained and studied.

First principles simulations take their very start from a suitable initial configuration, virtually at 0 K, to be taken up to a target temperature through a series of intermediate, equilibrated states. The generation of the initial configurations of GeO$_2$ to get stable simulations can result into a long, delicate process; in fact, simulations often diverge after a few steps. This fact and the short timescales provided by first-principles simulations are the reasons for which first-principles simulations are often started on initial high temperatures configurations obtained by classical molecular dynamics methods. We here stress the fact that we have covered the entire temperature interval 10-4000 K using ab-initio methods.

It is experimentally known that the activation energy of the structural relaxation time for GeO$_2$ is about 3.4 eV; at a temperature of 3000 K this time is longer than 100 ps. Due to the intrinsic limitations arising from the shorter typical timescales of ab-initio simulations – namely CPMD in our case - a temperature of 3000 K has to be considered as the lowest one to carry out production CPMD simulations, provided smaller systems and shorter times than classical molecular dynamics are considered [3].

We have reported the results of our 24 ps-long CPMD simulations at 3000 K in [4]. In that paper a comparison of the results obtained from different simulation parameter considerably affecting the computing times has been presented, showing no significative differences. As a matter of facts, our preferred approach was in favour of the fastest runs; nevertheless we flanked them by longer and potentially more accurate simulations so as to ascertain that the results only depended on the sole configuration of our system.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: giorgio.mancini@unicam.it
To reach the final 4000 K temperature, characterised by a faster dynamic during production runs, we only continued with the most demanding approach in terms of computational times - the one using a plane wave cut-off of 90 Ry - for easier, more homogeneous results comparison.

2 Computational details

We started from a well equilibrated GeO$_2$ system at 3000 K consisting of 240 atoms in a cubic simulation box of edge 15.602 Å, corresponding to a density $\rho = 3.66$ gr/cm$^3$ [4]. The software we used is CPMD (Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics [1,2]). The self consistent evolution of the electronic structure during the motion is described within the density functional theory. A generalized gradient approximation (BLYP-GGA) has been adopted for the exchange and correlation parts of the total energy [5,6]. For the core-valence interactions, norm conserving pseudo-potentials with the BLYP exchange–correlation functional using the Troullier–Martins parametrization [7] has been chosen.

Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out on the system heated up and equilibrated from 3000 to 4000 K by steps of 200 K. For faster equipartioning, a “massive” thermostatting has been used for the ions (a Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat placed on each ionic degree of freedom [2,8,9]). A second Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat has been set on the electronic degrees of freedom to prevent electrons from provoking improper ions damping or departures from the Born-Oppenheimer surface. Thermostats have been systematically employed throughout all simulations; characteristic frequencies of 1000 cm$^{-1}$ for ions and 10000 cm$^{-1}$ for electrons have been used. The default value of 400 a.u. has been used for the fictitious electronic mass. A plane wave cut-off of 90 Ry and a time step of 3 a.u. have been used during all simulations.

3 Computational resources

The calculations were performed using the facilities and services available at the ENEA GRID infrastructure (Italy). Molecular Dynamics simulations have been carried out using CPMD v3.15.3 running on CRESCO4 cluster. 800 GB of disk storage has been granted on the PFS/gporq1_256k file system.

4 Results and conclusions

As expected, in its final state at 4000 K the system shows broader distributions than at 3000 K, still retaining the same central values. Figs. 1-3 clearly show this behaviour. From our simulations we have for the positions of the first $g_{\alpha\beta}(r)$ peaks (fig.1): 3.12 Å for Ge-Ge, 1.69 Å for Ge-O and 2.75 Å for O-O distances, respectively. They are in perfect agreement with the values from other mixed classical/ab-initio simulations, e.g. [10], and in good agreement with classical MD and experimental results [10,11,12]. The slight variations are commonly attributed to the different system preparation procedures (we are considering the possibility of repeating the whole set of simulations on a different initial GeO$_2$ configuration than presented here, so as to verify this point).
Similar considerations apply for the average coordination numbers (fig.2): our simulations give \(Z_{\text{GeGe}}=4.1\), \(Z_{\text{GeO}}=4.0\) and \(Z_{\text{OO}}=6.8\) (all values are taken at the intersection points of the 4000 K and 3000 K curves; it seems particularly reasonable for \(Z_{\text{OO}}\), since the associate distribution curves show no clearly defined plateau). Finally fig.3 gives the initial and final structure factors: it’s easily seen how they too are in good agreement with the ones reported in literature.

We can thus conclude we actually have obtained a reliable, relatively large liquid GeO\(_2\) system at high temperature entirely in the frame of first-principles molecular dynamics. The system will be used for production runs to obtain amorphous GeO\(_2\) systems to be studied at room temperature.

The resources available at HPC CRESCO systems make CPMD simulations using Goedecker pseudo-potentials [13] – commonly considered out of reach a target when dealing with a significant number of atoms - a feasible goal. Such pseudo-potentials are analytical - that ensures their separability - and have no “ghost states”, but they generally need higher plane wave cut-offs (100-200 Ry) than the corresponding Troullier-Martins ones.

We have started new simulations - on the same initial GeO\(_2\) configuration we have presented in this paper - using Goedecker pseudo-potentials with 100 and 200 Ry cut-offs, so as to evaluate the differences, if any, due to distinct potentials. The results will be a subject of future communications as soon as they are obtained.

Fig.1: Radial distribution functions from the simulated GeO\(_2\) system at 3000K and 4000K.
Fig. 2: $Z_{\alpha\beta}(r)$ distribution from the simulated GeO$_2$ system at 3000K and 4000K.

Fig. 3: $S_{\alpha\beta}(q)$ structure factors from the simulated GeO$_2$ system at 3000K and 4000K.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW CIRCULATION FORECAST MODEL FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA
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ABSTRACT. A new 3D circulation oceanic model covering the Mediterranean and the Black Sea has been developed and tested using CRESCO4 cluster. The model has an irregular horizontal grid reaching the resolution of some hundreds of meters in the main straits and includes explicitly the effect of tides. After a test period the model is now running in an operational mode.

1 Introduction

In the last years, the EU growing interest in the Blue Energy sector has determined also in Italy an increase in the research in this field. A promising source of energy from the sea, in the Mediterranean basin, is represented by the tidal energy; to evaluate the potential of this resource the detailed characterization of the circulation in the basin is essential. Forecast of the circulation in the basin are then necessary in view of the installation of energy converters.

The Mediterranean is connected with the Atlantic Ocean through the strait of Gibraltar that is characterized by a complex bathymetry with a succession of sills and contractions. The interaction of tides inflowing from the Atlantic Ocean with this bathymetry determines the characteristics of the exchange between the two basins. In a similar way the exchange with the Black Sea is controlled by the Turkish Strait System, composed by the Bosphorus and Dardanelles Straits and the Marmara Sea.

The simulation of the ocean circulation for the entire system composed by the Mediterranean and Black Sea requires very high horizontal and vertical resolution in the straits, as demonstrated by different models, recently implemented at ENEA for the Mediterranean and its straits [1,2].

The new model implemented is based on a horizontal non-uniform grid with an overall regular resolution locally enhanced in the Straits in order to satisfy the minimum requirements dictated by findings of the previous experiments. The setup of the new model required a series of experiments that have been realized on CRESCO4 cluster. The actual version has been implemented for the use in operational mode and produces forecast of the main hydrological parameters for the next days.

2 Model description

The model used for the simulation is the 3D ocean circulation model MITgcm (Massachusetts Institute General Circulation Model) developed by Marshall et al. [3], that represents the state of the art of the ocean numerical models. The model has been used in its hydrostatic, implicit free-surface, partial step topography formulation. MITgcm is written in pure Fortran77 and can be easily compiled on a huge number of different clusters. It is parallelized via MPI through a horizontal domain decomposition technique.
The model domain extends from the Gulf of Cadiz and includes both the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. The horizontal grid is kept constant at the resolution of 1/48° in the central part of the domain and increases both in the strait of Gibraltar and in the Turkish Strait System, reaching a resolution of the order of the hundreds of meters, to describe accurately the exchange of water with the Atlantic Ocean and with the Black Sea. An example of the model bathymetry is shown in Figure 1 for the Turkish Strait System. The total grid points are 2500x752. The model is discretized vertically using 100 unevenly distributed Z-levels; with a minimum thickness of 2 m in the upper layer.

![Bathymetry of the model in the Turkish Strait System.](image)

**Fig. 1:** Bathymetry of the model in the Turkish Strait System.

The fundamental characteristic of the model is the direct simulation of tides, both the internal component and the advected tides incoming through the Strait of Gibraltar. The first 4 tidal components, with period of about 24 (O1 and K1) and 12 hours (M2 and S2) have been included. The setup of the tidal forcing was obtained through a series of experiments aimed to verify the correctness of phase and amplitude of the different components simulated against experimental data, inside the domain. The incoming tidal component has been applied at the western Atlantic boundary using tidal components derived from the OTIS global inverse tide model.

At present the model is running operatively on 800 CPUs of CRESCO4. The simulations start daily and produce forecast for the next 4.5 days of the principal thermodynamic variables. The model is re-initialized weekly using 3D salinity and temperature fields from a coarser resolution Mediterranean forecast system (MFS). MFS provides also lateral boundary conditions in the Atlantic sea. The model is forced at the surface by winds and other atmospheric data derived from the meteorological regional model SKIRON developed by the Atmospheric Modelling and Weather Forecasting Group of the University of Athens.

### 3 Results

The validation of the modelled tides has been checked in a simulation in which only the tidal components where prescribed. The harmonic analysis of the sea surface height has been verified against the values of the OTIS model. M2 is the predominant component in the Mediterranean. In Figs. 2 and 3 are shown amplitude and phase derived from MITgcm and from the global inverse...
model. All the principal characteristics are well reproduced, with maximum amplitudes in the Mediterranean, near the strait of Gibraltar, in the northern Adriatic and in the Gulf of Gabes. Also the positions of the amphidromic points, represented in the map of phase, are in good agreement with the OTIS model.

![Map of M2 Amplitude](image)

**Fig. 2:** Amplitude (in m) of M2 tidal component derived from the model (upper panel) and from OTIS data (lower panel).
Fig. 3: Phase in degrees of the M2 tidal component derived from the model (upper panel) and from OTIS data (lower panel).
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Abstract. In the last twenty years, DNA has been extensively used as an efficient building block for the creation of predesigned, self-assembling 2D or 3D nanostructures. Molecular dynamics (MD) is now becoming essential for this kind of biological research, with promising opportunities and challenges. In recent years, MD atomistic simulations have been successfully used by our group to characterize the structure and dynamics of different nanostructures, spanning by simple DNA polygons to complex dynamical structures able to trap and release a cargo. In this paper, we used this computational approach to design and simulate, through the CRESCO HPC systems, the behavior of a novel octahedral DNA nanocage, able to change its conformation from a closed to open state, upon binding of four complementary DNA sequences (fuel oligonucleotides) by using a strand-displacement mechanism. Experimental assembly of the structure confirmed the results obtained by the simulations, assessing the validity of simulative approach in the prediction of DNA nanostructures stability and behavior.

1. Introduction
DNA nanotechnology has provided novel outstanding chemical approaches for designing and engineering smart nanomaterials and nanodevices.[1–4] Current methodologies and synthetic strategies, such as DNA tiles, origami or supramolecular assembly, allowed the production of complex nanostructures of different shapes and dimensions.[5–8] The unparalleled versatility of these approaches allow precise positioning of molecule-responsive switching elements in specific locations of DNA nanostructures, leading to the construction of more complex functional nanodevices.[9,10] DNA motifs that rely on non-canonical DNA interactions, such as G-quadruplex, triplex, i-motif, hairpin and aptamers, can be used to design such nanodevices, due to their dynamic-responsive behaviour towards chemical and environmental stimuli.[11,12] These responsive units often respond to specific chemical inputs through a binding-induced conformational change mechanism that leads to a measurable output or function. The synergy between experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations may provide significant information for the rational design of functional nanodevices and in recent years MD atomistic simulations have been successfully used to characterize structure and dynamics of DNA nanostructures.[10,13] Exploration of the properties of a truncated octahedral DNA nano-cage family has permitted us to show unusual curvature and stacking imposed by the nano-structure that have never been observed in the simulation of short DNA strands.[14] Recently we couple experimental and simulative techniques to deeply characterize the structural/dynamical behaviour of a pH-triggered switching mechanism based on the formation of a parallel DNA triple helix.[15] These results validate the pH-controlled behaviour of the designed structure, show that simulative approaches can be successfully coupled with experimental data to...
characterize responsive DNA-based nanodevices, and indicate that the use of DNA nano-cage designed for controlled encapsulation, release and cell target-delivery of biomolecules represents an ambitious target in nano-biomedicine. In this paper we describe the results achieved using the HPC CRESCO facilities to design and characterize a reconfigurable 3D DNA nanostructure. This nanostructure, based on a previously published octahedral geometry hosting DNA hairpins,[10] is able to change its conformation from a closed to open state upon binding of four complementary DNA sequences (fuel oligonucleotides) by using a strand-displacement mechanism. Experimentally, incubation of the nanocages with the fuel oligonucleotides leads to a deformation and opening of the structure induced by the hairpins displacement. The presence of a tail at the end of the fuel, complementary to the antifuel, acts as a primer for a second strand displacement mechanism, where addition of antifuel oligonucleotides reverts the nanocage conformation to the closed state (Fig. 1).

2. Materials and Methods

Model building of the DNA cages. The octahedral portion of the DNA nanocage was built using our Polygen software,[16] using oligonucleotides sequences previously designed to experimentally assemble truncated octahedral geometries.[10] The cage states modelling was executed using the SYBYL 6.0 program (TRIPOS, http://www.tripos.com), manually adding to the octahedral structure four DNA hairpins, modelling the closed (Fig 1A) and open (Fig 1B) states. The steric clashes introduced by the modelling procedure have been removed through the SYBYL anneal module and then a first minimization of the entire structures has been performed using the SYBYL maximin2 module. The system topologies and the coordinates, used as input for the NAMD 2.12 MD package,[17] have been obtained through the AmberTools14 tLeap module,[18] parameterizing the structures through the AMBER parmbsc1 force field.[19] The structures have been immersed in a cubic box filled with TIP3P water molecules, imposing a minimum distance between the solute and the box of 14 Å, whereas the charges have been neutralized adding, in electrostatically favorable positions, magnesium counter-ions to the solvated systems.

Equilibration and MD protocol. The nanocages were subjected to two minimization runs. In the first one restraints of 5.0 kcal/mol·Å⁻² have been imposed on all the cages atoms to relax the water molecules and the ions, in the second one the cages have been minimized without any restraint to relax the entire system. A thermalization procedure, using the NVT ensemble has been carried out on the minimized structure gradually heating the systems from 0 K to 300 K, increasing temperature of 10 K every 30 ps. The optimized systems have been then simulated using periodic boundary conditions for 200 ns, with a 2.0 fs time-step, using the isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT). The electrostatic interactions have been calculated every 4.0 fs, using a cut-off of 10 Å for the evaluation of short-range non-bonded interactions and the PME method for the long-range electrostatic interactions. The SHAKE and the SETTLE algorithms have been used to constrain the nucleic acids and the water molecules, respectively. Temperature has been fixed at 300 K using Langevin dynamics, while pressure has been held constant at 1 atm through the Langevin piston method. The atomic positions have been saved every 1000 steps (2.0 ps) for the analyses. The simulations have been performed using 16 nodes, for a total of 256 CPUs, on the CRESCO 4 partition of the ENEA HPC cluster.

Experimental assembly of the designed cage. The experimental assembly of the structures has been performed as previously reported.[20]
Fig. 1. Three-dimensional representations of the closed (A) and open (B) states of the designed octahedral DNA nanostructure. The binding of the fuel oligonucleotides (trigger) to the hairpins in closed state induces the cage remodeling into the open configuration.

3. Results
Simulative characterization of the DNA nanostructure
Figure 2 shows the total RMSD calculated as a function of time over all the atoms of the closed (black line) and open (red line) nanocage states, using as reference the final coordinates obtained from the equilibration procedure. The closed and open cage RMSD values increase slightly differently in the first 140 ns, reaching the stability only in the last 40 ns. The large increase in the RMSD values is mostly due to the oscillation of the DNA hairpins over the octahedral geometry in the case of the closed state, while in the open it is mainly due to a shrink of the bottom region of the scaffold, which balances the structural deformations induced by the binding of the four hairpins with the fuel oligonucleotides. In line with previous simulations of similar DNA nanostructure, the octahedral scaffold is well conserved along the entire trajectories.[14,21]

Fig. 2. RMSD calculated as a function of time over all the atoms of the closed (black line) and open (red line) nanocage states.
The radius of gyration (RG) of the open state (Fig. 3, red line) is constantly larger than that of the closed state (Fig. 3, black line), the average RG values being approximately 7.2 and 6.2 nm for the open and closed states simulation, respectively, indicating that the difference between the two structural states could be easily detected through a simple gel electrophoresis experiment. These analyses indicate that both states are stable and suggest the possibility to control the open and close states of the structure. To further validate this hypothesis, time dependent evolution of hydrogen bonds has been evaluated for the four hairpins in the case of the closed state and for the tails of fuel oligonucleotides in the case of the open state.

In detail, in Fig. 4 is reported the evolution of the hydrogen bonds (HBs) evaluated for the four DNA hairpins hosted in the octahedral geometry. The average HBs number oscillates around 15-17, out of 28 possible, indicating that the hairpins are not fully stable and are prone to interact with the designed fuel oligonucleotide. Fig. 5 shows the results of the same analysis performed to evaluate the number of HBs interactions between the terminal parts of the fuel oligonucleotides with the cage scaffold. As can be observed, only 2 out 10 possible hydrogen bonds can be detected for the four tails, indicating that they are not firmly interacting with the cage scaffold and are free to interact with the antifuel oligonucleotides. These computational results confirm that the designed structure can efficiently works as a reconfigurable structure and can be assembled for this purpose.

Fig. 3. Radius of gyration calculated as a function of time over all the atoms of the closed (black line) and open (red line) nanocage states.

Fig. 4. Number of hydrogen bonds calculated as a function of time for the four DNA hairpins hosted on the cage. The red line shows the same values averaged every 500 frames.
Experimental assembly and analysis of the cage structural reconfiguration. To verify the ability of the nanocages to bind the fuel oligonucleotides, three different samples have been prepared: a) nanocages, b) nanocages plus fuel oligonucleotides and c) sample treated with the fuel followed by the addition of the antifuel oligonucleotides. A change in conformation can be monitored on a native polyacrylamide gel. As noticed from the gel, the band of the untreated cage (Fig. 6, lane 1) is shifted upon the addition of the fuel (Fig. 6, lane 2) and it reverts to the same height upon addition of the antifuel (Fig. 6, lane 3), validating the prediction obtained through the MD simulations analyses indicating the correctness of the design.

Fig. 6. Gel electrophoretic results of the structural reconfiguration experiment, where the fuel oligonucleotide was added to the closed cage (lane 1) to induce the opening of the structure (lane 2). When the antifuel oligonucleotides are added to the sample treated with the fuel, the closed state is reformed (lane 3). Lane M contains DNA markers.
4. Conclusions
Concluding, with the help of the HPC resource available on ENEAGRID platform, we were able to perform the design and molecular dynamics simulation of a novel DNA nanostructure that is able to change its 3D conformation upon binding of small DNA oligonucleotides. Given the huge size of the simulated systems (over a million atoms) this result would have been unfeasible without the use of the computational capabilities of CRESCO 4 HPC cluster. The ability of this new structure could be implemented, upon proper nucleotide sequence modifications, in novel reconfigurable nanodevices designed for biomedical purposes to entrap and release small molecules as well as to detect or sequester circulating miRNAs.
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CALCULATION OF CORRECTION FACTORS FOR SOLID-STATE DETECTORS IN RADIOTHERAPY PHOTON BEAMS
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Abstract. Correction factors accounting for effects due to the non-water equivalence of detector materials and the detector size are calculated by Monte Carlo simulations as a function of field size in 6 MV beams for a silicon diode and a diamond detector. Simulations are performed on CRESCO4 cluster using the EGSnrc Monte Carlo system. Results show that to perform accurate dosimetry in small radiotherapy photon beams the silicon diode requires correction even larger than 5% while corrections are always within 1.5% for the diamond detector.

1 Introduction

Use of small photon beams in modern radiotherapy techniques such as Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT), Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) and Stereotactic Radiotherapy (SRT) allows to generate dose distributions with high degree of conformity to the target volume and sparing of healthy tissue. On the other hand the accuracy of a radiotherapy treatment delivery depends on dosimetric data on which the treatment planning system is based. Then, when using advanced radiotherapy modalities accurate absorbed dose measurements in small fields are required to ensure that the correct amount of radiation is delivered to the patient. Dosimetry in small fields differs significantly from measurement in broad beams because the absence of lateral charge particle equilibrium and the not sufficiently large region with uniform particle fluence make the well-established dosimetric methods based on ionization chamber measurements [1] not applicable. Solid-state detectors are characterized by small size and therefore are more suitable than ionization chambers for measurements in small beams, however correction factors accounting for the non-water equivalence of the detector materials and the finite size of the active volume need to be evaluated to perform accurate absorbed dose to water (Dw) measurements. According to [2] reference dosimetry by a solid-state detector requires the detector calibration in terms of Dw in broad beam (10 cm x 10 cm field size) against a reference ionization chamber and the determination of specific correction factors accounting for the dependence on beam size of the detector response.

In this work the overall field size correction factor is expressed as a product of two factors km and kvol.

km accounts for differences in atomic properties and mass density between water and all the detector materials and kvol accounts for effects due to the detector size (volume averaging effect). The factors km and kvol are determined by Monte Carlo calculation for two commercial solid-state detectors in 6 MV clinical beams.

2 Methods

Assuming that the detector signal is proportional to the absorbed dose in the detector sensitive medium, (i.e. the ratio between the energy deposited by radiation in the active material and its mass) km and kvol can be calculated by Monte Carlo simulation as:
where $D_{m,\text{det}}$ and $D_{w,\text{det}}$ are the average absorbed doses scored in the detector active volume by simulating the irradiation in water of the actual detector (shape and materials according to the manufacturer’s drawings) and of an ideal detector with the same shape entirely made of water.

$D_{w,\text{point}}$ in (2) is the absorbed dose to water scored in a small cubic voxel centred at the measurement point in homogeneous water. The voxel size is chosen small enough to make the beam non-uniformity across the voxel negligible thus the point value of absorbed dose is well approximated by the average value scored in the voxel.

In this work $k_m$ and $k_{\text{vol}}$ have been determined for a silicon diode, type PTW 60017 (Si), and a diamond detector, type PTW 60019 (mD) in 6 MV photon beams with field size from 5 mm to 100 mm. The detector characteristics pertaining to the Monte Carlo simulations are reported in Table 1.

The tools BEAMnrc [3] and egc_chamber [4] available in the EGSnrc Monte Carlo system [5] have been used. Firstly phase-space files (PSFs) describing the actual photon beams produced by a clinical accelerator were obtained using the BEAMnrc code. Then each PSF was used as input radiation source into egc_chamber for simulating the detectors irradiation in a water tank 30x30x30 cm$^3$ at 5 cm depth and scoring the absorbed doses to be used for determining $k_m$ and $k_{\text{vol}}$ according to equations (1) and (2).

Cross section data for the radiation transport in all the detector materials were generated by the PEGS4 code included in the EGSnrc package. Three independent simulations were run for each field size and detector. The number of simulated histories varied according to the simulation geometry (beam size and type of detector) so as to obtain a statistical uncertainty of the absorbed dose results of less than 0.3%.

EGSnrc is installed on the cluster CRESCO4 in shared mode. Calculations were performed in parallel using a number of cores ranging from 12 to 100. Total CPU time was in the range from 20 to 70 hours for the beam simulations (longer time for the smallest field sizes) and in the range from 100 to 400 hours for the absorbed dose calculations (longer time for the largest field sizes).

Table 1: Silicon diode (Si) and diamond detector (mD) characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector type</th>
<th>Active volume thickness (μm)</th>
<th>Active volume diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Active material density (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Active material Z</th>
<th>Extra cameral materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the $k_m$ factor calculated by Monte Carlo for the Si and mD detectors as a function of field size from 10 cm to 0.5 cm in 6 MV photon beams. Variations in the $k_m$ value relative to the value in the reference field (10 cm) are significant for the mD detector only at the smallest field sizes.
(i.e. below 2 cm) while variations are always significant for the Si detector. Moreover it should be noted that the maximum $k_m$ variation is below 3% for the mD and up to 7% for the Si. The stronger non-water equivalence effects found out for the Si detector can be ascribed to the higher Z value (16) compared to the effective Z value of water (6.4) even if effects due to extra camerel materials cannot be excluded. Diamond has atomic number (6) very close to water and its non-water equivalence is mainly due to the high mass density relative to water. However, it is well known that the mass density affects the detector response only in absence of lateral charge particle equilibrium (i.e. below 1.5 cm in 6 MV beams) [6], and this is consistent with the $k_m$ variation shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Correction factors accounting for the non-water equivalence effects of Si and mD detectors in 6 MV photon beams.

Concerning the $k_{vol}$ factor, deviations from unity are no larger than 0.4% for the Si while up to 3% for the mD. Despite the active volume is smaller for the mD than for the Si, a larger $k_{vol}$ correction is obtained for the mD. Indeed the volume averaging effect is mainly related to the beam non-uniformity over the detector section perpendicular to the beam direction. Then the larger diameter of the mD causes a stronger volume averaging effect. However, it is worth noting that the mD volume effect becomes significant only in field sizes smaller than 8 mm. Figure 2 shows the overall field size correction factor for the Si and mD detectors. For the Si a slight increase in the correction is observed from 10 cm to 3 cm field size, then the correction quickly decrease with field size below 3 cm. Due to the weak volume effect the overall Si correction is very close to the $k_m$ factor, indicating a detector overresponse response larger than 5% in very small field sizes compared to the reference field. For the mD detector the overall correction does not changes more than 1.5% over all the range of field sizes studied. The behaviour of the overall mD correction factor observed in Figure 2 originates from a trade-off between non-water equivalence and volume averaging effects. Indeed when the field size decrease below 1 cm the non-water equivalence causes a detector over response and the volume averaging a detector under response, then the two effects partially compensate each other reducing the dependence of detector response on field size. An experimental validation of the overall correction factors presented in this report can be found in [7].
Fig. 2: Overall field size correction factors for Si and mD detectors in 6 MV photon beams.
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HYDROGEN INTERACTION WITH TiO$_2$ SURFACE
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ABSTRACT. The hydrogen interaction with the rutile TiO$_2$ (110) surface has been investigated. Numerical model was set up to perform first principle calculations based on density functional theory, using CPMD code. Molecular dynamic simulations were performed to investigate the impact of hydrogen surface coverage on the properties and behavior of the system.

1 Introduction

Titanium dioxide attracts a lot of interest because of its low price, non–toxicity and safe usage. TiO$_2$ is material used in wide variety of industries, such as in environmental applications and electronic devices. Due to its electronic and optical properties, TiO$_2$ is known as a good catalyst. It was shown that addition of metal oxides can improve sorption properties of magnesium hydride, one of the most promising materials for hydrogen storage [1, 2]. Development of appropriate hydrogen storage materials is important for safe and sustainable implementation of hydrogen economy.

Studies on hydrogen behaviour and motion through oxide surface have been done to understand the mechanism of the reaction [3]. Yin et al. [4] have investigated hydrogen coverage on TiO$_2$ (110) surface under different experimental conditions of exposure to atomic hydrogen. They obtained that maximum H monolayer coverage on TiO$_2$ (110) surface is only 70% at room temperature, regardless of applied partial pressure of hydrogen. The same group confirmed that during heating of the hydrogenated sample, H atoms migrate into TiO$_2$ bulk. Kowalski et al. obtained the same results [5]. This is unusual behaviour, since desorption of H$_2$ (or H$_2$O) molecules into the gas phase is common characteristic of hydroxylated oxide surface.

Filippone et al. carried out research which showed that hydrogen behaves as a deep donor in rutile phase and forms an OH$^-$ complex by interaction of H atom with oxygen vacancy, where H formed bond with a prevailing ionic character [6]. They have showed that electronic localization effects treatment have major influence on nature of bonding and charge distribution due to hydrogen incorporation. Also, Ti$^{+3}$ species are formed as a result of localization of H and OH$^-$ electronic levels on some Ti neighbours.

Theoretical investigations of rutile TiO$_2$ with one H and two H atoms adsorbed on the (110) surface were perform with the intension to examine its influence on hydrogen surface coverage on the properties of the system at different temperature.

* Corresponding author. E-mail: radojka.vujasin@gmail.com
2 Details of calculations and results

Numerical study is performed by CPMD (Car–Parrinello Molecular Dynamics) code [7, 8] which uses a plane wave/pseudopotential implementation of Density Functional Theory (DFT) [9, 10]. We use the CPMD compiled with Intel Fortran Compiler, MKL (Math Kernel Library), ACML (AMD Core Math Library) and MPI (Message Passing Interface) parallelization on the high performance ENEA CRESCO computing facilities [11].

Our system is TiO$_2$ slab supercell with 21 atomic layers with total of 84 atoms of TiO$_2$ and 1 or 2 H atoms. The surface of the supercells was separated from its periodic image in direction perpendicular to the (110) surface by 15 Å of vacuum. The cell parameters were a = 5.9779 Å, b = 6.6124 Å, c = 37.0424 Å. Three bottom layers were fixed to simulate the bulk. Troullier–Martins normconserving pseudopotentials with GGA-PBE exchange–correlation potential were used for all atoms [12, 13]. The electronic wave functions are expanded in plane-wave basis set with a kinetic energy cut-off equal to 70 Ry.

Two systems were investigated. The first one with one H atom (marked with TiO$_2$-1H system), in the first atomic layer, has 50% of surface coverage. The second system (labelled with TiO$_2$-2H system) has two H atoms and 100% of surface coverage. One H atom is positioned near O atom in the first atomic layer, and the other is positioned near O atom in the second atomic layer. H atoms are initially positioned at distances corresponding to short O–H bond (approximately 1 Å) in all cases (see Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1](image-url)

Fig. 1. Slab supercell of TiO$_2$ surface with H atoms on the surface after geometry optimization. a) TiO$_2$-1H system, b) TiO$_2$-2H system (Ti atoms – blue, O atoms – red, H atoms - white spheres).

Total energy calculation followed by geometry optimisation was performed for both systems. Structural analysis after geometry optimisation was analysed. In the Fig. 1a) and b) are shown supercells of systems after geometry optimization. Ionic relaxations show that there are no
differences in systems comparing to O-H distances, in both cases are 0.98 Å. The addition of the second H atom only slightly disordered the atoms in the first layer of the supercell.

![2a) 2b)](image)

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the systems after 3 ps MD simulations at 450 K. a) TiO$_2$-1H system, b) TiO$_2$-2H system (Ti atoms – blue, O atoms – red, H atoms - white spheres).

MD simulations at constant temperature and constant volume were performed after geometry optimisation of the systems. Temperatures used in simulations were in range 200-500 K in steps of 50 K. MD simulations were performed for about 3 ps with timestep of 4 a.u. at each temperature and hydrogen atoms behavior were characterized. Snapshot of the systems after MD simulations at 450 K are shown in Fig. 2. Displacements of atoms in supercell structure are noticeable in both systems. H atoms are still on the surface near O atoms at the distance of about 1 Å.

To conclude, we performed geometry optimization and MD simulations of rutile TiO$_2$ (110) surface with adsorbed H atoms to investigate possibility for hydrogen uptake by titanium dioxide during the heating of the system. Heating the systems up to 500 K causes a disorder in both systems without changes H surface coverage.
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AN ALTERNATIVE USE OF PROMPT-SELF POWERED NEUTRON DETECTORS: SPECTRAL-DECONVOLUTION FOR MONITORING HIGH-INTENSITY NEUTRON FLUXES
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ABSTRACT. Self-Powered Neutron Detectors (SPNDs) are currently used in reactors' environment to sense the magnitude of neutron-fluxes, usually for spatial-distribution mapping of the fuel region as to optimize burn-up strategies. During the development of tailored instrumentation for Lead-cooled Fast Reactors, the possibility to perform online spectral deconvolution of fast neutron-fluxes was recognized. Seven geometrically similar SPNDs with different neutron-sensitive materials, have been characterized by the Monte Carlo transport code MCNPX. Thanks to a database of spectral sensitivities vs. neutrons' energy, a mathematical deconvolution process from 7 electric current values virtually measured by SPNDs was started, retrieving spectral information, in terms of 7 energy windows, of the neutron-flux the detectors are subjected by. This paper describes the procedure that led to those results, prefiguring future development to improve proposed method.

1 Introduction

Efforts to make nuclear energy safer and more sustainable were conceived and put in place from 2000 on. The Generation IV International Forum [1] is proposing different concepts for nuclear reactors, especially regarding radioactive waste production and management. In such a context, Fast Reactors (FRs), and Lead Fast Reactor particularly, could mitigate the radio-toxicity of long-lived wastes vs. time thanks to Minor Actinides transmutation and destruction [2], as a perspective for a closed nuclear-fuel cycle [3] [4]. Recently, R&D in material science made the lead-coolant attractive once again for critical (power reactor) and sub-critical applications (ADS, Accelerator Driven System), thanks to the development of special protective layers for steels [5]. Moreover, the chemical stability of this coolant when in contact with water and air if compared to sodium (the concurrent coolant in SFRs) makes lead-applications particularly interesting.

Inside the European Framework, ongoing LFR projects are MYRRHA [6] and ALFRED [7], the first being a sub-critical demonstrator for ADS-type plant, the second being a medium-power demonstrator reactor for electricity production. Unlike SFRs, Lead Fast Reactors are quite new as neutron-multiplication systems, then LFRs-cores need to be carefully monitored continuously vs. time, at positions close to the fuel region, where the neutron-flux may cause a harsh environment to detector's lifetime. Such a need asks for some solution to be found. Previous work presented in [8], [9], and [10], showed that current devices for fast neutron-flux monitoring in high-temperature environments can be adopted in LFR plants. However, there is evidence that such devices are not completely suitable, due to the maximum burn-up the detectors can tolerate, and gamma-field interferences with neutron signals. Fission chambers
(FCs) have been already tested in the past at SFRs environments [11], as to evaluate responses and performances when monitoring fast neutron fluxes. Even being suitable for such application in terms of detector's sensitivity, they are not foreseen to be used to monitor a fast neutron-flux at power-level continuously, due to the excessive burn-up. FCs appear to be the unique detectors to be applied in reactor start-up, when neutron flux is poor and high sensitivity on counters is needed. At power level, with neutron fluxes at $10^{14}$-$10^{15}$ $n\cdot cm^{-2}\cdot s^{-1}$, prompt-Self Powered Neutron Detectors seem to be the best solution to get a monitoring device capable in lasting several months. However, prompt-SPNDs behaviour as reactor-control instrumentation should be deepen and demonstrated experimentally.

SPNDs, especially in their prompt version, do not have a consolidated irradiation experience, such as fission chambers. In the past, experiences with delayed-SPNDs in thermal, epithermal and fast neutron fluxes were carried out, [12], [13], and [14]), while prompt-SPNDs seem to have been tested in thermal or epithermal conditions only, [15], [16], and [17]). While neutron energies are in the MeV order of magnitude, cross-sections are so small that only high-intensity neutron fluxes ($>10^{12}$ $n\cdot cm^{-2}\cdot s^{-1}$) could generate a measurable electric current signal in prompt-SPNDs. On considering that high-intensity fast-neutron flux facilities turn out to be quite recent, prompt-SPNDs do not have a solid and confirmed irradiation experience as control instrumentation.

Thus, prompt-SPND technology should be deepened to demonstrate capability for safe-and-prompt monitoring of fast neutron fluxes, as envisaged in LFR Demonstrator ALFRED [10]. As a first step for studying SPND performances simulations by the Monte Carlo transport-code MCNPX ver. 2.7.0 (Monte Carlo N-Particles X-version) [18] were carried out, as to reproduce SPNDs characteristics in a virtual world first. A 'mathematical-simulated' model has been proposed and tested in [19], and [20], as to reproduce in simulation SPNDs' responses and performances compatible with real experiments. With such a model, Monte Carlo calculations have been used as a screening tool to initiate a preliminary study on tailored SPNDs, while investigating new materials, geometries, and to conceive new detector prototypes.

In this framework, a new possibility for SPND-use emerged. In studying new materials for activating prompt-SPNDs, 7 nuclides were found worth to be deepened in burn-up studies, and response characterization. In particular, spectral sensitivities, i.e. current response per unit of neutron flux vs. neutron energies, have been considered. During this study, a hypothesis for a new method for realizing online neutron-flux fast-spectrum measurement was conceived, and its proposal is described in this paper.

By means of MCNPX: i) 7 different SPNDs were placed together as an assembly of detectors at a known irradiation position, with the hypothesis that due to detectors' dimensions, each instrument was subjected to the same neutron flux; ii) 7 responses were generated and measured during the exposure to neutron-flux; iii) a mathematical deconvolution process was started, and the neutron-flux spectrum was got in terms of 7 energy-windows, by means of an appropriate algorithm.

This paper shows the basis of such a new use of SPNDs. Simulation applications, involving fast reactors, are used as test-cases.

## 2 Methodology

SPNDs detectors' output is the record of electric current as a function of time. When such a signal is taken as is, each detector suffers all the limitations mentioned in [19], [21]. about the dependencies of the SPND’s current value vs. neutron-flux magnitude and its spectral component contemporary.

With the availability of spectral information vs. time, the flux-weighted neutron cross-section of the sensitive material inside the detector can be correctly evaluated. Then, it would allow to calculate the neutron-flux magnitude from the SPND current measurements, even in those cases that foresee neutron spectrum varying with time.
A fixed position $\vec{r}$ inside the reactor is considered, then all dependencies vs. positioning will be
neglected to simplify the notation: $\frac{d}{dE} = p \cdot \psi(E)$, where $\psi$ is the neutron flux decomposed in
its components $p$, magnitude, and $\psi$, the energy spectrum of neutrons.

On considering a single SPND powered with a material $m$ the reaction rate $R$ into the sensitive
volume of the instrument is given by $R = N \cdot V \cdot \int_0^{\infty} \psi(E) \cdot \sigma_c \, dE$, where subscript $c$ is referred to
neutron-radiative-capture reaction by material $m$, $N$ is the atomic density of the isotope, $V$ is the
volume of the sensitive material inside the detector.

Considering that the SPND operates in current mode, its measured current response $I_{TOT}$, is the sum of:
i) prompt neutron-contribution, ii) prompt gamma-current from the reactor gamma-ray field, iii) delayed
contribution due to the detector's materials activation, iv) neutrons and gamma-rays variations associated
to reactor's dynamic, v) noise signals, e.g. generated into the detector cable. The
amount of such contributions depends firstly on the SPNDs emitter materials. This is due to
macroscopic cross-section values, and decay characteristics of the nuclide chosen for sensing
neutrons. Some parts of these contributions can be a priori evaluated by simulations. Other ones
require experimental measurements. A combination of simulated calculations and real measurements
could return the portion of interest $I_{(n,\gamma)}$ of the total current $I_{TOT}$. Condensing all parameters, such
portion of the measured current can be arranged as $I_{(n,\gamma)} = \int_0^{\infty} S(E) \cdot \phi(E) \, dE$ where $S(E)$ is the
spectral sensitivity of material m contained within the SPND. $S(E)$ is the characteristic curve of the SPND; it can be calculated via Monte Carlo simulation of the detector, and stored in a database.

When considering the last equation for $i=1...M$ materials in $M$ different SPNDs exposed to the same neutron-flux, the system of equations $I_{(n,E)}(i) = \int_0^\infty S(i,E) \cdot \varphi(E) \, dE$ becomes a Fredholm equation of the first kind. The $i$th domain is discrete, while the E-domain is continuous. $I_{(n,E)}(i)$ electric currents are measured, and $S(i,E)$ are taken from a database. $\varphi(E)$ can be calculated only if the energy domain $E$ is discretized, e.g. in $K$ energy-windows. Moreover, integral functions can be decomposed as sums of $j$ components, with $j=1...K$. For the $i$th detector, $I_{(n,E)}(i) = \sum_{j=1}^K S_{W_j}(i) \cdot \varphi_{W_j}$ is obtained.

$S_{W_j}$ and $\varphi_{W_j}$ are the spectral sensitivity and the neutron-flux in the $W_j$ energy-window, respectively.

The linear equation system when $M$ detectors are considered, $[\varphi_{W}] = [S_{W}]^{-1} \times [I_{(n,E)}]$ only when $K = M$, then the number of energy-windows to be considered corresponds to the number of detectors involved.

It is clear that the solution $[\varphi_{W}]$ relies on the particular selection of $W_j$ energy-windows width. Mathematically, many solutions to may exist for different sets of the $W_j$ windows selected: as a consequence, a smart algorithm to reject unacceptable solutions is needed to help in finding the more likelihood values. Details can be found in [21].

By a practical point of view, 7 different materials (\textsuperscript{59}Co, \textsuperscript{63}Cu, \textsuperscript{115}In, Hf, \textsuperscript{160}Gd, \textsuperscript{195}Pt, \textsuperscript{209}Bi) for activating prompt-SPNDs are being considered: with reference to the notation used before, $K = M = 7$, seven energy windows are considered. The main criterion to the choice for selecting materials has been identified in sensitive differences in neutron-capture cross-sections in the energy range of interest for neutrons.

Regarding the matrix where sensitive isotopes are contained in, \textsuperscript{59}Co, \textsuperscript{63}Cu, \textsuperscript{160}Gd, and \textsuperscript{209}Bi are intended as pure isotopes in metal form; \textsuperscript{115}In is contained as pure isotope in a In\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} matrix; Hf is contained at its natural abundance in a HfO\textsubscript{2} matrix; \textsuperscript{195}Pt is intended at its natural abundance in a Pt metal form.

A virtual device made as an assembly of 7 different SPNDs geometrically similar, has been developed in MCNPX, and "irradiated" in known conditions. Virtual electric current values from each SPND were recorded. The resolution algorithm described in [21] has been implemented in a Matlab code script. It takes as input spectral sensitivities $S(E)$ discretized in 49 channels for all 7 materials, and 7 online current values. All suitable solutions are plotted for a visual evaluation by the user, while the other ones are being rejected as outliers.

### 3 Results and Discussion

The case studies analyzed include an irradiation position into the ENEA TAPIRO Fast Reactor [22] MCNPX model, and 3 irradiation positions (here not discussed for sake of brevity; results can be found in [21]) in the LFR Demonstrator ALFRED MCNPX model [10]. The agreement between calculated data and target values shows to be promising, encouraging for further developments the technique.
Fig. 2 Results from the unfolding algorithm initialized from currents virtually measured in the ENEA TAPIRO Fast Reactor MCNPX model. As clearly stated in the text, multiple solutions are got as guessed spectra. As can be seen, calculated values (in blue) are gathering around the target values (in red).

The test case in TAPIRO is regarding the maximum neutron flux available, i.e. in the diametral channel at maximum power. The availability of the TAPIRO reactor MCNPX model at ENEA Casaccia Centre Research Reactor Laboratory, allowed to test the SPNDs-assembly discussed before. It should be noted that the local neutron flux, being in the order of $10^{12} \text{n} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$, can be considered as a low-intensity magnitude if compared with Fast Reactors of commercial size or high-intensity neutron irradiation facilities. However, TAPIRO's availability could provide an experimental evidence for the method here proposed.

Simulations required a high number of histories inside the MCNPX code for obtaining uncertainties $<0.1\%$. Different simulations have been run to evaluate the neutron and gamma responses from the SPNDs into the assembly-device, at the reactor irradiation conditions. The current contributions from neutron and gamma excitations showed in [21] are reporting a significant influence of the gamma-induced disturbance to the measured current: both neutron and gamma contributions appear at the same order of magnitude. Gamma currents could be characterized experimentally or by simulation, or a combination of both techniques, as usually done in LWRs. Once the neutron-induced currents are extrapolated from real measurements via mathematical considerations, the unfolding algorithm proposed can be implemented.

The application of the methodology reported before provides the calculation results in the figure. As stated in the text, multiple solutions from the unfolding algorithm are obtained as guessed spectra. As can be seen, calculated values (in blue) are gathering around the target values (in red). It should be noted that 11 of 13 solutions obtained from the unfolding algorithm are quite similar: the thickening in the figure is due to the overlapping of such similar solutions. Being the target spectrum reported in 49 energy channels, and guessed spectra in 7 energy groups only, coarse differences are clearly expected. However, it can be concluded that the algorithm and the device proposed seems to well identify the qualitative trend of the target neutron spectrum.
4 Conclusions and future developments

This paper proposes an innovative use for prompt-SPND detectors, as instrumentation targeted for real-time monitoring of fast neutron-fluxes in terms of spectral fluence rate. Their inherently scarce sensitivities make such detectors suitable for sensing high-intensity neutron-flux only. That is why their application had not been truly experimented in past.

Recent developments in Fast Reactors targeted for commercial use, and high-intensity neutron-flux facilities for material irradiation and testing, and radioisotopes production could provide a sufficient condition for that instrumentation to work. Prompt-SPNDs, when confirmed in their safe, fast, and reliable response vs. a fast neutron-flux field, can be implemented as control instrumentation.

In such a paper, a SPND model has been implemented in MCNPX code and seven sensitive materials suitable to get a prompt-signal from neutron irradiation ($^{59}$Co, $^{63}$Cu, $^{115}$In, Hf, $^{160}$Gd, $^{195}$Pt, $^{209}$Bi) have been tested in terms of response, burn-up calculations, and neutron spectral sensitivity. With the spectral sensitivity database completed for all materials identified, a new hypothesis for SPND-use emerged. i.e. a deconvolution process started from the electric current signals recorded by 7 geometrically similar SPNDs that differ in sensitive materials, as to get a spectral characterization of the neutron flux impinging on detectors. The mathematical approach to neutron spectrum calculation presented here, provide a solution in terms of 7 energy-windows. As expected, multiple solutions residing all around the range of the true solution may be accepted by a physical point of view, due to some energy-condensation of the neutron energy domain that may differ slightly. The algorithm here realized and tested represents a first tentative to face the issue.

The main limitation on the spectrometer capabilities of the device proposed is found to be into the little number of materials irradiated inside the assembly-device; increasing the number of detectors in the assembly may lead to a refinement of the results, increasing resolution of the calculated spectra. Moreover, new materials with different spectral capabilities may be included in future works, as to improve performances. Regarding the application in LFRs, the SPNDs low burn-up, the lead-coolant shielding effect, and the neutron spectral-sensing capabilities, suggest that LFRs could successfully exploit SPNDs as reactor control-instrumentation. However, improvements in R&D still need to be carried out. In such a framework, the ENEA TAPIRO Fast Reactor may play a significant role in first experimental verifications of the hypothesis proposed.
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ABSTRACT. In the frame of the EUROfusion Consortium program, the Water Cooled Lithium Lead (WCLL) option has been chosen as a candidate for the breeding blanket (BB) of the European fusion power demonstration plant (DEMO) conceptual design. Neutronic analyses play a fundamental role in the development of the WCLL blanket, providing guidelines for its design based on the evaluation of the nuclear performances. A detailed three-dimensional MCNP model of the latest WCLL layout has been generated and integrated in a DEMO MCNP generic model suitably designed for neutronic analyses. Three-dimensional neutron and gamma transport simulations have been performed using the MCNP5v1.6 Monte Carlo code and JEFF 3.2 nuclear data libraries, in order to assess the WCLL-DEMO tritium self-sufficiency and the shielding capabilities of the breeding blanket/manifold system to protect the vacuum vessel and toroidal field coils. Furthermore, radial profiles of the neutron flux, nuclear heating, neutron damage and helium production have been assessed in the Inboard and Outboard equatorial planes. The outcome of the present study highlights the potential and suitability of the WCLL breeding blanket for the application to DEMO, both in terms of tritium production and shielding performances.

1 Introduction

The neutronic calculations on the WCLL breeding blanket aim at the evaluation of the nuclear performances of the present design of the blanket concept, providing feedback for its future development.

The main objective of the present studies is the verification the WCLL DEMO tritium self-sufficiency, the shielding capabilities of the BB/manifold system. Moreover, the radial profiles of the nuclear loads (neutron flux, nuclear heating, neutron damage and helium-production) have been assessed at equatorial level, providing indication about their behaviour on the first wall (FW), BB, supporting structures and manifolds.

Neutronics studies carried-out in 2015 were based on the DEMO1 2015 configuration, integrating a WCLL breeding blanket represented by homogenized compounds with volume percentage of each material extracted by the engineering CAD files. The results showed that the tritium breeding capability was sufficient to achieve the required Tritium Breeding Ratio (TBR) ≥1.1 to ensure self-sufficiency and the shielding performances were sufficient to protect the super-conducting toroidal field coils (TFC), mainly because of the heavy BSS/manifold configuration.

The present studies have been performed using an upgraded MCNP WCLL DEMO model, introducing a detailed description of the breeding blanket in the Inboard and Outboard equatorial modules: analyses have been carried out in order to support the WCLL blanket improvement and to verify its suitability in terms of neutronics requirements. Moreover, a new layout of the WCLL DEMO, based on a single module approach, is presently under development: the nuclear analyses of this novel design are currently ongoing, however a first assessment of the TBR is provided.

2 Procedures, codes and 3D modelling

The three-dimensional coupled neutron and gamma transport simulations have been performed according to specifications [1] by means of the MCNP5v1.6 Monte Carlo code [2] and JEFF 3.2 nuclear data libraries [3]. The development of a detailed MCNP model of the WCLL Outboard #4 blanket module (OB#4, Fig. 1) has been performed though the pre-processing and simplification of
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the original CAD file by means of the 3D modeling software Ansys SpaceClaim 2015 [4] in order to generate a model suitable for neutronic analyses. A single breeding unit (BU: the components included between two neighbouring stiffening plates, red area in fig. 2), containing 21 cooling water pipes embedded in the LiPb breeder, has been isolated and singularly converted into the equivalent MCNP geometry through the CAD-to-MCNP interface MCAM (SuperMC_MCAM5.2 [5]).

Successively, the single breeding unit has been recursively integrated filling the DEMO MCNP generic model Inboard and Outboard (full and halved) blanket modules #4. As far as the Inboard module (IB#4) integration is concerned, the development of detailed Inboard configuration was based on adaptation of Outboard layout by keeping the distance between the FW and the outermost cooling channel (Fig. 2).

The complexity of the model and the necessity of statistically reliable results (statistical error below 10% in the outer area of the tokamak) required the use of the MCNP MPI multiprocessor version installed on the CRESCO cluster available in ENEA [6]. Each MCNP run generates 1e10 particles (neutrons, photons or both depending on the nuclear responses evaluated), using 800 processors for a total computing time of about 2.2e5 seconds. The typical dimension of a single output file is approximately 300 Mbyte, thus the overall study required the analysis of some Gbyte data.
3 Results

The model so far described has been used to evaluate the performances of the WCLL DEMO in terms of shielding capability to protect the Toroidal Field Coils and tritium self-sufficiency. Moreover, the neutron flux, nuclear heating, damage and He-production radial profiles have been assessed on the equatorial mid plane, thus taking into account the detailed description of the breeding blanket structure. Results have been normalized to 2037 MW fusion power (neutron yield: \(7.232 \times 10^{20}\) n/s), according to the plasma parameters specified in Table 1. Standard cell-based (F4/F6 tallies) and mesh tallies (FMESH tally) with proper multiplier have been used to calculate the nuclear quantities of interest for the WCLL design development, performances assessment and verification of design requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nº of Toroidal Field Coils</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major radius (m)</td>
<td>9.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor radius (m)</td>
<td>2.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma elongation</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma triangularity</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion power</td>
<td>2037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average neutron wall loading</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net electric power</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: main parameters of the DEMO baseline configuration.

The tritium breeding ratio (TBR) has been calculated using track-length estimator (F4 tally) with proper tally multipliers (FM card) that take into account the cross sections of the reactions producing tritium on Li-6 and Li-7. The global TBR evaluated on a full homogeneous model is 1.14, so the results confirm that the present WCLL design fully achieve the design target. The effect of heterogeneity has been quantified through the comparison between the TBR produced in the heterogeneous blanket modules (OB#4 and IB#4) and the corresponding values obtained using the homogenized material. The assessed correction factors showed that the detailed and more realistic description of the breeding blanket could provide a further increase in the total TBR of about 3% [7]: this evaluation has to be confirmed through the calculation performed on a full heterogeneous WCLL DEMO. Moreover, a dedicated study to evaluate the impact of the variation of the Outboard breeding zone radial thickness on the global TBR has been performed: results [10] show that most of the Tritium (about 82%) is generated in the 30 cm of BU closer to the plasma and that the TBR saturates at a BU radial size of about 1 m [8].

The shielding performances of the WCLL BB have been assessed through the estimation of the neutron flux, nuclear heating, dpa and He-production in steel components have been calculated along the inboard and outboard mid-plane. The nuclear quantities are averaged on a poloidal extension of 50 cm (from z=10 to z=60 mm), thus considering the detailed breeding blanket description. The FMESH tally feature of MCNP has been applied to evaluate the nuclear responses. The total and fast (E>100 keV) neutron fluxes radial profiles (Fig. 3) at the Inboard FW are \(5 \times 10^{14}\) n/cm\(^2\)/s and \(3.4 \times 10^{14}\) n/cm\(^2\)/s respectively; the blanket/manifold system provides an attenuation of more than two orders of magnitudes to the VV inner shell and the neutron flux further decreases of several orders of magnitude across the VV, being \(4.8 \times 10^8\) n/cm\(^2\)/s (total), and \(2.9 \times 10^8\) n/cm\(^2\)/s (fast) on the TFC, well below the \(10^9\) n/cm\(^2\)/s design limit.
The radial profiles of the nuclear heating evaluated on steel components are plotted in fig. 4: the maximum values at the FW Eurofer are \( \sim 7.5 \text{ W/cm}^3 \) for the Inboard and \( \sim 9.2 \text{ W/cm}^3 \) for the Outboard. At the VV inner shell the heat load decreases to 0.1 W/cm\(^3\) in the Inboard and to \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ W/cm}^3 \) in the outboard. In the TFC winding pack the heat load density is \( 1.4 \times 10^{-5} \text{ W/cm}^3 \), thus satisfying the design limit of 50 W/m\(^3\).

The estimation of the damage in Eurofer and SS-316 per full-power-year (FPY) showed that the present configuration ensures a sufficient protection over the whole DEMO lifetime (VV steel: \( \sim 6.2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ dpa/FPY} \) and \( 3.3 \times 10^{-5} \text{ dpa/FPY} \) for Inboard and Outboard respectively, design limit: 2.75 dpa/FPY). As far as the He-production in steel is concerned the estimation performed on the Inboard area highlights a reduction of about 2 orders of magnitude from the FW (100 appm/FPY) to the VV (1 appm/FPY); in the Outboard, the He-production drops of more than 4 orders of magnitude from the FW to the VV. Behind the Vacuum Vessel the He-production drops to values below \( 10^{-4} \text{ appm/FPY} \).

The WCLL design team has recently developed an updated concept of the WCLL BB based on a SMS approach [9]; the MCNP model of the SMS WCLL DEMO has been generated (fig. 5) and the nuclear analyses in support of its design are presently ongoing. A first assessment of the global TBR has been carried out and the results highlight that the tritium self-sufficiency is guaranteed also in this configuration [10]. An enhancement of the shielding performances for the SMS WCLL BB has to be expected because the removal of the poloidal gaps reduces drastically the direct neutron streaming from the plasma to the outer structures of the machine (VV, TFC).

This work has been carried out within the framework of the EUROfusion Consortium and has received funding from the Euratom research and training programme 2014-2018 under grant agreement No 633053. The views and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the European Commission.
Fig. 5. WCLL SMS: overview of the Outboard module and detail of a single BU (left) and SMS WCLL DEMO MCNP model (right)
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ABSTRACT. This report included in the Agreement Work Program (AWP) 2015 deals with the safety aspects of DEMO as reported in [1]. In particular this report summarized the results obtained during the first year, focusing the attention on the CFD simulations performed to validate the resuspension model inside a LP code called “ASTEC” used for the safety analysis in the nuclear field. To validate the model have been considered the experimental data taken from the past experiments at the STARDUST facility placed at the University of “Tor Vergata”.

1 Scope of the work

The scope of the STARDUST experiments is to build a base of knowledge about the dust behavior in a fusion plant, in which slightly vacuum conditions and relatively high temperatures are present, in particular when a loss of vacuum accident occurs. The facility is a stainless steel cylindrical tank having the features described in [2]. The tank is wrapped around by means of electrical resistances to heat up the walls and then by insulating materials. The connection to the compressed air passes through an electrical valve and a flow meter, able to control the air inlet at the required rate. The dusts have been placed in a try suitable to be weighted. To have a quantitative estimate of this amount the dust is weighted before and after the experiment. A quartz glass window is hollowed in the front lid of the VV tank to permit the visualization of the dust tray inside. The facility is currently placed at the Industrial Engineering building at the “Tor Vergata” University in Rome.

Figure 1: Stardust facility
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2 ANSYS CFX simulations

The ANSYS CFX 17.0 tool has been used in order to evaluate properly the thermal hydraulic parameters during the transient, in fact as pointed out in [2] the evaluation of the velocity for this type of phenomenon it is difficult task for a LP code (such as ASTEC). Even more so with the peculiar conditions of a LOVA. ANSYS calculated all the local thermal-hydraulic parameters such as pressure, temperature, velocity and friction velocity on the try’s wall. All these variables affect the ASTEC calculations. The geometry considered in ANSYS is shown in Figure 1. Only the fluid domain has been taken in account because the walls’ temperature are constant, then their temperature was imposed as a boundary condition. The inlet pipe in ingress is 0.15 meter long. The initial conditions adopted are 100 Pa for pressure and 368.15 K for tank atmosphere temperature and 381.15 K for walls temperature, these last ones kept constant for all the experimental duration. The inlet mass flow rate is taken from the experimental data.

![Figure 2: ANSYS CFX model for case B at 300 Pa/s](image1)

![Figure 3: ANSYS CFX model for case B at 300 Pa/s: particular of the tray’s domain](image2)

The mass flow rate in ingress is a time dependent function that has been extrapolated from the experimental data. The function was interpolated by means of Matlab.
Other important parameters calculated with ANSYS are the local density, kinematic viscosity, velocity inside the dust volume (where is placed the tray) and the friction velocity correlated with the bottom wall on which the dust were deposited.

The thermal-hydraulic parameters calculated inside the tray domain have been used in ASTEC (as input parameters) to compute the local velocity. The results obtained comparing the two codes are in good agreement:

**Figure 4**: Mass flow rate function trend vs experimental data for cases at 300 Pa/s

**Figure 5**: ANSYS vs experimental data comparison of the STARDUST internal pressure for case B at 300 Pa/s

**Figure 6**: ASTEC and ANSYS average velocities in the tray volume for 300 Pa/s (case B)
Figure 7: Friction Velocity-ANSYS vs ASTEC on the try’s wall for 300 Pa/s (case B)
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QUANTITATIVE IN SITU GAMMA SPECTROMETRY IN CONTAMINATED SOIL
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ABSTRACT. The aim of the work is to improve potentialities of in situ gamma spectrometry when measuring soil massic activities for assessing radioactive contamination. Monte Carlo calibration of detector was required to determine absolute detection efficiencies of gamma rays emitted from soil. The soil volume actually seen by detector, for each energy involved, was determined by the ray-tracing technique. Results of in field tests have been compared to laboratory gamma spectrometry, obtaining satisfactory results. The novelties of this work are both to have carried out Monte Carlo calibration of collimated broad energy germanium detectors, and to have developed a soil volume calculation method which is not restricted to $^{137}$Cs only. Such a method is capable to account for also low energies gamma rays.

1 Introduction

In situ gamma spectrometry may represent a powerful mean to determine massic activity within a certain Field Of View (FOV) defined by a collimator, but to obtain affordable results the FOV shall be well defined. Up to now, usual definition of FOV was obtained making recourse to the traditional deterministic distinction between intrinsic and geometrical detection efficiency, [1], [2]. This is the usual simplification of a problem that, rigorously, should be interpreted by the radiation transport formalism. In other words, deterministic methods for area calculation are poorly applicable, because the area is function of detected gamma-rays energy.

2 Description of the Monte Carlo procedure

Monte Carlo simulation of gamma-ray radiation detectors is a powerful tool for determining detection efficiency in many measurement configurations, even if, as focused by many authors, it requires a thorough knowledge of structural characteristics of the detectors. For germanium detectors the determination of geometrical parameters can be enough complicated. For instance, Vargas et al. [3], dealing with a coaxial n-type HPGe detector, describe seven main parameters: diameter and height of the crystal, diameter and height of the internal core, thickness of the beryllium window, distance between the crystal top and the Be window, and the thickness of the dead layer of Ge. For the present work a broad energy germanium detector has been utilized, and for this kind of detectors simulation is even more complicated, due to the presence of two dead layers: the top dead layer and the lateral one. More details of the detector simulation procedure are given by the Authors in [4] and
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Monte Carlo simulations carried out for this work have been mainly based on MCNPX version 2.7.0 code, [6]. The code's geometrical input reproduced, as accurately as possible, detector, collimator, measurement set-up, and soil composition. In order to account for possible scattering and absorption effects, also the air surrounding the detector-collimator assembly, and the supporting metal cart were considered.

The portion of ground soil viewed by the collimated detector was calculated by the ray-tracing stochastic technique [7], based on DXTRAN MESH TALLY (TYPE 4) [6]. This tally is an analytical tool useful in determining the behavior of detectors and how they may be effectively placed in the problem. To understand the meaning of the tracks in the DXTRAN MESH TALLY, it is important to understand the operation of the DXTRAN sphere. Use of DXTRAN sphere is a variance reduction method. It is like a point detector in which virtual particles are sent to the detector surface from interactions elsewhere in the problem. Once they reach the surface, the particles are made real, and transport continues as normal from there. The “rays” of the mesh tally are the tracks of these virtual particles. For applying DXTRAN MESH TALLY, the source and type of radiation particles were specified, by MCNPX’s SDEF command, considering a source term described by a semi-infinity distribution into the soil (taking into account radionuclides’ gamma rays energies attenuation in the ground soil).

Having implemented radionuclides’ massic activity depth profile, derived from laboratory gamma spectrometry of collected vertical soil samples, and from site history, absolute detection efficiency of the radionuclides involved was calculated. MCNPX simulations’ output was given in terms of the Pulse Height Tally F8 [6], i.e. the tally reproducing the energy distribution released within the detector, thus allowing calculation of the absolute detection efficiency for the radionuclides' energies involved.

The number of histories was set so that the fractional standard deviation, i.e. the relative error R, was less than 0.05. Being MCNPX’s statistical error indicative of the precision of the estimated quantities, the accuracy of the results depended on the models used for the simulation, uncertainties in the cross sections, adequacy of the input data as being representative of the experimental set-up, etc.

3 Conclusion

The aim of the present work was to improve potentialities of environmental in situ gamma spectrometry for allowing accurate determination of soil massic activity. This was obtained by solving the radiation transport problem of the correct calculation of the contaminated area/volume seen by detector at a certain gamma-ray energy. MCNPX version 2.7.0 was utilized. The code's geometrical input reproduced, as accurately as possible, detector, collimator, measurement set-up, and soil composition. The portion of ground soil viewed by the collimated detector was calculated by the ray-tracing stochastic technique, based on MCNPX’s DXTRAN variance reduction method.

The first step of this work has been focusing on low gamma emission energy radionuclides such as $^{241}$Am. Cresco is particularly important for the developing of this work especially in the case in which point source of $^{241}$Am is considered into 15 cm of soil depth which results in absolute efficiencies in the range of $\sim 10^{-12}$ with a total nps simulation of $\sim 8 \times 10^{15}$.
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\textbf{ABSTRACT.} We study the phase structure of the Naming Game in presence of periodic external fields representing mass media. The Naming Game is a multi-agent model originally developed to study the spontaneous emergence of a globally shared language. We find that i) a single periodic external field is able to reverse the majority opinion of a whole population of agents, provided the frequency and the effectiveness of its messages lie above well-defined thresholds; ii) in presence of two competing periodic external fields the system relaxes to periodic equilibrium states in which the average opinion densities of the agents are reversed with respect to natural expectations. These states are observed when the frequencies of the field messages are different but close to each other and also when the frequencies are equal and the relative time shift of the messages does not exceed half a period. We interpret them as a result of the interplay between the external fields and the internal dynamics of the model.

\section{Introduction}

The Naming Game (NG) is a simple and popular multi-agent model, expressly conceived to study the spontaneous emergence of globally shared languages. Inspired by the pioneering work of refs. \cite{1, 2}, it was first proposed in ref. \cite{3}. Its goal is to let a population of agents name an initially unnamed object. Each agent taking part in the game is endowed with a notebook, in which he/she writes names. Agents lie on the nodes of a complex network, with edges representing acquaintances. The game consists in repeated elementary interactions, each involving a pair of agents who play respectively as speaker and listener. In each interaction the speaker is chosen randomly among the agents, while the listener is chosen randomly among the speaker’s neighbors. The binary version of the model, introduced in ref. \cite{4}, assumes only two competing names, conventionally denoted by letters A and B. In this case the basic interaction rule is described by Table 1 (left). It has been shown that the whole population eventually adopts one of the competing names while dropping all others. Consensus on the chosen name is reached in a finite time, depending on the size and the topological structure of the agent network. More precisely, the time to consensus always diverges as the size of the network increases, whereas the pace of divergence depends on the specific topology of it.

A massive body of literature has been developed over the past years, dealing with various aspects of the
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NG. We refer the reader to ref. [5] for a recent review. An important topic that has not been considered so far is the behavior of the model under the action of periodic external fields, interpreted as mass media enacting a campaign. These are intuitively expected to influence the reaching of consensus to some extent. However no rigorous investigation of their effects on a large scale has been conducted yet. This kind of study belongs to the general field of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.

2 The NG in presence of one single periodic external field

We consider $N$ agents, lying on the nodes of a complete graph (with edges representing acquaintances) and playing the binary NG. Each agent is assumed to be initially in state B. We represent media as an additional fictitious agent $M$ connected to the whole population, taking part in the game and invariably carrying opinion A. When interacting with an agent, media always play the role of speaker. A media-agent interaction results in a change of the agent’s state: agents in state B switch to state $AB$ with probability $\alpha^{B}$; agents in state $AB$ switch to state A with probability $\alpha^{AB}$; agents carrying opinion A retain it after the interaction. These rules are summarized in Table 1 (right) for the reader’s convenience.

We refer to $\alpha^{B}$ and $\alpha^{AB}$ as effectiveness parameters of the media campaign. As mentioned in sect. 1, we assume that media act like an impulsive periodic perturbation of the internal dynamics of the system, reaching instantaneously all agents. We let $T = \tau N$ be the period of the campaign. If we define a sweep as a number $N$ of microscopic interactions (each agent plays as speaker once in a sweep on average) and take it as a macroscopic time unit, then $\tau \geq 1$ represents the macroscopic period. In this model the media action is parametrized by the 3-tuple $(\alpha^{B}, \alpha^{AB}, \nu)$, where $\nu = 1/\tau$ is the macroscopic frequency. We also assume that media send the first message at time $t = 0$. Accordingly, all subsequent messages are sent at macroscopic times $t_k = k\tau$ for $k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$ Although the model is well-defined for $\tau < 1$ too, we consider only macroscopic periods in the sequel. Mean field equations (MFEs) of the model read

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{dn_A}{dt} &= [1 - n_A - 2n_B + n_B^2] + \alpha_{AB} (1 - n_A - n_B) \delta(t \mod \tau) , \\
\frac{dn_B}{dt} &= [1 - n_B - 2n_A + n_A^2] - \alpha_{B} n_B \delta(t \mod \tau) ,
\end{align*}$$

(1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>before interaction</th>
<th>after interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S \rightarrow L$</td>
<td>$S - L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \rightarrow A$</td>
<td>$A - A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \rightarrow B$</td>
<td>$A - AB$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \rightarrow AB$</td>
<td>$A - A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B \rightarrow A$</td>
<td>$B - AB$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B \rightarrow B$</td>
<td>$B - B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AB \rightarrow A$</td>
<td>$A - A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AB \rightarrow A$</td>
<td>$AB - AB$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AB \rightarrow AB$</td>
<td>$A - A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AB \rightarrow B$</td>
<td>$AB - B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AB \rightarrow B$</td>
<td>$B - B$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>before interaction</th>
<th>after interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M \rightarrow L$</td>
<td>$M - L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \rightarrow A$</td>
<td>$A - A$ with prob. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \rightarrow B$</td>
<td>$A - AB$ with prob. $\alpha^{B}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \rightarrow AB$</td>
<td>$A - A$ with prob. $\alpha^{AB}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: (left) table of interactions of the binary NG (S = speaker, L = listener); (right) table of media-listener interactions (M = media, L = listener).
with \( n_X \) denoting the fraction (or density) of agents with opinion \( X = A \) or \( B \). Terms in square brackets represent contributions to the evolution of the densities induced by agent-agent interactions belonging to the binary NG, while terms with Dirac-delta functions describe the effects of the periodic external field on the opinion densities.

Eqs. (1) can be integrated numerically with initial conditions

\[
  n_A(0) = 0, \quad n_B(0) = 1. \tag{2}
\]

Depending on the values of the effectiveness parameters and the frequency of the external field, two distinct asymptotic solutions are observed: either the system goes to consensus on opinion \( A \) or it relaxes to a periodic equilibrium, with the opinion densities oscillating around average values

\[
  \bar{n}_X = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{\tau} \int_t^{t+\tau} n_X(\sigma) \, d\sigma, \quad X = A, B. \tag{3}
\]

Change from one solution to the other is not smooth. It occurs abruptly for critical values of the model parameters. To show this, we define \( N_c \) as the number of periods needed to the external field in order to bring the system to consensus on opinion \( A \). In Fig. 1 we show a density plot of \( N_c \) as a function of \( \nu \) and \( \alpha_B = \alpha_{AB} \equiv \alpha \). We observe that \( N_c \) keeps finite and small in the upper part of the plot, while it surges in proximity of the black curve separating the upper and lower part of the plot. This curve represents a critical line separating the two phases of the model. Below it we have \( N_c = +\infty \). In this region, the system never goes to consensus on opinion \( A \). The black curve is well approximated by the hyperbole

\[
  \alpha_c(\nu) = \frac{1}{23} \left( 9 \cdot 2^{2/3} + 6 \cdot 2^{1/3} - 19 \right) \frac{1}{\nu} = \frac{0.123745 \ldots}{\nu}, \tag{4}
\]

provided \( \nu \geq 0.5 \). This is represented by a green dashed curve in Fig. 1.

## 3 The NG in presence of two competing periodic external fields

We then study the system under the influence of two competing external fields. As previously, we consider \( N \) agents interacting according to the dynamics of the binary NG, but now we assume that
half of the agents are initially in state A and the rest are in state B. We represent media as two additional fictitious agents M_A and M_B, both connected to the whole population and advertising opinions A and B respectively. When interacting with the agents, media always play the role of speaker. The basic rules for the media-agent interactions are reported in Table 2. We assume that M_A (M_B) broadcasts a message every \( T_A = \tau_A N (T_B = \tau_B N) \) agent-agent interactions, with \( \tau_A \geq 1 (\tau_B \geq 1) \). We also assume that M_A broadcasts the first message at time \( t = 0 \), while M_B does it at macroscopic time \( t = t_{del} \) with \( 0 \leq t_{del} \leq \tau_B \). The media action is now parametrized by the 7-tuple \((\beta_B, \beta_{AB}, \gamma_A, \gamma_{AB}, \nu_A, \nu_B, \phi)\) with \( \nu_A = 1/\tau_A, \nu_B = 1/\tau_B \) and \( \phi = t_{del}/\tau_B \). Owing to the high dimensionality of the parameter space, studying the model is more complicated than we did in sect. 2. First of all, whatever choice of parameters we make the system never relaxes to a steady state. Even if consensus is reached on either opinion A or B at some point in time, the subsequent action of the other media always reintroduces disagreement among the population. In full generality, MFEs read

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dn_A}{dt} &= (1-n_A-2n_B+n_B^2) + \beta_{AB} (1-n_A-n_B) \delta(t \mod \tau_A) - \gamma_A n_A \delta[(t-t_{del}) \mod \tau_B], \\
\frac{dn_B}{dt} &= (1-n_B-2n_A+n_A^2) + \gamma_{AB} (1-n_A-n_B) \delta[(t-t_{del}) \mod \tau_B] - \beta_B n_B \delta(t \mod \tau_A),
\end{align*}
\]

and the initial conditions we impose on them are

\[ n_A(0) = n_B(0) = 1/2. \]

We consider three different cases:

i) competing external fields with different frequencies: we assume \( \beta_B = \beta_{AB} = \gamma_A = \gamma_{AB} = \alpha \) and \( t_{del} = 0 \) but \( \tau_A \neq \tau_B \). For each \( \alpha = \alpha^* \), the system lives on a plane \((\nu_A, \nu_B)\) parallel to the plane \((\hat{\nu}_A, \hat{\nu}_B)\) generated by the coordinate axes \(\hat{\nu}_A\) and \(\hat{\nu}_B\);

ii) competing external fields with different effectiveness: we assume \( \tau_A = \tau_B = \tau = 1/\nu \) and \( t_{del} = 0 \) but \( \beta_B = \beta_{AB} = \beta \) and \( \gamma_A = \gamma_{AB} = \gamma \) with \( \beta \neq \gamma \). For each \( \nu = \nu^* \), the system lives on a plane \((\beta, \gamma)\) which is neither parallel to the plane \((\beta_B, \gamma_A)\) generated by the coordinate axes \(\beta_B\) and \(\gamma_A\) (this would correspond to having \(\beta_B = \text{const.} \) and \(\gamma_{AB} = \text{const.} \)) nor parallel to the plane \((\beta_{AB}, \gamma_{AB})\) generated by the coordinate axes \(\beta_{AB}\) and \(\gamma_{AB}\) (this would correspond to having \(\beta_B = \text{const.} \) and \(\gamma_A = \text{const.} \));

iii) competing external fields with relative time shift: we assume \( \tau_A = \tau_B = \tau = 1/\nu \) and \( \beta_B = \beta_{AB} = \gamma_A = \gamma_{AB} = \alpha \) but \( \phi = t_{del}/\tau \neq 0 \). For each \( \nu = \nu^* \), the system lives on a plane \((\alpha, \phi)\) that is not parallel to any coordinate plane, just like we have in case ii).
3.1 An example: case i)

In this contribution we consider only case i) and refer the reader to our paper [6] for a systematic description of all cases. For $\tau_A > \tau_B$ it is natural to expect that $\bar{n}_A < \bar{n}_B$ and the other way round. In other words, if $M_A$ broadcasts with lower frequency than $M_B$, it should also be less effective. Moreover, the larger the ratio $\tau_A/\tau_B$, the larger the expected ratio $\bar{n}_B/\bar{n}_A$. This is what we meant by natural expectation in the abstract. It turns out, however, that things are not always as simple as naturally expected.

In Fig. 2 we report density plots of $\bar{n}_A$ and $\bar{n}_B$ corresponding to $\alpha = 0.25$, obtained from numerical integration of eqs. (5) with initial conditions eq. (6). Due to limitations in our computational budget, we could only perform simulations for $0 \leq \nu_A, \nu_B \leq 1$. We notice the presence of two stripes, parallel and close to the symmetry diagonal, where the average opinion densities are unexpectedly swapped. It can be shown that the starting point of the stripes shifts progressively to lower frequencies along the main diagonal as $\alpha$ increases. Over the rest of the plot $\bar{n}_A$ and $\bar{n}_B$ are qualitatively as common sense suggests. The coordinates $\nu_{cusp} = \nu_{cusp} = \nu_c$ of the starting point of the stripes can be analytically estimated with decent approximation. We find

$$\nu_{cusp} = \frac{1}{1 + 2\sqrt{2}/\alpha}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In order to explain the origin of the observed stripes, we must consider that after each field sends a message, the system has a certain time to react to it before the other field sends a subsequent message. This time can be considered as period during which the former field influences the population in its favor. It is reasonable to expect that the winning field is also the one that has more time to influence the agents. This depends on the frequencies $\nu_A$ and $\nu_B$. In the setup of case i) the agent dynamics is symmetric under the exchange $n_A \leftrightarrow n_B$ for $0 \leq t < \min\{\tau_A, \tau_B\}$, while the symmetry gets definitely broken for $t \geq \min\{\tau_A, \tau_B\}$. For $\tau_A < \tau_B$ we can regard $M_A$ as broadcasting with the same frequency as $M_A$ but with positive time delay $t_{del,\ell} = \ell(\tau_B - \tau_A)$, increasing at each subsequent period, i.e. for $\ell = 1, 2, \ldots$. Therefore, for $t \geq \tau_A$, $M_A$ ($M_B$) can be regarded as a first (second) mover. This jargon belongs naturally to business strategy. It is meant to describe industrial competitions where the order of actions is a relevant discriminating factor, determining which player taking part in the competition is bound to win it. If $\tau_B - \tau_A \ll \tau_A/2$, the increase rate of $t_{del,\ell}$ is very slow. In this case $M_B$ behaves like a fast follower over many periods. It has more time than $M_A$ to influence the agents. As a consequence, the system relaxes to a periodic equilibrium in which $M_B$ prevails over $M_A$ (second-mover advantage).
while the imbalance of the opinion densities becomes eventually too large to be reversed after a number \( \ell \) of periods such that \( t_{del,\ell} \simeq \tau / 2 \). By contrast, if \( \tau_B - \tau_A \lesssim \tau_A / 2 \), the increase rate of \( t_{del,\ell} \) is faster. In this case, a small number \( \ell \) of periods is sufficient to have \( t_{del,\ell} \simeq \tau_A / 2 \). If this occurs before the system has relaxed to its ultimate equilibrium, then \( M_A \) has sufficient time to let the internal dynamics of the agents work in its favor and \( M_B \) has no chance to overtake \( M_A \) (first-mover advantage).

### 4 Conclusions

We have investigated the influence of periodic external fields, representing mass media, on the dynamics of agents playing the binary Naming Game (NG). Our major motivation for studying this is understanding to what extent consensus can be exogenously directed in the framework of an empirically grounded opinion model. In this regard we recall that theoretical predictions derived from the NG have been shown to reproduce correctly experimental results in Web-based live games with controlled design. In our study, we have found that a) a single external field is able to convert an entire population of agents within a finite time provided it acts with sufficiently high frequency and effectiveness and b) two competing external fields, contending for supremacy, lead the population to a complex periodic equilibrium.

It is important to remark that the application domain of the NG goes beyond the mere understanding of how language conventions arise. If we interpret letters A and B as opposite arguments rather than as names, one argument being in favor of and one against a given choice, we can regard an agent in state A or B as one who has made the choice (A and B are certainty states) and an agent in state AB as one who has not made it yet and holds both arguments for further consideration (AB is an uncertainty state). There are plenty of real-life situations where such dichotomous dynamics occur in first approximation. Just as a reference example the reader may consider the longstanding debate concerning the legitimacy of the European institutions. Since several years EU political elites are addressing the problem of how improving the level of acceptance of the European governance among citizens. The issue of the EU legitimacy as well as the potential impact of the media coverage in such a process have been the subject of scholarly research. Our work represents hopefully a useful theoretical abstraction for such concrete problems.
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\textbf{ABSTRACT.} Several authors have studied the solitary wave load on a submerged horizontal cylinder. In the present work, a CFD analysis of the horizontal force exerted by a solitary wave on a horizontal cylinder is presented. The evaluation of the horizontal force is based on the speed drop factor \(F_r\), that is the ratio (greater than one) between the time needed by the wave pressure to cross the solid body and the travel time across a transparent cylinder. The \(F_r\) is calculated numerically through an experiment in a numerical wave flume, using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technique. The numerical simulation was carried out through CRESCO platform, using the cresco5 cluster. In this work, we used the cresco5_16h24 code with a number of cores set at 48 (16x3). Several simulations with different amplitudes of solitary waves were made.

\section*{1 Analytical method to estimate the wave loads}

The analytical solution proposed hereafter is derived by the original approach proposed by [1] for a rectangular submerged barrier. The methodology is based on the speed drop of a periodic wave passing over a submerged obstacle.

Referring to Figure 1, the time lag \(\Delta t'\) spent by the pressure fluctuation to cover the distance from point \(\odot'\) to point \(\odot''\), both lying on the surface of a solid obstacle, is greater than the time \(\Delta t\) spent to cover the same distance between the points \(\odot\) and \(\bullet\), in the absence of the obstacle. Let us indicate by \(F_r\) (\(>1\)) the ratio \(\Delta t'/\Delta t\) which corresponds to the reduction factor in the propagation speed of the solitary wave passing over the cylinder. The existence of \(F_r\) let us to explain why the horizontal force on the solid body is different from the Froude-Krylov force (i.e. the force on a transparent body), even if the amplitudes of pressure fluctuations are unchanged on points \(\odot'\) and \(\odot\), and on \(\odot''\) and \(\bullet\). The same phenomenon occurs in the interaction between surface waves and cylinders of arbitrary position, provided that they can be considered as “large bodies” ([2]), in order that wave loads are practically inertial. The speed \(C_{\Delta p}\) of pressure head waves propagating across the cylinder is the ratio between distance AA’ (see Fig. 2) and the time spent by the wave crest to cover it, averaged for \(-\pi/2 < \beta < \pi/2\). The \(C_{\Delta p}\) in the undisturbed field can be calculated in the same way. The ratio \(C_{\Delta p}/C_{\Delta p}'\) furnishes the speed drop factor \(F_r\).

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{speed_drop_factor}
\caption{Definition sketch for the speed drop factor \(F_r\) on the left: pressure time series at points \(\odot\) and \(\bullet\) on the equivalent water mass. On the right: pressure time series at points \(\odot'\) and \(\bullet'\) on the solid body represented by the cylinder.}
\end{figure}
The horizontal component of the unitary force acting on the water cylinder during the passage of the solitary wave can be calculated as:

\[ F_h(t) = F_{h,A}(t) - F_{h,B}(t), \]  

(1)

where \( F_{h,A} \) and \( F_{h,B} \) are the horizontal forces acting on semi-cylinder \( A \) and \( B \) (see Fig. 2), respectively:

\[ F_{h,A}(t) = \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \Delta p(-\varepsilon/2, t) r \cos \beta d\beta, \quad F_{h,B}(t) = \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \Delta p(\varepsilon/2, t) r \cos \beta d\beta, \]  

(2)

where \( \Delta p \) is the wave pressure on the semi-cylinder, \( \beta \) is the angle defined in Fig. 2, and \( \varepsilon \) is the phase angle:

\[ \varepsilon = D |\cos \beta| \quad \text{for the water cylinder;} \quad \varepsilon = \mathcal{F}_r \frac{D}{g} |\cos \beta| \quad \text{for the solid cylinder.} \]  

(3)

Fig. 2: A is the frontal semi-cylinder, that is the side facing the incoming direction of the solitary wave. B is the opposite semi-cylinder. On the right, the definition of angle \( \beta \) for the calculation of forces.

Considering the weighted average value of \( \cos \beta \) in the phase angle \( \varepsilon \), equal to \( \frac{\pi}{4} \) and substituting in the equations of \( \varepsilon \), permits us to integrate Eqs. (2), obtaining

\[ F_{h,A}(t) = \rho g AD \left\{ 1 - \tanh ^2 \left[ -k \mathcal{F}_r \frac{\pi}{8} D - kct \right] \right\}, \quad F_{h,B}(t) = \rho g AD \left\{ 1 - \tanh ^2 \left[ k \mathcal{F}_r \frac{\pi}{8} D - kct \right] \right\}. \]  

(4)

2 the CFD Model

The computational domain is a wave-flume having a piston-type wavemaker placed on the left extremity. At 12 m far from the wavemaker and 0.2 m below the water level, it was placed an horizontal cylinder (0.127 m diameter). The sketch of the wave-flume is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: The computational domain of the wave flume. The wavemaker is on the left side.
At the opposite side of the wavemaker a rubble mound breakwater was placed. The distance between the wavemaker and the breakwater is about 41 m; the slope of this breakwater is 1:5 and the flume water depth is 0.4 m. The computational domain was discretised by ANSYS Meshing application using triangular element in which the maximum size of the elements is 5 cm. In the domain near the cylinder a refinement of the element size was done, reducing the elements size until 2 mm. In order to match the behaviour of a physical wave tank, we have to set the boundary conditions of the numerical wave tank. Smooth no-slip wall boundary conditions have been assigned to all solid walls and to the cylinder surface, whilst the upper domain boundary is defined as a pressure outlet with zero-gauge pressure. The wave-flume has a piston-type wavemaker placed on the left extremity of the computational domain. Starting from rest condition, the wave generation process has been simulated assigning a velocity to the left vertical wall of the wave flume, by means of a User Defined Function (UDF). The numerical approach is based on a two-dimensional CFD simulation using the Euler-Euler approach, implemented in the commercial code Ansys Fluent 14.5, Academic Version. We used the volume of fluid (VOF) model to represent the air-water interface, where the two fluids (phases) are not interpenetrating between each other. The multi-phase flow CFD simulation, in which both air and water flows have been assumed unsteady, was solved by the Navier-Stokes equations. To solve the RANS equations there are several turbulence models. In the present case, we used the $k$-$\omega$ turbulence model.

### 3 The wave generation by a piston-type wavemaker

The law of the paddle motion to generate solitary waves in a wave flume was carried out by several approaches.

The differences among these formulations are just on how to describe the displacement of the paddle of the wavemaker. To generate solitary waves, [3] used Boussinesq’s first-order solution for the solitary wave profile and the wave paddle trajectory can be described with an implicit law

$$\xi(t) = \frac{A}{kd} \tanh[k(ct - \xi)],$$

(5)

where $\xi(t)$ is the wave paddle position along the y-axis, and $k$ is the wave number. As described by [4], the total duration of the wave paddle motion is infinity in theory. As [5] suggested, the wave profile is completely generated after 99.9% of the total stroke length.

The explicit solution for the displacement of the wavemaker based on Rayleigh’s formulation is

$$\xi(t) = \frac{A}{kd} \frac{d \tanh(k(ct))}{d + A^2 \tanh^2[k(ct)]},$$

(6)

where $k$ has a different expression than in Boussinesq theory:

$$k = \sqrt{\frac{3A}{4d^2(A + d)}}$$

(7)

### 3 Results of the numerical simulation

Solitary waves with several amplitudes were generated. We measured the pressure fluctuation $\Delta p(t)$, both along the solid cylinder surface and along the surface of a water cylinder having the same diameter and draft of the solid one. The pressure $\Delta p(t)$, was recorded in twenty-four points of the
external contour of the cylinder, at 15° intervals. In order that the water cylinder was undisturbed by
the presence of the solid one, we choose the position of the center of the water equivalent cylinder
7m far from the wavemaker and 5 m before the solid cylinder. Both horizontal and vertical forces on
the cylinder have been carried out by integrating $\Delta p(t)$, over the cylinder contour (indeed, we
considered the force acting on a strip of cylinder of unit length). Also, the speed drop factor $F_r$, is
calculated. To this aim, we calculated the phase shift between forces $F_{h,A}(t)$ and $F_{h,B}(t)$ acting on
half cylinder, respectively. Values of $F_r$ for solitary wave with different values of $A/d$, are shown in
Tab. 1. The time histories of the horizontal and vertical force produced by a solitary wave with
amplitude $A=0.0390$m, on the equivalent water cylinder and on the solid cylinder, are shown in
Figure 4. Horizontal force on the transparent cylinder is clearly inertial and it is a confirmation of the
effectiveness of the numerical simulation. In the same Figure, the vertical force was represented too.
The maximum vertical force $F_{v_{\text{max}}}$, is an order of magnitude smaller than the maximum horizontal
force $F_{h_{\text{max}}}$, and it occurs few instants before the occurrence of the maximum horizontal force.
Moreover, the vertical force is null when $F_{h_{\text{max}}}$ occurs, vice versa the horizontal one is null when the
minimum vertical force occurs. This is because, in the inertial regime, the horizontal force is
synchronous with the horizontal acceleration, while the vertical force is synchronous with vertical
acceleration. As a further confirmation of the effectiveness of the numerical model, we show also the
horizontal force calculated with the theoretical model (Eqs. 1, 4), considering as an input $F_r = 1.0$.
The agreement between numerical and theoretical values is very good.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>A/d</th>
<th>$F_r$</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>A/d</th>
<th>$F_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.0375</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.0792</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0390</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>0.1270</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0624</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0782</td>
<td>0.1955</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The horizontal force on the solid cylinder is no more antisymmetric in respect to the zero. The
amplitude of the negative peak is much smaller (absolutely) than the positive peak amplitude.

The Fig. 5 shows the amplitude of the maximum horizontal force $F_{h_{\text{max}}}$ as a function of $A/d$. The
dotted line represents the values obtained through the CFD model. The continuous line has also
obtained analytically, but starting from the values of $F_r$, obtained by means of the CFD. The
theoretical curve underestimates the $F_{h \_ \ max}$, calculated by integrating the numerical pressure fluctuations $\Delta p(t)$ recorded on the cylinder contour.

$\text{Fig.5: } F_{h \ max} \text{ vs. relative amplitude } A/d, \text{ of the solitary wave.}$

2 Conclusions

The loads exerted by a solitary wave on a submerged horizontal cylinder have been dealt with in this paper. The methodology followed is the numerical experiment. A circular cylinder of 0.127 m of diameter was put in a flume 41 m long and 0.4 m depth, raised 0.135 m from the bottom. Various solitary waves having different amplitudes have been generated by a piston type wavemaker. Forces were measured and compared with the theoretical model. Comparisons revealed that the analytical model tends to underestimate the horizontal force on the cylinder. The underestimation is 50% in average up to $A/d=0.20$. For larger $A/d$, the relative difference become narrower, with an average underestimation equal to 17% for the analytical solution in the range $0.125 < A/d < 0.4$.
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HIGH PRESSURE PREMIXED CH₄/H₂ − Air FLAMES
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ABSTRACT. A numerical study on lean turbulent premixed methane/hydrogen-air slot flames at high pressures is conducted through two-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). A single equivalence ratio flame at Φ = 0.7 and 50% of hydrogen content is explored for three different pressures (0.1, 1, 4 MPa respectively). Due to the decreased kinematic viscosity with increasing pressure, the turbulent Reynolds numbers increase with an associated decrease of the smallest turbulence scales that wrinkle the flame front.

A general description of the three flames is provided, evidencing their macroscopic differences in terms of turbulent displacement speed, flame surface areas and mean flame brush thickness. Furthermore, topological features of the flames are explored by analyzing the probability density functions of several quantities: curvature, curvature shape factor, alignment between vorticity and principal strain rate vectors with flame surface normal, displacement speed and its components. Finally the differential diffusivity effect on the local equivalence ratio in the three flame is investigated showing a strong effect of the turbulent flame thickness of the high pressure flames on light species differential diffusivity.

1 Description of Numerical Simulations

The present work deals with the Direct Numerical Simulation of a slot burner CH₄/H₂/Air premixed flame at pressures ranging from atmospheric to 40 MPa and described in terms of flames front curvatures, flame surface density, displacement speeds. First the slot burner test case conditions are reported, and the numerical results concerning the pressure effects on instantaneous and average flame properties are shown.

The test case consists in an unconfined premixed slot-burner Bunsen flame at three different pressures (1, 10, 40 bar). The shape of the device is similar to that experimentally analyzed in [1] but with smaller dimensions and higher bulk velocities to artificially decrease the convective DNS times. A central slot-jet of premixed reactants is surrounded on both longer sides by two coflowing jets. The central slot-duct is 1.2 mm wide (h) and 4 mm long; its two walls have a thickness hₜ = 0.18 mm and are assumed adiabatic in the simulation (more details in [7]).

The central jet is a lean (equivalence ratio Φ = [(X_H₂ + X_CH₄)/X_O₂]/[(X_H₂ + X_CH₄)/X_O₂]stoich = 0.7) mixture of methane, hydrogen and air with fuel molar fractional distribution of 50% H₂ and 50% CH₄ for the three flames. Mixture temperature is 588 K, the surrounding jets have the composition and temperature of the combustion products of the laminar freely propagating flame associated to the central jet mixture. The unstrained laminar flames properties at these conditions computed using OpenSmoke [2] are summarized in Table 1. In this table, T_u is the unburnt gas temperature, T_b, the burnt gas temperature, S_L represents the unstrained laminar flame speed, δ_L = (T_b − T_u)/|∂T/∂x|_max is the flame

*Corresponding author. E-mail: donato.cecere@enea.it.
Table 1: CH₄/H₂ – Air laminar flames characteristics (A-B-C) based on the 23-species chemical mechanism adopted in the present DNS [4]. The number of Hydrogen moles $n_{H_2}$ is defined as $n_{H_2} = x_{H_2}/(x_{H_2} + x_{CH_4})$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$P$ [bar]</th>
<th>$n_{H_2}$</th>
<th>$T_u$ [K]</th>
<th>$T_b$ [K]</th>
<th>$S_L$ [cm s⁻¹]</th>
<th>$\delta_L$ [cm]</th>
<th>$\rho_u$ [kg m⁻³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>2076</td>
<td>120.06</td>
<td>0.0331</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>49.55</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>5.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>21.898</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Boundary conditions imposed at the inlet of the three channels. In particular, $u'_z = u'_x = u'_y$ and $\delta_{corr, z,in} = \delta_{corr, x,in} = \delta_{corr, y,in} / 2$ are used as input to the Klein procedure to produce synthetic turbulence at the inlet of the three channels. Units: [m/s] for velocity, [K] for temperature, [mm] for turbulent correlation length scale, duct length, $L_{Duct}$, and its width, $h$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jets</th>
<th>$U_{0,in}$ [m/s]</th>
<th>$T_{in}$ [K]</th>
<th>$u'_{in}$ [m/s]</th>
<th>$\delta_{corr, z,in}$ [mm]</th>
<th>$L_{Duct}$ [mm]</th>
<th>$h$ [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2076-2095-2099</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Actual turbulent combustion parameters characterizing the simulated CH₄/H₂ – Air lean premixed flames. The turbulent velocity fluctuation and the integral length scale were evaluated at the center exit of the central slot-duct. The laminar flame speed and the flame front thickness including the Soret effect were assumed as combustion parameters. The dynamic viscosity used in the calculation of the central jet Reynolds number is that of the inlet $CH_4 - H_2/Air$ A mixture, $\mu = 2.95 \cdot 10^{-5}$ kg m⁻¹s⁻¹.

Jet exit velocity peak, $U_0$ [m/s⁻¹] | 110
Jet exit velocity fluctuation, $u'$ [m/s] | 10
Jet exit turbulent length scale, $L_t$ [mm] | 1.05
Jet Reynolds number, $Re_{jet} = U_0 h/\nu$ | 2447 - 24470 - 97880
Turbulent Reynolds number, $Re_t = u' L_t/\nu$ | 194 - 1940 - 7760
Kolmogorov length scale, $\eta_K$ [μm] | 17.42 - 3.5 - 1.6
Turbulent/chemical speed ratio, $u'/S_L$ | 8.33 - 20.18 - 46.83
Turbulent/chemical length scale ratio, $L_t/\delta_L$ | 3.02 - 16.6 - 33.3
damköhler number, $S_L L_t/u' \delta_L$ | 0.380 - 0.867 - 0.747
Karlovitz number, $(\delta_L/\eta_K)^2$ | 361 - 293 - 351

Front thermal thickness based on the maximum temperature gradient, and $\rho_u$ is the unburnt density.

The central jet has a bulk velocity of 100 m/s (imposed as a mean plug-flow at the inlet of the central duct). Homogeneous isotropic turbulence is artificially generated at the inlet of the central duct by forcing a turbulent spatial correlation scale in the streamwise direction $\delta_{corr, z,in} = 0.4$ mm and a streamwise velocity fluctuation $u'_z = 10$ m/s used as inputs to the Klein’s procedure [3] (see Table 2). The surrounding flows have a velocity of 25 m/s (imposed as a mean plug-flow) and no turbulence is forced. Other parameters characterizing the present lean premixed turbulent flames are reported in Table 3. These constant parameters locate the present flames nominally in the Thin Reaction Zone of the combustion diagram.

The computational domain is composed of four structured blocks, three for the inlet channels and one...
for the main zone. The domain size of this zone in the streamwise (z), crosswise (y) and spanwise (x) directions is $L_z \times L_y \times L_x = 24h \times 15h \times 2.5h$; it is discretized through $2800 \times 2200 \times 1$ computational nodes, and its smallest grid size is 1.0 $\mu$m. The grid is refined in the y and z direction near the inlet duct walls and coarsened (up to $\Delta y \sim 500 \mu$m) only in the y direction far from the central jet at the surrounding ($y > 0.015 \, m$) where non reflecting boundary conditions are applied and fluctuations are small.

The DNS was run at $1.0 - 10.0 - 40.0 \, \text{bar}$ pressures using a 22 species and 124 elementary reactions kinetic mechanism [4]. Improved staggered non-reflecting inflow and outflow boundary conditions (NSCBC) were adopted at the edges of the computational domain in the y and z directions [5, 6].

The simulations were performed using the in-house “HeaRT” code which solves the fully compressible reactive Navier-Stokes equations in their conservative formulation. Details about the numerics and models of molecular transport can be found in Cecere et al. [7, 8]. The simulations were performed on the linux cluster CRESCO (Computational Center for Complex Systems) at ENEA requiring 1.5 million CPU-hours running on 3500 processors. The solution was advanced at a constant time step of 1.5 $\mu$s; after the flame reached stationary statistics, the data were collected through 4 $\tau_u$, $\tau_u = 0.218 \, \mu$s being the flow through time based on the jet exit duct centerline velocity and the total streamwise domain length.

1.1 General description of the turbulent flames

In the three flames, as soon as the fresh mixture injected from the central slot mixes with the coflowing hot products, ignites thus resulting in two continuous flame sheets anchored at each edge of the slot and connected at the flame tip.

At the exit of the central slot, the Favre averaged axial velocity $\bar{U}_z$ reaches a maximum value of 110 $m \, s^{-1}$, greater than its inlet value. In fact, the formation of the channel boundary layer produces a flow section restriction, resulting in a velocity acceleration effect. Downstream, a crosswise component is generated resulting in the entrainment of the coflowing hot products towards the central jet core.

Figure 1 shows instantaneous temperature snapshots of the flames at the three different pressures. The more pressure increases, the shorter the flame is. The position of the flame is a consequence of the equilibrium between the burning velocity and the mean flow velocity of the fresh gases. Since the mean flow velocity of the fresh gases remains constant for the three numerical conditions, a decrease of the flame height corresponds to an increase of the turbulent burning velocity.

Figure 2 shows the location of the three investigated flames in the turbulent combustion diagram $u' / S_L$ vs $l/\delta_L$. The correlation length $l_0 = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} R(r) dr / R(0)$ (with $R(r) = \sum_i R_i (r), R_i (r) < u_i' (x) u_i' (x + r) >$), is calculated on the isosurface $c = 0.1$ with the velocity fluctuation $u'$. The flame thickness is calculated measuring the curvilinear length starting from each point of the $c = 0.1$ isosurface and tangent to the progress variable gradient $\nabla c$ up to $c = 0.99$. The laminar flame speed is obtained using the laminar flame speed correlations proposed by Bougrine et al. [9],

$$S_L (\alpha, \phi, Y_{res}^u, p) = U_0^u \cdot (\alpha, \phi) \cdot \left( \frac{T^u}{T_0^u} \right)^{\alpha_T} \cdot \left( \frac{P}{P_0^u} \right)^{\alpha_p} \cdot \left( 1 - \alpha_{res} \cdot f(Y_{res}^u) \right),$$

where $\alpha$ is the hydrogen rate in fuel, $\phi$ the equivalence ratio, $Y_{res}^u$ the diluent mass fraction, $p$ the pressure, $U_0^u$, $\alpha_T$, $\alpha_p$, $\alpha_{res}$ and $f$ are functions defined and calibrated in [9], $P_0^u = 10^5 \, \text{Pa}$ and $T_0^u =$
300 K are the reference pressure and temperature respectively. This correlation is valid in a domain of high proportions of hydrogen in the CH₄, high residual burned gas mass ratios as well as high pressures and temperatures. If we describe turbulent premixed flames as an ensemble of flame elements, it resembles steadily propagating strained or curved laminar flames. When Karlovitz (Ka) number (defined with the diffusive flame front thickness) is between 1 and 100 small eddies can penetrate the diffusion preheating zone of the flame thus increasing the mixing process, but not the thinner reaction layer that remains close to a wrinkled laminar reaction zone. The present flames belong to this regime, identified as "Thin Reaction Zone (TRZ)" regime. As the pressure increases, the flame points shift towards the upper right zone of the diagram, still remaining within the TRZ regime. This is due mainly due to the decreasing of flame front thickness and the flame speed as the pressure increases. Anyway, as shown in Fig. 2, some points are in the region at Ka > 1, indicating that the smallest eddies of size η can enter into the inner layer thickness δ (typically one tenth of the preheat zone thickness which is of the same order of magnitude as the flame thickness δⱼ).

The instantaneous structure of the three flames is shown in Fig. 1a-b-c by means of the instantaneous flame temperature. It is seen that the two flames at high pressure show a fine, convoluted flame front structure with convex and concave cusps superimposed on large scale flame branches, typical of turbulent premixed flames at high pressure [10]. The enhanced small scale wrinkling of the high pressure flames is due to the increase of u'/S_L values and the decrease of Kolmogorov scales. The increase of pressure has the effect of reducing the total flame length at constant reactants bulk velocity, indicating therefore an increased mixture reactivity, despite the fact that laminar propagation velocity decreases strongly with increasing pressure (see Table 1).

Figure 3 shows the three flame mean lengths at different pressures. The corresponding iso-c c = 0.5 lines have a length of 2.06 × 10⁻² m, 1.49 × 10⁻² m, 1.12 × 10⁻² m respectively.

At the exit of the slot, the mean turbulent flame brush decreases as the pressure increases, showing that the 40 bar flame is able to resist at higher strain rate (δⱼ = 1.2 × 10⁻⁴ m, 2.76 × 10⁻⁵ m, 1.05 × 10⁻⁵ m for the 1, 10, 40 bar respectively). At the flame tip, the flame brush thickens but the high pressure flame has always the thinnest δⱼ (δⱼ = 1.5×10⁻³ m, 1.3×10⁻³ m, 7.5×10⁻⁴ m for the 1, 10, 40 bar respectively).
Figure 2: Turbulent combustion regimes of the investigated flames. (Black points) 1 bar; (Blue points) 10 bar; (Red points) 40 bar. The three coloured points represent the nominal operational regimes based on constant values of turbulence ($u'$, $l_0$) and flame ($S_L$, $\delta_L$) characteristics.

Figure 3: Mean progress variable iso-lines at $c = 0.5$ of the three flames.
The increased reactivity of flames by increasing pressure is also measured through the global turbulent flame speed \[1\], i.e.,

\[
\overline{S_T} = \frac{\dot{m}_u}{\rho_u A_{c=0.5}}.
\]

\(\rho_u\) being the unburnt density mixture, \(\dot{m}_u\) the inlet reactant mass flow rate and \(A_{c=0.5}\) the area of the average iso-surface \(c = 0.5\). This analysis provides \(\overline{S_T} = 5.69 \text{ ms}^{-1}\), \(\overline{S_T} = 8.03 \text{ ms}^{-1}\) and \(\overline{S_T} = 10.62 \text{ ms}^{-1}\) for the flames at 1 bar, 10 bar, 40 bar, respectively.

\section{Conclusions}

Two-dimensional DNS of three turbulent premixed slot \(\text{CH}_4/\text{H}_2 - \text{Air}\) flames at different pressures have been carried out using detailed kinetics. A general description of the flames was provided, evidencing their macroscopic differences by means of turbulent consumption speed and flame surface density. Furthermore, topological features of the flames were also explored: flame height, statistics of curvatures and displacement speeds. A progress variable, \(c\), has been defined as sum of four species mass fractions: \(\text{CO}_2 + \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{H}_2\). Each individual species has its own mass diffusion coefficient (modeled according to the Hirschfelder and Curtiss law). The flames at high pressure show a fine, convoluted flame front structure and an enhanced small scale wrinkling. The increase of pressure has also the effect of reducing the total flame length (from \(\sim 0.011\) m to \(\sim 0.006\) m) at constant reactants bulk velocity, indicating therefore increased mixture reactivity, despite the fact that laminar propagation velocity decreases strongly with increasing pressure. The turbulent flame speed increases from \(\sim 5.7 \text{ ms}^{-1}\) to \(\sim 10.7 \text{ ms}^{-1}\) as the pressure increases.
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ABSTRACT. In the frame of Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear defense European activities, the ENEA, the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development, is proposing the Neutron Active Interrogation system (NAI), a device designed to find transuranic-based Radioactive Dispersal Devices hidden inside suspected packages. It is based on Differential Die-Away time Analysis, an active neutron technique targeted in revealing the presence of fissile material through detection of induced fission neutrons. Several Monte Carlo simulations, carried out by MCNPX code, and the development of ad-hoc design methods, have led to the realization of a first prototype characterized by easy transportability, light weight, and real-time response. First results have shown device’s capability to detect gram quantities of fissile materials.

1 Introduction

Since September 2013, ENEA, the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development, was involved in the EDEN (End-user DEmo for cbrNe) Demonstration Project within the European framework [1], whose primary target has been to face the CBRNE risks in EU Member States through research, technological development of new tools, and related experimental demonstrations.

At ENEA Casaccia Research Center, the Nuclear Material Characterization and Radioactive Waste Management Laboratory is proposing the Neutron Active Interrogation system (NAI) as a convenient technical solution to find transuranic-based RDDs hidden inside suspected packages.

NAI uses a remotely controlled neutron active interrogation stage for detecting fissile and fertile materials potentially combined with explosives. Its main goal is being able to detect even low quantities (i.e. some grams) of fissile material thanks to the Differential Die-Away time Analysis [2-8], a neutron interrogation technique targeted in revealing the presence of fissile material through detection of induced fission neutrons.

Operative constraints ask for easy transportation, carrying, quick deploying into field scenarios, and fast operability. Reliable responses about the presence of nuclear threats have to be obtained within few seconds.

2 Materials and methods

The NAI device is based on the Differential Die Away time Analysis (DDAA) technique optimized for small quantities of fissile materials.
DDAA involves a fast neutron source, a moderator around the sample suspected of containing fissile material, and a $^3\text{He}$ neutron detectors array surrounded by cadmium sheets. The interrogation technique can be summarized as follows: 1) the source emits an appropriate flux of fast neutrons (interrogation neutrons), 2) neutrons slow down in the moderator, 3) thermal neutrons induce fissions on fissile materials, 4) both scattered interrogation neutrons, and newly-produced induced fission neutrons may be collected by the detectors array.

![Diagram of DDAA expected measured signal](image)

**Fig. 1:** Theoretical DDAA expected measured signal

The expected measured signal is shown in Fig.1. Such trends can be explained as follows: i) fast interrogation neutrons are characterized by a certain die-away time as shown in area 0; ii) if fissile material is not present (solid curve) the signal in area 1 is produced by thermalized interrogation neutrons that have a die-away time some orders of magnitude bigger than fast neutrons’ one (this signal is called hereafter “background signal”); iii) if fissile material is present (dashed curve) the signal in area 1 is produced by the sum of thermalized interrogation neutrons and prompt induced fission neutrons, characterized by the same die-away time; iv) the difference between the two curves is appreciable thanks to cadmium sheets surrounding the detection system, that reduce of several order of magnitude the signal of thermalized interrogation neutrons; v) the more is the fissile mass, the more is the difference between the two curves.

The device optimization is based on the simulation of several possible experimental setups in order to identify the better configuration. The starting point of the study is the experimental geometry used by K. A. Jordan et al. shown in fig.5 of ref. [9]. Different layouts have been compared using the mathematical criterion shown below.

Fig. 1 shows, in log scale, a typical trend of the signal vs. time. It is possible to approximate this curve with two straight lines: one due to signal coming from the source (thermalized interrogation neutrons), and the other one due to signal coming from the sum of background and prompt induced fission neutrons.

Both straight lines are determined selecting the region of the most likely linearity (in log scale), considering for each curve an appropriate row of $N$ data ($t_i, y_i \pm \sigma_i$). All transition regions are neglected.

Considering the set of $N$ data ($t_i, y_i \pm \sigma_i$), a least squares regression line is obtained as follows:

$$y = A + Bt$$

where:

$$A = \frac{S_{yt} \cdot S_y - S_y \cdot S_{ty}}{S \cdot S_{tt} - S_t \cdot S_{yt}}$$

$$B = \frac{S \cdot S_{ty} - S_t \cdot S_y}{S \cdot S_{tt} - S_t \cdot S_{yt}}$$
The parameters $A$ and $B$ are affected by uncertainty; it is possible to calculate $\sigma_A$ and $\sigma_B$ using the propagation of statistical errors:

$$\sigma_A^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{\partial A}{\partial y_i} \right)^2 \cdot \sigma_i^2$$

$$\sigma_B^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{\partial B}{\partial y_i} \right)^2 \cdot \sigma_i^2$$

$$\Delta A = \sigma_A = \sqrt{ \frac{S_n}{S_n \cdot S - S_i^2} }$$

$$\Delta B = \sigma_B = \sqrt{ \frac{S}{S_n \cdot S - S_i^2} }$$

After the definition of both regression lines, the intersection time is calculated. It corresponds to the instant when slope changes.

$$t' = \frac{A_1 - A_2}{B_2 - B_1} \quad \Delta t' = t' \left( \frac{\Delta(A_1) + \Delta(A_2)}{A_1 - A_2} + \frac{\Delta(B_1) + \Delta(B_2)}{B_2 - B_1} \right)$$

Passing to the exponential form,

$$y_1' = 10^{A_1 + B_1 t'} \quad y_2' = 10^{A_2 + B_2 t'}$$

$y_1'$ approximates the background signal, $y_2'$ approximates the signal with fissile material in the sample.

Having fixed the duration $t_m$ of the measurement, it is possible to define $C_1$, the counts corresponding to the background, and $C_2$, the counts corresponding to the case in which fissile material is present.

$$C_1 = \int_{t'}^{t'+t_m} y_1' dt \quad C_2 = \int_{t'}^{t'+t_m} y_2' dt$$

The net counts $C$ are obtained for difference.

$$C = \ln(10) \left[ \frac{10^{A_1 + B_1 (t'+t_m)} - 10^{A_2 + B_2 t'}}{B_2} - \frac{10^{A_1 + B_1 (t'+t_m)} - 10^{A_2 + B_2 t'}}{B_1} \right]$$

The uncertainty is given by $\Delta C$.

$$\Delta C = \left| \frac{\partial C}{\partial A_1} \right| \cdot \Delta A_1 + \left| \frac{\partial C}{\partial A_2} \right| \cdot \Delta A_2 + \left| \frac{\partial C}{\partial B_1} \right| \cdot \Delta B_1 + \left| \frac{\partial C}{\partial B_2} \right| \cdot \Delta B_2 + \left| \frac{\partial C}{\partial t'} \right| \cdot \Delta t'$$

In order to take into consideration the uncertainty associated to the evaluation of the $C$ value, it is also possible to define a proper figure of merit, FOM, in the following form:

$$FOM = \frac{1}{\sqrt{nps}} \frac{C_2 - C_1}{|\Delta C_1| + |\Delta C_2|}$$
Where \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{nps}} \) is a factor that makes the simulation result independent from the number of simulated source particles (nps) [10]; in this way, the comparison between simulations with different nps becomes possible.

From the previous considerations, it results that the FOM is a quantitative parameter that characterizes the quality of configuration: the higher is the FOM, the more appropriate is the analyzed geometry in order to implement experimentally the DDAA.

### 3 Simulation results

Several simulations have been carried out in order to optimize the NAI experimental setup according to the required performances.

Fixing the same value for the mass of moderator (about 106 kg), the relative positions between the device components influence the quality of the response. Fig 2 reports the sequential MCNPX trials for the DDAA optimization for the measurement of small volume samples.

![Sequential MCNPX trials for the DDAA optimization with a fixed value for the mass of moderator.](image)

**Fig.2**: Sequential MCNPX trials for the DDAA optimization with a fixed value for the mass of moderator. In green the neutron generator, in transparent blue the moderating structure around the sample to be measured (red), in orange the \(^3\)He tubes embedded into a polyethylene structure (gray).

The five possible setups shown in Fig. 2 have been simulated into MCNPX. The code outputs the time behavior of \(^3\)He(n,p)\(^3\)H reactions recorded by \(^3\)He tubes. The elaboration of resulting data generates the DDAA curves shown in Fig. 2, in which grey curve represents the case in which the cavity into the moderator is empty, and the black curve represents the case in which the sample containing fissile material is present. Observing the curves, it is possible to state that the setup 1 is the worst, because the discrimination between the two curves is the least efficient. On the other hand, setups 3 and 5 seem to be the best, enhancing the difference between the two curves. This statement is confirmed by the successive elaboration of simulation results through the mathematical method described previously.

From the elaboration of simulated data, the following results, in terms of the FOM, are produced:
As a general result, it is recommended:

- to reduce the moderator bulk inserted between the sample and the detectors, because the less it is, the higher is the detection efficiency (referring to Fig. 2, setup 2 is better than 1, and setup 3 is better than 4);
- to reduce the moderator bulk inserted between the sample and the neutron source, because the less is the mass, the higher is the neutron flux on the sample (obviously, an appropriate thickness of moderator has to be maintained because the slower are the neutrons, the higher is the probability to induce thermal fissions);
- to realize a sample cavity, because when the detectors surround the sample, the detection efficiency is the highest; moreover, this corresponds to the most efficient discrimination between interrogation and induced fission neutrons (referring to Fig. 2, setup 5 is the best among the others).

Further simulations have been carried out to optimize the minimum moderator mass, in order to lower the weight of the device, thus allowing better transportability. In particular, 30 kg moderator reduction was assayed and a prototype has been tested on the field in a live demo open to the public in the framework of EDEN Project Demonstration RN4.1 and RN4.2, occurred on 29th and 30th September 2015 at ENEA Frascati Research Centre in Rome [11].

3 Conclusions

The ENEA NAI device is a tool designed to improve CBRNE resilience capacity of EU Member States. In particular, NAI is built to uncover radioactive and nuclear threats also in the form of RDDs, the so-called “dirty bombs”. The DDAA laboratory technique has been transposed to field scenarios, designing a configuration capable in giving a real-time response about the presence of fissile materials inside a suspected package.

The design of the device has been carried out thanks to several simulations with the aim of optimizing the experimental setup according to the required performances. The development of a mathematical criterion, based on the definition of a figure of merit, has allowed the design of a transportable system, light in weight, with a real-time response, able to provide a positive detection of fissile material in the case of a sample containing about 2 g of $^{235}$U hidden in a package.

The computing resources and the related technical support used for this work have been provided by CRESCO/ENEAGRID High Performance Computing infrastructure and the staff [12].
CRESCO/ENEAGRID High Performance Computing infrastructure is funded by ENEA, the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development, and by Italian and European Research Programmes; see http://www.cresco.enea.it/english for more information.

The simulations ran on CRESCO4 cluster. The number of simulated source particles for each possible layout was $2 \times 10^{10}$. Each simulation required a CPU time of about $3 \times 10^5$ s.
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ABSTRACT. Ab-initio methods are valuable tools when studying the structure of very small nanoclusters (up to some hundreds of atoms). Small nanoclusters are often quite far from the crystal bulk structure and they cannot be studied as bulk pieces with ordered crystal structure; neither bulk/surface models can be applied under a certain size. Moreover, the environment is so different from the bulk crystal that empirical potentials built in usual environments can easily fail. The presented activity is aimed to understand the structure of metal dioxide nanoclusters, their behaviour in different environments (e.g., when they are used as additives in nanofluids) and the tendency to form ordered or disordered structures.

1 Introduction

The determination of the structure of very small nanoclusters is a challenging problem, since the structure is often quite far from the known crystal bulk structure, and under a certain size no bulk or bulk/surface model can be used to accurately describe the structure. On the other side, with a number of atoms of the order of some hundreds it is impossible to explore systematically the phase space to find an equilibrium structure from scratch. It is also likely that structures will change depending on the synthesis process, on the environment [1] and on the aging of the sample. The aim of the activity described in the present report is to obtain informations about the structure of very small (diameter < 2 nm) metal dioxide nanoclusters. Many of such materials (such as TiO$_2$ or ZrO$_2$) have strong technological importance, and current synthesis techniques allow to produce extremely small clusters whose properties are important to assess.

Two main aspects were investigated: how to obtain a plausible description of the properties of the global minimum, and how to assess the dynamical structure of the cluster in different environment. Various techniques are employed, such as standard minimization tools (BFGS), Car-Parrinello (CP) and Born-Oppenheimer (BO) molecular dynamics.

2 Computational techniques and required resources

2.1 General description of the computations

A starting point for the computations are the experimental informations about the clusters. However, they are often very incomplete: it is possible to assess the size, the general shape (spherical/ovoidal), and to obtain incomplete information on the structure from scattering, such as the PDF (Pair Distribution Function). From the PDF, one can find which bulk structure is more similar to the cluster
structure, if there is any. For larger clusters, usually the PDF is enough to univocally identify the crystal structure of the bulk of the cluster, and only the surface rearrangement should be studied; a complete description of the cluster structure is often achieved. Unfortunately, this is not the case when small clusters are considered. The PDF obtained can be quite far from the crystalline structure. In this case, among the polymorphs of the crystal, the structure with a PDF that is locally most similar to the cluster PDF should be selected, identifying peaks and small-distance features typical of the crystal. If such a structure is found, a piece of bulk crystal is cut with approximately the same size and shape of the cluster to study. This is used as starting configuration for the structure optimization. If the PDF appears quite far from all the crystal structures, e.g., due to a strong tendency to disorder, the only possibility is to consider all the possible polymorphs of the crystal and repeat the analysis starting from different initial configurations.

In order to find a plausible energy minimum, a bit of disorder is introduced to break the initial simmetry of the cluster, and an initial relaxation is performed. Such a minimum will likely be only a local minimum, near to the crystal structure. In order to explore the phase space, annealing and quenching are performed, heating the cluster to high temperatures and then cooling it down to obtain a new starting point for the minimization. Of course, a full exploration of the phase space is impossible, but informations such as the tendency to disorder and general properties of the global minimum can be found by comparing the different local minima. In particular, it can happen that, after the first cycles, the structure becomes quite stable for the annealing, obtaining in the following quenching structures near in geometry and energy: in such a case, it is likely that the found structure is near to the equilibrium structure.

The obtained structures can then be used to compute a theoretical PDF, to be compared to the experimental results. Even if the informations given by the experimental PDF alone is far from complete, a good agreement with the PDF of a theoretically found minimum is a strong evidence that the equilibrium structure has been found.

The structures obtained from annealing and quenching are static minima, i.e., they are (local) equilibrium structures for the completely isolated cluster at temperature $T = 0$ K. However, in real clusters two factors affect strongly the structure: environment and temperature. The first factor can be studied statically, hypothesizing a mechanism of interaction of the cluster with molecules of the environment (e.g. chemisorption of dissociated water, [1]) and computing minima when the interaction is introduced (e.g. placing $\mathrm{H}^+$ and $\mathrm{OH}^-$ groups bound to the surface). The second aspect require a dynamical simulation, that should be performed with molecular dynamics. A simulation for a sufficient long time (> 10 ps) allows to observe directly the structural changes due to temperatures, and to compute an average PDF that is likely to be found when experiments are made at quite high temperatures. Moreover, the frequencies of vibration of the cluster can be extracted from the dynamics.

Molecular dynamics can be employed also in interaction with an environment, e.g., observing the dynamical effect of hot molten nitrates on a ceramic nanocluster. The interaction with the environment and the structural changes it induces can be studied in temperature.

### 2.2 Technical details

All the computations are ab-initio, based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) in Kohn-Sham formulation (KS) [2,3]. The software Quantum Espresso is used [4]. The software adopt a plane waves – pseudopotential approach. The chosen functional was the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE) [5]. Pseudopotentials of both ultrasoft [6] and norm-conserving [7] types are used, depending on the material: pseudopotentials were selected by testing them on the crystal, computing the crystal size and bulk modulus and selecting the pseudopotentials that better reproduce the experimental data. Metals considered in the various computations are Ti, Zr, Ce, Hf and Sn. Moreover, Oxygen is required to form the dioxide; computations of the behaviour of a nanocluster in
molten Sodium nitrate was also performed, so Na and N atoms were required too. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials were used for Ce, Hf, Sn, while Ultrasoft pseudopotentials were used for O, Ti, Zr, N, Na. For each computation, the cutoff on the energy of the plane waves was found with a convergence test and resulted usually quite high, due to the presence of a small-core atom as O and to the localized nature of the bonds.

Two different class of clusters were considered, one with a diameter around 1.2-1.3 nm (130-150 atoms) and one with a diameter around 2 nm (300-350 atoms). The smaller systems of course allowed more refinements in the computations.

The initial relaxation, and the annealing-and-quenching procedures, were all performed using Car-Parrinello (CP) molecular dynamics [8] as a relaxation tool, since direct optimization methods failed to converge on such large systems when the starting point was far from the minimum; this was true even for the smaller clusters. However, smaller clusters allowed a refining of the minima using “traditional” (non-CP) DFT and a quasi-Newton (BFGS) minimization method. So, this further refinement was applied to the smaller cluster when looking for the minima.

In the dynamical simulations, Born-Oppenheimer method (BO) was used for the isolated smaller clusters, with a time step of 20 au (around 0.5 fs). The method was not appliable to larger cluster or to clusters in an environment, for convergence problems. In these cases, CP was used, with a time step of 2 au (about 0.05 fs).

### 2.3 Resources

Computations are performed using Cresco3 or Cresco4 system, preferably the latter. The number of cores required is usually 256 (or 288 in the case of Cresco3). An annealing/quenching cycle require from 30 to 50 runs of 24 hours, depending on the disorder of the final structure (highly disordered structures require longer times). Due to the long computation time, the search of multiple minima was limited to 4 minima.

Dynamical computations with BO method on smaller clusters allowed to simulate about 0.15 ps of time with a 24 hours run; CP method applied to the cluster immersed in molten nitrates allowed to simulate roughly the same time each day. So, the collection of an adequate time for the analysis (10 ps) require about 70 runs. Additional work for the initial relaxation should be considered, especially for the immersed cluster.

### 3 Studied systems

In this section, the computations made will be shortly reviewed.

*Structural analysis of MO₂ clusters with a diametre around 2 nm*

Annealing-and-quenching, with the method discussed above, of clusters of dioxide of 5 different metals: Ti, Zr, Hf, Ce and Sn. The choice of the metals was made in order to analyze the widest possible range of materials with different properties (bulk typical crystal structures, electronegativity, ionic radius, allowed oxidation numbers) and the property that most interested to study was the tendency to assume crystal-like or disordered structures.

*Polymorphism of TiO₂ clusters*

Some evidence that TiO₂ can assume different structures, and not only the widely accepted anatase-like structure, was theoretically investigated on small (138 atoms) and “large” (342 atoms) clusters, with the annealing-and-quenching method starting from different bulk structures.
**Dynamics of a small isolated ZrO\textsubscript{2} cluster**

BO dynamics of a small (129 atoms) cluster of ZrO\textsubscript{2} was investigated, simulating its behaviour for a time of 10 ps at a temperature of 500 K.

**Dynamics of a small ZrO\textsubscript{2} cluster immersed in molten nitrate**

The behaviour of a small (129 atoms) cluster of ZrO\textsubscript{2} was simulated when it was immersed in liquid NaN\textsubscript{3}, in order to reproduce the behaviour of a nanoparticle in a nanofluid. Aspects to study were: the structural changes induced by the molten salt, the stability and the possible bounds between the salt ions and the cluster surface.
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SMAGORINSKY DYNAMIC MODEL FOR LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION OF TURBULENCE
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\textbf{ABSTRACT.} The Germano dynamic improvement of the Smagorinsky subgrid turbulence model is successfully validated by means of the comparison between experimental data and numerical results obtained through the HeaRT numerical code on the backward facing step test.

1 Introduction

The Smagorinsky model [1] is the progenitor of most subgrid-scale stress models: unresolved momentum fluxes are expressed according to the Boussinesq assumption

\[ \tau_{ij} - \frac{\delta_{ij}}{3} \tau_{kk} = -\mu_T \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) = -2\mu_T \overline{S}_{ij} \]  \hfill (1)

where \( \mu_T \) is a subgrid scale viscosity, modelled via dimensional analysis as

\[ \mu_T = C_s^2 \overline{\Delta}^{4/3} l_T^{2/3} |\overline{S}| \]  \hfill (2)

where \( l_T \) is the turbulence integral length scale, \( C_S \) is a model constant and \( \overline{S} \) the resolved shear stress. If the integral scale is assumed to be of the order of the grid size \( l_T \approx \Delta \), the eddy viscosity equation can be simplified as

\[ \mu_T = (C_s \Delta)^2 |\overline{S}| \]  \hfill (3)

where the Smagorinsky constant \( C_s \) is real, so the model is absolutely dissipative. The value of \( C_s \) can be evaluated as

\[ C_s \approx \frac{1}{\pi} \left( \frac{2}{3C_K} \right)^{3/4} \]  \hfill (4)

that for a Kolmogorov constant \( C_K \approx 1.4 \) yields \( C_s \approx 0.18 \). For a lower value of Smagorinsky constant \( (C_s = 0.1) \) this model behaves very well for isotropic turbulence, free-shear flows and channel flow (with a damping function at the wall): near solid boundaries, indeed, the Smagorinsky model is too dissipative and therefore the length scale is typically modified by means of the Van Driest damping
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function, accounting for the reduced growth of the small scales near walls. Hence, the eddy viscosity can be rewritten as

$$\mu_T = \left[ C_s \Delta \left( 1 - e^{-y^* / 25} \right) \right] |S|$$

(5)

## 2 Germano Turbulent Dynamic Model

The dynamic procedure developed by Germano aims to compute models’ constants during the computation, rather than imposing them a priori. This is accomplished by defining a test filter (for the computed field) whose width \( \hat{\Delta} \) is larger than the grid filter \( \tilde{\Delta} \): \( \hat{\Delta} = \alpha \tilde{\Delta} \), with typically \( \alpha = 2 \).

The Smagorinsky model is here taken as an example to show how the dynamic procedure works. The subgrid-scale tensor of the double filtered field \( \tilde{\tau}_{ij} \) is

$$\tilde{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS} = \tilde{u}_i \tilde{u}_j - \tilde{u}_i \tilde{u}_j$$

(6)

The resolved turbulent stress corresponding to the test filter applied to the field \( \bar{u} \) is

$$L_{ij} = \tilde{u}_i \bar{u}_j - \tilde{u}_i \bar{u}_j$$

(7)

The quantities \( \tilde{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS} \) and \( L_{ij} \) are related by the algebraic relation (Germano’s identity) [2]

$$L_{ij} = \tilde{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS} - \tilde{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS}$$

(8)

In this equation \( \tilde{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS} \) and \( L_{ij} \) have to be modelled while \( L_{ij} \) can be explicitly calculated by applying the test filter to the LES results.

Assuming that an eddy-viscosity model is used to parameterize both subgrid and subtest stresses implies

$$\tilde{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS} - \frac{1}{3} \tilde{\tau}_{ll}^{SGS} \delta_{ij} = 2 \tilde{A}_{ij} C \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{\tau}_{ij}^{SGS} - \frac{1}{3} \tilde{\tau}_{ll}^{SGS} \delta_{ij} = 2 \tilde{B}_{ij} C$$

(9)

Substituting (9) in (8), it follows

$$L_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} L_{ll} \delta_{ij} = 2 B_{ij} C - 2 A_{ij} C$$

(10)

In order to obtain \( C \), it can be removed from the filtering as if it were constant, leading to

$$L_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} L_{ll} \delta_{ij} = 2 C M_{ij}$$

(11)

Now all terms of (11) can be determined with the aid of \( \bar{u} \): there are however five independent equations for only one variable \( C \), so the problem is overdetermined. The coefficient can be determined via a least square approach to calculate the value that “best satisfies” the system (11):

$$C = \frac{1}{2} \frac{L_{ij} M_{ij}}{M_{ij}^2}$$

(12)

However, the analysis of DNS and experimental data revealed that \( C \) field predicted by (12) varies strongly in space and contains a significant fraction of negative values, with a variance which may be
ten times higher than the square mean: so the removal of $C$ from the filtering operation is not really justified and very large negative values of the eddy viscosity are a destabilizing process in a numerical simulation.

The trick often adopted to avoid this consists in averaging both numerators and denominators of (12) over space and/or time: averaging over direction of flow homogeneity is a popular choice to obtain good results.

### 3 Numerical Test: Backward Facing Step

The Backward Facing Step [3, 4] is a widely used benchmark problem to evaluate the performance of turbulence models in the prediction of separated flows. The fluid flows with an average velocity $U$ in a channel, then it enters into a wider channel characterised by a step of height $H$ as shown in Fig. 1, $H_u$ and $H_d$ being the channel heights upstream and downstream of the step, respectively. After the flow separates at the step, the flow reattaches upstream and downstream of the step, respectively. The trick often adopted to avoid this consists in averaging both numerators and denominators of (12) over space and/or time: averaging over direction of flow homogeneity is a popular choice to obtain good results.

For this case a lot of experimental data are available [6, 7], as averaged and rms streamwise and spanwise velocities, at different distances from the step; in particular, the measures take place at the following abscissas: $-5.08$ cm, $1.27$ cm, $5.08$ cm, $7.62$ cm and $12.7$ cm, with the step edge placed at $0$ cm.
Figures 2-3 compare experimental data (symbols) and HeaRT (Heat Release and Turbulence) results (lines): in the graph, streamwise and spanwise velocities have black colour, while their rms fluctuations have green color.

Very good agreement between experimental and numerical data is achieved far from the walls. Differences near the walls is probably due to the poor resolution of the computational grid into the shear layer. It is observed that no van Driest damping function is implemented in the HeaRT code, demanding this effect to the dynamic calculation of the Smagorinsky constant.

4 Concluding Remarks

The Germano dynamic procedure applied to the Smagorinsky subgrid turbulence model, permits to compute the model’ constants during the numerical simulation, rather then imposing them a priori. In this manner it is possible to obtain a better representation of the small scales viscous dissipation with a moderate computational overhead.
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Figure 2: Streamwise and crosswise average velocity (black lines and symbols) and their rms fluctuations (green lines and symbols).

(a) $U_z$ and $U_{z,\text{rms}}$ at $z = -5.08 \text{ cm}$

(b) $U_y$ and $U_{y,\text{rms}}$ at $z = -5.08 \text{ cm}$

(c) $U_z$ and $U_{z,\text{rms}}$ at $z = -1.27 \text{ cm}$

(d) $U_y$ and $U_{y,\text{rms}}$ at $z = -1.27 \text{ cm}$

(e) $U_z$ and $U_{z,\text{rms}}$ at $z = 5.08 \text{ cm}$

(f) $U_y$ and $U_{y,\text{rms}}$ at $z = 5.08 \text{ cm}$
Figure 3: Streamwise and crosswise average velocity (black lines and symbols) and their rms fluctuations (green lines and symbols).

(a) $U_z$ and $U_{z,\text{rms}}$ at $z = 7.62$ cm

(b) $U_y$ and $U_{y,\text{rms}}$ at $z = 7.62$ cm

(c) $U_z$ and $U_{z,\text{rms}}$ at $z = 12.7$ cm

(d) $U_y$ and $U_{y,\text{rms}}$ at $z = 12.7$ cm
Characterization of MCL1 inhibition via Fast Switching Double annihilation technology on the CRESCO3 cluster

Piero Procacci
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ABSTRACT. In this report we present the MPI performances of the ORAC molecular dynamics code on the CRESCO3 cluster for the Fast Switching Double Annihilation method in the determination of drug-receptor dissociation free energies. We also present some preliminary FS-DAM results on the inhibition of the Myeloid Cell Leukemia 1 (MCL1) protein using new potent specific inhibitors. MCL1 is a key apoptosis regulator and its selective inhibition can be of great importance in cancer therapy.

1 Introduction

In the recent years, thanks to the constant support of the CRESCO infrastructure, we developed a new massively parallel technology for the computation of the dissociation free energies in drug-receptor systems, described at the atomistic level. The method, termed Fast Switching Double Annihilation (FS-DAM) and thoroughly described in Refs[1, 2, 3, 4, 5], is based on a combination of Replica Exchange with Solute Tempering technique (REST) and non equilibrium (NE) alchemical approach. In contrast to the mainstream equilibrium alchemical protocols such as FEP/REST[6], in the NE alchemical approach, the equilibrium sampling is required only at the starting fully coupled bound and bulk states (attainable using conventional enhanced sampling simulation methods such as REST), thus eliminating altogether the need for the optimization of the so-called thermodynamic length along the alchemical coordinate as in equilibrium FEP or Thermodynamic Integration studies.[7] In FS-DAM, the dissociation free energies are estimated from the distributions of the NE works[8] obtained by launching fast and independent annihilation trajectories (originated from the configurations harvested in the REST stage) of the bound ligand and of the ligand in bulk solvent. Most importantly, unlike in FEP, the confidence level in FS-DAM predictions (assuming no error from the force field), a crucial quantity in a industrial approach, can be determined very reliably using standard bootstrap analysis on the collection of the NE works. FS-DAM, implemented in our in-house ORAC code[5], is particularly suited for non uniform memory access (NUMA) multi-core architectures such as the CRESCOx clusters, relying on a weak scaling parallelism for REST and NE technologies on the MPI level and enforcing an OpenMP layer for the strong scaling parallelization of the bonded and non bonded forces within a single shared memory access compute node.

In this report we examine the performances of FS-DAM on the MPI level as evaluated on the CRESCO3 cluster using the ORAC OpenMP/MPI hybrid code. We also present some important preliminary results on the inhibition of the apoptosis regulator Myeloid Cell Leukemia 1 protein (MCL1) by a potent recently discovered[9] indole-amide compound.
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2 MPI perform aces of the FS-DAM on CRESCO3

OpenMP tests for the ORAC (intranode shared memory) have been thoroughly discussed in Ref. [5, 10]. Here we present the performance of the code for the MPI layer only in order to assess the internode communications overhead in the FS-DAM approach.

As described elsewhere,[5, 10] for each ligand-receptor pair, the computation of the alchemical annihilation free energy via FS-DAM involves two computational step:

i) the acquisition of a Boltzmann sampling of the fully coupled state (the complex and the ligand in bulk) using Replica Exchange Simulation with solute tempering (hereinafter REST). For such stage, a simulation time on the target state from few to few tens of ns is acquired by running concurrent multiple REST batteries in parallel, for a total simulation time of the order of the microsecond.

ii) the fast switching annihilation of the ligand in the complex and in bulk solvent in a swarm of independent non equilibrium trajectories (hereinafter FS-NE), typically lasting from few tens to few hundreds of picoseconds for a total simulation time of the order of the microsecond. The selected ligand-receptor complex in this report, provided in the PDB file 5if4[9], is the Myeloid Cell Leukemia 1 (MCL1) protein in complex with a potent indole-amide inhibitor (indicated with 6AK). The complex is reported in Figure 2, where we show the main ligand-residue contacts that are involved in binding. The force field for the atomistic description of the ligand-receptor system is a combination of the AMBER99SB force field[11] for the protein, GAFF[6] for the 6AK ligand, and the TIP3 model[12] for the solvating water.

![5IF4-6AK](image-url)

Figure 1: The MCL1-6AL complex [pdb id code 5if4]: The ribbon structure is the MCL1 protein. The 6AK indole ligand is depicted in the bond/stick representation. MCL1 atoms within 4.0 Å of the inhibitor are represented in ball and stick (orange color) along with residue specification (one letter code). Residue numbering is that of the pdb file 5if4.
For the simulations of any kind, periodic boundary conditions are used while temperature and pressure are kept constant at 300 K and 1 Atm standardly using a Nosé thermostat and a Parrinello-Rahman Lagrangian, respectively.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2: Left panel; Performance tests for the REST computational stage; the symbol in green corresponds to the interpolated speed up ratio for a typical value of 64 MPI instances (assuming 6-8 threads on the OpenMP layer). Right panel: Performance tests for the FS-NE computational stage. The symbol in green corresponds to the interpolated speed up ratio for a typical value of 128 MPI instances (assuming 3-6 OpenMP threads).

In the Figures 1 and 2, we report the speed up ratio and parallel efficiency, referred to the MPI layer only, obtained for the MCL1-6AK protein in complex with an indole-amide inhibitor, a system of 11175 atoms) on the CRESCO3 HPC system. For the REST stage (see Figure 1), we run a REM simulation lasting 1.545 ps. Simulations were run (using in all cases one OpenMP thread per trajectories ) with 1, 24, 48, 86, 192 and 384 replicas (i.e. MPI processes) for a corresponding total simulation time of 1.545, 37.08, 74.16, 148.32, 296.64 and 593.28 picoseconds. All REST tests were done in an elapsed time ranging from 270.9 seconds (1 replica) to 279.2 seconds (384 replicas).

For FS-NE (see Figure 2), we launched NE trajectories lasting 0.6 ps. FS-NE parallel simulations were done producing 1, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384 and 576 independent non communicating trajectories, for a total simulation time of 0.6, 14.4, 28.8, 57.6, 115.2, 230.4 and 345.6 picoseconds. All FS-NE tests were done in an elapsed time ranging from 119.8 to 120.2 seconds. The performances on the MPI level are practically ideal for both the REST and FS-NE computational stages, in a wide range including 48 (REST) and 128 (FS-NE) processors as required in the MCL1 project. While, expectedly, the embarrassingly parallel FS-NE computation exhibits no loss whatsoever of parallel efficiency (see the inset plot in Figure 2), in the REST computation a minor efficiency loss can be barely appreciated with the 384 replicas simulation running at 97% of parallel efficiency (see the inset plot in Figure 1). This moderate efficient loss in REST is due the communication overhead during replica exchange attempts. These are normally implemented each 15 fs (i.e. 103 attempts in total in the test) for all contiguous pairs of replicas and involve a MPI_SEND / MPI_RECEIVE couple of three double precision numbers (the REST scale factors) followed by an MPI_BARRIER on all MPI processes.
3 Dissociation Free energy of the MCL1-6AK complex via FS-DAM

The REST stage for the MCL1-6AK and the 6AK in bulk solvent, featuring about 11000 and 3000 atoms simulated for a total time of 20 ns in four eight-replicas batteries (according to the scaling protocol described in Ref [5, 10]) were computed on CRESCO3 (288 cores, 48 on the MPI layer and six on the OpenMP) in 48 and 13 wall clock hours, respectively, producing about 216/480 configurations sampled at 300 K and P=1 Atm every 10 ps. From these initial configurations of the bound ad bulk state, we started the FS-NE stage, by launching in parallel blocks of 48 NE ligand annihilation trajectories in the same thermodynamic condition, each engaging 6 cores on the OpenMP layer for a total of 288 cores jobs on the CRESCO3 facility. The FS-NE stage on the whole collection of 216(complex) and 480 (bulk) starting states and using different annihilation times (from 90 ps to 720 ps), was completed in about two wall clock days.

![Graphs showing PMF and work distributions for the annihilation of ligand in bulk and complex](image)

Figure 3: Upper panels: PMF for the annihilation of the ligand in bulk (left) and in the complex (right) obtained using different annihilation rates. The insets are a zoom of the PMF in the final stages $\lambda \approx 1$ of the alchemical parameter $\lambda$. Lower panel: Work distributions computed at various annihilation rate for the ligand in bulk (left) and in the complex (right). The corresponding Gaussian distributions, evaluated using the first two moments of the collection of 480 and 216 FS-NE works (unbound and bound state respectively), are shown in green color.

As discussed in Ref. [3, 4], the ligand annihilation free energy (in bulk and complex) along the alchemical path was computed using the first two moments (mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma$ ) of the NE work distribution,
assumed to be normal, i.e.

\[ \Delta G(\lambda) = \mu(\lambda) - \frac{\beta \sigma(\lambda)^2}{2} \quad 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1. \] (1)

where \( \lambda \) is the alchemical parameter with \( \lambda = 0 \) and \( \lambda = 1 \) indicating the fully coupled and fully decoupled ligand state, respectively. We stress that, in case of Gaussian distribution, Eq. 1 is a manifestation of the Crooks theorem[13] and as such is an exact equation.

In Figure 3 (bottom panels), we show the final annihilation work distributions evaluated at \( \lambda = 1 \) for the A6K decoupled ligand using various annihilation rate in bulk and in the complex. The corresponding superimposed normal distributions computed using the first two moments \( \mu(1) \) and \( \sigma(1) \) are also show in the Figure. In all cases, the Gaussian assumption appears to be fully justified. Further evidence comes from the calculation of higher moments of the distributions (kurtosis and skewness, data not shown) that are zero within statistical (bootstrap) error in all cases. In the same Figure 3 (upper panels), we show the annihilation free energy \( \Delta G(\lambda) \) or Potential of Mean Force (PMF) for the unbound state (ligand in bulk) and for the bound state (ligand in the complex) for various annihilation times ranging from 90 to 720 ps (unbound state) and from 180 to 720 ps (bound state). Figure 3 represents a spectacular demonstration of the validity of the Crooks theorem, Eq. 1 and of the Gaussian assumption. As prescribed by the Crooks and Jarzynski theorems[13, 14], the invariance of the PMF to changes in the NE annihilation rate is observed at any \( \lambda \) within statistical (bootstrap) error for the annihilation of the ligand in bulk. For the annihilation of the ligand in the complex, the dissipation \( W_{\text{diss}} = \beta \sigma^2/2 \), is significantly larger and a bias error[15] of \( B = \beta \sigma^2/(2N) \) is observed for \( \lambda \) approaching to 1 (fully decoupled state). The \( \lambda \) annihilation protocol is, for all rates, such that for \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 0.5 \) the ligand-environment electrostatic interactions are switched off, while for \( 0.5 < \lambda \leq 1 \), the ligand-environment Lennard-Jones interactions potential is brought to zero.

The differences between the two PMFs, for the the annihilation of the ligand in the complex and in bulk, provides important information on the nature of the binding in the 6AK-MCL1 system. Such difference is shown in Figure 4 ( duration of the NE 720 ps for both bound and unbound systems) and shows that the electrostatic interactions slightly disfavors binding while a gain is observed in the dispersive repulsive (cavity) part. A similar trend was observed also in other cases.[4, 5]

Finally, the dissociation free energy of the 6AK ligand in the MCL1 system is given by the difference between the annihilation free energies at the alchemical end point \( \lambda = 1 \), i.e. \( \Delta G_0 = \Delta G_b(1) - \Delta G_u(1) \). The actual value of the \( \Delta G_0 \) must be corrected[3] for a standard state dependent volume term, \( RT \ln(V_{\text{site}}/V_0) \) with \( V_0 \) being the standard state volume, and possibly by a bias error.[15] The binding site volume, \( V_{\text{site}} \), can be estimated from the fluctuation of the center of mass distances between ligand and receptor in the REST equilibrium stage of the complex. In the Table 1, data are summarized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annihilation time (ps)</th>
<th>( \Delta G_b )</th>
<th>( \Delta G_u )</th>
<th>( RT \ln(V_{\text{site}}/V_0) )</th>
<th>Bias[15]</th>
<th>( \Delta G_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>96.55 ± 0.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.7 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>121.34 ± 1.12</td>
<td>95.58 ± 0.44</td>
<td>-2.48 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>19.8 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>119.19 ± 1.02</td>
<td>95.88 ± 0.23</td>
<td>-2.48 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>18.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>117.66 ± 1.01</td>
<td>95.95 ± 0.16</td>
<td>-2.48 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>18.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Annihilation free energies \( \Delta G_b \) (unbound ligand) and \( \Delta G_u \) (bound ligand) , volume[3] and bias[15] corrections and standard dissociation free energies \( \Delta G_0 \) for the 6AK-MCL1 complex. Reported errors have been evaluated by bootstrap analysis. All energy values are in kcal/mol. The experimental dissociation free energy for the 6AK-MCL1 complex[9] is below the theoretical limit in the given experimental condition[9] for competitive binding assay and is termed to be of “picomolar order” and is estimated to be \( \Delta G_{\exp} \geq 13 \) kcal/mol.
Figure 4: Difference between the PMF of the ligand in the complex and in bulk along the alchemical coordinate. The final value $\Delta \text{PMF} (\lambda = 1)$ represent the MCL1-6AK dissociation free energy (except for a standard state volume correction).

4 Conclusion

Using extensive tests on the CRESCO3 facility, we have shown that the ORAC molecular dynamics code exhibits essentially a linear scaling for thermodynamic parallelism (Replica Exchange and Fast Switching Non Equilibrium technologies) when implemented on the MPI layer. We have computed, using the FS-DAM technology, the dissociation constant of the MCL1-6AK constant, confirming the potency of the inhibitor versus the apoptosis regulator MCL1, with important implication in cancer therapy. A full paper on the MCL1 inhibition is in currently in preparation.
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DPPC Biomembrane Solubilization by Triton TX-100: A computational Study.
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Abstract. We examine at molecular level the solubilization mechanism of lipid membrane in presence of Triton TX-100. Our aim is to investigate, by means of hybrid Molecular Dynamics - Self Consistence Field Computer Simulation, the Three Stage model proposed in literature. Flat DPPC lipid bilayers and curved vesicles have been investigated at different concentration of TX-100 detergent employing Coarse Grained (CG) models. In particular, in flat lipid surfaces the detergent repartition is almost absent, following the pathway of the slow solubilization membrane mechanism. The high curvature surfaces, instead, promotes a membrane rupture following the pathway of the fast solubilization proposed in a generalization of the Three Stage Model.

1 Introduction

The project is focused on innovative Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, based on hybrid particle-field representation called Molecular Dynamics-Self Consistent Field (MD-SCF) [1, 5],
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of DPPC membranes solubilization in presence of Triton TX-100 as detergent. The solubilization of lipid bilayers is a complex mechanism that particularly depends on the type and concentration of the detergent. For this purpose we used a common anionic surfactant, TX-100, at concentrations both lower and close to the experimental TX-100/DPPC saturation ratio ($R^{sat}_{e} = 0.44$) and close to the TX-100/DPPC solubilization ratio ($R^{sol}_{e} = 1.0$). One of the most known mechanisms to explain the solubilization process is the three-stage model proposed by Helenius and Simons [2]. A generalization of the Three Stage Model is proposed by Lichtenberg and coworkers [4], with two possible modifications of the original model related to the slow and fast solubilization, that take place according to the curvature of the membrane. In agreement with this experimental evidence [4], we found two different solubilization mechanisms by means of MD-SCF Simulations, depending on a fast (in presence of curved vesicles) or slow (in presence of flat bilayer) detergent repartitions.

For obtaining accessible simulation times to understand the different solubilization pathways, we opt thus for CRESCO supercomputing resources.

2 Simulation Details: MD-SCF Approach

The main feature of the hybrid MD-SCF approach is that the calculation of intermolecular non-bonded forces and potentials, representing the most computationally demanding part of MD simulations, can be substituted by a calculation of external potentials dependent on the local density (at position $r$) [5]. According to the idea of SCF theory, a multi-body problem, such as molecular motion, can be reduced to a problem of deriving the partition function of a single molecule in an external potential $V(r)$ and to obtain a convenient expression of $V(r)$ and its derivatives.

In the framework of SCF theory, a molecule is regarded to be interacting with the surrounding molecules through a mean field, rather than direct interactions among the molecules. Assuming that the density dependent interaction potential $W$, where each species is specified by the index $K$, takes the form:

$$W[\phi_k(r)] = \int dr \left( \frac{K_B T}{2K} \sum_{KK'} \chi_{KK'} \phi_k(r) \phi_{K'}(r) + \frac{1}{2\kappa} \left( \sum_k \phi_k(r) - \phi_0 \right)^2 \right)$$

(1)

where $\phi_K(r)$ is the coarse-grained density of species $K$ at position $r$ and $\chi_{KK'}$ are the mean field parameters for the interaction of a particle of type $K$ with the density fields due to particles of type $K'$. It can be shown using the so-called saddle point approximation that the external potential is given by:

$$V_K(r) = \frac{\delta W[\phi_k(r)]}{\delta \phi_K(r)} = K_B T \sum_{K'} \chi_{KK'} \phi_{K'}(r) + \frac{1}{\kappa} \left( \sum_k \phi_k(r) - \phi_0 \right)$$

(2)

To connect the particle and field models for the proposed hybrid MD-SCF scheme, it is necessary to obtain a smooth coarse-grained density function directly from the particle positions. Such function can be obtained using a mesh-based approach, which must also be able to give
Table 1: Flat Bilayer Systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX-100/DPPC</th>
<th>No. of Particles</th>
<th>DPPC</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>TX-100</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Box Size (nm³)</th>
<th>Time (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.43 (R)</td>
<td>301500</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>237000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1120.03</td>
<td>33.64x33.64x26.95</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43 (U)</td>
<td>301500</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>237000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1033.68</td>
<td>37.88x37.88x23.03</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 (R)</td>
<td>302500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>235000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1137.22</td>
<td>33.76x33.76x26.03</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 (U)</td>
<td>302500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>235000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1057.56</td>
<td>29.86x29.86x35.78</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the density derivatives required to calculate the forces acting on molecules. The derivation of eq. 2 and the implementation of this approach are reported elsewhere [1, 5].

All simulations reported in the present report have been performed by using the parallel version of OCCAM MD code [7].

We used a CG models based on the Martini force-field for both phospholipid DPPC and TX-100 [6] able to match some experimental behavior. In particular, in our recent work [3] the CG model of TX-100, Martini based, has been validated to reproduce the experimental area/molecule in mixed TX-100/DPPC mono and bilayers.

3 Simulation Results

In Table 1 and Table 2 the composition of each simulated system, and relative information about systems size and simulation times, are reported both for flat membranes (bilayer) and for curved ones (vesicles). In particular, for the flat bilayer systems (Table 2) two different initial conditions have been considered: one with TX-100 equally and randomly distributed between the two layers of the membrane (R), and one with TX-100 inserted in only one layer (U). For the curved bilayers (spherical vesicles, see Table 2) instead, four different systems have been considered: The label W indicates that TX-100 is initially distributed in the water phase, while the label S indicates a symmetric distribution of TX-100 between the inner and outer layer of a vesicle. Furthermore the labels O and I are referring to an asymmetric distribution of TX-100 in the outer and inner layers of a vesicle, respectively.

Although we have a wide range of systems available, they present only two different pathways for solubilization depending on the curvature of the chosen system. These are thus a slow solubilization for the flat bilayer with surface distortions (see Figure 1A where the formation of a budding phenomenon is visible), resulting in a micellization on its surface. While a rapid solubilization followed by a rapid distribution of TX-100 within the two leaflets in the case of the curved bilayer is observed. Starting from a perfectly spherical vesicle \( t = 0 \mu s \), it starts to increase in the asphericity (less than \( t \approx 1 \mu s \), see Figure 1B), and to cause the pores (less than \( t \approx 2 \mu s \), see Fig.1C), with TX-100 distributed in correspondence of the most positive curved surface areas (i.e. in the outer layer). A \( t > 3 \mu s \) the vesicle is completely solubilized by TX-100 and it lose its original shape.

We have proved that two different membrane solubilization pathways occur when lipid surfaces have a different curvature. While strongly curved membranes allow fast repartition of detergents between the two leaflets of the membrane, flat membranes fall in a regime of very slow detergent repartition rates. The description of the Membrane Solubilization phenomena with a
### Table 2: Vesicle systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX-100/DPPC</th>
<th>No. of Particles</th>
<th>DPPC</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>TX-100 Density (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Box Size</th>
<th>Time (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.10 (W)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>183680</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1053.26</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10 (S)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>184760</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1054.32</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10 (O)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>184760</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1054.32</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43 (W)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>179345</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>1043.31</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43 (S)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>184208</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>1049.80</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43 (O)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>184208</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>1049.80</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 (W)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>171845</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>1026.10</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 (S)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>183686</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>1045.52</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 (O)</td>
<td>195524</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>183686</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>1045.52</td>
<td>28x28x28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Some snapshots that highlight the solubilization mechanism at molecular level both for flat bilayer (A) and for curved bilayer (B, C). The TX-100 molecules are reported in dark blue, while DPPC molecules are indicated in gray. In C) The water molecules inside the vesicle are also reported and coloured in cyan.
molecular level of resolution, was possible thanks to the CRESCO Supercomputing resources, and for this purpose we used 64 and/or 96 CPUs on the cresco queue cresco4_16h24 for each simulation run. This computational study on the membrane solubilization by using MD-SCF approach has recently produced a publication on Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. Journal, in which we thank the HPC team of Enea (http://www.enea.it) for using the ENEA-GRID and the HPC facilities CRESCO (http://www.cresco.enea.it) in Portici.
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VARIANT DISCOVERY FOR *Triticum durum* VARIETY IDENTIFICATION
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ABSTRACT. In this report we describe how we generated candidates variants to characterize *Triticum durum* varieties samples.

1 Reference transcriptome assembly

The Iden.Pr.eP.T project (PON 2007-2013) aims to yield methods for identification of typical farming products. In this context, here we describe how we generated several sets of variants to identify 5 *Triticum durum* varieties from Sicilian farms: Core, Iride, Mimmo, Saragolla and Simeto. In order to generate the candidate variants, a reference transcriptome is needed. The Cappelli variety was chosen for this purpose. All variants obtained later have the Cappelli *Triticum durum* transcriptome as reference.

1.1 Rna-seq data

*Triticum durum* Cappelli samples from different tissues were collected and RNA libraries were prepared and sequenced. Adapters removal and quality trimming with cutadapt ([5]) and trimmomatic ([1]) were done first. Available data, before and after cleaning, is shown in table 1.

1.2 Assembly

The cleaned libraries were then assembled using Trinity software ([2]). The assembled transcripts have been filtered to extract all unique isoforms longer than 400 nucleotides. The final metrics are shown in 2.

2 Variants detection

Once the reference transcriptome was ready we proceeded with variant detection for the 5 varieties. All variants were then delivered to the project partners to be used to set up SNP array assays for variety identification.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: giuseppe.aprea@gmail.com.
Table 1: Illumina paired ends data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triticum durum</td>
<td>Etiolated buds</td>
<td>3.889.392</td>
<td>1.309.824.449</td>
<td>3.116.296</td>
<td>80,12%</td>
<td>854.680.437</td>
<td>65,25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Root</td>
<td>4.850.936</td>
<td>2.101.069.198</td>
<td>3.442.521</td>
<td>70,97%</td>
<td>1.082.573.612</td>
<td>51,52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stem</td>
<td>4.317.793</td>
<td>1.432.515.355</td>
<td>3.538.476</td>
<td>81,95%</td>
<td>974.954.597</td>
<td>68,06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>4.527.531</td>
<td>1.710.278.586</td>
<td>3.224.243</td>
<td>71,21%</td>
<td>946.685.718</td>
<td>55,35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awn</td>
<td>5.894.133</td>
<td>2.004.794.614</td>
<td>4.408.396</td>
<td>74,79%</td>
<td>1.197.403.623</td>
<td>59,73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cappelli</td>
<td>Milk development stage grain</td>
<td>3.771.823</td>
<td>1.742.989.227</td>
<td>2.877.065</td>
<td>76,28%</td>
<td>890.565.897</td>
<td>51,09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dough development stage grain</td>
<td>5.123.225</td>
<td>2.292.319.455</td>
<td>3.720.707</td>
<td>72,62%</td>
<td>1.165.870.187</td>
<td>50,86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Assembly metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N longer transcripts</td>
<td>68.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulated length</td>
<td>45.758.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean length</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum length</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum length</td>
<td>6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N50</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 RNA-seq data

Grain tissue samples from all the varieties were collected and RNA libraries where prepared and sequenced. Adapters removal and quality trimming with cutadapt ([5]) and trimmomatic ([1]) were done first. Available data, before and after cleaning, is shown in table 3.

2.2 Variants discovery

In order to detect nucleotide variants for the 5 varieties we used the following pipeline for each sample cleaned library:

- reads mapping to the Cappelli transcriptome with bowtie2 ([3]);
- realignment and quality scores adjustment with the Broads GATK ([6]);
- variant calling with Samtools ([4]);

We detected 307.113 variants (280.402 SNPs and 26.711 INDELs). Only a very few of them were unique (see table 4).
### Table 3: Illumina paired ends data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Triticum durum</em></td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>1.390.568</td>
<td>371.764.320</td>
<td>995.325</td>
<td>71.58%</td>
<td>237.849.496</td>
<td>63.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iride</td>
<td>2.718.183</td>
<td>745.636.355</td>
<td>1.999.171</td>
<td>73.55%</td>
<td>491.054.153</td>
<td>65.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Triticum durum</em></td>
<td>Mimmo</td>
<td>1.316.794</td>
<td>356.684.004</td>
<td>905.140</td>
<td>68.74%</td>
<td>219.192.101</td>
<td>61.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Triticum durum</em></td>
<td>Saragolla</td>
<td>590.262</td>
<td>166.313.097</td>
<td>405.524</td>
<td>68.70%</td>
<td>101.628.096</td>
<td>61.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Triticum durum</em></td>
<td>Simeto</td>
<td>1.393.205</td>
<td>373.395.487</td>
<td>958.244</td>
<td>68.78%</td>
<td>228.736.798</td>
<td>61.26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Unique variants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Unique Variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iride</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimmo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saragolla</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simeto</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 Final remarks

Cappelli *Triticum durum* transcriptome was assembled yielding ~70,000 long (≥400nt) transcripts with N50 length of 662nt. Using this transcriptome as reference, 307,113 variants (280,402 SNPs and 26,711 INDELs) were detected for 5 *Triticum durum* varieties (Core, Iride, Mimmo, Saragolla and Simeto). These data have been made available to the Iden.Pr.eP.T project partners to develop SNP arrays assay to identify them.
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ABSTRACT. In this report, part of the results published by Polimeni et al. [1] will be presented. The results were obtained by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in order to investigate the dynamics at the interface between a specific peptide sequence and a TiO₂ anatase surface. Some of these simulations were performed on the CRESCO platform.

1 Introduction

Understanding the molecular level mechanisms occurring at bioinorganic interfaces is of critical importance for the development and design of new bio-derived material [2]. Among peptide sequences able to selectively bind inorganic materials, the RKLPDA (Arg–Lys–Leu–Pro–Asp–Ala) has been demonstrated to show a peculiar adhesion to titanium surfaces [3]. Experimental mutational analysis [3], supported by previous MD simulations of the RKLPDA-TiO₂ rutile interface [4-6], have indicated that the recognition of the substrate is mainly driven by electrostatic interactions. The simulations were mainly focused on the adsorbed state [4-6], without considering the dynamical adsorption process occurring at the interface. Here we report the dynamical processes occurring at the interface between the peptide and a TiO₂ anatase surface as obtained by performing multiple MD simulations [2]. In our simulations we observe a diffusion of the peptide from the bulk water phase towards the TiO₂ surface. The peptide anchors to the surface by the recognition of water layers at the interface via the charged groups of its side-chains. During the simulations the peptide samples a number of anchored and dissociated states. Such behaviour is in agreement with the weak bound of the synthetic peptide to Ti, as obtained by the experimental data [7].

2 Computational Methods

Several simulations in which the peptide was placed at different initial distances from the surface were performed. The interfaces, composed of the TiO₂ anatase surface and the peptide, were solvated by water molecules and 100mM of NaCl to neutralize the system. Simulations were performed with the GROMACS 4.5.5 package [8], using the OPLS-AA force field implemented with the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb parameters for Ti and O atoms [9,10]. The SPC/E force field was used for water

¹ Corresponding author. E-mail: caterina.arcangeli@enea.it.
model [11]. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. The systems were energy minimized and equilibrated for 200 ps. Unrestrained MD were carried out in NVT ensemble. During the simulations, the inorganic surface was kept frozen. Table I summarizes some details of the simulations and lengths of the trajectories.

### Table 1: Simulation details and MD simulations carried out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Temperature        | 300K [12]  
| Dielectric constant| 1  
| Integration time step | 2 fs  
| Long-range electrostatic force | PME method [13]  
| Short-range electrostatic and van der Waals cutoff | 1 nm  
| Peptide-surface initial distance | Length of simulations  
| 0.15 nm | 100 ns  
| 0.25 nm | 100 ns  
| 0.40 nm | 300 ns  

### 3 Results and Discussion

We have investigated the dynamical processes occurring at the interface by placing the peptide at different initial distances from the surface, namely 0.15 nm, 0.25 nm, 0.4 nm. We have monitored the diffusion of the peptide and the minimum distances from the TiO$_2$ surface to the whole peptide as a function of simulation time for the three different MD simulations (Fig. 1). When the peptide is initially placed close to the surface (0.15 nm, red line), we observe that it remains at an average minimum distance of about 0.23 nm (see Fig. 4, lower plot). This distance is maintained throughout the simulation (100 ns). When the peptide is initially placed at longer distances from the surface (0.25 and 0.4 nm, green and black lines) we observe a rapid diffusion of the peptide towards the interface. The peptide remains at an average minimum distance of about 0.35 nm from the surface. Afterwards, the peptide samples different states of transient association and dissociation from the surface. Such behaviour is in agreement with the experimentally observed weak bound of the synthetic minTBP-1 peptide to Ti ($K_d$=13.2 µM) [7]. Only when the minTBP-1 is multivalently fused to several proteins, acting as protein framework to maximize the affinity and selectivity of the peptide, a strong affinity to Ti ($K_d$=3.82 nM) [7] seems to be guaranteed. On the basis of these experimental evidences, it is not surprising that in our simulations the peptide do not show a strong binding with the surface around which it transiently associate and dissociate.
**Fig. 1:** The peptide-surface minimum distances as a function of simulation time (upper plot) and of the first 10 ns of simulation (lower plot) for the three different MD simulations in which the initial peptide-surface distances were 0.15 (red line), 0.25 (green line), and 0.4 nm (black line).

A pictorial view of the dynamical processes occurring at the interface is shown in Figure 2. The positively charged groups of the Arg and Lys side chains (\(-\text{NH}_2\)\(^+\)) and the negative group of the Asp side chain (\(-\text{COO}^-\)) are responsible for the contacts established at the interface in all the simulations.

![Simulation snapshots](image)

**Fig. 2:** Simulation snapshots taken at selected times of the 0.15, 0.25 and 0.4 nm MD trajectories. The peptide backbone is shown as a ribbon. The Arg3, Lys4 and Asp7 residues are represented by the CPK model. Only a limited number of water molecules (< 0.9 nm from the TiO\(_2\) surface) are displayed for clarity.

As illustrated in all the snapshots of Fig. 2, a layer of water molecules adjacent to the surface prevents the peptide from interacting directly with the surface. We calculated how the water molecules distribute around the surface by calculating the average number of O and H atoms of water molecules as a function of z-distance from Ti atoms of surface (Fig. 3). The profile shows two structured water layers around the surface. The first water layer is characterized by one peak at 0.22
nm and a second one at 0.29 nm corresponding to the O (black line) and H atoms (brown line), respectively. The second water layer is characterized by one peak at 0.36 nm (O atoms) and another peak placed at 0.42 nm (H atoms). At longer distances, the average number of water molecules remains roughly constant and no preferential orientation of water molecules is found (bulk water). Figure 3 shows also the distribution profiles of the atoms of Arg3, Lys4 and Asp7 as a function of the z-distance from the Ti atoms for the d(t=0)= 0.15, 0.25 and 0.4 nm MD simulations. The first peak of the Asp7 atoms of the d(t=0)=0.15 nm simulation (Figure 3(b), yellow line) is observed at a value (0.21 nm) which is in proximity of the first water layer. This finding suggests that the negatively charged group of Asp7 forms a strong bond with the hydrogen atoms of the first water layer. At larger initial distances from the surface (Figure 3(c, d)), all the atoms of Asp7 (yellow line) are located in the second water layer (peak at 0.42 nm). Arg3 (blue line) and Lys4 (turquoise line) residues do not seem to play a fundamental role in the interaction process at the interface.

Fig.3: The average number of O (black line) and H (red line) atoms of the water molecules within 0.8 nm from the Ti atoms of the surface, (a). The average number of all atoms of Arg3 (blue line), Lys4 (turquoise line) and Asp7 (yellow line) within 0.8 nm from the Ti atoms of the surface as observed for the 0.15 nm (b), 0.25 nm (c) and 0.4 nm (d) MD simulations.

3 Conclusions

Our simulations suggest that the recognition mechanism is characterized initially by diffusion of the peptide from the bulk water phase towards the TiO$_2$ surface. There are two layers of structured water at the interface through which the peptide interacts with the TiO$_2$ surface. We have found that, in agreement with previous experimental and computational work [3-6], the protein-surface recognition is driven by electrostatic interactions. In particular, the interaction of the negatively charged group of Asp residue with the first water layer appears strong enough to anchor the peptide to the surface for the whole simulation time. In contrast when the peptide anchors to the surface by the second water layer, it samples both dissociated and anchored states.
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ABSTRACT. Materials discovery for energy applications by using numerical and modeling techniques is a challenging task that needs the exploitation of the ever increasing power of high performance computing platforms. Not only hardware is needed but also focused expertises and state of the art software packages. To this end the EoCoE European Centre of Excellence has been established to allow synergies in the field of modeling for energy applications. Materials for energy pillar (Workpackage WP3) of EoCoE is developing models and software in three energy applications: PV, batteries and supercapacitors. In order to improve the industrial impact, application lines are also developed which provide new numerical tools both for modeling and numerical characterizations.

1 Introduction

The European Energy oriented Centre of Excellence in computing applications (EoCoE, pronounced Echo [1]) was created with the goal of tapping the huge potential offered by the rapidly advancing High Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructure to foster and accelerate the European transition to a reliable low-carbon energy ecosystem. EoCoE is organised around a central Franco-German hub coordinating a pan-European network, assembling twenty-one partners from a total of eight countries, all strongly engaged in both the HPC and energy fields. The central hub manages one of the most important HPC platform in Europe and it is coordinated with the HPC installations of the other partners, ENEA Cresco is one of them. The Franco-German hub manages one of the most powerful supercomputer in Europe Thematically EoCoE is composed of four domain pillars, each addressing a specific research community in sustainable energy: Energy Meteorology, as a means to predict variability of solar and wind energy production; Energy Materials, dedicated to photovoltaic cells, batteries and supercapacitors for energy storage; Energy Hydrology, as a vector for thermal or kinetic energies associated with geothermal and hydropower respectively; and Fusion for Energy, geared to electricity plants as a long-term sustainable energy source. The thematic pillars are connected via a strong transversal basis specialising in the high-end computing demands of scientific and industrial research, with HPC-related expertise in numerical methods, applied mathematics, and advanced programming methods and tools for Exascale. The EoCoE project is guided by four high-level objectives: 1) to enable scientific breakthroughs in the Energy domain by redesigning existing codes used for energy-related applications; 2) to develop cutting-edge mathematical, numerical and computational methods and tools; 3) to adapt service activities (outputs of the first two objectives) to public laboratories, industries and SMEs, including training activities for reducing the skill gap; 4) to foster HPC and the Energy-oriented scientific and industrial communities ecosystem.
Several EoCoE-owned applications have been benchmarked and their performance improved to the extent that they are already opening up new modelling possibilities in their respective energy domains. At the same time, EoCoE has fostered a growing competence in the development of efficient mathematical libraries and tools push codes performance toward exascale. Having established a highly effective internal network combining HPC and Energy modelling expertise, EoCoE offers this know-how to external public and commercial clients through its web service page [2], while forging strategic alliances with major European stakeholders.

2 Materials for energy

The main objectives of Materials for Energy workpackage (WP3) of EoCoE are: to provide an organized set of computational routines for morphology, electronic structure and transport properties of energy-related materials for PV, batteries and supercapacitors; to set up a screening methodology for designing materials for PV, rechargeable batteries and supercapacitors with optimal energy conversion and storage capabilities; to demonstrate the usability of the infrastructure to address challenging open problems in the field of energy focussing on their atomic scale origin. To fulfill the WP objectives three application lines have been set up. An application line is a WP3 transversal activity that composes the available numerical methods and models to better address a full characterization of a technological application (in this project PV, batteries and supercapacitors). The development of the application line approach will allow to extend this methodology to other energy technologies. In the following a very brief sketch of the Materials for Energy workpackage.

![Simulation cell of a BMIM-PF6 ionic liquid surrounded by nanoporous graphene electrodes. Color scheme; blue: 3-site BMIM+ molecules, red: single-site PF-6 molecules, green: carbon electrode atoms.](image)

3 Inorganic photovoltaic

An ENEA – Jülich collaboration, supported by the computational expertise available in the Center of Excellence EoCoE, has designed a new procedure to model the Silicon heterojunction solar cell from the atomic-scale material properties to the macroscopic device characteristics [3]. The atomic scale configurations have been designed by performing highly accurate quantum simulations by using the ab-initio electronic structure packages and exploiting the computational power of both ENEA
CRESCO and Jülich HPC platforms. Both the optimization of the numerical codes and the right design of the model material allow for upscaling of the performance for the simulation of large interfaces. This approach opens the way to the simulation of very large interfaces fully exploiting the power of HPC infrastructures. A step further toward the complete characterization of the solar cell is given by the implementation of a massively parallel Discontinuous Galerkin Maxwell solver for light propagation and absorption that uses data structures defined by Jülich. The efficient parallelization on supercomputers allows to model light trapping architectures in silicon heterojunction solar cells with realistic multi-scale textures for anti-reflection and light incoupling. Moreover, the in-house developed NEGF code PVnegf is adapted to the simulation of hole flow across the Si heterointerface. This includes in a first stage the complex scattering processes for photogeneration and relaxation of charge carriers in Si. Next, a phenomenological defect channel will be added. Finally, connection will be made to the realistic electronic structure via use of a localized orbital basis (Wannier formalism) [4].

4  Supercapacitors and batteries

Batteries and supercapacitors play complementary roles in the field of energy storage. While the former are characterized by large energy densities, which makes them suitable for many applications such as in electric vehicles, supercapacitors show better power densities and are therefore used when fast charges/discharges are needed. Both devices would highly benefit for a better understanding of the atomic structure of the solid materials and of the liquid electrolytes which are involved.

We focused on the family of LLZO solid electrolytes for Li-ion batteries and on the study of nanoporous carbon-based electrodes for supercapacitors. Conventional lithium-ion batteries rely on unstable liquid-organic polymer electrolytes, which pose practical limitations in terms of ammability, miniaturization, and safe disposal. A possible solution is to replace liquid electrolytes with inorganic ceramics that are electrochemically stable and nonflammable. The Li$_{7}$La$_{3}$Zr$_{2}$O$_{12}$ (LLZO) garnet is the most studied member of this family, and can be considered prototypical. The Metalwalls code (CEA) is used to simulate both pure and doped LLZO models.

The optimization of carbon-based supercapacitors is of fundamental importance for electrical energy storage. In order to achieve supercapacitors high-performance, it is necessary to understand the molecular mechanism of adsorption of ions inside the pores of the carbon electrodes. With the purpose to increased the energy per unit of volume, we analyzed systems consisting of perforated graphene, which allows the diffusion of the ions between the sheets and provides us with fast charging and discharging rates, and an ionic liquid electrolyte [5, 6]. In this simulation is possible to maintain the electrodes at constant potential by allowing the charge of the carbons of the electrode to fluctuate at each time step, which is essential to obtain a realistic behavior of the ionic liquid/electrode interface (Fig. 1).

5  Perovskite

The need for an accurate ab initio description of the electronic and optical properties of the active part of organic and hybrid systems in perovskite solar cells is compelling. The long term stability of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIP), APbI$_{3}$, where A is an organic cation, is a barrier to commercialization of perovskite solar cells. Recently, a mixture of formamidinium (H$_{2}$NCH-NH$_{2}^+$, FA), methylammonium (CH$_{3}$NH$_{3}^+$, MA), cesium (Cs$^+$), rubidium (Rb$^+$) cations in the A position of the HOIP has been shown to exhibit improved thermodynamic and photo-stability, crystal quality...
and electronic properties. Performing ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, the University of Bath has predicted dynamical structure-property relations of these recently synthesized mixed A-cation perovskites (Fig. 2) [7]. As the cations move, bonds between the I and Pb ions change as the cell distorts to accommodate the FA cation motion. Bond changes affect the electronic structure of the cell so alter charge recombination rates. The real-space formulation of coupled electronic-atomic structure provides electron and hole hopping rates required for the mesoscale analysis.

### 6 Numerical tools

Several numerical tools are developed in order to perform large scale characterizations to compute physical quantities of interest for real applications:
• **Methods for supercapacitor characterization, code interfacing (CNRS).** Thanks to code developments and optimizations in EoCoE, MDFT code is now able to tackle the large dimensions of the supercapacitors model used by Metawalls. The external potential corresponding to the constant charge electrodes of Metalwalls is now implemented in MDFT. For the MDFT theory, the sole input to fully characterize the solvent is the spatial and angular dependent direct correlation function of the bulk, homogeneous, solvent.

• **Development and porting of methods for force-field parametrization (CEA).** Development and porting of methods via charge analysis to facilitate the parametrization of the force fields using DFT. This will be applied to organic ions and also to batteries (interaction between graphite-like electrode and the electrolyte). The linear scaling version of BigDFT builds an optimized localized atom-centered basis set for each atom expressed on Daubechies wavelets basis sets. A charge analysis, which is the natural way to compare with polarizable force fields, is now allowed.

• **Methods to characterize oPV (CEA).** A validation scheme devoted to provide reference electronic properties data on few hundred atom systems (e.g. a dopant with its first shell of neighbors) has been set-up, combining state-of-the-art many-body perturbation theory for finite size systems (the GW and Bethe-Salpeter formalisms, as implemented in the FIESTA package), with an accurate micro-electrostatic approach (the MESCAL package) allowing to account for the electrostatic and polarization effects generated by the environment. The goal is to validate, with one of the most accurate methodology for systems of that size, the larger scale approaches that will be used in production modes on the atomic scale structures [9].

• **Estimating free energies in Monte Carlo simulations: systematic variance reduction through conditioning.** The calculation of the free energy as a function of an external parameter is an important task of molecular simulation. In materials science for example it gives access to the conditions of phase coexistence, to the equilibrium concentrations of point defects and to the mobility of these defects. A method for calculating free energy based on a conditioning procedure over the external parameter considered like an additional coordinate has been implemented [8]. It allows computing free energy barriers for the migration of defects and carriers in kinetic Monte Carlo methods.

• **Boosting KMC simulations of the migration of defects.** The computational efficiency of Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations is notoriously limited by the kinetic trapping of the simulated trajectories within low energy basins. To overcome kinetic trapping two extensions to the factorized KMC code have been developed. Algorithmic development will continue in collaboration with EDF in the code LaKiMoCa. The algorithm is applied to speed up the KMC simulation of charged carriers in oPV materials and in electrolytes.

• **Modularity with BigDFT.** Modularity is a cornerstone to share codes, improving them in the field of HPC and also simplify the maintainability of the code. So BigDFT has been split into different parts. In collaboration with E-CAM and its ESL (Electronic Structure Libray), CEA participate to some modules [10]. The libconv library is developed by using the BOAST tool (metaprogramming optimization).
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ABSTRACT. The design of a self-sustainable fusion plants, like DEMO tokamak reactor, demands for a high wall-plug efficiency (~30%) of the electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) and electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) systems. The development of a microwave tube satisfying these efficiency requirements and providing high output power (~1 MW) at a high frequency (~250 GHz) is a challenging task that is hard to be accomplished using the currently available technologies and design tools. A promising powerful source of microwave radiation for ECRH and ECCD is the Cyclotron Auto-Resonance Maser (CARM) oscillator with a Bragg-type cavity. In order to reach the desired efficiency an accurate cavity design, guided by a robust beam-wave interaction model, is necessary. The design of a cavity with a length around half thousand times the wavelength under investigation imposes severe constraints, in terms of CPU times and RAM, hardly met by any of the existing commercially available Particle in Cell (PIC) codes. We have envisaged at ENEA FRASCATI the following procedures for the cavity design: development of a model based on semi-analytical scaling formulae, suitable for the definition of the working point, which will be followed by a full 3D analysis for the cavity optimization for a complex geometry. The paper contains an account of the design strategy developed so far.

1 Introduction

A major objective to be pursued in the design of future fusion plants is the decrease of re-circulated power, which draws a special attention to the wall-plug efficiency of the electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) and electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) systems commonly referred to as EC H&CD. The conceptual study for a self-sustainable demonstrator reactor (DEMO) foresees for the current drive systems an efficiency larger than 30% [1]. Such requirement is critical for the current electron cyclotron systems, where the microwave generators play the major role in impairing a sufficient wall-plug efficiency.

Furthermore, a microwave tube that meets the DEMO requirements, i.e., is able to provide high continuous-wave power of the order of (1 MW) at high frequency (250 GHz) is far beyond the boundary of the currently available technologies. Nowadays, the scientific community is devoting a special effort to extend the frequency range operation of the gyrotron (the most mature technology in the field of mm-wave tubes) beyond 200 GHz.

Within the ENEA fusion and nuclear safety department, a task force has been established in September 2016 for the development of a Cyclotron Auto-Resonance Maser (CARM) oscillator device, able to meet the requirements of future electron cyclotron heating and current drive systems in reactor-relevant...
fusion machines like DEMO[2]. This means the realization of a continuous-wave high-power (1 MW) mm-wave (> 200 GHz) source with high efficiency and reliability, which represents an outstanding physical and technical challenge that no vacuum tube has won yet. As long-term goal, ENEA aims at a 250 GHz, 1 MW CARM oscillator, being a type of source based on the Doppler upshifted interaction between a circular waveguide mode and a mildly relativistic electron beam in a highly oversized Bragg resonator allowing a consistent reduction of the static magnetic field in the interaction cavity too. 

The design of the CARM cavity, composed by a short smooth cylindrical waveguide section delimited by two Bragg reflectors, is a challenging task, aimed at realizing the conditions to select the right operational mode and to limit the growth of the competing modes. The most urgent problem when dealing with the chosen cavity configurations is the competition between the selected operating mode and the neighboring parasitic (spurious) modes. Therefore, the radio frequency circuit design must be supported by a numerical model allowing to accurately simulate the intra-cavity beam wave interaction. The large length of the full resonator (80 cm) compared to the wavelength under investigation impairs the effectiveness of a classical PIC code, based on the discretization of the Maxwell equations, due to the huge amount of computer memory and CPU time required by the resulting mesh sizes.

The main idea to solve the problem is based on the derivation of the semi-analytical formula and scaling law, that allow to optimize the cavity design with manageable tools before to run the full 3D simulation[3, 4, 5]. The reliability of that formulae have been supported by a commercial PIC code (CST Microwave Studio®) simulation whose parallel version, working with Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), has been installed on CRESCO HPC facilities. In case of a CARM amplifier, namely the simplest geometry without Bragg reflectors, experimental data from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [6] have been compared with semi-analytical formulae, our homemade 1D code (GRAAL), the commercial PIC code by CST Microwave Studio and the CSPOT code by MIT. Measurements are overlapped with predicted curves in Fig.1 showing a reasonable agreement among the simulation tools.

Figure 1: Experimental results of a 35-GHz CARM amplifier from MIT compared with: a) the CSPOT code by MIT and the homemade GRAAL code (varying $\sigma$, the velocity spread of the beam particles, and the number of particles (Nr. Prt.) used in the simulation) and b) the PIC commercial code by CST Microwave Studio and the CSPOT code by MIT. Measurements are overlapped with predicted curves in Fig.1 showing a reasonable agreement among the simulation tools.

Furthermore, starting from an amplifier at low frequency (35 GHz) we moved to an oscillator configuration by reducing the interaction length and putting two Bragg reflectors at the end of the smooth cylindrical section. The beam-wave interaction of the oscillator has been simulated using CST Microwave Studio on CRESCO ENEAGRID with one GPU. In Fig. 2 the simulation results put in evidence the right resonance of the RF circuit at the 35 GHz.
Figure 2: Simulation of a CARM oscillator at $35 \, GHz$ exciting the $TE_{11}$ mode with a particles beam source at port 1 having: 128 A of current, the relativistic factor gamma value equal to 3.96 and the pitch value equal to 0.27; reporting in: a) the particle preview trajectory, b) the scattering parameter $S_{21}$, c) the output signals at port 2 and d) the Fast Fourier Transform of the $TE_{11}$ mode signal at port 2.

2 CARM simulations at high frequency

The computational requirement of a PIC simulation for a CARM oscillator at $250 \, GHz$ is beyond the resources in our ENEAGRID in term of the GPU cards. We have therefore developed a semi-analytical model of the beam wave interaction derived by linearizing the Vlasov equation. The obtained results put in evidence the dangerous behavior of the beam-wave interaction with gyrotronic modes near the cut-off at the frequency range $62 \div 88 \, GHz$ being the associated growth rate of the gyrotron mode greater than the CARM mode interaction.

Taking in mind that the Bragg resonate only at the $250 \, GHz$ in a narrowed band, a CST simulation has been performed considering a smooth cylindrical section (without Braggs) at $90 \, GHz$ in order to select the most dangerous mode with a significant growing of the output signal. Fig.3 reports the simulation results of a particles electron beam (with beam current and voltage of 8 A and 600 kV respectively) interacting with the waveguide modes of a smooth cylindrical cavity (with the radius of 7.5 mm and the length of 13 cm).

Figure 3: PIC simulation results on CRESCO ENEAGRID with two GPUs (a) the geometry design with the particles electron beam (b) the most significant output modes signal excited by the beam at low frequency, the worst in brown is related to the mode $TM_{42}$.
The only way to limit the parasitic modes growth at low frequency is to delete them by modifying the cavity mode structure, which can be achieved by providing appropriate cuts on the waveguide. An important step forward in the design of the ENEA CARM has been accomplished thanks to the possibility of running full-wave simulations of circular waveguides with either transversal or longitudinal slots as depicted in Fig. 4. Some CARM experiments in the past have been impaired by the excitation of gyrotron modes, namely, waveguide modes intersecting the beam line very close to their cutoff frequency. The most dangerous gyrotron mode of the ENEA CARM is the $T M_{42}$ (see Fig. 3), whose propagation can be impeded by providing waveguide walls with transversal slots. On the other hand, longitudinal slots mostly affect transverse electric modes and can be designed to select a single polarization of the working mode as well as to damp modes with azimuthal index different from the one of the operational mode. Some outcomes of preliminary optimizations carried out for slotted waveguides are reported in Fig. 5. For the case of transversal slots, the behavior of a waveguide section is studied around the frequency where the dispersion curve of the $T M_{42}$ mode intersects the beam line. This frequency is lower than the operational frequency of the ENEA CARM, leading to a reasonable computation time if relevant waveguide section is simulated by means of two GPUs TESLA K40m 2x10 in CRESCO. When moving to 250 GHz, the computational load increases significantly; therefore a waveguide with smaller diameter has been simulated. Despite this geometry differs from the actual cavity, it equally provides a meaningful, though preliminary, assessment of the effects of longitudinal slots on unwanted modes.
3 Conclusions

The electromagnetic simulation of a such CARM cavity for RF generation at high frequency by means of the most advanced numerical tools is far beyond the computational resources of an ordinary workstation. The parallelization of a calculation task is mandatory to handle around 130 millions of cells, required to adequately mesh the geometry, as well as about 400 modes above cutoff at the working frequency. For the modeling and simulation of the components, the ENEA CARM task force mainly relies on CST Studio Suite, i.e., a commercial software equipped with efficient time domain solvers that can be parallelized over GPUs. Calculations employing up to two GPUs have been recently run within the CRESCO/ENEAGRID High Performance Computing infrastructure, allowing unprecedented simulation capability and significant advancements of the CARM project. However, to simulate the full Bragg cavity at high frequency on CRESCO ENEAGRID we need at least 4 GPUs.
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FIRST PRINCIPLES STUDIES OF MATERIALS FOR ENERGY CONVERSION AND STORAGE
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ABSTRACT. In this contribution we report the works done on CRESCO during the year 2016. Three works have been published in the field of energy conversion and storage and one on the theoretical investigation of a reaction mechanism. The following sections highlight the main results of these works and provide an overview on the calculations done.

1 Computational design of cobalt-free mixed proton-electron conductors for solid oxide electrochemical cells

Proton-conducting solid-oxide electrolyzer and fuel cells (PC-SOECs/FCs) are intermediate temperature clean devices for \( \text{H}_2 \) evolution and conversion. The major difficulty in the development of such electrode materials is to find efficient mixed proton-electron conductors (MPIECs), with also effective catalytic activity toward oxygen reduction and evolution reactions (ORR/OER). We applied first principles methods to design new perovskite-oxides MPEC based on the known \( \text{BaZrO}_3 \) PC ceramic. We studied the substitution of Zr atoms with Mn and Fe. A 25% substitution of Fe or Mn is found to be enough to obtain electronic structural features that can enable electric conductivity. Different distributions of the Fe and Mn atoms were studied and are showed on the left in Figure 1. [1]

We also investigated other relevant processes for MPEC-based electrodes, such as hydration, proton migration, and ORR/OER electrocatalysis. For the latter we used the computational hydrogen electrode method developed by Nørskov et al. [2]

For the investigation of the electronic properties of BZO, BZF and BZM materials and for the characterization of ORR/OER intermediates we used spin-polarized Khon-Sham DFT with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP, version 5.3.5)[3]. We applied the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation density functional of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)[4]. To amend for the well-known self interaction error in DFT, we used the effective GGA+U approach within the rotationally invariant formulation of Dudarev [5] as implemented in VASP. The core electrons of each element are described by projected augmented-wave (PAW) potentials. We used plane waves basis sets with 800eV kinetic energy cut-off and a 4x4x4 \( \Gamma \) centered k-point mesh. The climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method has been used to locate minum energy paths (MEPs) for proton migration and the corresponding barrier heights

We found that the substitution of Zr with both Fe and Mn gives promising electrodes. With our investigation we were also able to discriminate the effect of the two transition metal substitutions. Fe provides better electronic features and electrocatalytic activities, whereas Mn allows for better hydration and proton migration.

∗Corresponding author. E-mail: michele.pavone@unina.it.
2 K-doped $Sr_2Fe_{1.5}Mo_{0.5}O_6-\delta$ predicted as a bifunctional catalyst for air electrodes in proton conducting solid oxide electrochemical cells

Perovskite oxides are promising electrodes for ORR and OER, but is difficult for a single material to catalyze both reactions efficiently. We used first principles methods to investigate the K-doped $Sr_2Fe_{1.5}Mo_{0.5}O_6-\delta$ mixed proton-electron conducting oxide. In this work we showed that aliovalent doping tunes the electronic features to be optimal for the ORR and lattice expansion-driven surface reconstruction stabilizes the key $\cdot$OOH intermediate for the OER. The resulting ORR/OER overpotentials are very low ($\sim 0.5V$), suggesting the application of this material as an air electrode in reversible solid oxide electrochemical cells.[6]

A computational set up similar to the one used for the work reported in Section 1 was used: PBE+U, VASP 5.3.5, 600 eV plane waves cut off and a 4x4x1 $\Gamma$-centred k-point mesh.

We characterized the intermediates of ORR and OER on the (001) surface of SFMO and KSFMO. We considered all the possible non-equivalent sites on the surface. We also considered the oxygen-deficient surface: the formation of vacancies has been directly correlated with the OER/ORR activity in many transition metal oxides. Among the active sites investigated there is one (named K6 in the paper) that was found to be active for both OER and ORR with overpotential values comparable to those of known well-performing catalysts. Figure 2 shows the OER and ORR profiles on this site.
Figure 2: Cumulative free energy reaction steps of the ORR (top) and OER (bottom) at $U = 0$ V (black line), 1.11 V (red line) and $U_{ONSET}$ (blue line) for the K6 site; the corresponding overpotentials are highlighted in yellow.

3 Unveiling the controversial mechanism of reversible Na storage in $TiO_2$ nanotube arrays: Amorphous versus anatase $TiO_2$

$TiO_2$ nanostructures represent a suitable choice as anode materials in Na-ion batteries (NiBs) thanks to their inherent safety, low cost, and structural stability. In recent years, various mechanistic hypotheses have been proposed for the reversible insertion of sodium ions in the $TiO_2$ structure. Interestingly, when tested as binder- and conducting additive-free electrodes in laboratory-scale sodium cells, amorphous and crystalline (anatase) $TiO_2$ nanotubular arrays exhibit peculiar and intrinsically different electrochemical responses. In particular, after the initial electrochemical activation, anatase $TiO_2$ shows excellent rate capability and very stable long-term cycling performance with larger specific capacities, and thus a clearly superior response compared with the amorphous counterpart. To obtain deeper insight, the insertion of sodium ions in the $TiO_2$ bulk phases is systematically modeled by density functional theory calculations. We performed DFT calculations of $Na^+$ insertion in the $TiO_2$ bulk phases. The amorphous and anatase phases were modeled using 96-atom supercells (Figure 3).[7] A total of 14 different insertion sites for a single Na ion could be identified in the model of the amorphous phase. For each of these sites, we computed the insertion energy in as:

$$E_{ins} = E_{TiO_2:Na} - E_{TiO_2} - E_{Na}$$

(1)

The amorphous phase contains several highly favorable insertion sites for accommodating Na ions.
These sites can also act as traps for the Na ions, which can screen the external electrostatic field. Nevertheless, the anatase crystal structure is much more stable upon cycling because the insertion of new Na ions does not perturb it. The channels directed along the (010) direction offer a favorable path for sodium ion diffusion and the insertion energies are not affected by the proximity of other Na ions in adjacent sites, thus ensuring the long-term reliability of the anatase-based systems.

4 Experimental and Theoretical Investigation on the Catalytic Generation of Environmentally Persistent Free Radicals from Benzene

Environmentally persistent free radicals (EPFRs) are toxic products deriving from incomplete combustion and are able to generate DNA damage and pulmonary dysfunction. They are formed on particulate matter through interaction with aromatic hydrocarbons, catalyzed by transition metal oxides, and produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) in aquatic media. The processes are already described for substituted aromatic molecules, but not for unsubstituted aromatic systems, such as benzene. In this article we report on the reaction of benzene with molecular oxygen in the presence of $\text{Cu}_x\text{O}/\text{SiO}_2$, suggesting a mechanism based on cluster and periodic computational models. [8]

Cluster calculations were run with the Gaussian 09 program. Optimized geometries and harmonic vibrational frequencies of reactants, intermediates, and products were calculated using DFT with the hybrid functional B3-LYP and a 6-311G** basis set. For Si and Cu the LanL2 effective core potential and the related LanL2DZ basis set were used. In the periodic calculations we used PBE+U with the VASP code (version 5.3.5) Figure 4 reports the reaction path investigated both on the cluster and on the $\text{Cu}_2\text{O}$ (111) surface.
Figure 4: Mechanism of benzene hydroxylation activated by [Cu(Si4O12H6)]1 catalyst: we report the reaction scheme, the relative electron energies of intermediates with respect to separate reagents (round parentheses), and the activation energies (square parentheses). Reported energies include zero-point energy corrections.
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Role of the Sub-surface Vacancy in the amino-acids adsorption on the (101) Anatase TiO\textsubscript{2} surface: A first principles study
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ABSTRACT. In last years the simultaneous enhancement of both technological experimental instrument and the computational resources to investigate the nano-scale world, allowed the scientists to lead new kind of applications depending on the particular interactions between organic/inorganic compounds. In particular there is a new wide area of investigation regarding the functionalization of metal-oxide surfaces with biological matter, in order to develop new kind of sensor and generally nano-devices able to implement or supply part of currently science fields. In this work we shall give a first interpretation of possible selective interaction between some amino acids and Anatase (101) surface. These amino acids can be addressed as the potential responsible of the interaction between physiological peptides which in turn have the particular properties of interact both with biological matter (DNA, cells, proteins etc.) and inorganic material. This work reports the results of first-principles computational studies of two different amino acids on a substrate of titanium oxide surface in presence of an intrinsic defect and water. The amino acids chosen for the adsorption simulations are supposed to be responsible for the adhesion process of biological peptides and inorganic surfaces; thus the understanding of the processes involved in the adsorption of amino acids and the physical reasons that may eventually explain the selectivity of such phenomena is of fundamental importance.

1 Introduction

Here we have performed an ab-initio Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation in order to evaluate the adsorption energy of two amino-acids on the (101) Anatase TiO\textsubscript{2} surface in presence of an intrinsic defect, in particular an oxygen vacancy located in a sub-surface layer. It has been shown the Anatase is the most stable phase at the nanometer scale [1] and the 101 plane is the most energetically favorable in such system as well [2]. Moreover in order to simulate as much as possible a “real” surface we introduced a sub-surface oxygen vacancy which has been proved by experimental and computational studies to be a quite common defect in such surface [3]. Water could play always a crucial role in every physic-chemical process that occurs in a biological environment thus, in order to calculate biomolecule adsorption energy, It is not feasible to avoid a previous study on the water adsorption on the same surface. This study has been carried out calculating the adsorption energy of different adsorption water molecules configurations. The most energetically favorable has been chosen to perform the amino-acids adsorption energy calculations. Finally we performed the adsorption energy calculations for two amino-acids, Lysine and Arginine. These studies have been done in both “dry” and “hydrated” configurations.

2 Vacancy Formation Energy Calculation

The system from which we started is a 108-atoms Anatase TiO\textsubscript{2} slab where the 101 plane is directed towards the positive z-axis direction. The super-cell has the dimension of 10.42 X 11.23 X 31.00 Å\textsuperscript{3}. The thickness of the slab is about 10 Å. According to previous computational study [3] the oxygen vacancy has been located in a site belonging to a sub-surface layer of this slab (Fig. 1). All the calculations have been performed within the DFT-GGA scheme using the PBE (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof) formula for the exchange-correlation functional as implemented in Quantum Espresso package [8] Ultra-soft pseudo-potential have been used and the cut-off energy values were set to 60 Ry for the kinetic energy and to 400 Ry for the electronic density. All the calculations have been performed using two low-symmetry k- points in the irreducible Brilloun zone. The ground state configuration has been achieved after a full relaxation using the BFGS quasi-newtonian algorithm until the residual forces were less then 0.003 eV/ Å. Both the standard GGA and the GGA+U functional were employed for this study. The Hubbard U was set to 3.3 eV according to previous computational study on this particular surface [4]. The Vacancy Formation
Energy has been calculated using the following:

\[ E_{\text{form}} = E_{\text{slab}} - E_{\text{slab}+\text{def}} + \frac{E_{\text{O}_2}}{2} \]

Where \( E_{\text{slab}+\text{def}} \) and \( E_{\text{slab}} \) are the energy of the slab in presence and without the defect respectively and \( \frac{E_{\text{O}_2}}{2} \) half the energy of oxygen molecule. The difference between the GGA and GGA+U functional is not negligible (see Table 1), and in principle is not possible to assess which methods yields a more realistic result. Anyway the spin DOS calculations lead to conclude that the GGA+U should be chosen in order to perform such calculation. Indeed the latter predicts the last two occupied electronic states lying below the conduction band, depicting TiO\(_2\) as insulator as it really is. Instead The GGA functional put this states in the conduction band. In the GGA+U they are localized on surface and on a bulk Titanium atoms as shown in the Fig. 1.

**Figure 1**: TiO\(_2\) slab without the oxygen vacancy (left); TiO\(_2\) slab without with the oxygen vacancy (center); The localization of the last two electronic states calculated with the GGA+U functional (right). The iso-value used for this spin density plot is \( \pm 0.04 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GGA</th>
<th>GGA+U</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_{\text{form}} ) (eV)</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Formation Energy for the Oxygen vacancy calculated with GGA and the GGA+U functional

### 3 Water Adsorption Energy Calculation

The water adsorption has been carried out comparing once more the results obtained by GGA+U and GGA functional. Moreover a long-range interaction term has been included in energy functional. The A-(101) TiO\(_2\) surface has six different adsorption site for water molecules. However according to Ref. 5 in presence of an oxygen vacancy they are not equivalent. The site shown in Fig. 2 indeed presents a larger adsorption energy. In the framework of GGA+U functional is easy to understand this fact as one of the electronic state localized on the same Titanium atom where the water adsorption takes place [5] (see Table 2). The adsorption energies per water molecule were calculated using the formula:

\[ E_{\text{ads}} = \left( E_t - E_{\text{slab}} - n \ E_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} \right) / n \]

Where \( E_t \) is the total energy of the system (slab + waters), \( E_{\text{slab}} \) is the energy of the slab in presence of the defect, \( E_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} \) is the energy of water molecule and \( n \) is the number of adsorbed molecules.

**Figure 2**: The first water adsorption site (left). Two different configurations for the two-adsorbed water molecules systems (center and right)

In order to get closer to a biological environment we studied the adsorption of two water molecules. Keeping the first one in the most stable site there are only two possible configurations in which the molecules could be arranged. The first one provides the two molecules in two sites in the same row side by side and the second one is placed behind the first water to the right or to the left the vacancy site (see Fig. 2). The first configuration shows larger adsorption energy, so this is the configuration used for the further calculation of amino-acids adsorption.
Table 2: Adsorption Energy per water molecule calculated with GGA and GGA+U for the one-water adsorbed system and the two water-adsorbed systems

Although we have shown the GGA+U might produce more “realistic” scenario, however this method is computationally very expensive. For this reason before proceeding we calculated some quantities, for the slab with one and two adsorbed waters, in order to evaluate the error one commits using a standard GGA functional instead of GGA+U. The quantities are:

$$\epsilon_n = \frac{\int \left( n_{H\text{ubb}} - n_o \right) dr}{\int n_{H\text{ubb}} dr} \times 100$$

$$\epsilon_V = \frac{\int V_{H\text{ubb}} - V_o dr}{\int V_{H\text{ubb}} dr} \times 100$$

Where \( n_{H\text{ubb}} \) and \( n_o \) are the electron density calculated with GGA+U and GGA respectively and \( V_{H\text{ubb}} \) and \( V_o \) are electrostatic potential calculated with GGA+U and GGA respectively. \( \epsilon_V \) and \( \epsilon_n \) quantify the difference in the electron density and electrostatic potential and they have been calculated in region above the surface where the adsorption most likely takes place. Another calculated quantity was the Atomic Displacement (AD):

$$AD = \Sigma N |r_i^{H\text{ubb}} - r_i^o|$$

Where \( r_i^{H\text{ubb}} \) and \( r_i^o \) are the position of the \( i \)-th atom in the system with GGA+U and GGA respectively and \( N \) are the number of atoms. The AD quantifies the geometrical difference between the systems. The table below shows the values of these three quantities, as these values are very small it is feasible to avoid the calculation of Hubbard correction since it will increase enormously the computational costs leading to very similar results anyway.

Table 3: The three quantities previously defined for the one and two adsorbed water molecules systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \epsilon_n )(%)</th>
<th>( \epsilon_V )(%)</th>
<th>AD (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1H₂O-system</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2H₂O-system</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Amino-Acids Adsorption

The adsorption energies for the Lysine and for the Arginine have been calculated in both “dry” and “hydrated” configuration. Because both the amino-acids are positively charged in environment at pH 7 we simulated them in this protonated state so after a full minimization calculation using a charged cell a counter ion has been introduced achieving a neutral cell. Finally a self-consistent calculation has been performed in order to calculate the energy of the system. This choice has been adopted to avoid the well-known total error due to charged super-cells [6]. The adsorption energy has been calculated using the following:

$$E_{\text{ads}} = E_t - E_{\text{slab}} - E_{\text{amino+(H₂O)+ion}}$$

Where \( E_t \) is as usual the total energy of the system, \( E_{\text{slab}} \) is the energy of the slab with the adsorbed waters on it and \( E_{\text{amino+(H₂O)+ion}} \) is the energy of the amino acids with the water shell (when it is present) and the counter ion.

5 Dry Amino-Acids Adsorption

5.2 Lysine

We chose two different initial configurations for the energy calculation of the lysine. One of this provides the –NH₃ of the amino-acids side chain between the two adsorbed molecules the other one instead provides this group above one of the molecule. These two initial configurations lead to two different final configurations (Fig. 3). In the first final configuration Lysine interacts directly with the surface unlike the second one where amino-acids adsorption is mediated by the water via hydrogen bonds. The error introduced by avoiding the Hubbard Correction could be more
predominant in the first configuration leading to a not negligible discrepancy between the calculated energies (see Table 4).

5.2 Arginine

Only one initial configuration has been chosen for the Arginine. The final configuration provides the amino-acids makes two hydrogen bond with the adsorbed water.

![Figure 3: The final configurations of the dry Lysine (left and center) and Arginine (right)](image)

6 Hydrated Amino-Acids Adsorption

The water shell surround the two amino-acids is the result of Classical Molecular dynamics simulation runs. Despite the fact it is made by a lot of water molecules just few of them mediate the adsorption of the amino-acids with the surface, thus a first minimization run has been performed to identify which of them interacts with the biomolecules and then a second run was performed to calculate the energies.

6.1 Lysine

Likewise the dry configurations two different initial configurations for the Lysine has been chosen. They lead to two different final configurations. In the first the adsorption is mediated by the second layer waters only belonging to the water shell that make bonds directly with the surface. In the second one the adsorption is mediated by the second layer water molecules that make bonds with the adsorbed water molecule on the surface.

6.2 Arginine

The adsorption of the Arginine is mediated by the water molecules belonging to the water shell which makes hydrogen bonds with the adsorbed water molecules on the surface itself. The calculated energies are summarized in the table below.

![Figure 4: The final configuration of hydrated Lysine (left and center) and Arginine (right)](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Arginine</th>
<th>Lysine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dry Configuration (eV)</strong></td>
<td>-2.20</td>
<td>-3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydrated Configuration (eV)</strong></td>
<td>-2.29</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Final Adsorption Energy of dry and hydrated amino-acids

7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study has been shown how the presence of a sub-surface oxygen vacancy may improve the amino acid adhesion with the respect to the slab without defect [7]. This might due to the localization of an electron in the first layer of the surface which could increase the electrostatic attraction between surface and the amino-acids. From the table above should be noticed the shorter adsorption energy of the Arginine both in the dry and the hydrated configuration might be due to the fact that the steric hindrance of the latter doesn’t allow it to get closer to the surface and It is less affected by the electrostatic attraction and long-range interaction as well. In the case...
of the hydrated amino acids the adsorption occurs via the second layer of waters, which are not adsorbed on the surface, and these in turn form H-bonds with the adsorbed water molecule of the surface or with a surface oxygen directly. The arginine is placed above the second water layer so get further from the surface. The first and the second lysine starting configuration provide instead a quite different final configuration. In both the final configurations the lysine seems to place "among” the second water layer rather then above the waters. As discussed previously the less steric hindrance due to the Lysine’s ending group allows the amino acid to get closer to the surface so the long-range interaction and the electrostatic potential contribute to yield a larger adsorption energy. Finally the adsorption energies for the lysine in the second configuration and for the arginine becomes slightly larger in the hydrated case with respect to the dry case. This behavior is unexpected because the second water shell should be shield the long-range interactions and the attractive electrostatic potential produced by the surface, leading to smaller adsorption energies. However, on the other hand, the number of hydrogen bonds in the hydrated configurations increases with respect to the dry configurations for both the amino-acids. The waters belonging to the second shell, indeed, both in the arginine and in the lysine case form extra bonds with the surface. This contribution leads to a larger adsorption energy and thus the competition between the shielding due to the second water shell and the formation of the “extra” hydrogen-bonds yields a slightly larger adsorption energy. The competition between these two effects doesn’t take place in the first lysine configuration where the second water shell doesn’t form new hydrogen bonds with the surface. The adsorption energy for this configuration, indeed, is considerably smaller in the hydrated case.

In conclusion the A-(101) TiO2 shows an high affinity for both the amino-acids and moreover such a surface seems to be selective between the two examined amino acids, the lysine in particular shows a larger adsorption energy than the arginine adsorption energy. Finally the study of this adsorption phenomenon could be further developed using for instance enhanced sampling Molecular Dynamics Techniques, like Metadynamics, in order to explore different thermodynamic stable states as the adsorption and the desorption states, including the temperature effect and all the necessary water molecules to reproduce the biological environment.
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LES OF HEAT TRANSFER IN AN ASYMMETRIC RIB-ROUGHENED DUCT: INFLUENCE OF ROTATION
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ABSTRACT. We report on an LES study of effects of destabilising rotation on heat transfer over a ribbed surface in a rectangular duct at Re = 15000. The duct bottom wall, ribbed by flow-normal, equally-spaced square sectioned ribs, was uniformly heated (except for the ribs) by a constant heat flux. The duct was rotated with angular velocity corresponding to the rotation number of 0.3, around an axis parallel to the ribs in counterclockwise direction destabilising the ribbed-wall adjacent flow. These well-resolved LES gave some new insight into the rotation effects on flow and heat transfer providing information that are not easily accessible to experiments. An attempt was made to identify the heat transfer effects due to the rotation-induced modifications of the secondary motion, and the direct effects on the turbulence statistics, especially the budgets of the temperature variance and turbulent heat flux. It turned out that the former is predominant in the recirculation zone, whereas the latter prevails just after it.

1 Introduction

This paper reports on LES of heat transfer on a configuration that reproduces the experiments of Mayo et al. (2015). In their work, several measurements were done changing the rotation rate and Reynolds number, aiming at finding a correlation between heat transfer rate and rotation number. However they were not able to find any correlation despite a large amount of information collected. Here we analyse the whole configuration, providing additional information in zones not accessible to experimental analysis. In particular we analyse Reynolds fluxes and their budgets to extract information that can give useful insight to reconstruct the whole heat transfer mechanism in the duct. Computational details and validation of LES and post-processing tools used for the budget analysis are presented in the next sections, referring to a simple test cases, for with DNS results were available (Kasagi et al., 1992). Then, analysis of heat transfer in the current configuration is carried out. Finally, some conclusion are drawn.

2 Flow and computational details

The heat transfer in a rotating rib-roughened duct is investigated by means of Large Eddy Simulation (LES), using Smagorinsky model with the dynamic calculation of the Smagorinsky constant. Along one duct wall, equally spaced ribs, oriented perpendicular to the flow direction, are distributed. Periodic boundary conditions were set at inlet and outlet section. The other boundaries are treated as no-slip, walls are set as adiabatic except for the

1 Corresponding author. E-mail: first.author@first.institution.
ribbed surface where a constant heat flux (equal to $433.44 \text{W/m}^2$) was imposed. As in a periodic domain the heat flux can never be damped, a sink term in the energy equation ($\Gamma$, product of the velocity normal to the periodic surfaces and the temperature gradient) was inserted as suggested by Patankar et al. (1977) to control the temperature growth. The bulk Reynolds number (based on hydraulic diameter $D_h$ and bulk velocity $U_0$) is 15000 while the Prandtl number is assumed equal to 0.71. Effect of duct rotation on heat transfer was evaluated for the case of anti-clockwise rotation direction of the duct, at a Rotational number $Ro = D_h*U_0/0.3$, the ribbed wall being the pressure (destabilising) side.

In the rotating case, the turbulent structures were longer than the space between two successive ribs. Therefore, the computing domain extends for twice the rib-to-rib distance. The domain is discretised using a 17:6M block-structured hexahedral grid (figure 1-b). The minimum distance between the cells centres and the solid walls was maintained sufficiently small to achieve values of $y+$ smaller than 0.5 in more than 97% of the computational grid. The dimensionless time step was set to 10-4 in order to obtain a CFL number below 0.3. The non-dimensionalized governing equations were solved by means of the well validate in-house unstructured finite-volume computational code T-FlowS (Borello et al., 2015a,c). In the rotating frame of reference, influence of the Coriolis and the centrifugal forces has to be considered. Nevertheless, centrifugal force becomes important only when density gradients are relatively high and the buoyancy number exceed a threshold value (i.e. a strong heat transfer is considered). As discussed in Mayo et al. (2015), here the buoyancy number is small enough and then centrifugal force can be treated as a potential term in the momentum equation, and included into the pressure term. A second-order accurate CDS scheme is used for discretizing the convective terms. Second-order time discretisation scheme is employed. A fully coupled solution of the Navier-Stokes system is obtained using the SIMPLE scheme, while the Preconditioned BiCG solver is adopted for the solution of the algebraic linearized equation system. Convergence threshold was set equal to 10-8 for the BiCG solver and 10-6 for the SIMPLE scheme. Time-averaged results were obtained by performing 28:9 and 22 flow through times (FTT) for the non rotating and rotating case respectively. It is important to point out that energy equation was activated starting from a fully developed “cold” solution (without considering heat transfer). It was firstly solved keeping constant the flow field (velocity and pressure), to reduce its residuals, and then 3 FTT were performed before starting to collect statistics. The symmetry with respect to the mid-span plane was considered to further average the results.

3 Preliminary assessment

Thermal LES and time-averaging tools for computing Reynolds Fluxes budgets were validated against DNS data of stationary channel flow at $Re = 5650$ and $Re_\tau = 150$ (Kasagi et al., 1992). The
grid \((2\pi\times2\pi\times2)\) consists of 48 x 72 x 48 hexahedral cells. Wall cell height was chosen to achieve a \(y^+\) of 0.2. The maximum \(\Delta y^+\) at the centre of the channel is 12, having 12 cells in the \(y^+ < 10\) region. Dimensions of the cells in the streamwise and spanwise directions, in wall coordinate, are respectively 25 and 12.5. According to Kasagi et al. (1992), fixed temperature condition were imposed at the wall. With this condition, the temperature gradient at the wall is constant and the dimensionless \(\gamma\) is 1.

Figure 2 shows good agreement between LES and DNS, especially close to the wall. For the channel simulation, both a constant value of turbulent Prandtl number and the polynomial expression of Kays et al. (2012) were used. Since there was not difference in the statistics, we chose to use for all LES computations a constant value of Prt (0.9). Good agreement was obtained for temperature and Reynolds fluxes due to a proper estimation of terms of the equation for \(\theta\,\theta\) and \(u_i\,\theta\). LES is able to reproduce budget terms in the Reynolds Fluxes equations (figure 3), except for dissipation terms, which depends on small scales that are modelled in LES. Dissipation is obtained by summing up the balancing term (the sum of all the other terms of the equation). For temperature covariance (\(\theta\,\theta\)) and streamwise heat flux (\(u\,\theta\)) the production is balanced by dissipation away from the wall (\(y^+ > 50\)), while the pressure gradient redistributes energy from streamwise to vertical heat flux, and for the last one it is balanced by the production term (note the different scales in the three cases).

![Figure 3: Budget of a) temperature covariance, b) streamwise turbulent heat flux, c) normal to wall turbulent heat flux. Symbols: DNS of Kasagi et al. (1992).](image)

![Figure 4: Averaged distribution of secondary motions and enhancement factor.](image)

### 4 Main results

The flow field was analysed and discussed in Borello et al. (2015b) and not reported here for sake of brevity. The assessment of the quality of the results was performed by considering the enhancement factor (EF) defined as the ratio between the Nusselt number and the Nusselt number from the Dittus-Boelter correlation for a pipe flow (\(\text{Nu}_0\): \(\text{EF} = \text{Nu}/\text{Nu}_0\); \(\text{Nu} = hD_b/k\); \(\text{Nu}_0 = 0.023\ \text{Re}^{0.8}\ \text{Pr}^{0.4}\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>LCD</th>
<th>LES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ro=0.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ro=-0.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Enhancement factor. Experiments from Mayo et al. (2015)
Table 1 shows the comparison of the surface averaged enhancement factor for the two cases here investigated. As argued in Borello et al. (2015b), in the rotating case, the overall EF increases due to the presence of large convective motions that increase turbulence and promote heat removal from the solid wall. The agreement with the experimental data is satisfactory and however in the measurement uncertainty range indicated in Mayo et al. (2015). The rotation increases the magnitude of the secondary flows (see figure 4). In particular, the Coriolis force acts exerting an acceleration in y direction that is proportional to the x-component of velocity. Such velocity is maximum at the duct symmetry plane (z/h = 4.68) and zero at the lateral walls. Then, the overall result is that a secondary flow towards the ribbed wall is generated close to the symmetry plane, while near the lateral walls the flow is ascending. Interestingly, the rib causes the flow to develop a positive y-velocity to cross the obstacle, and this is sufficient to destroy the secondary vortex generated by the Coriolis force.

Conclusions

The heat transfer in a stationary and rotating rib roughened duct was analysed by means of LES. In the rotating case the heat removal was found to be higher due to the higher “level of turbulence”, enhanced by rib-induced and Coriolis-induced secondary flows. In particular two main ways of enhancing were found: 1. The increasing of secondary motions, due to rib induced flow and promoted by the rotation, which increases hot/cold gas mixing; 2. The increasing of velocity and temperature fluctuations, which promotes turbulent heat transfer.
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Abstract

The advanced magnetic configurations can represent a possible solution in the framework of the power exhaust issue. The numerical modelling is then a crucial aspect in order to predict the Scrape off Layer plasma conditions. In this context, the new SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE code represents a promising tool since the difficulties encountered by the largely validated 2D edge codes EDGE2D-EIRENE and SOLPS. In this work we present a validation of the SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE code performed by comparing the obtained numerical results and the one of EDGE2D-EIRENE simulating a JET discharge. In particular, we focus on outer target quantities and we show the necessity to define proper diffusion coefficients in order to get similar results.

1 Introduction

The “Fusion Electricity - A roadmap to the realisation of fusion energy“[1] report published by EFDA in 2012 has recognized the “Heat-exhaust issue“ as one of the major problem towards the realization of a future fusion power plant. The large amount of power conducted and convected from the main plasma towards the divertor targets concentrates on a relatively small surface area leading to extremely high thermal loads onto the target plates. Furthermore, high particle and neutron fluence in a reactor sets up a stronger limit to the allowable heat fluxes, below 5-10 MW/m² in stationary conditions. In order to mitigate the risk that the ITER baseline solution, based on Single Null Divertor (SND) with W divertor plates, will not extrapolate to a Demonstration fusion power plant (DEMO), the EUROfusion is currently assessing alternative solutions to take into account; in particular, a dedicated Work Packages of the 2014-2018 EUROfusion work plan, i.e. WPDTT1, deals with the assessment of alternative divertor geometries. Possible proposed solutions are the so called advanced magnetic configurations: X-Divertor (XD), Super-X divertor (SXD) and the Snowflake divertor (SF).

The numerical modeling is therefore essential to study the possible benefit deriving from the different proposed configurations and to better understand the physical processes able to alleviate the power exhaust issue. Several 2D edge codes are currently available in the fusion community. However, the most used and largely validated codes, i.e. EDGE2D-EIRENE and SOLPS, are not able to treat the advanced configurations due to the presence of a second null point. In this work a new numerical tool has been used, i.e. SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE[2]. This code is primarily based on the Braginskii’s equation[3] for the description of the plasma species, whereas the Monte Carlo code EIRENE is used to track the neutral particle trajectories. A different numerical scheme is adopted to treat the transport equations; in particular, a penalization technique is used to implement the boundary conditions. The magnetic-field-aligned computational grid includes the plasma and extends into the plasma facing components (PFCs). A mask function is used to differentiate the plasma from the PFCs and, by forcing the solution in the wall domain through extra terms in the balance equations, the boundary conditions at the plasma-wall interfaces are recovered.

This characteristic gives a high flexibility to SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE. Indeed, since the vessel shape is defined by the mask function matrix, this code is able to treat complex divertor and wall geometries and, thanks to the features of the mesh generator, it is able to manage complex magnetic configurations, as the SF divertor. In addition, since the mesh extends up to the wall, the codes is
able to directly evaluate the effect of the first wall on SOL plasma conditions.

The SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE code and the mesh generator have been installed on the HPC CRESCO facilities and an initial validation phase has been performed. A preliminary predictive study on the reference scenario of the JET experiment M15-20 has been performed. The results obtained with SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE has been compared with the numerical results in [4], where the EDGE2D-EIRENE[5] code has been used to predict the SOL plasma conditions in the experiment.

2 SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE setup

The aim M15-20 JET experimental campaign is the assessment of the effect of the flux expansion on the radiative divertor performance. Three different equilibria are discussed in [6] and has been designed starting from the JPN # 81472 @ t=9s; in particular, semi-horizontal configurations are modified below the X-point. For the validation phase performed in this work we have used the reference equilibrium, while the two high flux expansion cases (HFE) has not been taken into account.

As a first step in the analysis, we have considered an H-mode pure deuterium plasma even though the experiment is based on Nitrogen seeded discharges. This choice is dictated by the need to define the set of input parameters for the SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE simulations. The main input and boundary conditions used in the simulations refers to [4]. The input power crossing the separatrix is set to 8 MW. This value is obtained by considering the predicted input power during inter-ELM phase where the core radiation and the rate of change of the pedestal stored energy is subtracted from the total heating power. The Deuterium puff is located in the High field side (HFS) region and it has been adjusted to get the same outer midplane electron density $n_e,OMP$ as in [4].

Since of the presence of the internal transport barrier related to the H-mode, the cross field transport coefficients of particle, $D_p$, and electron and ion energy, respectively $\chi_e$ and $\chi_i$, above the X-point vary along the radius, while the value in the divertor region has been set constant and equal $D=0.64 \, \text{m}^2/\text{s}$ and $\chi_e=\chi_i=1 \, \text{m}^2/\text{s}$. Finally, we focus our analysis on the outer divertor, since the cross-field drifts have not been included in the simulations due to numerical instabilities.

3 Results

Initially, the transport coefficients in the main SOL, that is in the SOL region above the X-point, has been set equal to the one used in the EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations in [4]. Figure 1 shows the profile of $D_p$ and $\chi_e$ (and $\chi_i$) as a function of the radial distance from the separatrix measured at the equatorial plane. As can be seen, the internal transport barrier is reproduced by the sharp decrease in the transport coefficients near the separatrix.

![Figura 1: Diffusion coefficients $D_p$ and $\chi$ initially used in the simulations. The presence of the internal transport barrier is simulated by a sharp decrease in the diffusion coefficients near the separatrix.](image-url)
Once stationary conditions have been reached, the results obtained with SOLEDGE-EIRENE has been compared with the one obtained with EDGE2D-EIRENE. Figure 2 shows the results in terms of electron density and temperature on the outer target. As can be seen, the two calculations have given different profiles both in terms of density and temperature. Especially, the profiles calculated in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE were higher than the corresponding one obtained with EDGE2D-EIRENE. In addition, the temperature peak obtained in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE was shifted with respect to the one EDGE2D-EIRENE and the profiles was broader. An analysis of the data have shown that this behaviour was related to the different upstream profiles obtained in the two calculations. Indeed, even if we have got the same separatrix density and we have imposed the same transport coefficients, the profile of the density was much broader in case of SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE; in turn, this has directly affected the SOL conditions and the outer target density profile. Likewise, the upstream temperature profile obtained with SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE was higher than the one of EDGE2D-EIRENE. This difference had a strong effect on the temperature profile along the SOL since the high temperature in the former case have modified the ionisation distribution which was more concentrated near the target plates in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE calculations, while the neutrals were ionized in the all the divertor chamber in EDGE2D-EIRENE case.

![Figure 2: (a) Electron density and (b) temperature profiles on the outer target as a function of the distance from the outer strike point. The profiles obtained with SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE are higher and broader than the one obtained with EDGE2D-EIRENE.](image)

Therefore, in order to get similar results in terms of density and temperature profiles, we have performed a redefinition of the transport coefficients. We have used two different approaches. The first one is based on the “autofit“ function implemented in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE. In this case, the upstream profiles of electron and ions temperature and density are given to the code, which iteratively solves the equations by changing the radial profiles to approach the desired one. However, numerical instability have arisen, which either have lead to simulation crashes or drastically have increased the computational time. As a consequence, we have decided to manually adjust the transport coefficients to approach the EDGE2D-EIRENE upstream profiles as much as possible. Clearly, this second approach represents a high computational demanding method and a trade-off between the obtained results and computational time was needed.

Figure 3(a) shows the imposed transport profiles obtained by progressively changing the upstream value of $D_p$ and $\chi$. We can observe that the plateau of $\chi$ in the main SOL has been increased from 8 to 10 m$^2$/s, while reducing the radial range for the raising. On the contrary, the radial range defining the internal barrier has been increased. This choice has been motivated from the need to reduce the separatrix temperature. As the change in $D_p$ is concerned, radial step in the main SOL is reduced as well, while the plateau into the core region has been increased in order to get a more flat core density profile, as in [4].

![Figure 3(a)](image)
The results in terms of target profiles for the electron density and temperature are shown in figure 3 (b) and (c), respectively. Although the redefinition of the transport coefficient has allowed to obtain closer upstream profiles, the target one have shown difference. The target electron temperature is reduced compared to the one in figure 2 (c), but the peak is shifted towards the far SOL. This behaviour is related from one hand to the decrease in the upstream temperature and on the other hand on the higher value of $\chi$ in figure 1. The target electron density obtained with SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE was similar to the previous one, but have shown a sharp increase in the far SOL. The reason for this behaviour is under investigation, but can be probably related to the lower target temperature which have changed the ionisation distribution.

4 Conclusions

The feature of the SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE to deal with complex geometries represents an important possibility in the numerical modelling of the advanced magnetic configurations. The analysis of the different effects that can help in solving the power exhaust issue can be performed by means of this promising tool. However, a validation phase is necessary in order to assess the reliability of the code. In this work, we have shown that a definition of the input parameters is needed by comparing the results of the calculation with the numerical results of the EDGE2D-EIRENE code. In particular, we have shown the effect of a change in the diffusion coefficients, especially the effect on target quantities. The next step in the analysis is clearly the direct comparison of the numerical results with the experimental data, which represents the most important phase in the code validation.
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